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INTRODUCTION
1. This Memorial is fiIed in accordance with the Order made by the
Vice-President of the Court in the present case on 27 July 1982 fixing 26
April 1983 as the the-limit for the filing of Mernorials by the Socialist
People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya (hereinafter referred to as "Libya"')
and the Republic of Malta (hereinafter referred to as "Malta"). The
Order was made having regard to Article 40 and Article 48 of the Statute
of the Court and to Article 13, paragraph 3, Article 44, and Article 46 of
the Rules of Court, and taking into account the Special Agreement
between Libya and MaIta signed at Valletta on 23 May 1976 by which the
Parties agreed to have recourse to the Court concerning the question of the
delimitation of the areas of continental shelf appertaining to each of the
two States.

2. The Special Agreement was signed on 23 May 1976' and Instruments of Ratification were exchanged in Valletta on 20 March 1982'. In
accordance with Article I V of the Special Agreement, it was jointly notified to the Court on 26 July 1982 by letter dated 19 July 1982 from the
Secretary of the People's Committee of The Popular Bureau for Foreign
Liaison of Libya and the Minister of Foreign Afïairs of Malta'. The
notification was filed in the Registry of the Court on the same day.
3. The joint letter of notification transmitted a certified copy of the
Special Agreement in both the Arabic and English languages. Under the
terms of the Special Agreement, the Arabic and English texts are equally
authentic.

4. The English text of the Special Agreement reads as follows5:

' The ttrm "Libya" refers to the Statc of Libya and its political institutions, whaievtr thcir
form at thc relevant time and, as may appcar from the contcxt, also to the territory which
now bclongs ta the Socialist Pcoplc's Libyan Arab Jarnahiriya. I t should also be notcd that
the "Libyan Arab Republic" as rcfcrrcd to in the Spccial Agreement becamc ihc Socialist
People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya on 2 March 1917.
' A copy of cach of the Arabic and English tcxts of the Special Agrccrnent is attached as
Annex 1 .

' A copy of' thc Instrurncnts of Ratification is attached as Annex 2.
' A copy of this lcttcr is attachcd as Annex 3.
' Rcfcrcnccs in this Mcrnorial to the tcxt of the Spccial Agreement are to thc English tcxt.
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"SPECIAL AGREEMENT
BETWEENT H E GOVERNMENT
OF THE
REPUBLIC
OF MALTAAND THE GOVERNMENT
OF THE LIBYAN
ARABREPUBLIC
FOR THE SUBMISSION
TO THE INTERNATIONAL
COURTOF JUSTICEOF DIFFERENCE

[See pp. 5-6, supra]

5 . Article 1 of the Special Agreement defines the role assigned to the
Court in this case'. It requests the Court to decide:
"What principles and rules of international law are applicable to
the delimitation of the area of the continental shelf which appertains to the Republic of Malta and the area of continental shelf
which appertains to the Libyan Arab Republic ...".
Article 1 also requests the Court to decide "... how in practice such principles and rules can be applied by the
two Parties in this particular case in order that they ma'y without
difficulty delimit such areas by an agreement as proGdedin Article
- .
III."

6 . Article 11 of the Special Agreement deals with the procedural
aspects of the case in the manner envisioned by Article 46( 1 ) of the Rules
of Court. In addition to providing for the time-limirsfor the simultaneous
subrnission of written pleadings, Article I I ( 3 ) states that "... the question
of the order of speaking at the oral hearings shall be decided by mutual
agreement between the Parties ...". In this connection, the Maltese m in-'
ister of Development and the Libyan Minister of State for Revolutionary
Command Council Affairs exchanged letters on 23 May 1976 by which
the Maltese Minister of Development indicated that at the oral hearings
the representatives of the Republic of Malta would speak first and the
Libyan Minister of State indicated his acceptance of this proposal. C o p
ies of these letters are attached as Annex 4.
7. In accordance with Article 49 of the Rules of Court, this Mernorial
is divided into the following parts:
Part 1 contains a statement of the facts beginning with a brief
outline of the history of Libya and Malta and'followed by the general
geographical, geomorphological and geological setting.of the dispute.
Against this setting, the historical background to the dispute is then
taken up.
Part 11 contains a statement of the law, including an analysis of
the provisions of the Special Agreement.

' The provisions of the Spccial Agreement will bc discusscd in Chaptcr 5 below.
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In Part III, the Memorial applies the principles and rules of
international law discussed in Pari II to the physical factors and
relevant circumstances of this case.
Following Part III appear Libya's Submissions to the Court
made in accordance with Article 49 of the Rules of Court.

PART I

THE FACTUAL BACKGROUND

CHAPTER 1
LIBYA AND MALTA: HISTORICAL ASPECTS
1101 Libya became an independent State on 24 December 1951 and
Malta achieved independence on 24 September 1964. Although the histories'of Libya and Malta may,only have an.indirect bearing at this stage
in the pleadings, a brief look at the history of each country up to independence as we1l.a~of the subsequent-relations ktween them does provide a
useful background to an understanding of the dispute'.
1.02 ' In view of the long history of each State it is notable that, since
Malta's independence, and particularly since the,early 1970s, Libya and
Malta have enjoyed a close rel;itionship marked by many forms of assistance and cooperation. Libya considers that this dispute and some of the
friction that has.resu1ted from il mu,st be,viewed in the general context of
cooperation; assistance and goodwill that has characterised relations
,between the two States.
1 .O3 During the Classical and pre-Classical periods, that is during.the
time when Greece, Carthage and Rome dominated the Mediterranean
world, the experiences of L i b a and Malta were quite similar .in many
respects. However, from the middle of the 1 i th Century AD, their histories started to diverge.
1.04. After a period of Islamic rule and Norman occupation, Malta fell
under Spanish iule - in 1282. For almost 250 years it was controlled by
Viceroys in Sicily who were appointed by the sovereigns of ~ r a g o nand,
Iàter, of Castile, until charles V came to the Spanish throne. Under the
Aragonese, Malta became an integral elehent in the ~ r a g o n e s etrading
empire which stretched from the northern Mediterranean shores down to
North Africa. It also became an important corsairing base, acting as a
sort of border defense of Aragon's Sicilian possessionsz.
. 1.05 The Maltese Islands underwent a d r a m ~ i change
c
in domestic
agriculture during this time, turning ftom food productiv to cotton production, with most of the cotton being exported to Sicily and Aragon. In
return, the Islands became dependent on Sicily foi f,md, a pattern of
dependen~y~that
was to continue for hundreds of years2. Tripolitania,
dominated by the city of Tripoli, had become a major outpost of the trans-

' Deiailed accounts can be.found

in:

BLOUET. Brian, The Siory of Malia, .Valletta, Progrcss, 1981.

.

.

WRIGHT,John. Libya. London, Benn, 1969.
ABUN-NASR,
Jamil M . , A Hisrory
the Maghrib. Cambridge, ~ a m b r i d &univer;ity
Press, 1971 .

GODECHOT,
Jacques, His~oirede Malle. Paris. Presses Universitaires de France, 1981.

* BRAUDEL.Fernand, The Mediierrane~inand the Mediterranean World in the Age of Philip
I I . London, Fontana/Collins. 1972.
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Saharan trade routes that brought goods from West and Central Africa
and the Fezzan for trade with the North African littoral and, via Cyrenaica, with Egypt and the Middle East, as well as later on with Europe.
1 .O6 At the start of the 16th Century, Spain and Portugal sought to
extend their control over the Mediterranean and to establish themselves in
Africa. In 1 5 10, Spain occupied Tripoli. Meanwhile the Ottoman
Empire expanded westwards into North Africa, appearing in Egypt in
1517. In 1523, the Ottomans forced the Knights of the Order of St. John
of Jerusalem out of their island fortress of Rhodes and, as a resuit, Charles
V offered Malta to the Knights as a new base in 1530, provided that they
also took on the defence of Tripoli against the advance of Ottoman sea
power. The Order reluctantly accepted, but in 1551 it gave up the futile
attempt to hold Tripoli and withdrew definitively to Malta.
1 .O7 I n 1565 came the unsuccessful Great Siege of Maita by Ottoman
forces. The failure of the siege, together with the Battle of Lepanto,
persuaded the Ottoman Empire that naval control of the Central and
Western Mediterranean was beyond its power and Malta settled down to
become an active corsairing base where the Maltese corsairs were joined
by privateers from western and southern Europe. As time went by, the
major naval powers of France and England began to take an interest in
Malta, particularly in the 18th Century.

1.08 By the opening of the 19th Century, the picture had changed.
Corsairing ended as Mediterranean trading patterns became controlled by
Britain, France and Holland. Imperia1 considerations began to dorninate
the scene, for the Mediterranean was seen increasingly as an essential
pathway to lndia and the East.
1.O9 ln 1798 came the Napoleonic invasion of the Maltese Islands, as
a preliminary to the invasion of Egypt. It led to the final expiusion of the
Order. The French were soon themselves evicted, and in 1800 England
established a de facacto protectorate over the Islands which soon hardened
into full colonial control'. Close commercial relations then began to
develop between Libya and Malta for the first time since the 15th Century,
and a Maltese merchant colony grew up in Tripolie. Tripoli became a
major supplier of meat and cattle to Malta, and Libya became an increasingly favoured site for Maltese immigration, as did the other North
African States, partjcularly after the French occupations of Algeria in
1830 and Tunisia in 188 1.

' BLOUET. op. cil.

FOLAYAN, Kola. Tripoli during rhe reign of Yusuf Pasha Qaramanli, Ilc-Ife,University of
Ife Press. 1979.
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1.10 In 1835 the Ottomans reasserted their authority over Libya and
set up an effective administration along the entire littoral frorn the Egyptian border to Tunisia. Ottoman control over Libya was to last until the
ltalian occupation of Tripoli in 191 1 as a prelude to the occupation of the
whole country. After World War 1, ltaly lost control of her new colony
and only subdued Libya again after a series of bitter campaigns at the end
of the 1920s. I n 1939 the territory of Libya was incorporated into rnetropolitan Italy.
1.11 Meanwhile, Malta in the 19th Century changed from an entrepot
for British trade during the Napoleonic Wars to a bunkering station for
steam shipping. lt also became a convenient and congenial location for
British naval personnel with the use of the English language wideçpread
amongst the indigenous community, and even British royalty took an
interest in Malta. This placid scene was to continue until the 1930s.
From 1939 onwards, with the Second World War in full spate, Malta was
placed in a precarious position. In reality, it depended as in the past on
supplies from outside to sustain itself. It would have fallen but for the
heroism of its population and of the military personnel stationed there. I n
addition, the Axis Powers decided to bypass the islands and called off an
attempt at invasion. For them, the main battleground was North Africa
- in Libya, Tunisia and Egypt.
1.12 In 1943, Italian and German forces were driven out of Libya, and
the north of the country was placed under the British military administration with the south controlled by Free French units. Under the Italian
Peace Treaty of 1947, ltaly formally renounced title to Libya whose future
was referred to the United Nations. On 24 Decernber 1951, Libya was
established as a united kingdom with a federal constitution, thus marking
the emergence of Libya as an independent State. On 27 April 1963, the
federal constitution was abolished and Libya became a unitary State. On
1 September 1969, the King was deposed and Libya became the Libyan
Arab Republic. On 2 March 1977, it was proclaimed the Socialist
People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya.
1.1 3 On 21 September 1964 the independence of Malta was proclaimed, with direction and control of the government exercised by a
Maltese Cabinet and Prime Minister. Britain retained her defence interests in return for a rent spread ovet 10 years. As a result of the 1972
elections in Malta and with the rapid decline in defence spending by
Britain in the early 1970s, the defence agreement with Britain was renegotiated so that British forces would leave by 1979. In 1974, Malta became
a Republic with executive authority vested in its President. It remained
within the British Commonw~alth.

CHAPTER 2

THE GEOGRAPHICAL SETTING

2.01 The geographic relationship of States is of primary importance in
maritime delimitations. This point can be simply demonstrated; for
example, a State situated by itself in a large expanse of ocean is not subject
to the same geographic constraints as are States in the Mediterranean Sea
where their geographic position and relationship with neighbouring States
are of special significance in efTecting an equitable delimitation of bordering continental shelf areas. This fact is made further evident where there
are islands lying in a narrow sea surrounded by other islands as well as by
continental States, another characteristic of the Mediterranean.
2.02 AS will become'apparent in this ~ ~ m o r i ageographic,factors
l,
have been closely intertwined with the history~of the region of interest in
this case, making it useful to consider the pertinent facts of history and
geography together in'this first pait of the Mernorial. Similarly, the facis
of geography and of land and sea morphology are so closely linked that no
strict separation of geornorphology from geography will be maintained
here. However, the related aspects of geomorphology and geology will be
..
the primary concern of the next Chapter.
x

.

2.03 This Chapler will deal first whh geography in the broad setting of
the Mediterranean Sea. The focus will then be narrowed to consider. the
geographic characteristics of the-Central Mediterranean and, finally, of
Libya and. Malta individually and in relation to each other. In the next
chapter the physical factors of geomorphology and geology will be taken
up in the light of the geographical setting. In giving this.general setting
land ,in describing the physical factors, an effort will be made to be as
factual as possible and to leave the legal arguments essentially to Parts II
@ and I I I . General maps, such as Map I . are used in this Part I simply for
the purpose of illustrating the wider contéxt of the dispute.
A.

The Mediterranean Sea
,

@

' 1:

.General Description

..

2.04 Map 1 shows the entire Mediterranean Sea and may be useful to
refer to in the discussion that follows. A glance at this map shows the
Mediterranean to be a long, narrow and crowded sea with a length of
slightly over 2,000 nautical miles and, a l its widest point betwee" the
Strait of Otranto and the Libyan Coast, a width of just under 600 nautical
miles.
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for example. Similarly, much of the continental coast of Greece faces
either east or west. In contrast, most of the southern littoral of the
Mediterranean faces generally northward.

a

2.09 It rnay be x e n from Mop 1 that, aside frorn the inner seas of the
north coast of the Mediterranean, the Mediterranean Sea itself is formed
of a number of smaller seas. Frorn West to east these are: the Alboran Sea,
the Balearic Sea, the Ligurian Sea, the Tyrrhenian Sea, the lonian Sea
and the Sea of Crete. Some of these seas are relatively deep if compared,
for example, with a shallow sea such as the North Sea or with the ArabianPersian Gulf. The Alboran Sea between Morocco and Spain is bordered
on the west by the Strait of Gibraltar. Through this narrow Strait (only 8
nautical miles wide) the ocean water of the Atlantic enters and the more
saline Mediterranean water leaves, in part maintaining the equilibrium of
the Mediterranean Sea as regards both salinity and temperature.

2.10 The Malta and Medina Channels', soulh of Malta, perform a
somewhat analogous role for the eastern Mediterranean and serve as an
important route for the passage of a saline easlern Mediterranean water
mass known as the Levantine Intermediate Layer. This ocean-type current flows in a strong near-bottom layer from east to West via the Malta
and Medina Channels and the Pantelleria, Malta and Linosa Troughsl.
As it impinges upon the seafloor, it generates large sediment waves in the
floors of the Channels. Exiting from the Mediterranean through the
Strait of Gibraltar, the current produces an important warm intermediate
layer stretching over a broad section of the Atlantic. The area between
the westward-8owing Levantine Intermediate Layer and the overlying
eastward-flowing layer of ocean water from the Atlantic forms a zone
where plankton is concentrated and which is, hence, rich in fisheriesP.
2.1 1 With respect to the waters of the Mediterranean, one other matter may be noted. Because of its relatively small size, the narrowness of its
openings, the slow rate of rejuvenation of its waters (taking almost a
century) and the intensity of its maritime traffic, the Mediterranean is
especially vulnerable to the risks of pollution. Recognition by

@

' Thcse features arc discusscd in grcatcr dttail at paras. 3.12 through 3.20 below.

Thcir
location rnay bc round by rcfcrcncc to Mnp 2 facing p. 16 and Map 6 facing p. 26.
' Sce WÜST, G.: the Vertical Circulation of thc Mcditcrrancan Sca". Journal of Ge*
pliysical Reseurch, Vol. 66, No. 10, 1961. pp. 3261-327 1 at pp. 3261-3264. ( A copy of these
pages is attachcd as Annex 5 . ) LACOMBE.
H . and TCHERNIA.
P.: "Caractères Hydrologiques et Circulation des Eaux tn MCditcrranicn (1971 ). a paper in The Mediterranean Sea:
A Nafural Sedimenrurion Laboraiory, cditcd by STANLEY.
Danicl J., Straudsburg, Pcnnsylvania. Dowdcn Hutchinson & Ross. 1972; STANLEY,D.J., MALDONADO,
A. and
STUCKENRATH,
R., "Straits of Sicily Depositional Rates and Patterns, and Possible Rcvcrsa1 of Currents in thc Latc Quatcrnary", Journal of Paleography. Paleoclinioiology and
Paleoecologv, Vol. 18. 1975. pp. 279-291 at pp. 288-289. ( A copy of thcsc pages is attachcd
as Annex 6.)
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coastal/riparian States of this dangerous level of vulnerability led to coop
erative action to reduce pollution, regularised by several international
agreements entered into at Barcelona on 16 February 1976, and further
cornplemented by the Athens Protocol of 16 May 1980' and the Geneva
Protocol of March 1982.
2.12 For rnuch of the Mediterranean only a relatively narrow rim of
shallow sea-bed exists around the continental landmasses and the islands.
In sorne parts, however, the rim of shallow sea-bed is much wider: for
example, in the Gulf of Lions, south of the Languedoc region of France; off
the coastal area of Valencia and Alicante in Spain; in al1 but the southern
part of the Adriatic Sea to the east of Italy; and the areas between Tunisia
and Libya. A rim of shallow sea-bed also projects from Sicily toward
Cape Bon along the Adventure Bank and, further to the east, from the
southern tip of Sicily southward along the Ragusa-Malta Plateau2.

2.1 3 Before passing from the Mediterranean Sea in its full extent to
the region of the Central Mediterranean, the area which is of special
pertinence to this case, a brief look will be taken at sorne of the Mediterranean islands. On the far West, only 120 nautical miles from the middle of
the Strait of Gibraltar, lies the very small, flat Spanish island of Alboran
(less than one square kilometre in area with a total coastline of under one
kilometre). It is located in the Alboran Sea, alrnost halfway between
Spain and Morocco.
2.14 Further to the east between Spain and Algeria are the two major
groups of Balearic Islands. To the southwest lie Ibiza (with an area of
572 square kilometres, a total coastline of 153 kilometres and a population
of approximately 45,000) and Formentera (with an area of 76 square
kilometres, a total coastline of 75 kilometres and a population of 3,500).
To the northeast lie the larger Islands of Majorca and Minorca. The
relevant statistics for each are: Majorca - 3,639 square kilometres with
428 kilometres of coastline and a population of approximatefy 400,000;
Minorca -702 square kilometres with 158 kilometres of coastline and a

' Sec MediferraneanAction Plan and ihc Final Act of the ConferenceojPlenipoicniiarics of
the Coasial Siaies o j the Mcdirerranean Region for the Protection of ihc Mcditerrunean
Sea. United Nations, New York, 1978; Conferenceof Plenipotentiaries of rhe Coasial Siaics
of rhe Mediterranean Region for the Proieciion of the MediferraneanSeo Againsi Pollurion
jrom Land-Based Sources, May 1980. Final Acr and Protocol. Unitcd Nations. New York.
1980.
'These arcas are most clcarly visible on Map 2 facing p. 16. Map 2 is a rcduccd copy of
Shcct 8 of the International Balhymctric Chart of thc Mediterranean. A largcr but still
somtwhat reduccd copy of this Chart may be found in the pockei section of Volume III ofthis
Mernorial. More will bc said of this map and the rnanncr of its preparation ai para. 3.03
below and in Part I of the Technical Annex. As for the use of the terrn "Ragusa-Malta
Plateau" to describe the featurc identified on Map 2 as thcaMalta Plateau", sec fn. 1 top. 28.

,
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population of approximately 50,000'. Unlike the Maltese Islands, which
are situated on the geomorphological extension of the Sicilian landmass,
the two groups of Balearic Islands each sit on a separate geomorphological
plateau and not on a promontory or extension of the adjoining landrnass
(in this case. Spain).
2 5 Next, looking eastward, are the large islands of Corsica and
Sardinia and the smaller island of Elba. Together, Corsica and Sardinia
form a northisouth division of the Mediterranean roughly midway
between the Balearic Islands and Italy. They lie due south of Genoa and
due north of the frontier between Algeria and Tunisia. Corsica and Malta
have about the same population. but Corsica is far larger (8,835 square
kilometres with a coasial length of 670 kilometres). It is a région of the
Republic of France and is cornposed of two départements. Unlike Sardinia to the south, but like Malta, the fishing ac~ivityof Corsica is on a
small scale.
2.16 Sardinia is a special autonomous region of ltaly with its own
parliamcnt empowered to enact local laws. taxes and administrative regulations. I t shares its submarine platform with Corsica. I t is the second
largest Mediterranean island (24,090 square kilornetres with a coastal
length af 1,045 kilometres) and also has a substantial population:
1,600,000. Its industry is now well-developed, but fishing, especialty tuna,
tobster, coral and shellfish, rernains important. Elba, which lies between
Corsica and Italy. is much closer to the size of Matta (223 square kilometres) though less populated (approximately one-tenth the inhabitants of
the Maltese Islands). Now a part of Italy, Elba was a sovereign principality under Napoleon I in 1814-15.

2.17 Although Sicily will be mentioned in many parts of this Memorial. particularly with regard to Malta's close physical connection with it.
certain aspects of the island are appropriate to mention here. Sicily is the
largest (25,708 square kilometres) and most populous (5,000.000) island
in the Mediterranean. I t has a coastline some 978 kilometres long, along
which approximately one-half of its population lives. Like Sardinia, it is a
speciril autonomous region of ltaly with jts own regional parliament.
Similarly, Malta will be discussed further along in this Chapter (starting
at paragraph 2.24) where a detailed geographic description of the Maltese
lslands is set forth. For present purposes it is sufficient to note that the
Maltese Islands together have a total area of about 31 5 square kilometres,
a coastline measurcd around the Islands of Malta and Gozo of roughly 185
kilometres and a population of approximately 320,000.

' Wiih

i t b capital ciiy of ~Mahon,an important naval port lying due south of Marseilles.
Minorca u;is developed as a base in the Mcditcrrnneaa a century before Malta.
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2.18 Crete and Cyprus, located in the Eastern Mediterranean, are
among the largest islands of the entire Mediterranean as seen from the
comparative statistics given in the Tables found at pages 140 and 141
betow. Finally, the island of Imroz, situated slightly to the north of the
entrance to the Dardanelles and east of the Greek Islands of Samothrace
and Lemnos, might be rnentioned. Though somewhat smaller than the
Maltese Islands' and with a small population (approximately 7,000). its
location is noteworthy in considering the various Mediterranean islands.

2.19 This discussion of Mediterranean islands has by no rneans been
exhaustive. I t does, however, serve to illustrate the wide variety of
islands, in terms of size, population, location and other factors that are to
be found in the Mediterranean. Other islands, such as the Pelagian
Islands of ltaly and the Kerkennah Islands and Djerba of Tunisia are
omitted here. but discussed elsewhere in this Mernoria12.
2. The Central Mediterranean

@

a

2.20 Looking more closely a i the geography, it is apparent that the
Mediterranean Sea may be divided into three zones: a Western, a Central
and an Eastern Mediterranean. This can be quite clearly seen on Map 1.
It is the Central Mediterranean that concerns us in this case3. The
Central Mediterranean extends roughly between Tunisia on the west;
Sicily, the southern tip of the Italian mainland (Calabria) and the Strait
of Otranto on the north; the West coast of Greece with its islands on the
east; and the entire Libyan coast up to approximately Ras Amir, visibte on
Map 1 , on the south. It encompasses the Ionian Sea on the east and the
Pelagian Sea on the west'. The western part of the Central Mediterranean, that is the area between Tunisia, Libya and Sicjly- and cornprising
the Kerkennah Islands, Djerba, the Italian Islands of Pantelleria, Lampedusa, Linosa and Lampione, and Malta -is the area of particular interest
for present purposes. But in considering smaller scale and even local
features, sight should not be lost of the overall character of the Mediterranean with its similarities to and differences from the particular situation
here.
2.21 One point of particular interest in the Central Mediterranean is
that part of the Sicilian coastline facing generally southwest onto this Sea.

' See the Tables ai pp. 140 and

141 below.

* See, for example, para. 9.22 bclow, and the Tables at pp, 140 and 141 below.
'The Central Mcditerrancan may be scen in greater detail on Mup 5 facing p. 22.
' There is no uniform practice rcgarding the division of the Meditcrranean inta threc zones,
and frcquently a Central Meditcrrancan zone is not reffected in atlases and in the literature.
Valid as this division may bc gcographically and geologicalty. it should not obscure the
substantial diffcrcnccs betwecn the shelf arcas of the Pelagian Sca and the lonian Sea
gcographically, gcomorphotogically and gcologically which will bc rnentioned in Chapter 3
bclow.
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It fronts on the Strail of Sicily' and forms the northern boundary to the
Central Mediterranean in this area. The coast itself is relatively uncomplicated: it runs in a fairly straight line from northwest to southeast. The
direction of this coastline parallels the "grain", that is, the direction of the
main geographical, geomorphological and geological features of the Strait
of Sicily (used in its broader sense). The "grain" can be seen quite clearly
on Map 2. The axis of the Maltese Islands follows this northwest/
southeast direction, a geographical as well as a geological point of cardinal
importance. As will be seen in more detail in the next Chapter, the
Pantelleria, Malta and Linosa Troughs also follow this northwest/southeast trend.
2.22 Off the southwest coast of Sicily, where it faces Cape Bon and the
Strait of Sicily, there extends a complex of submarine banks and shoals
known as the Adventure Bank. Similarly, off the southeast coast of Sicily
lies an even larger shallow bank, the Ragusa-Malta Plateau2. The morphological extent of both of these features is visible on Map 2. It is on the
southwestern edge of the Ragusa-Malta Plateau that the Maltese Islands
are perched. The Island of Gozo with its westerly escarpment forms a sort
of promontory of this Plateau to the West. Between the Adventure Bank
and the Ragusa-Malta Plateau lies a slightly deeper area, although not
nearly as deep as the troughs lying immediately to its south, which is
characterised by a number of localised highs. This area is known by
geologists as the Gela Basina, and may also be seen on Map 2.
2.23 Taken together, these three features in effect represent the underwater extension of the Island of Sicily. All three are distinctly limited on
the south and southwest by a series of steep depressions which stand out
clearly on Map 2. These are the Pantelleria, Malta and Linosa Troughs
mentioned above. As the map illustrates, the easternmost of these features, the Ragusa-Malta Plateau, is also sharply cut off in the east by the
Sicily-Malta Escarpment. To the south of the Plateau are the Maita and
~ e d i n aChannels khich run roughly east/west.
'The,term "Strait of Sicily" is used in the scicntific literaturc in scvcral ways. In an
cccanographic and gcographic scnse, it is the narrow passage betwccn Cape Bon in Tunisia
and Marsala in Sicily. However, the tcrm is often used more extensivcly to covcr part of the
Central Mcditcrrancan consisting of the area of ihc troughs and channels comprising the Rift
Zone discusscd in Chaptcr 3 bclow. In this Mernorial, the narrow aceanographic dcfinition
will gcnerally bc followcd although occasionally the broader geomorphotogical usage will
also be employcd, particularly in the papcrs in the Technical Annex. Anothcr term, "Sicilian
Channel" or "Chenal de Sicile" is also used to describe the Rift Zone (see, e.g., WINNOCK,
E.: "Structure du bloc pélagien", in Sedirnentary Basim of Mediferranean Margins. editcd
by WEZEL. F.C., C.N.R. ltalian Project of Oceanography. Tecnoprint. Bologna, 1981, pp.
445-464 at p. 453). ( A copy of this page is attachcd in Annex 7.)
*Sec in. I to p. 28 ixiow.
' In his rccent study (sec Part 111, Technical Annex and fn. t top. 34 bclow), Finetti refcrs to
the arta off Ccntral Sicily as the Caltanissetta Basin of which the Gcla Basin or, in his paptr.
the "Gulf of Gcla" is the southcrn, staward portion.
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B. Libya and Malta: Geographical Aspects
1. Malta
With the completion of this "tour d'horizon" of the Mediterranean and the Central Mediterranean, it is now appropriate to turn to a
detailed examination of Malta and Libya. The territory of Malta comprises an island group: the Island of Malta (246 square kilometres in
area), Gozo (66 square kilometres), Comino (2.7 square kilometres),
Cominotto (less than one-tenth of a square kilometre); and Filfla, a rock'.
Thus, the Maltese lslands taken together have a total area of about 315
square kilometres. The population of Malta (that is, of the island group)
is approximatety 320,000. The length of coast measured around the
Islands of Malta and Gozo, and taking into account their indentations, is
roughly 185 kilornetres.
2.25 As may be seen from Map 1 , the Maltese lslands lie some 44
nautical miles south of Sicily and 185 nautical miles notth of T~ipoii. The
36"N parallel passes between the main Island of Malta and Gozo, which
lie between the 14"E and 15"E meridians. They are 158 nautical miles
northeast of Tunisia, whereas the nearest landfall to the east on the Greek
mainland is 340 nautical miles distant. The central iocation of the Maltese lslands in the Mediterranean is brought home by the fact that Malta
is 961 nautical miles from Gibraltar and 927 nautical miles from Port
Said.
2.26 While it is a straightforward task to describe Malta's location in
the Mediterranean and its size and population, it is more difficult to
undertake a detailed description of Maltese coastal geography in comparison to that of Libya. The problem is one of scale: it is a problem that can
@ be readily illustrated by referring back to Map 1.
2.27 Using this map, the general characteristics of the Libyan coast
from Ras Ajdir, for example, to Ras Zarrouq can be described fairly
simply. This particular stretch of coast is over 400 kilometres long.
Map I a1so gives a good idea of the direction in which this coast faces: that
is, generally to the north. But if one turns to the Maltese lslands and their
coasts, they are practically impossible to gauge on this scale. From
Map 1 , in what direction could the coasts of Malta be said to face?
2.28 Consequently, in order to examine Maltese coastal geography an exercise which is important inasmuch as it is from the coast that
Malta's continental shelf must extend- a relatively large-scale map must
2.24

O

a
a

' Cominotto is inhabitcd.

Filfla was ustd in the past by the British Navy for targct practicc.
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be consultedi. Map 3 is such a map. The coastal geography appearing on
this map is taken from the United States Defense Mapping Agency Chart
No. 53203 (1977). As indicated, its scale is 1:150,000 as opposed to the
scale of 1 :9.186.000 of Mup 1 , so that a feature on Map 3 appean over
sixty times larger than the same feature on Mup 1 . (For the convenience
of the Court, place names in Malta referred to in the following paragraphs
of this Mernorial have been indicated on Map 3.)
2.29 Using Map 3 it is possible to examine the Maltese coast in some
detail. One method of approaching this task is to view the coast in
segments. or coastal fronts, in relation to the general direction each segment faces. As is well known, the utility of exarnining coastal fronts in
this manner was alluded to by the Court in both the North Seo cases and
the TunisialLibya case2.

2.30 On the main Island of Malta perhaps a half dozen coastal facets
rnay be constructed in such a rnanner as to represent, with a good degree of
accuracy, the overall coast. Thus, the segment of coast between Ras ilQaws on the southwest and Delimara point (if the highly convotuted inlet
of Marsaxlokk Bay is ignored) in the southeast could well constitute one
such facet. This has a length of about 21 kilornetres and faces generally
south-southwest. A second segment may be seen to run from Ras il-Qaws
clockwise in a northerly direction 10 the vicinity of Ras il-Qammieh. Here
there are several small indentations corresponding to local bays and inlets,
but the overall facet or coastal front expressed as a straight line gives a
good approximation of this stretch of coast. It is 10.2 kilornetres long and
faces alrnost due West toward the Italian Island of Linosa and Tunisia.
From Ras il-Qammieh a shorter segment, approximately 5.4 kilometres
long, rnay be drawn to Ahrax Point. This corresponds to the northwest
coast of the Island of Malta since it faces in that direction and lies ovvosite
..
the Island of Comino and the southeast coast of Gozo.
2.31 Ahrax Point is the northernrnost point on the Island of Malta.
As Map 3 shows, from there the coast begins to double back on itself
toward-the east. Twoquite deep indentations, Mellieha Bay and St. Pauls
I t is easy to confusc the terrns "large-scalc" and "small-scale" whcn refcrring to maps since
their meaning seerns to contradict the plain mcaning of the words. A "small-scale" map is,
for example, a rnap on the scale of 1:10,000,000: the features appear very small sincc a
greater expansc of thc earth's surface is bcing illustrated within a smaller arca. A relatively
"large-scale" map would be on a scalc of 1: 100,000, for example, whcrc thc features would
show up 100 timcs larger than on the "srnall-scalc" rnap of 1:10.000.000.
' Norrh Sea Conrinenral Shelf. Judgrneni, I.C.J. Reports 1969. p. 52, para. 98. Continental
Shelf (Tunisia/Libyan Arab Jarnuhiriyu) ,Judgment, 1.12. J. Reporfs 1982, p. 9 1. para. 131.
The Court's Judgmcnt in the North Seo Continental ShelfCases is referred ta in the text of
this Memorial as the "1969 Judgment": the cases themselves are collcctively referred to as
the "North Sen cases". The Judgrncnt in the Case Concerning the Conrinenial Shelf
(TunisialLibyan Arab Jarnahiriya) is rcfcrrcd to in this Memorial as thc "1982 Judgmcnt"
and the case ilself i s referred to as the "Tunisia/Libya case".
l

.
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Bay, are encountered almost immediately to the east of Ahrax Point.
Otherwise, this northern coast falls gently away to the southeast, interrupted here and there by some lesser inlets and promontories.

2.32 I n essence, this portion of the Maltese coast is aligned in a
northwest/southeast direction al1 the way to Zongor Point on the northeast corner of the island. Needless to Say, the Valletta Harbours carve
deeply into the coast. But it really makes little difference for the present
case whether the northern coast of Malta is divided at Valletta into two
segments, or is seen to constitute one coastal front of some 23.6 kilornetres
al1 the way from Ahrax Point to Zongor Point. In fact, the whole segment
faces generally northeast toward Sicily.
2.33 The final segment of coast to be considered is that lying approximately between Zongor Point and Delimara Point. Here the coast is also
characterised by a number of small bays and indentations. Nonetheless,
it appears accurate to Say that this segment faces basically east, or perhaps
just slightly south of east. The segment itself is very short if it is measured
according to its general direction: only 5.4 kilornetres in all.
2.34 As for the srnailer Island of Gozo, its coast may be faithfully
represented by four segments. Ras in-Newhela is the southernmost point
on the island. Starting frorn this point and travelling in a clockwise
direction, a first segment may be constructed between Ras in-Newhela and
Ras il-Wardija. As Map 3 shows, this is quite a short segment - no more
than 7.3 kilometres long - which faces primarily south-southwest. From
Ras il-Wardija the coast turns almost due north for a litrle over 4 kilometres until San Dimitri Point on the northwest corner of Gozo. The coast
then veers abruptly back to the east and continues in this direction, even
turning a little south of east, for virtually the entire northern coast of
Gozo. There are one or two çmall bays that break up the continuity of this
stretch, but by and large the whole coastal front, which is some 14.3
kilornetres long, may be seen to face north-northeasl toward Sicily.
2.35 Qala Point marks the end of Gozo's northward-facing coast.
From here it works its way back to the southwest until i t reaches Ras inNewhela, the starting point for this description. This final segment is
approximately the same length as the first. that i s to Say 7.2 kilometres.
Unlike the iîrst, however, it does not really abut on the open sea, but rather
looks across toward the Island of Comino and. the northwest coast of the
Island of Malta.
2.36 Comino itself warrants only brief mention here. As Map 3
reveals, it is wedged tightly between the Islands of Malta and Gozo and
faces both of its larger neighbours from which it is separated by the North
and South Cornino Channels. The entire coast of the island is about 9
kilometres in circumference. Just off its West coast rests Cominotto, a
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tiny islet of less than one-tenth of a square kilometre in area. In fact, this
final islet in the Maltese group is only slightly bigger than the uninhabited
rock of Filfla which lies ofi the southern coast of Malta.
2.37 From this description of the Maltese coasts, it is apparent that on
the Islands of Gozo and Malta the longest stretches of coast or coastal
fronts face north or, more often, northeast. The longest individual coastal
segment that rnay be constructed is along the northeast-facing coast of the
Island of Malta; yet even this segment only measures some 23.6 kilometres. Very little of the Maltese coast actually faces due south, since what
might be termed the "southern" coasts of the Islands of Malta and Gozo
repeat the trend exhibited along the "northern" coasts - that is, from
northwest to southeast, so that they face more in a southwesterly direction.
This characteristic highlights Malta's distinct northwest/southeast axis or
orientation. It is striking that this axis almost exactly parallels the direction taken by the Sicilian coast to the north and the series of troughs that
constitute the Rift Zone' to the south.
2.38 Topographically, the Island of Malta displays a marked tilt to the
northeast; the dominant relief trends are al1 toward the northeast. As a
result rnost valleys drain in that direction, although there are no permanent surface rivers. It is in part this tilt, which shows u p clearly on Map 4,
that explains why the southwest coast is dominated by high clifls and steep
slopes whereas the northeast coastline is marked with deep inlets. It is
here in the north that the fine natural harbours of Malta are found: St.
Pauls Bay in the northwest along with Grand and Marsamxett Harbours
on the northern coast facing Sicily. It is here also that the capital city of
Valletta is located.
2.39 This northeast-facing coastline, though rocky, is gently inclined,
facilitating both communications and access. As a result, the major
economic coastal activity is restricted largely to the northeast and east
coasts. Nevertheless, very few littoral stretches provide an opportunity
for utilisation and very large areas of the coastlands are barren and rocky
especially on the southern and western coasts of the Island of Malta.
Gozo is almost entirely surrounded by perpendicular cliffs, those to the
West and south being particularly high and attaining heights of up to 150
metres. There are along the entire coastline comparatively few inlets, and
coastal economic activity is quite limited.
2.40 The geographic characteristics of the Maltese Islands have
affected the pattern of human seulement and economic activity. Historically, up to the mid- 19th Century rnost of the population lived by agriculture and, with the exception of the heavily fortified Valletta area, avoided
settling on the coast. The old capitals of Malta and Gozo were in the
centre of each island. Valletta, on the coast facing Sicily, was the only

' See paras. 3.12 and 3.13 below.
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significant coastal settlement. The inland location of almost al1 towns and
villages is a striking characteristic of Malta even todayl. In short, Malta
is at present, as it has been in the past, an "inland" cornmunity with just
one large window to the sea - a window facing northward. Especially
notable is the complete absence of any permanent settlement along the
whole of the south- and west-facing coastline of the Island of Malta.
Today on Gozo there are only three littoral settlements. Malta is in effect
land-centered and not, as might have been expected, a nursery of sailors
and fishermen dependent on the sea, comparable to Greece or parts of
Spain and Italy.
2.

Libya

2.41 The vast landmasç of Libya covers a roughly rectangular area
lying generally between the 19"N and 33"N parallels and the 9"30fE and
25"E meridians. The actual extent of Libya and its geographic relationship to the Central Mediterranean may be seen by reference to the map
that has been attached as Annex 9. In size, therefore, Libya encompasses
some 1,775,500 square kilometres. Its population according to the 1977
census is 2,939,200.

2.42 The geographic facts relating to Libya that are relevant to this
case are readily apparent. In comparison with the map of Malta referred
to above, a relatively small-scale rnap, such as Map 5, shows the Libyan
coast to be uncomplicated. lt would be pointless to examine the Libyan
coast on the same scale as Malta, for to reduce the Libyan coast to six or
seven or even 20 kilometre segments would be meaningless. Accordingly,
it is not proposed to go in10 the same degree of detail regarding Libyan
coastal geography as was necessary with Malta.
2.43 If there is any utility in thinking in terms of coastal segments for
Libya, perhaps the following might be advanced as faithfully reflecting the
actual coast. First, there could be deemed to be a section of coast that
runs from the land frontier point between Libya and Tunisia at Ras Ajdir
to the vicinity of Ras Tajura just east of Tripoli. Though Ras Tajura
protrudes only slightly into the sea, it is the only promontory of any
significance between Ras Ajdir and Ras Zarrouq where the Libyan coast
falls away into the Gulf of Sirt. From Ras Ajdir to Ras Tajura is about
175 kilornetres even along a straight line. From Ras Tajura, in turn, to
Ras Zarrouq is slightly longer (about 180 kilometres). Thus, this section
of the Libyan coast, which when measured taking account of al1 ils minor
indentations is some 403 kilometres long, can be viewed either as two
facets of roughly 175-180 kilometres each or as one coastal front about
350 kilometres long. Either way, the coast as a whole faces northward.

' Attention is drawn here to the map attachcd a s Annex 8 which dcpicts the pattern of
settlements in Matta as taken from Landsat satellite imagery.
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2.44 Of course, the Libyan coast does not end at Ras Zarrouq. As
Map 5 illustrates, it turns towards the south along the Gulf of Sirt for
some 150 kilornetres until approximately the 16"E meridian. From there
the coast runs in a generally north-northwestJsouth-southeastdirection to
the vicinity of the 19"E rneridian. This stretch of coast is roughly 3 10
kilometres long measured in a straight line. From this point the coast arcs
northward to approximately Benghazi - a distance of about 280 kilometres. Finally, as the coast rounds the corner of Cyrenaica, it again
assumes its general eastJwest direction and runs toward the frontier point
between Libya and Egypt. Because this segment of the Libyan coast
curves gently, it is difficult to divide it into separate coastal fronts. The
overall distance of this segment, however, is greater than 600 kilometres
and faces northward.
2.45 The question of scale may be appreciated in its proper perspective
in considering this easternmost coast of Libyal. Just east of the 23"E
meridian (visible on Map 5) the Libyan coast may be seen to recede
rather sharply toward the south. The amount of this displacement is
around 36 kilometres, a distance which is far greater than any of the
coastal segments of the Islands of Malta or Gozo. And yet on the scale of
Map 5, and set in the midst of an extensive Libyan coast that stretches for
over 1,700 kilornetres, this indentation is insignificant, and it would hardly
warrant the drawing of a separate coastal front since a straight line from
the northernmost point of this coast to the frontier point with Egypt
adequately refiects this portion of the Libyan coast.

2.46 From the foregoing discussion it is evident that, in contrast to
Malta, smaH islands with very lirnited coastlines however measured, Libya
is a very large continental State with an extensive coastline. Its east/west
extension along the Mediterranean is from approximately longitude 11
33' E to 25" E. Its north-facing coast is opposite Sicily, Malta, the Italian
peninsula, and Greece, including the Island of Crete. In effect, the Libyan coast extends for virtually the entire breadth of the. Central
Mediterranean.
O

2.47 Historically, the territory of Libya has been considered as
divided into three regions: Tripolitania, Cyrenaica and Fezzan. Northwestern Libya (Tripolitania) borders the Mediterranean along the Jeffara
Plain and includes most of the population of Libya. Tripoli, the capital
and the largest city of Libya, is located here. In northeast Libya (Cyrenaica) the second largest city, Benghazi, also is on the coast.
2.48 In contrast to those portions of the coasts of the Maltese Islands
that might be considered to face south, the Libyan littoral is characterised
'This arca is taken rnerely to illustrate the particular point of the question of scalc. It
involvcs a part of the Libyan coast far outside any arca conccivably relevant to this case.

by openness of relief with a stepped descent coastwards!. The coastal
areas of Libya have been not only where most of its population has settled
but also the centre of major currents of east/west trade from ancient
times. An important pattern of north/south trade across thesah: from
Equatorial Africa has also been established since early times with the
coastal area of Libya. This resulted from the fact that the routes northward to Libya were shorter and, generally speaking, physically easier to
traverse, without such obstacles as the Atlas Mountains to cross. Not
surprisingly, in light of this traditional orientation toward the sea, the
fishing industry of Libya has been and continues to be locally important.
The centrality of Libya in the Mediterranean and along the North African
coast invited eastlwest movement of several kinds: pilgrimage, trading
and political exchanges. Libyan contact with the sea afong this lengthy
coastline was an essential formative influence and led to north/south
movement across the Mediterranean as well as to Libya performing a
special function of projecting Africari trading and cultural contact northward toward Europe.

3. Libya and Malta: A Broad Comparison
2.49 It does not appear that a more detailed geographical description
of Libya would be pertinent at this stage of the pleadings. However,
certain facts stand out when the geographic characteristics of Libya and
Malta are compared. Libya is a large continental landmass with a very
long coast fronting on virtually the entire length of the Central Mediterranean and even on portions of the Eastern Mediterranean. In contrast,
Malta is a group of small islands with very short coastlines. The question
of which coast of Malta bears a relationship with which coast of Libya for
purposes of delimitation is a question necessarily encountered when such a
small island or island group faces such a large continental landmass with
such a long coast. This matter of coastal relationships will be dealt with in
more detail in a later part of this Memorialz.
2.50 A second important geographic fact is Malta's relative proximity
to Sicily. Vis-à-vis Sicily, looking purely al coastal relationships, the
southeasternmost coast of Sicily would appear not only to run in approximately the sarne direction as the northeast-facing coast of Malta but also
for about the same distance.

2.51 A third major geographic fact is the relationship between States
that face each other across the Mediterranean and between which are
interspersed islands of many kinds. Such a situation implies, of course, a

' The topography of Libya may be seen by reference to the map attached as Annex 10. This
map is taken from the Nalional Atlas oJ the S ~ ~ i a l i People's
st
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya.
Secreiariat of Planning. Survcying Department, Tripoli, 1978. pp. 43-44.
'Sec generally Part III. Chapters 9 and 10 of this Mcmorial.
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series of delimitations between facing continental States that would take
into appropriate account the presence of islands, some of which have
recently gained independence and others of which still retain the status of
island dependencies.

CHAPTER 3
THE GEOMORPHOLOGICAL AND GEOLOGICAL SETTING
Introduction
3.01 In the previous Chapter the geographic elernents of this case were
discussed, including the configuration of the coasts of Libya and Malta.
This Chapter will consider geomorphology and geology in detail, with the
major emphasis placed on the present-day characteristics of the areas of
continental shelf lying between Libya and Malta, that is, of the presentday sea-bed and subsoil of the submarine areas that constitute the natural
prolongation of the land territory of each, of the 'Parties1; In so doing,
Libya has attempted to refiect the.views expressed by the Court in its 1982
Judgment regarding the use of geomorphology and geology in the delimitation of the continental shelf '. However, since this is not the place for a
legal analysis of these findings of the Court or of the general jurisprudence
on this matter (such an analysis appearing in Chapter 6 of this Memorial), only the facts themselves will be examined here.
3.02 G.eological factors will be introduced to the extent they bear upon
the present-day characteristics of the sea-bed and subsoilJ and help in
evaluating the scientific and legal significance of the features discussed.
In addition, certain specific aspects of the geology of Malta and Libya
themselves, as distinguished from the submarine areas of continental shelf,
will be touched on because they relate to and supplement the geographic
material presented in the previous Chapter. As in the case of the previous
' S e c para. 3.06 bclow where the findings of the Court in the 1982 Judgmcnt rcgarding the
geornorphology of the sca-bcd undcrlying the Pelagian Sca are surnmarised.
' To quote in part from paragraph 61 of the Judgmcnt:
"The function of the Court is to rnake use of gcology only so Far as rcquircd for thc
application of international law. It is of the view that what rnust be takcn into account
in the delimitation of shclf areas arc the physical circumstances as they arc today; that
just a s it is the geographical configuration of the prcscnt-day coasts, so also it is the
prcscnt-day sca-bed. which must be considered. It is the outcomc. not the tvolution in
the longddistant past. which is of importance." Coniinenlal SheIJ (Tunisia/Libyan
Arab Jamahiriya). Judgmeni. I.C.J. Reports 1982. p. 54, para. 61.
'The concept of the continental shelf includes the subsoil (what geologists would cal1 thc
"subsurface") as well as the sea-bed. Although a precise definition of the subsoil may not bt
a useful exercise at this timc. two points are worth making. First, petroleum gcologists are
concerncd with areasof the subsoil that may bc asdccp as 7 or 8 kilometres bclow the earth's
surface or the scafloor. Information regarding the subsoil at these dcpths is essential to the
diswvcry of oil and gas. Sccond. although the various layers of the subsoil are given names
such as "Uppcr Cretaceous" and 'Triassic" -terms which fix the gmlogical age of the strata
involvcd -it is not the past but thc prcscnt that is important in considering these strata. For
thcse layers of the earth are prescnt in the subsoil today and have a current significance. It is
dircctly relevant to an examination of the continental shclf to probe bcneath the surface and
10 analyse the importance of sea-bcd featurcs in terms. for examplc. of thc dcpth of fault
planes causing thest features and the prescnce and location of volcanism. (Sce fn. I top. 3 1
bclow.)
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Chapter where no strict separation between geography and geomorphology was maintained, so also in this Chapter the related factors of geomorphology and geology will be cornbined'.
3.03 Finally, by way ofintroduction, it should be noted that the names
given to the various features discussed here are in rnost cases those found
on the international Bathymetric Chart of the Mediterranean, Sheet 8
(hereinafter rcferred to as the "IBCM"), prepared by the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission under the aegis of UNESCO, which
has been used as one of the basic sources of bathymetric data used in this
Memorial and in the studies of the Technical Annex'. For ease of refer@ ence, a somcwhat reduced copy of the IBCM may be found in the pocket
section of Volume 1I I of this Memoria13. One purpose of this international
mapping effort. completed in 1981 but not readily obtainable until 1982,
was to harmonise the use of names. I n some cases. the names of various
geomorphological features on the IBCM differ from those commonly used
in the past or used by Libya or by thè Court in the TunisialLibya case.
Where nccessary 10 avoid confusion, some of these name changes will be
noted in the text. Where names used in this Memorial differ from those
used by the IBCM. that fact will also be noted.
3.04 I t is the intention of Libya to put before the Court scientific facts
that have becn confirmed by leading experts in the field. To the extent
there are known to be genuine diferences of opinion among experts on
certain technical points. they will be brought to the Court's attention.
A.

The Generat Setting

3.05 The previous Chapter discussed the location of this dispute in the
Central Mediterranean, an area differing quite significantly in geomorphology and geology from either the Western or Eastern Mediterranean.
@ I n this connection, it is useful to refer to Mop 6 and to focus particularly
on the large shelf area lying in the western part of the Central
Mediterranean'.

' The data on which the scientific material of this Chapter is based

@

include certain scientific
paperl and iltu~trati\~c
figurcs prcpared or approved by experts in thc field. which arc to be
found in the Technical Anncx a i the end of this Vol. I of the Mcrnorial. Published scientific
studies havc been drawn upon and will be cited. where appropriate. in the text of the
Mcrnorial or in the papers in the Technical Annex.
'See Technicol Anriex. Part 1. for a full description and discussion of the IBCM. The IBCM
is no1 the soie sourcc.of bathymeiric data used by Libya in this Mernorial. and other
bathymetric charts may be iniroduced or referred to frorn tirne to time.
S A more substaniially rcduccd version appears as Mop 2 facing p. 16.
' For the convenicncc o r the Court. the narnes of features discusscd in the ensuing paragraphs
have been placed on Mop 6 . which illustrates the general geornorphological sttting.

3.06 As Map 6 reveals, the continuity of this area of shelf is interrupted by a zone of troughs and channels that stretches from roughly the
area between Cape Bon and Sicily, again in a northwest/southeast direction. This zone then turns more east/west through an area south of the
Islands of Gozo and Malta, to the Heron Valley linking up with the
Medina (Malta) Ridge. To the south of this zone (as far east as the line
of escarpments, which will be discussed below) lies the Pelagian Block, an
area that was relevant to the delimitation in the Tunisia/Libyo case. This
area was described in general terms by the Court in that case as follows:

"The character of the sea-bed of the area within which a delimitation has to be effected has been the subject of very abundant
examination by the Parties, and of detailed scientific studies by
their experts during the written and oral proceedings. At the
outset it will be sufficient to note that this sea-bed area is part of a
broader subrnarine region. i.e., the submerged portion of a geomorphological entity referred to by the Parties as the Pelagian Block
(or Pelagian Basin). underlying the sea area known as the Pelagian
Sea. It is agreed by the Parties that this entity also includes land
areas within their territories, notably eastern Tunisia south of the
Gulf of Hammamet, and the plain of the Jeffara in south-eastern
Tunisia and northern Libya. Without entering into the question of
the correct geological classification of any feature, the Court notes
that this broader submarine region is inclined at a gentle slope from
west to east; it extends on the north at least as far as a series of large
depressions (the Troughs of Pantelleria, Malta and Linosa), and
on the east as far as a change in slope of the sea-bed discussed in
argument under the names of the 'Malta-Misratah Escarpment'
or the 'Ionian Flexure' (approxirnately 1 5 O east) [."

3.07 In this Mernorial, Libya refers to the area, thus described by the
Court, as the "Pelagian Block" and identifies the features rnentioned by
the Court as forming its northern and eastern boundaries2.

' ContinenralShelf (Tunisio/Libyan Arab Jnmahiriya) , Judgrnenr, I.C.J. Reports 1982, p.
41. para. 32.
'Attention is dirccted to the comments in the papcrs in Parts 1 and II of the Technical Annex
as to thc definition of thc "Pelagian Block" and to the question whether the rift zone along
ihese Troughs and on to thc east divides the shelf area into separate geornorphotogical and
geological arcas of continental shelfor evcn constitutcs an incipicnt micro-plate boundary in
formation, For cxample. Figure 3 appcaring in a pdptr of MORELLI,
C.; GANTAR.
G.; AND
PISANI, M., "Bathymctry, Gravity and Magnetism in the Strait of Sicily and in the Ionian
Sea". in Bollerino di GeoJisica Teorica ed Applicara, Vol. 17. No. 65. 1975. pp. 39-58 ai p.
52. and adaptcd by thcsc authors from a figure in a paper of P.F. Burollet (1967), shows a
"Ragusa Shclf" on which Malta is locatcd, scparatcd by the "Pantcllcria Trough", to the
south of which is a different area callcd ihc "Pciagian Shelf'. Of further intcrcst is the
manner in which this figurc of Professor Burollet shows the flcxures and faults which limit the
*Pclagian Shclf" to the east. ( A copy of this figurc has been attachcd as Anner II.)
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3.08 To the north of the troughs and channels are three features noted
in the previous Chapter - the Adventure Bank, the Gela Basin and the
Ragusa-Malta Plateau' - which visibly form the subrnarine extension of
the Island of Sicily. It is on the easternmost of these features, the Ragusa.
Malta Plateau, that the Maltese Islands are situated.
3.09 The Ragusa-Malta Plateau is, in turn, bounded on the east by a
sharp morphological break which corresponds to the Sicily-Malta Escarpment2. This feature, with relief of more than three kitometres, stands out
conçpicuousfy on al1 bathymetric maps since it is one of the steepest and
highest standing continuous slopes in the Mediterranean. The Pelagian
Block is similarly bounded on the east by an escarpmenl - the Medina
Escarpment - to the east of which is the Sirt Rise, a sea-bed area that
projects from the Libyan coast in the region of the Gulf of Sirt and
descends gradually toward the Ionian Abyssal Plain.
3.10 In speaking of these features, it is important to keep in mind a
distinction that mus1 be drawn between them and the limits of the "African Plate". For example, the words "block" or "shelf' used here as
geomorphological terms do not have the sarne meaning as the word "plate"
in the context of the term "African Plate". The latter is a geological term
relating to the theory af plate tectonics. I n the TunisialLibya case, Libya
described the northern boundary of the African Plate as crossing a part of
Sicily, which means that the southern portion of Sicily and the RagusaMalta Plateau, including the Maltese Islands, are part of the African
Plate3. Libya believes this description to be widely accepted and reiterates it here. although in this Memorial there is very little further discussion of plate tectonics as such beyond the brief reference made to the
subject in the paper appearing in Part II of the Technical Annex.
3.1 1 The point is simply this: the Pelagian Block and the African Plate
are quite different kinds of physical entities and are not coextensive. The
first is geomorphological; the second is geological and involves consideration of the entire lithosphere of the earth. Just as the African Plate does
not terminate in the north at the geomorphological boundary of the Pelagian Block, so also on the east the African Plate is not bounded by the

' It is noted hcre that the IBCM

calls this feature the "Malta Plateau": howcver. "RagusaMalta Plateau" is also widely used, and is more descriptivc of the morphological link beiwecn
Malta and the Ragusa area of Sicily (see, for cxample, the use of "Ragusa-Malta Plateau"
by Professor Finetti in Part I l l , Technical Annex).
' Thc geomorphological term "cscarpmtnt" is used throughoui ihis Memorial to rcfer to a
long, more or less continuous cliiï or relativcly stcep dope Facing in one gtncral direction,
breaking the gcneral coniinuity OC the sea-bed by scparating iwo fevel or gcntly-sloping
surfaces. An escarpmeni may bc produced by crosion or by faulting. but thc escarpments of
interest hcre arc the result af faulting. The tcrm is dcrivcd from the French word "escarperncnt" which mcans a steep face or slope.
a Sce Confinenrat ShelJ (Tunisia/Libyan Arab JamahiriyaJ , Judgment, I.C.J. Reports
1982, p. 50. para. 52.
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Sicily-Malta or Medina Escarpments'. Thus the Pelagian Block does no1
reach as far north as the Maltese Islands, which are iocated on a quite
differant geomorphological entity, the Ragusa-Malta Plateauz. However,
Malta like Libya is a part of the geological entity known as the African
Plate.

B.

The Rift Zones

3.1 2 I t is now appropriate to describe the features which constitute the
northern boundary of the Pelagian Block and which separate in the physical sense the natural prolongation of the Libyan landmass northward from
the natural prolongation of Malta southward. The various features that
will be discuçsed here combine to make up a rift zone (hereinafter referred
to as the "Rift Zone") - a feature of major importance to this case that stretches roughly from 10" 30' E to 16" E. However, before dealing
with the Rift Zone itself, which will require some discussion of geology,
the various features comprising the Rift Zone will be examined as to their
more visible physical characteristics, that is, geomorphologically.

3.13 The French geologist, Winnock, in describing the Pantelleria,
Malta and Linosa Troughs as part of what he calls the "Sicilian Channel",
suggests that they are clearly defined by the 500-metre isobath and extend
from Cap Bon to the south of Malta for a length of 350 kilometres and a
width of 100 kilometres. He indicates that this area of Troughs is separated from the Caltanisseta-Gela Basin in the north "by the Adventure
Bank-Madrepore Bank-Malta Bank alignment". On the south he indicates that the limits of the "Sicilian Channel" lie along the "Tunisian
Plateau4".
3.14 Examining each Trough in turn, the first starts at the Island of
Pantelleria, which gives it its name - Pantelleria Trough - and runs
southeast. Its pertinent dimensions are: maximum depth - 1,314 metres;
width (at the 1,000 rnetre isobath)
15 nautical miles; and length (at
the 1,000 rnetre isobath) - 52 nautical miles. A second trough, the

-

' Similarly, the "plate* is not ncoessarily coextensive with the physical continental shelf. In
thc Atlantic. for example, plates bound each othcr along the mid-Atlantic Ridge in the
middlc of thc wean far beyond the physical continental shclf.
y lt is useful to refer again to the figure adaptcd from a tcchnical paper of Profcssor
BUROLLET,
and attachcd a s Annex 1 1 , in which two separatc shclves are portraycd. See fn.
2 to p. 27. In addition, a i fn. 3 to p. 43 a tcchnical paper is referrcd to in which the authors
(DEWEY
e l a l . ( i973)) take the position that a micro-plaic boundary has bcen creatcd along
this geomorphological boundary of the Pclagian Block.
' Definitions of rnany of the technical terms used in this Section may be found in the footnoies
to pages 30 through 33. The terms r q t , riJting, rifi valley and rijr zone may bc u n d c r s t d
through the definirion of rift: a geornorphological tcrrn describing a narrow cleft. fissure or
other openiog in rock, made by cracking or splitting. See also para. 3.20 below.
' WINNOCK, E.. op. ci!.. pp. 445 and 433 (attached as Annex 7). As the Rift Zone
continues eastward from the "Tunisian Plateau". its southcrn limits lie to the north of the
3 5 O N paraltcl (see Part I I , Technical Annex).
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Malta Trough, starts to the northeast of the Pantelleria Trough and trends
in the same southeasterly direction. It extends across to the south of Gozo
and gradually shoals south of the Island of Malta to continue as the Malta
Channel - Medina Channel eastward to the Heron Valley until it links up
with the Medina (Malta) Ridge. This can be seen on both Map 2 and
@ Map 6. The Maita Trough is longer, thinner and, in parts, deeper than
the other Troughs. Its measurements are: maximum depth - 1,714
metres; width (at the 1,000 rnetre isobath) - 11 nautical miles; length
(at the 1,000 metre isobath) - 87 nautical miles and, at the 600 metre
isobath, 108 nautical miles. To the southwest of the Malta Trough and
running parallel to it is a third trough, the Linosa Trough, which trends in
the same northwest/southeast direction. It is named for the volcanic
Island of Linosa to its southwest. The statistics relating to the Linosa
Trough are: depth - 1,615 metres; width (at the 1,000 metre isobath) 8 nautical miles; length (at the 1,000 metre isobath) -41 nautical miles.
3.1 5 An examination of the Slope Map (found in the pocket section of
Volume III and discussed in Part 1 of the Technical Annex) as well as the
Sea-Bed Model', a photograph of which appears here, indicates that these
Troughs, aside from their considerable depth in cornparison with the
surrounding sea-bed, have steeply inclined flanks with slopes frequently of
the order of 1:10 and sometimes 1 :52. A reduced copy of the Slope Map
appears as Figure 1 following the photograph of the Sea-Bed Model. The
Troughs are bordered by shallow areas. As Part II1 of the Technical
Annex explains, from this it rnay be concluded that these Troughs are the
manifestation on the sea-bed of grabensa and that the high areas near the
flanks are horsts'. Thus, for example, the Maltese Islands are a horst
thrown up to the northeast of the Malta Graben as part of the rifting
process that produced the downdropped graben. The geomorphological
expression of these Troughs only partially portrays the depth of the grabens themselves for these grabens and the faults associated with them

' This Model, prcparcd by the Lamont-Doherty Gcological Observatory of Columbia University, was furnished to the Court with this Memorial. See Part IV of the Technical Anncx
for an cxplanation of the way in which the M d e l was prepared and the dcpths indicatcd by
the differcnt colours.
Thesc figures mean that the dcpth of the sca-bed incrcases by an average of one mctre for
every five to ten metrcs of distance.
A graben i s an clongatcd, rclatively depresscd crustal unit or block that is bounded by faults
on its long sides. It is a structural form that may or rnay not bc gcomorphologically
expresscd as a r f l valley (sec fn. 3 to p. 29). As the figures in Part III of the Technical
Annex indicate, grabens arc gcological fcatures that rnay relate to faulting in the subsoil
many kilornctres below the seafioor. Unless othcrwisc indicatcd, the dcfinitions of gcomorphological and gcological terrns uscd in this Memorial are d e r i v d frorn the Glossary of
Gcology, cditcd by BATES. Robert L. and JACKSON,Julia A.. Falls Church, Virginia,
Arncrican Gwlogical Institutc, 1980.
' A horst is an clongatcd. rclativcly upliftcd crustal unit or block that is bounded by faults on
its long sidcs. It is a structural form and may or may not bc expresscd geomorphologically.

'
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extend far down into the subsoil. These grabens have been partially filled
with thick recent sediments. Thus, the offset in relief between graben and
horsr is greater in the subsurface than in the present-day seafloor. The
maximum sedimentation is found in the deepest sections of the Troughs.
3.16 Of particular geological significance is the presence of young
volcanism' along these Troughs. For instance, the Islands of Pantelleria
and Linosa are emerged volcanoes lying to the south of the Pantelleria and
Linosa Troughs, respectively. Several volcanic mounts, which may be
seen on the IBCM, mark the southern edge of the Malta Trough. The
three mounts that are most distinctly visible are (i) at the northwestern
end of the Malta Trough separating it from the Pantelleria Trough (indi@ cated on the IBCM by the 230 metre depth mark); (ii) at its southeastern
extension due south of the Island of Malta (indicated by the 258 metre
depth mark); and (iii) bordering the Malta Channel (indicated by the
113 metre depth mark)'. Further east, as the Rift Zone continues on to
the Heron Valley, it connects up with the Medina (Malta) Ridge where
magnetic anomalies also indicate volcanism. As the technical note in Part
Il of the Technical Annex reveals, the linkage of young volcanism with the
Rift Zone demonstrates that the fault planes are deeply rooted and that
the Rift Zone represents a currently active, fundamental fracture of the
earth's crust. The deep rooting of the fault planes is demonstrated by
volcanism because the magma (or molten rock) which rises to the earth's
surface through these faults is formed at great depths in the crust and
mantle.
3.17 Of the three Troughs that form the Rift Zone in its western
sector, the Malta Trough extends furthest to the southeast. It crosses to
the south of the Island of Gozo gradually shoaling south of the Island of
@ Malta to become the Malta-Medina Channel, visible on the IBCM. In
the western portion of the Rift Zone, its geomorphological expression is
seen in the Troughs; in the eastern portion, it is expressed geomorphologically by the Malta and Medina Channels.
3.18 Having examined the Troughs, the discussion now turns to the
Channels that form the eastern part of the Rift Zone. The Malta and
Medina Channels each fa11 below the 500 metre isobath. They serve to
connect the Trough system on the northwest with the Ionian seafloor on
the east3. Geologically, the Troughs and Channels represent a single Rift
Zone of substantial proportions which continues on to the east separating

' Volcanism rcfcrs to the proccsscs by which magma (molten rock) and its associatcd gaKs
risc into the crust and arc cxtrudcd onto the earth's surface and into the atmosphcre.
'The vohanic mount of 113 mctrcs lies bciwccn the Malta and Medina Channcls at approximatcly 35O30'N; 15"E on thc IBCM.
' In para. 2.10 above, the important oceanographic function performed by these Channtls
and the Troughs was discusscd.
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the Sicily-Malta and the Medina Escarpments in the area of the Heron
Valley. The Rift Zone is a geological feature whose significance is
reflected geomorphologically and whose effects are deforming the sea-bed
and subsoil'.
3.19 If the Slope Map found in the pocket section of Volume I I I (as
welf as the Sea-Bed Model) is again examined in the area southwest of the
Islands of Gozo and Malta, the relatively steep escarpment at the edge of
the Ragusa-Maita Platform where the sea-bed descends southwestward
into the Malta Trough-Malta Channel is clearly seen. The line of this
escarprnent parallels the northwest/southeast axis of Malta and continues
almost completely across the southward-facing coasts of Malta. Further
10 the southeast, the northern shoal of the Medina Bank is seen to fali
sharply into the Medina Channel between roughly 15" and 16"E. In a
number of other areas the flanks of these Channels are steep2.

3.20 Although the Malta and Medina Channels are well-defined by
steep flanks - particularly in the areas southwest of Gozo and the Island
of Malta and north of the Medina Bank - the fact that they show less
relief than the Troughs is explained by several factors. One reason relates
to the fact that the general area where the Channels are found rnay have
been elevated in connection with the processes that created the SicilyMalta Escar~mentto the east and. hence. is now a shallower area of the
seafloor3. ~ ' n o t h e rreason, confirmed in the note appearing as Part II of
the Technical Annex, is that rift zones' do not typically show the sarne seaRoor relief throughout their full extent. However, the major reason for
the difference in the relief between the Troughs and the Channels in the
Rift Zone here goes to the very nature of the Rift Zone itself. What has
been called in this Memorial the "Rift Zone" for reasons of simolicitv is a
zone which involves movements more complex than the pulling apart of
the subsurface of the earth. The movernents along the Rift Zone also
involve shearing and wrenching and what are known as "strike/slipn
motions. As Figure 2 rather simply illustrates, in some parts of the Rift
Zone a pull-apart movement creates a feature expressed geomorphologically by a feature like the Malta Trough. Further to the east, however,
the rifting movement is more one of lateral shearing rather than pullapart, so that the resulting geomorphological features appear sornewhat
less pronounced - like the Malta Channel - rather than as a deep
trough. As stated in Part 11 of the Technical Annex: "... the Malta4

.

-

' See Parts

II and lII, Technical Annex.
S e t para. 3.34 betow and fn. 1 to p. 38 below where the flanks of thesc Channcls arc
dcscribed in grcatcr detail in comparing thcm to the so-called "valleys" in the southern part
of the Pelagian Block.
'Sec Part II1 of the Technical Annex.
' In fn. 3 to p. 29 above, the tcrm "rift" is defined.
Y
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Medina Channel area reflect [s] faulting of an importance as great as in
the area of the Troughs: the vertical displacement is merely far less due to
the nature of this type of faulting.'"
C. The Eastern Boundary Along the Escarpments-Fault Zone2
3.21 The other geomorphological element of prime importance to this
case, and which requires a detailed analysis at this point, is the Escarpments-Fault'Zone, which in fact is cornposed of three features. As noted
above, this Zone forms the eastern boundary of the Ragusa-Malta Plateau
in the north and of the Pelagian Block in the south. The feature on the
north is an escarpment running from approximately the 37"301Nparallel
just off the east-facing coast of Sicily south-southeastward to the Heron
Valley. It is known as the Sicily-Malta Escarpment. A second escarp
ment runs from here southwest along the eastern edge of the Medina Bank
(and, hence, of the Pelagian Block), down to the Melita Valley (approximately the 33"301Nparallel) and is known as the Medina Escarpment.
From the Melita Valley south, the continuation of the southern escarp
ment no longer forms a marked morphological feature but is known
because of its subsoil faulting as the Medina-Misratah Fault Zone. It
runs roughly toward Misratah on the Libyan coast. On the sea-bed this
southernmost feature is best described as a declivity rather than as an
escarpment8.

3.22 The IBCM, the Slope Map and the Sea-Bed Model, as well as
Maps 2 and 6, al1 reveal these features forming the Escarpments-Fault
Zone on the east with great clarity and show this Zone to be of major
geomorphological importance at least as far south as approximately the
33"301N parallel. The Sicily-Malta Escarpment, in fact, comprises one
of the steepest, most pronounced features in the entire Mediterranean Sea.
To traverse it on foot would involve virtually a feat of mountain climbing.
3.23 Although the steepness of these Escarpments and the depths to
which the seafloor drops abruptly are apparent from the maps, figures and
model, it may be useful to give the relevant statistics here:

' Ste Part II of the Technical Annex. p. 11-9.
'Sec fn. 2 to p. 28 above for a dcfinition of the geomorphological term "cscarpmcnt".
a In para. 3.06 above, thc findings of the Court in the Tunisia/Libya case regarding the
eastcrn limits of the Pelagian Block containcd in para. 32 of the Judgment are quotcd. Thc
fcaturc Forming the eastern boundary of the Biock is callcd there the "Malta-Misralah
Escarpmcnt". the name uscd by Libya in its plcadings in that case. and the "lonian Flcxurc".
the name givcn to this group of ftaturts by Tunisia.

.
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SICILY-MALTA
ESCARPMENT
Maximum vertical drop:
3,200 rnetres
Length:
Approximately 120- 130
nautical miles
1:4 - 1 : l O
Inclination of slope:
MEDINAESCARPMENT
Maximum vertical drop:
1,200 metres
Length:
Approximately 87
nautical miles
Inclination of slope:
1:7.7 - 1:12
Despite the fact that the Escarpments-Fault Zone has been discussed here
in segments, it is interesting again to refer back to the figure in Annex I I
(adapted from a figure of Professor Burollet) in which the feature is
shown as one single fault or flexure running al1 the way from Messina-to
Misratah.
3.24 To the east of the Sicily-Malta Escarpment lies the Ionian Sea
with ils Abyssal Plain. To the east of the Medina Escarpment and
Medina-Misratah Fault Zone is the Sirt Rise where the sea bottom is
deeper than the sea-bed of the Pelagian Sea and, in the north, considerably
more complex. This area 10 the east underlying the Ionian Sea is geologically and geomorphologically different from the sea-bed and subsoil of the
Pelagian Sea, a fact that ernphasises that the Escarpments and Fault Zone
constitute the physical boundary between the Ragusa-Malta Plateau and
the Pelagian Block on the West and the Ionian seafloor on the east. Of
course, the Libyan coast continues eastward far beyond Ras Zarrouq,
where this physical boundary roughly ends. The Sirt Basin-Sirt Rise area
of the Ionian Sea, which lies in front of that portion of the Libyan coast
east of Ras Zarrouq, is the physical extension of the Libyan landmass in
that region of the Central Mediterranean'. As explained in Chapter 9
below, this area does not fa11 for delimitation between Libya and Malta.

D. The Sea-bed and Subsoil of the Pelagian Block from
Libya Seaward

3.25 The starting point of the description and analysis of the sea-bed
and subsoil of the Petagian Block is the Libyan coast, for it is. from the
coast that the continental shelf in the physical as well as the iegal sense is
seen to extend. The part of the ~ i b ~ coast
a n bordering the ~ ~ l a g i Sea
an
runs from Ras Ajdir on the West to approximately
~ a r r o u qon the
east. The physical appurtenance of the areas of shelf lying off this coast to

as

'Sce. for example, FINETTI, 1..

"Structure, Stratigraphy and Evolution of the Central
Mediterranean", 1982. Bolltiino di Geofiica Teorica ed Applicara, 1982, Vol. 34.
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the Libyan landmass was thoroughly documented by Libya in the Tunisia/Libya case!. As the Court observed in its Judgment in that case, both
Libya and Tunisia derive continental shelf title in the area of the Pelagian
Block from a natural prolongation common to both land territories2.
3.26 The area of the Pelagian Block which the Court deemed relevant
in the Tunisia/Libyn case extended as far east as the line of longitude of
Ras Tajura and as far north as the parallel of Ras Kaboudia. A very
detailed study of this area was made by both Parties to that case and
presenled to the Court in their written and oral pleadings. The Court,
after examination of the evidence, concluded that there were no geornorphological submarine features that were relevant to determine the division
between the natural prolongations of those two Statesa. In the words of
the Court: "... the physical structure of the sea-bed of the Pelagian Block
as the natural prolongation common to both Parties does not contain any
element which interrupts the continuity of the continental shelf ...'". The
Court then went on to find that there were no geornorphological configurations of the sea-bed that would even constitute a factor to be taken into
account in achieving an equitable delimitationS.

3.27 Without here going further into a legat analysis of these findings
of the Court, the important point for present purposes is this: at least as far
east as the longitude of Ras Tajura, and at least as far north as the latitude
of Ras Kaboudia (the area deemed relevant to the delimitation in the
TunisialLibya case), the Court has established the absence of any sea-bed
features either relevant to determining the division between the natural
prolongations of the two States concerned, or constituting relevant circumstances to be taken into account in effecting a delimitation. So the
question now to be considered is whether that situation continues to pertain as the sea-bed is exarnined eastward and northward over the Pelagian
Block outside the area considered relevant in that case.
3.28 From the Libyan Coast the shelf descends very gently towards the
north6. The gentleness of the slope of this shelf from the shore can be seen
from the figures
set forth in Section 3.B of Part 1 of the Technical Annex.
' S e t . for cxample, thc Counier-Mernorial (Technical Annexes Nos. 5A; SB. I f . 12A and
I2BJ and the Reply (Technical Annexes Nos. 4. 5. 6 and 8 ) filcd by Libya in the Tunisia/Libya case.
' Coniinenral Shelf (Tunisio/Libyan Arub Jamahiriyaj. Judgmenr, I.C.J. Reports 1982,
p. 58, para. 67.
a Ibid.. p. 57. para. 66.
' Ibid., p. 58, para. 68.
V b i d . , p. 64, para. 80.
The cnsuing description may be more fully understocd if the various maps and figures
included in this Mcrnorial, including the Technicul Annex, the Slopc Map found in the pocket
section of Vol. I I I , and the Sea-Bed Mode! furnished to the Court arc cxamined along with
the text. A much more detailed description of this arca of sea-bcd is found in Part 1 of the
Technical Annex.
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These figures indicate that the sea bottom slopes down in a northerly
direction from the Libyan coast (at approximately the 14"301E line of
longitude, roughly opposite Malta) at a mean inclination of only 1:179l to
the 100 metre isobath, 9.7 nautical miles from the Libyan coast. This
means that for every 179 metres of distance from the shore, the depth of
the sea-bed increases by only one metre on the average. Continuing out to
the 200 metre isobath along the same line, the inclination is only slightly
greater (a mean inclination of 1 9 3 or an angle of Oa4i'). If the same
measurements are taken along the 15"Eline of longitude (approximately
10 kilometres West of Misratah) the mean gradient out to the 200 metre
isobath (7.5 nautical miles from the coast) is 1:69, or less than one degree.
These slopes are very gradual, as can be seen if they are compared with the
slope of the Sicily-Malta Escarpment to the east of the Ragusa-Malta
Plateau, where the inclination of slope averages a very much steeper 1:5 or
1:6, or with the slopes of the Troughs and Channels of the Rift Zone.
3.29 The area of the Pelagian Block north of the Libyan coast between
Ras Ajdir and Ras Zarrouq, therefore, is a rather gently inclined depression. Topographically, in fact, this depression begins inland of the Libyan
coast and includes the Libyan littoral north of the Gafsa-Jeffara fault
system and the Jabal Nefusa (the Jeffara Plain). The depression, however, is not sharply defined, It has a broad, gently sloping surface devoid
of marked morphological relief. On the north, it could be said to run
approximately to the 34" parallel of latitude at which point the bathymetry begins to get somewhat shallower. On the east it ends at the MedinaMisratah Fault Zone.
3.30 Adding to its somewhat amorphous nature is the fact that this
depression is known by various names. The Court, on the one hand, called
the southern portion of this depression the "Tripolitanian Furrow" in the
TunisialLibya case. The IBCM, on the other hand, has divided it up and
given the divisions different names. Thus, on the south, one finds what is
called the "Tripolitanian Valley". Further north is the "Jarrafa Trough",
continued southeastwards as the "Misurata Valley". Just above the "Misurata Valley" on the IBCM chart is the smaller "Melita Valley". To their
north are found the "Melita Banks" and the "Medina Bank".
3.31 Examining each of these features in turn, the "Tripolitanian
Valley" is seen to start south of the Jarrafa Trough at about the junction of
34" N;13"E and to descend gradually in a generally southeast direction to
about 14"E, where it turns more in an east/west direction and runs to
approximately 14O 30'E.well to the West of the longitude of Ras Zarrouq.
To the northeast, the Jarrafa Trough appears to run from about 35" N;
12" E in a northwest-southeast direction to about the 14" E meridian.

' Enprcsscd in tctms of an angle, this reprcsents an inclination of O010'.
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where it becornes the "Misurata Valley", a feature which runs southeastward to the Medina-Misratah Fault Zone. At about the 34"N tatitude
the Melita Banks begin. Further east and somewhat to the north lies the
Medina Bank, also visible on Map 2. These rather more elevated areas,
which in fact start further to the West with the Lampedusa Plateau', have
been present there since the Cretaceous (approximately 100 million years
ago). They are part of the zones of elevation and subsidence that were
developed on the rim of the African continent paraIIel to the features of
the African coast at that time but, as the description in Part 1 of the
Technical Annex brings out, there is no topographically discernable dividing line between the depression to the south and the higher arcas to the
north. On the east, the depression continues as far as the Medina-Misratah Fault Zone where it merges into the Sirt Rise.

3.32 As for the Jarrafa Trough, it is a shallow depression about 60
kilometres long and 15 kilometres wide. For the most part the Trough is
between 300 and 450 metres deep. Inasmuch as the neighbouring areas of
the Pelagian Block are only slightly shallower, it can be seen that the
Jarrafa Trough itself is not readily distinguishable from its immediate
surroundings. The present-day geomorphology of this feature is largely
the result of erosional factors.

@

3.33 The last division of the broad depression depicted on the IBCM
chart, the "Melita Valley", is shown on the chart to run in a somewhat
diflerent direction from the other valleys. It trends roughly east-northeast/ south-southwest and extends along the southern edge of the Medina
Escarprnent. As the Slope Map illustrates, the Melita Valley is gently
contoured.
3.34 From this discussion, it is evident that the gentle depression in the
Pelagian Block situated north of the Libyan coast, however it may be
divided on the bathymetric charts, does not contain any marked features
which interrupt the euential continuity of the sea-bed. The sea-bed
descends very gradually in a northerly direction frorn the Libyan coast.
This makes it difficult to substantiate the subdivisions referred to above on
the basis of bathymetry. As the Slope Map and Sea-Bed Mode1 show,
even if vertical exaggeration is ernployed2,the sea-bed areas in this region
are alrnost smooth. If one were to cross on foot a similar area of
dry land, the "valleys" would not be discernable. In fact, these

-

@

'The "Lampedusa Plateau" corresponds in general to thc area labtlled the "Tunisian
Plateauw on the IBCM.
'Sec Part IV of thc Technical Annex for an explanation of thc use of vertical exaggeration.
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"valleys" seem to have no visible flanks at all'. The gradualness of the
descent from various points along the Libyan Coast has been indicated in
paragraph 3.28 above. It rnay also be noted that these offshore areas are
inclined very slightly to the east as well. Thus, in the southern part of the
Pelagian Sea, in the Gulf of Gabes, the sea-bed slopes eastward at the rate
of between 1 : 1,500 (an angle of 0" 02' 17") and 1 :650 (an angle of O"
05'18")2. Off Misratah, the eastern declivity of the seafloor increases
sornewhat to a gradient of about 1: 157 (an angle of 0" 22') and the depth
of the water increases slightly to between 600 rnetres and 800 metres.
Even here, however, the sea-bed can only be described as relatively flat and
smooth3.
3.35 To the north of this wide, flat depression, lie the Melita and
Medina Banks and the Lampedusa Plateau. To visualise these banks,
reference is made to Figure 3 facing this page. This figure is a srnall-scale
contour rnap where the geomorphology has been shown by the use of
colour rather than by hachure marks as were used for the Slope Map. It
can be seen that the elevated area of the Pelagian Block to the north has no
abrupt features and is hard to define with precision. The high representing the area surrounding the Melita Banks assumes a northwest/southeast
direction. It connects up with the Lampedusa Plateau to the northwest
and continues to the sourheast to about 15"E. The parts called the Melita
Banks are composed of two shoals less than 200 metres deep in the southeast cornet of this elevated area.
3.36 A second, roughly square, area of elevation is found to the northeast of these shoals. It runs northward from about 34"N latitude to about
3S0N. Its eastern limils are along the Medina Escarpment. To the
-north, it descends abruptly into the Medina Channel. This raised area is
separated from the elevated area surrounding the Melita Banks by an
indentation of the seafloor that has a depth of slightly more than 400
metres but less than 500 metres and trends in the same general direction as
the Jarrafa Trough to its southwest - that is, northwest/southeast. The

' In conirasi. it should be noted that to the north the Malra and Medina Channds can be
easily seen. Sec. in this conntction, para. 3.19 above. For exarnple. the two-vallcys" in the
south are gencrally of a gradient of 1: 80-160 or less, and anly in a few places 1: 40-80. The
south Rank a f the Medina Channel, which forrns the northern boundary to the Medina Bank,
has a slope of 1: 10-20 and even in sorne places 1: 5-10. Similarly, the escarpment on the
northern Bank of the Matta Channel parailcl to the axis of Gozo and the Island of Malta and
ta their southwest has a gradient of 1: 5-i0. The foregoing can be scen by examining the
Slope Map and the Sea-Bed Model.
It is again noted that a gradient of 1:1.500 means in general ierms thai for every 1,500
rnetres of linear distance the depth of the sca-bed incrcases by one metre on the average.
Again, a more dciailed description of the s e a - k d areas of the southern Pelagian Sea rnay be
found in Part I of the Technicol Annex which analyses the gradien~sinvolvtd noi only from
south to north along linesof longitude (14"301E and 15"E), but also from wesi toeast from
the point of intersection of 13"23'E (the longitude of Ras Tajura) and 33930'N to the
Medina-Miçratah Fault Zone.

portion of this elevated area that is called the Medina Bank is defined on

@ the IBCM by the 200 metre isobath. It is roughly rectangular in shape

@

and it trends northeast/southwest.
3.37 From this description it is apparent that the Pelagian Block' is a
geomorphological entity which, however it may be divided up cartographically into features such as the valleys, banks and troughs identified on the
IBCM map, is in fact an area the physical continuity of which is unbroken
by any sea-bed features of any prominence. Whether the sea-bed is
viewed from south to north or from West to east, its slope is gradua1 and its
contours are gently undulating.

E. Malta's Ceomorphological and Geological Links to Sicily
3.38 The tight geomorphological connection between the Maltese
Islands and Sicily can be seen on any bathymetric chart2. lt is well
established that before the last (Flandrian) marine advance following the
most recent glaciation (Würms) - that is, between 16,000 and 5,000
years ago - the sea level was between 120 and 140 metres below its
present level in this area of the Mediterranean. The British Adrniralty
charts show the si11 depth' of the Ragusa-Malta Plateau as deeper than
@ 100 metres but less than 110 metres. The IBCM shows a sill depth of less
than 100 metres. In the absence of any evidence showing subsequent
emergence (and the data point, if anything, to submergence) there seerns
little doubt that the Maltese Islands were connected by land to Sicily
during prehistoric and protohistoric times. Taking the 200 metre isobath
as marking the general limits of the Ragusa-Malta Plateau to the south
and West and the Sicily-Malta Escarpment as marking its limits on the
east, the Plateau would cover a sea-bed area of approximately 14,000
square kilornetres. The Maltese Islands themselves comprise 3 15 square
kilometres.
3.39 In the geographical portion of this Memorial, the south coast of
Sicily was examined together with the underwater extension of this coast
toward the south and southwest. The seafloor off this coast of Sicily has
three distinct parts. ln the middle, a relatively narrow shallow area ( 14 to
15 kilometres wide) slopes generally southwest jnto the Gela Basin, which
is the southern portion of the Sicilian Caltanissetta-Gela Basin. At each
end of this Basin is an extensive plateau, connected by a series of smaller

@

It is again noted (scc paras. 3.06 and 3.07 abovc) that thc Pelagian Block is identified in this
Memorial as the area of shelf lying south of the Rift Zone and wcst of the Medina Escarpment and the Medina-Misratah Fault Zone.
' Sec Mup 2 facing p. 16 and Map 6 facing p. 26, for examplc. as well as the Sca-Bed Madel.
Wurm is a lake in Germany. It is uscd as a tcrm by gcologists to rcfer to the fourth glacial
stage OF the Pleistocene Epoch in the Alps.
' A si11 (somciimescallcd a "saddle") i s a marine gwlogical tcrm rncaninga submarinc ridge
or risc at a rclativcly shallow depth, separating a partly closed basin from another or from an
adjacent sea; e.g.. in the Strait of Gibraltar.
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banks such as the Madrepore Bank. These features are aligned in a
northwest-southeast direction and thus mark the northern lirnits of the
Rift Zone1. In efîect, this alignment separates the Caltanissetta-Gela
Basin from the Rift Zone. The plateau lying to the northwest of the Basin
is known as the Adventure Bank. It represents a submarine promontory
of the southwest Coast of Sicily, and is separated by the Strait of Sicily
from Cape Bon in Tunisia. To the east of the Gela Basin is the promontory known as the Ragusa-Malta Plateau, an extension of the southeast
corner of the Sicilian "triangle". Together, these three features - the
Gela Basin and the promontories of the Adventure Bank and RagusaMalta Plateau - constitute the geomorphological prolongation or extension of the Sicilian landmass, enlarging the Sicilian "triangle" substantially toward the southwest but preserving its general shape and
northwest/southeast trend.
3.40 The Ragusa-Malta Plateau projects southward about 65 nautical
miles from the southeastern end of Sicily and is between 35 and 50
nautical miles wide from east to West. The Plateau extends east to the
Sicily-Malta Escarpment where it ends abruptly. The southwest side of
the Plateau beyond the Islands of Malta and Gozo falls sharply into the
Maita Trough. To the south, the PIateau ends at the Malta Channelg
which is a geomorphological and geological continuation of the Malta
Trough.
3.41 The present-day morphological link between Malta and Sicily is
underscored by the geological kinship between them. The subsoil of the
Islands of Malta and Gozo is part of the structurally high area which is
known geologically as the Ragusa Platform and which, as a geomorphological entity, has been called here the Ragusa-Maita Plateau. The connection between Malta, the Ragusa Platform and southeast Sicily is well
established through sirnilar rock types and the comparable thickness of
rock formation?.
3.42 Structurally, alt ta is a horst forrned as a result of shearing and
extensional movements along the Rift Zone which also caused the formation of the graben manifested geomorphologically as the Malta Trough.
In geological terms, these events occurred relatively recently, as they
began during the Middle to Upper Miocene period, with Malta emerging
less than 10 million years ago4.

' Sec para. 3.1 3 abovc and M a p 6 facing p. 26.
@

Many maps, such as thc British Admiralty Charts. place the Malta Channel north of Malta.
Howcvcr, the IBCM places it to the south and this seems clearly to accord with the gcomorphology. It rnay bc that placing thc Malia Channel north of Malta bcttcr rcflccts thc fact
that the principal cast/wcst shipping lancs arc north of Malta on its Europcan sidc.
'Sce Parts I I and I I I of the Terhniral Annex.
' b r u I I and I I I of the Technicol Anncx go into more detail on the geological history of
Malta. See fns. 3 and 4 to p. 30 Tor dcfinitions of thcse tcchnical tcrms.
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The fault trends on Malta itçelf are also important in this con-

@ text. .Referring to Map 6 facing page 26, it is again noted that the

direction of the axis of the Maltese Islands is distinctly northwest/southeast. This trend is atso reflected by the southwest-facing coast
of Sicily and by the Rift Zone. As noted in paragraphs 3.17 through 3.20
above, the trend continues toward the east where it controls the channels
separating the Medina Bank and the Ragusa-Malta Plateau.
3.44 There is a major fault dong the southeast coast of the Island of
Malta, the Malak Fault, which trends northwest/southeast and has a
relative vertical displacement of at least 240 metres. A similar fault lies
about 18 nautical miles off the içland's southern coast and strikes in the
same direction. These observed faults thus follow the "grain" of the Strait
of Sicily'. A secondary fault trend characterisidg the northern portion of
the main Island of Malta as well as Gozo is illustrated by the Victoria
Lines Fault. This feature is aligned east-northeast/west-southwest and
has a relative vertical displacement ranging from 100 to 200 metres.

3.45 The fault structure of southeast Sicily also refiects these two
basic fault trends, one parallel to the "grain" of the whole Strait of Sicily,
the Rift Zone, the axis of the Maltese 1slands.and the southwest facing
coast of Sicily; the other being roughly perpendicular and generally
subordinate to it. This is further evidence of the close geological ties
between Malta and southeast Sicily and underscores the importance of the
geomorphological link mentioned above. Figure No. 7 in Part III of the
Technical Annex also graphically demonstrates this Malta-Sicily link by
showing the relatively unfaulted area between Malta and Ragusa in comparison to the very marked fault zone to the south of Malta a1ong the Rift
Zone.
Conclusions
3.46 Only a few concluding points need to be added to supplernent the
foregoing geomorphological and geological description of this area of the
Central Mediterranean. Nothing further need be added at this stage
about the features that form the easiern baundary of the Ragusa-Malta
Plateau and the Pelagian Block, that is the Escarpments-Fault Zone,
consisling of the Sicily-Malta Escarpment, the Medina Escarpment and
the Medina-Misratah Fault Zone. The geomorphology of the escarp
ments speaks for itself. They constitute a major discontinuity in the seabed. Moreover, the findings of the Court cited above represent what

' See para. 2.21

above.
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Libya understands to be a non-controversial conclusion: these Escarpments and the Fault Zone mark the eastern limits of the Ragusa-Malta
Plateau and the Pelagian Block'. To the east is a quite different geomorphological and geological region.

@

3.47 Regarding the sea-bed area of the Pelagian Block northward of
the Libyan coast as far as the Rift Zone, the preceding paragraphs of this
Chapter as well as Part 1 of the Technical Annex - well-illustrated by the
IBCM, the Slope Map and the Sea-Bed Mode1 - have shown that this
area as far east as the boundary of the Pelagian Block formed by the
Escarpments-Fault Zone is devoid of physical features that could be
regarded as significant or in any way approaching discontinuities of the
sea-bed interrupting the natural prolongation of Libya northwards from
its coast across this area of continental shelf. In fact the area south of the
Rift Zone (the Pelagian Block) topographically includes the Jeffara Plain
of Libya. Its close correlation with the Libyan landmass, morphologically
and geologically has already been noted in paragraph 3.25 above2.
3.48 As 10 the close geomorphological tie of Malta to Sicily from
which il physically projects, poised as the Maltese Islands are on the
southwest edge of the Ragusa-Malta Plateau, a look at any of the bathyrnetric maps and figures will suffice to make the point. In the previous
section it has been shown that this geomorphological link is reinforced by
the close geological connection between Malta, the Ragusa-Malta Plateau
and Sicily.

3.49 With regard to the Rift Zone, certain summary points may be
made involving its extent, its present-day effect, the reiationship between
ils tectonic activity and present-day geomorphology, and a cornparison
between it and other features in the Pelagian Block. What is said here in
paragraphs 3.50 to 3.53 below is documented by the notes in the Technical
Annex and related illustralive figures appearing either in the body of the
Memorial or with the technical notes.

3.50 As to physical extent, the Rift Zone is apparent on the sea-bed
and in the subsoil from the Strait of Sicily between the Adventure Bank
and Cape Bon al1 the way southeast and east to the Heron Valley which
divides the two escarpmenls. The Zone is no less significant along the
Medina and Malta Channelç than where the geomorphology reveals
deeper troughs, as in the case of the Pantelleria, Maita and Linosa
Troughs. Although this Rift Zone can be discerned on the basis of
present-day sea-bed morphology, an examination of the subsoil is conclusive. This shows clearly a Rift Zone of sizeable proportions, a part of

' See para. 3.07 above.
'Sce fn. 1 ta p.

35.
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which runs along the Malta and Medina Channels south of Malta. Scientific data confirm that it continues on to the east, north of the Medina
Bank, to the Heron Valley, where the Rift Zone divides the two Escarpments and links up with the Medina (Malta) Ridge. The presence of
young volcanism along this Zone, including a volcanic mount between the
Malta and Medina Channels a i approximately 35" 30'N; lSOE', is added
confirmation of the continuity of the Rift Zone from the Troughs, with
their volcanics, to the Medina (Malta) Ridge where young volcanism is
also present2.
3.51 The present-day aspect of the Rift Zone is the second conclusory
point to discuss. The Rift Zone is still active tectonically. This is shown
by the presence of volcanic rocks at shallow depths as well as by other
factors that are discussed in the technical notes in the Technical Annex.
Some scientists believe that a plate boundary is developing across the Rift
Zone3. AI1 agree that it is both active and of major structural significance
and that it constitutes a fundamental discontinuity of the sea-bed and
subsoil.

3.52 From this it may be concluded that the present-day contours of
the sea bottom - along the Troughs and along the ~ h a n n e l sthat
geomorphologically reveal the Rift zone - are the result of recent and
current rifting activity. There is an important correlation between the
subsoil rifting and the configuration of the sea-bed, thus pointing up the
significance of the sea-bed features of the Rift Zone. The rifting along the
Rift Zone is manifested al1 the way to the surface and the displacernent is
sizeable. In contrast, south of roughly the 35ON parallel, the faulting
generally is no longer active and does no1 afïect the contours of the seabed, which have been shaped by erosional factors. This area is now
relatively quiescent. Thus the Rift Zone is young geologically and continues to stretch and shear the crust of the earth and deform the subsoil and
sea-bed. To the south, on the Pelagian Block, the depression which geologically should be viewed as'a sedimentary basin, is geologically old (the
rifting having ceased nearly 100 million years ago). The geomorphology
of the sea-bed there is now gently contoured as a result of other factors
such as erosion. The old faults in this sedimentary basin have no direct

' See para. 3. t 6 above.

'Sce para. 3.16 above and Parts I I and I I I of the Technical Annex for a further discussion of
the significance of volcanism.
J.F.; PITMAN,
W.C.;
See Part II, para. 2.08 of the Technical .4nnex. Sec also DEWEY,
RYAN.W.B.F.;
BONNIN,J., "Plate Tectonicsand the Evolution of the Alpine Systcm," Ceol.
Sm. Amer. Bull., Vol. 84. 1973. pp. 3137-3160 at p. 3139 in which appears a figure that
suggests that a micro-plate, called the "Mcssina Plate", on which Malta and the RagusaMalta Plateau are locatcd, is in the process of formation. (A copy of this figure i s attached
as Annex 12.) Theview that a micro-plate boundary may bt devcloping along the Rift Zone
is reinforcd by the wnclusions of Professor Finetti, set forth in his summary technical note
in Part II! of the Technical Annex.
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bathymetric expression unlike the faulting in the Rift Zone which i s
offsetting' and affecting the subsurface formations as well as the surface of
the sea-bed.

' Thc tcrm *offsetn reftrs to the horizontal or vertical camponent of disptactmcnt.
Rift Zone. the magnitude of offset of individual faults excceds ont kilomctrc.

In the

CHAFTER 4
THE BACKGROUND OF THE DISPUTE
A. Legislative and Historical Background

4.01 The purpose of this Chapter of the Libyan Memorial is to
examine the background, sources and development of the dispute between
Libya and Malta concerning the delimitation of the continental shelf
which is the subject matter of the present proceedings. The main topics
with which this Section deals are legislation, the history of concessions
granted by the Parties and diplornatic exchanges between them up to the
date of conclusion of the Special Agreement. These topics are discussed
under the headings given in the Table of Contents of the present
Memorial.
4.02 The discussion in this Chapter has been'kept as short as possible:
but documentation has been included in the Annexes;which may go
beyond what is strictly required at the present stage. It is hoped.that this
will prove to be for the convenience of the Court and of both Parties.

1. Maritime Legislation of Malta
4.03 The Fish Industry Act, 1953, provided for the regulation of
catching, landing and sale of fish'. The Act was enacted "by the Queen's
Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Legislative Assembly of Malta", which procedure indicates the degree of progress towards self-government achieved by Malta at that tirne. The
definition of "Malta" in Section 2 of the Act is worthy of note: it reads
" 'Malta' means the Island of MaIta and its Dependencies". By Section 4,
a "foreign fishing boat" (meaning one not registered in Malta - Section
2 ) was prohibited from fishing or attempting to fish "while the boat is
within the territorial waters of Malta". At the date of the Act, the
territorial waters extended to three nautical miles. The powers of control
of a Fishery Officer over foreign fishing boats were, by Section lO(1) of
the Act, also restricted to "any foreign fishing boat when within territorial
waters'".
4.04 On 5 March 1958, the Legislative Assembly of Malta paçsed the
Petroleum (Production) Act, 19583 which vested in the Government of
Malta the property in petroleurn and natural gas "within these Islands".
According to the definition in Section 2, "in this Act ... 'Malta' means the

' A copy of the Fish lndustry Act. 1953 is aitached as Annex 13.
"ut see Annexes 17. 18. 19 and 20 and paras. 4.08-4.1 1 below.
A copy of this Act is attached as Annex 14/11).

/
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Island of Malta and its Dependencies and the land underiying the sea
waters adjaining the same"'.

4.05 As noted above, Malta becarne independent in 1964. On 22 July
1966, the House of Representatives of Malta, acting under the new constitution, passed the Continental Shelf Act, 1966 "to make provision as to the
exploration and exploitation of the continental shelf and for rnatters connected with those purposes2." By Section 2 of the Act, Malta was given
the same meaning as in the Constitution of Malta3.

4.06 By Section 3 ( 1 ) of the 1966 Act, any rights exercisable by Malta
with respect to the continental shelf and its natural resources were vested
in the Government of Malta. By virtue of Section 3 ( 2 ) and the Schedule
to that Act, the definition of "the continental shelf' which appeared in the
Petroleum (Production) Act, 1958, was deleted and the continental shelf
was rernoved frorn the operation of the 1958 Act and, "in relation to ...
petroleum", brought within the operation of the 1966 Act which apparently becarne the governing legislation with respect to the continental
shelf4. Section 2 of the 1966 Act provided:
" '[Tlhe continental shelf means the sea bed and subsoil of the
subrnarine areas adjacent to the coast of Malta but outside territorial waters, to a depth of two hundred rneters or, beyond that limit,
to where the depth of the superjacent waters admits of the exploitation of the natural resources of the said areas; so however that
where in relation to states of which the coast is opposite that of
Malta it is necessary to determine the boundaries of the respective
continental shelves, the boundary of the continental shelf shall be
that deterrnined by agreement between Malta and such other state
or states or, in the absence of agreement, the median line, namely a
' T h e other definitions in Section 2 and the provisions of the Act with respect to "the
searching and boring for and getting of petroleum and natural gas" will be mentioned as
necessary below. The Perroleum (Production) (Amendment) Act of 1965 amended thc
definition of Malta that appeared in Section 2 of the 1958 Act to read: 'Malta' means the
lsland of Malta. the lsland of Gozo, the other islands of the Maltcse Archipelago, the land
underlying territorial waters and the continental shelf." It also provided a dtfinition of the
continental shelfas follows: "'the continental sheli' means that part of the seabed and subsoil
of the submarine areas adjacent to the coast of Malta but outside territorial waters over
which Malta is entitlcd by internatianal law ta exercise sovcreign rights for the purpose of
exploring it and exploiting its natural resources". ( A copy of thiç Amendment is attached a s

-

Annex 1 4 ( b J . )

' A copy of lhis Act is attached as Annex 15.
a Thisdefinition was: 'Matta means the lsland of Malta, the lsland of Gozo. and other islands
of the Maltesc Archipelago including the territorial waters thereof."
' By Section 3 ( 2 ) of the 1966 Act. in that section, "petroleum" has the same meaning as in
the Petroleum (Production) Act, 1958, i.e.. " 'Petroleum' means al1 natural hydrocarbons
liquid or gaseous including crude oil, natural gas, asphalt, ozokerite and cognate substances
and natural gasoline."

line every point of which is equidistant from the nearest points of
the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial waters of
Malta and of such other state or states is measured;
" 'Malta' has the same meaning as is assigned to it by section 126
of the Constitution of Mülta;
'"natural resources' means the mineral and other non-living
resources of the sea bed and subsoil as well as the living organisms
belonging to sedentary species."
It will be necessary later in the present Memorial to compare this definition with the provisions of the 1958 Geneva Convention on the Continental
Shelf, but similarities and differences cannot escape attention even in this
statement of facts'. An obvious and basic distortion of the text of Article
6 of that Convention is the sole reliance on equidistance and omission of
any reference to "speciai circum~tances"~.
4.07 By the Petroleum (Production) Regulations, 1969, the Petroleum Regulations 1958 were revoked and replaced3. The 1969 Regulations provided for production and exploration licences and included, in the
First Schedule, a form of application for a production licence or an exploration licence; in the Second Schedule, model clauses for production
licences; and, in the Third Schedule, model clauses for exploration
licences. The text of the 1969 Regulations (without the Schedules) is
attached as Annex 16 hereto. The application of these regulations will be
mentioned as necessary in Section ( B ) below. I n particular, reference
will be made 10 the Prime Minister's Notice (L.N. 41 of 1973)' issued for
purposes of Regulation 4 of the Petroleum (Production) Regulations,
1969. In that Notice, the Prime Minister of Malta invited applications
for Production Licences in respect of sixteen blocks offshore south of
Malta, described in the Schedule to the Notice, and gave a summary of the
basic considerations which the Prime Minister had decided to require in
respect of licences granted in response to applications.

4.08 By the Territorial Waters and Contiguous Zone Act, 1971, the
temtonal waters of Malta were extended from 3 to 6 nautica1 miles
"measured from low-water mark on the method of straight baselines
joining appropriate points 5" (see section 3 (1) : but, by section 3 (2) of

' For a more detailtd analysis of thesc differences. sec paras. 9.29 through 9.38 below.
I t should be noted here that Libya is not a party to the 1958 Geneva Convention an the
Continental Shelf and does not considcr that Article 6 ( 1 ) of that Convention expresses a rule
of custornary international law binding on it.
See Regulation 9 of the 1969 Regulations, a copy of which is attached as Annex 16.
'Sec Annex 42.
' To date. Libya has not bccn able to determine p r ~ i s c l ywhat thcsc "appropriatepoints" arc
inasmuch as thcy do not appear to bc spccified in any Maltese legislation or regulation. ( A
copy of this Act is attached as Annex 17.)
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that Act, for the purpose of laws relating to fishing, the territorial waters
of Malta were extended to 12 nautical miles "from the baselines from
which the breadth of the territorial waters is measured". Section 4
declared a contiguous zone extending 12 nautical miles from the same
baselines mentioned just above.
4.09 By the Territorial Waters and Contiguous Zone (Amendment)
Act, 1975 the breadth of the fishery zone and the contiguous zone were
extended to 20 nautical miles by amendment of Sections 3 (2) and 4(2) of
the 1971 Act'. In a letter dated 10 November 1975 from the Permanent
Mission of Malta to the United Nations addressed to the SecretaryGeneral, a request was made for the circulation of a copy of the 1975 Act
to al1 States Members and Observers of the United Nations. That Act
was said in the letter to concern "the extension of Malta's territorial
waters to 20 nautical miles"2.
4.10 In 1978, two years after the signature of the Special Agreement,
the maritime limits of Malta were again altered by the Territorial Waters
and Contiguous Zone (Amendment) Act, 197X3. Its effect was described
in a letter dated 1 September 1978 from the Permanent Mission of Malta
to the Secretary-General of the United Nations, for the information of
States Members and Obsewers4. The letter said:
"This amendment, which has to be read and construed as one
with the Principal Act [see Annex 17 hereto], has for its effect:

(i) The extension of Malta's territorial waters to 12 nautical
miles measured from low-water mark on the method of
straight baselines joining appropriate points.
(ii) The extension of the contiguous zone to 24 nautical miles
from the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial
[sic] waters is measured.
(iii) The extension of the exclusive fishing zone to 25 nautical
miles from the same baselines."
4.1 1 In 1981, the Territorial Waters and Contiguous Zone Act, 1971
was further amended for the purpose of conferring powers of regulation on
the Prime Minister. This was achieved by the Territorial Waters and
Contiguous Zone (Amendment) Act 198 1 which inserted a new Section 5

' A copy of
' A copy of
' A copy of
' A copy of

the 1975 Amendment is attachcd as Anncx 1 8 ( a ) .
this letter is attachcd as Annex 18(bJ.
the 1978 Amendment is aitached as Annex 1 9 ( a ) .
this lettcr is attached as Annex 1 9 ( b J .
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into the principal Act '. Although the intention is not immediately apparent, it seems that the purpose was to give the Prime Minister the relevant
powers not only in relation to Malta's territorial waters (stricto sensu) but
also in relation to the "fishery zone" and the contiguous zone.
2. Maritime Legislation of Libya
4.12 The people of what now forms the territory of Libya have traditionally looked seaward to the north across the Mediterranean Sea. Like
other people living along the North African coast, they have been interested in fishing, especially sponge fishing, in the waters to the north without any particular regard for limits such as those of the territorial sea.
There has long been a natural tendency to define the limits of jurisdiction
by lateral boundaries running northward sometimes without precision as
to the northern limits of jurisdiction whether of Tripolitania or Cyrenaica
or, in modern times, of Libya. The history of legislative measures applicable to the territory illustrates this fact, which may have some bearing on
delimitation as between Libya and States lying on the other side of the
Mediterranean.
4.13 It is sufFicient, for present purposes, to begin with measures taken
by Italy starting in 19 1 1, at the time of the Italian occupation of Tripolitania, and to indicate subçequent measures very briefly. lncidental to the
occupation, the ltalian Government declared a blockade on the Tripolitanian and Cyrenaican coast, bounded in the west by Ras Ajdir and in
the east by Mersa Matruh. The Declaration was made with respect to the
littoral between longitudes 11 O 32' and 27" 54' east of Greenwich2. The
clear indication was that the limit of the blockade seawards lay along the
meridian, that is to Say due north, but the northern limit was not specified.
4.14 By ltalian Royal Decree of 4 February 1913, No. 85, a 12-mile
customs zone was made applicable to Libyan watersa. This limit was not
adopted for fishing purposes: but a Royal Decree of 27 March 191 3, No.
312, promulgated a reserved or exclusive fishing zone off the coasts of
Tripolitania and Cyrenaica. This was the principal legislation on the
subject, but it was amended and supplernented by a number of Italian
measures between 1913 and the date of independence in 195 1. These
measures are detailed and complicated and the text of the 1913 Royal
Decree is given in Annex 23. The general picture created by that Decree
and the other measures is of different zones for different fishery purposes,
with the seaward lirnits not always being clearly defined.

'A

copy of the 1981 Amendment is attachtd as Annex 20.

' Italian Declaration of 29 September 191 1 in RivisfadiDiritlo Inrernazionale, 191 2, p. 557.
A copy of this Declaration is attached as Annex 21. The amendment of 19 October 191 1
seems 10 have no relcvancc htre and has been omittcd.
' A copy of the Decrcc is attached as Annex 22.

'
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4.15 The position was somewhat clarified by the "Instructions for the
Surveillance of Maritime Fishing in the Waters of Tripolitania and Cyrenaica", issued on 16 April 19 19'. These lnstructions drew a distinction
between the lirnits of territorial waters intended as established at three
marine miles from the coast and sponge colonies. This distinction is
expressed as follows in paragraph 2 of the lnstructions:

"2. The lirnits of the territorial waters are to be intended as
established at three marine miles from the coast. It is however an
accepted principle that al1 sponge colonies fronting the coast and
extending without interruption even beyond the three miles limit
constitute territorial waters and therefore sponge and coral fishing
on such sponge colonies, regardless of how far they extend from the
coast, must be subjected to the concession of the proper permit."
The 19 19 Instructions did not otherwise define the area or seaward extent
of the "sponge colonies". Nevertheless, the judgment of the Zuara Court
of 2 September 1913 gives some indication of the potential extent of the
"sponge colonies" to seaward, i.e., over 25 miles from the beach of Tripolitanja in the area in question near the border with Tunisia. This irnplies
that the authorities in Tripolitania were claiming fishing jurisdiction
(albeit of a limited kind) at least 25 miles from the coast.
4.16 The extent of fishery jurisdiction claimed under the Italian
regime appears from the Italian Instructions for the supervision of maritime fishing in the waters of Tripolitania, No. 5247 of 25 June 19312.
Attention is called to Article 3 paragraphs ( I ) and ( 2 ) , which define the
limits of the areas in which relevant legislation was to be applied by the
Italian Navy. Paragraph 2, which asserted the establishment of a sea
border line between Tripolitania and Tunisia "by an approximate northnorth east bearing from Ras Adgir" is of no particular importance in the
present context. It is, however, worth noting the distance seaward as
defined in paragraph (1). which with the introductory passage of Article
3, reads as follows:
"(art. 3) - To implement the rules and ascertain the related infractions the Authorities indicated in art. 2 work in unison with the
Royal Navy, with the Revenue Ofice and with al1 other officers of
the police force. Based on these provisions and on the gubernatorial instructions of April 16, 1919, which are replaced by these
provisions, the Royal Navy ships that go on a cruise or that are
sailing in the waters of the Colony must carry on direct surveillance
of fishing operations, keeping in mind that:

' A copy or ihcse Instructions is attachcd as Anncx

24.

' A copy of thcse lnstructions is artachcd as Annrx U.
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1 ) the validity of the fishing legislation extends to the very lirnit of
the territorial waters, that is to Say up to 6 miles from the coast, but
it is understood that al1 the sponge algas that face the coast and
that extend without solution of continuity even past the limits of
the territorial waters, at whatever distance they might be from the
coast, are considered as being included in the territorial waters."

4.17 For purposes other than fisheries, ltalian measures adopted other
tests for the exercise of jurisdiction to seaward from the Libyan coast.
The indefinite extension seaward of the blockade by the Italian Dedaration of 191 1 has already been mentioned in paragraph 4.13 above'. An
Italian Royal Decree, No. 85 of 4 February 1913, declared as part of the
maritime customs zone, for the purposes of customs surveillance, the sea
within twelve miles (22,224 metres) from the shore along the coast of
Tripolitania and Cyrenaicaz. A 12-mile zone was also used for customs
purposes in the Royal Decree No. 402 of 18 March 1915'. A similar 12mile zone was used for purposes of neutrality legislation in the Royal
Decree No. 595 of 6 June 1940'.
4.18 When Libya became independent on 24 Decernber 1951, Italian
legislative measures in force at the time continued in force subject to any
measures subsequently enacted by the Government of Libya5. By Law
No. 2 of 18 February 1959, the breadth of Libyan territorial waters was
fixed at twelve nautical miles6.
4.19 In 1959, Libya enacted a new law to govern fishing for sponge off
the Libyan coasl (Law No. 12 of 1959'). The Law permitted fishing for
sponge only in specified areas (Article 1) and prohibited anyone from
fishing for sponge without a licence for that purpose (Article 2). Article
5 restricted fishing in the areas specified to ships registered in Libya,
although, foreign vessels might be licensed to fish in accordance with a
treaty in which Libya, had entered. The Law did not specify the areas.
As regards Tripolitania, this was done by Decision No. 1 of 1960 and
Decision No. 1 of 1961'. These decisions specified the areas by meridians
of longitude along the coast and did not define the distance seaward. This
was left to depend on the existence of sponge beds OIT the coast. Some
indication of possible extent seaward is given by Article 24 of the Law
which prohibited fishing by certain methods using divers in depths of water

' See Annex 21.

' See para. 4.14 a bave and Annex

22.
A copy of this Dccree is aitached as Annex 26.
' A copy of this Decree is attachcd as Annex 27.
' S e e Article 210 OC the Libyan Constitution, a copy of which is attachcd as Annex 28.
' A copy of Law No. 2 of 1959 is attached as Annex 29,
' A copy of Law No. 12 of 1959 is attached as Annex 30.
A copy OC these Dccisions is attached as Annex 31.
a

'
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exceeding 10, 35 or 60 rnetres - the last-mentioned applying to the
method of Al-Scavendor. Thus the claim to exercise control seaward was
not specifically determined but might extend beyond the 60-metre isobath.

4.20 Important legislative measures were adopted by Libya in 1955
concerning the exploration for and exploitation of petroleum in Libya.
On 21 April 1955, Libya issued Petroleum Law No. 25 of 1955 (the
"Petroleum Law") which was published in Gazette No. 4 on 19 June 1955
and became effective on 19 July of that year'. In accordance with Article
24 of the Petroleum Law, Petroleum Regulation No. 1 thereunder (the
"Petroleum Regulation") was promulgated on 16 June 1955 and pub@ lished, together with an official rnap of Libya entitled "Map No. lu, in
Gazette No. 7 on 30 August 1955*. The Petroleum Regulation also came
into force on 19 July 1955.
4.21 The Petroleum Law and the Petroleum Regulation provide the
basis for the exploration and exploitation of al1 petroleum in Libya both on
land and offshore. By Article 1 of the Petroleum Law, al1 petroleum in
Libya in its natural state is the property of the Libyan State and no person
shall explore or prospect for, mine or produce petroleurn in any part of
Libya unless authorised by a permit or concession issued under the Petroleum Law. For this purpose, Article 3 divides the territory of Libya into
four petroleum Zones. Two of these, the First and Second, comprise the
Mediterranean Coast of Libya from the frontier with Tunisia to the frontier with Egypt. Al1 four Zones are described in Article 2 of the Petro@ leum Regulation and identified on Map No. 1 attached thereto. That
map also indicales boundaries which were projected seaward from the
frontier points. In the present case, the precise direction of the projection
is not considered to be of direct relevance. On the other hand, significance
does attach to the indefinite prolongations of these lines and the fact that
no northern boundary of the Zones is indicated. It is clear that the claim
of Libya does not terminate at the edge of the rnap which runs approximately along the parallel 34" North. The indefinite rxtent of the Libyan
ciaim seawards also appears from the description of Zones 1 and 2 in
Article 2 of the Petroleurn Regulation which includes in the Zones areas of
"high seas contiguous thereto under the control and jurisdiction of the
United Kingdom of Libyaa". It is apparent that, in 1955, these areas were
regarded as. extending beyond the arbitrary line formed by the northerly
edge of the rnap but, at that time, Libya was not in a position to define the
northern boundary of its "control and jurisdiction" because it recognised
that boundaries had to be agreed with other States.

' A copy of the Petrolçum Law is attached as Annex 32.
' A copy of thc Pctroleum Regulation and of Map No. 1 is attachcd as Annex 33.

' Ii should be noted that on

1 Sep. 1969 Libya became the Libyan Arab Republic. On
2 March 1977 it was proclaimed the Socialist People's Libyan Arab larnahiriya.
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4.22 A sirnilar conclusion may be drawn from Paragraph ( 1 ) of Article 4 of the Petroleum Law, which provides as follows:
"This Law shall extend to the seabed and subsoil which lie beneath
the territorial waters and the high seas contiguous thereto under
the control and jurisdiction of Libya. Any such seabed and subsoil
adjacent to any Zone shall for the purposes of this Law be deerned
to be part of that Zone."
The reference to the "seabed and subsoil which lie beneath ...the high seas
... under the control and jurisdiction of Libya" is obviously a reference to
the Libyan continental shelf - again without any attempt at definition of
the northern boundary.
4.23 The Petroleum Law and the Petroleurn Regulation (as
arnended') thus provide the necessary legislative authority for the grant of
concessions, or their equivalent, to explore for and exploit petroleum
resources anywhere within Libya, including its continental shelf. It was
in accordance with these measures that the Libyan "concessions" mentjoned below were granted.
B. The Emergence of the Dispute (Diplornatic History and the
Grant of Concessions)
4.24 In the present case, although the dispute came to a head as a
result of conflicting petroleum concessions granted by the Parties, it
ernerged out of differences of view regarding the principles of international
law which should govern the delimitation of the continental shelf between
Malta and Libya. Malta has persistently adhered strictly to "the Median
Line", i.e., the "principle" of strict equidistance. Libya, on the other
hand, has taken the view that, in the circumstances of the very small island
group of Malta, and the large continental State of Libya with its extended
coastline on the southern side of the Mediterranean, the "equidistance
principle" is wholly inappropriate and inapplicable. From an early stage,
Libya has taken the view that the solution should be fair and reasonabie,
taking fully into account the circurnstances of the particular case.
4.25 The attitude of each of the Parties is shown by the legislative
measures which it has taken, its position in negotiations and its actions to
give efi'ect to its petroleum policies in offshore areas. The relevant legisla- tive measures of the Parties have been outlined in Section A above. It now

' There have been numerous arnendments, but it has not been considered necessary to burden
the Mernorial with any of them. To avoid confusion, however, it may be noted that the
"Petroleurn Commission" and the "Chairman of the Commission" for which provision was
made in Article 2 of the Petroleurn Law were replaced by the "Ministry of Rtroleum" and
the "Minister of Petroleum" by Articles 2 and 7 of Law NO. 6 of 16 July 1963. By decision
of the Ceneral Secretary af the General People Congress No. 1 of 1979, the "Ministry of
Petroleurn" and the "Minister of Petroleum" were replaced by the "Secretariat of Oil" and
the "Secretary of Oil" respectively.
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remains to describe the negotiations and the action taken by the Parties.
Since these two aspects of the history are closely related, the facts are
given below as far as possible in chronological order. It is hoped that this
method will provide a clear picture of the conduct of the Parties and the
way in which the present dispute ernerged.
4.26 As just indicated, the basic legislation of Libya is to be found in
the Petroleum Law and the Petroleum Regulation '. These, together with
@ Map No. 1 attached to the Petroleurn Regulation, show that Libya
regarded the continental shelf as extending northward from its Coast,
without definition of the northern boundary of the continental shelf area
appertaining to Libya. In 1958, Malta enacted the Petroleum (Production) Act, 1958. which, at that time, did not define the continental sheif,
but rather referred only to the "sea waters adjoining [MaltaI2".

4.27 The views of the Government of Malta on delimitation of its
continental shelf seem to have developed as follows. On 1 2 December
1964, Malta exchanged M e r s with the United Kingdom assurning al1
rights and obligations deriving from "valid international instruments"
which had been made applicable to Malta prior to her independence. By a
Note Verbale dated 5 May 1965, Malta informed Libya of the exchange of
letters of 12 December 1964 and advised Libya that the 1958 Geneva
Convention on the Continental Shelf was one of such instruments3. The
Note said-

"... in determining the boundary of the continental shelf appertaining to Malta, the Government of Malta has been guided by the
provisions of Article 6(1) of the Convention, which establish the
boundary as the median line every point of which is equidistant
from the nearest points on the baselines from which the breadth of
the territorial seas of Malta and of other countries adjacent io the
same continental shelf are measured."
On 29 May 1966, Malta acceded to the 1958 Convention, and on 22 July,
enacted the Continental Shelf Act, 1966'. This is the principal Maltese
legislation governing exploration and exploitation of the continental shelf.
As regards definition and delimitation, as noted in paragraph 4.06 above,
it follows the main lines of the 1958 Convention but with the omission of
any reference to "special circumstances".
4.28 The grant of offshore petroleum concessions by the Parties began
on 30 April 1968 when the Libyan authorities granted Concession No. 137
'See paras. 4.20 through 4.23 above.
'See paras. 4.04 and 4.07 above.
A copy of this Note is attachcd as Annex 34. For convenicnce,this Convention is referrcd
to in the text of this Mernorial as the "1958 Convention".
'See paras. 4.05 and 4.06 above.
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to Aquitaine and Exwarb. The area of this concession was reduced in

@ 1974 to the area shown in yellow on Map I l facing page 62. It is not,
however, considered that Concession No. 137 has any direct bearing on
the present dispute.
4.29 Maltese activities offshore began efïectively in 1970 when the
Government, acting in accordance with the Petroleum (Production) Regulations, 1969', offered for bidding two "blocks" lying 'on the north and
@ east side of Malta. These areas are shown on Map 7 following this page.
By the Continental Shelf (Designation of Area) Order, 19712, which
came into etTect on 22 April 1971, the area indicated on that rnap was
designated as an area within which the rights mentioned in Section 3( 1 ) of
the Continental Shelf Act, 1966, were to be exercisable3. In 197 1, three
exclusive production licences were granted covering an area of some 5,600
@ square kilometres as also shown on Map 7. The licences for the areas
marked ( l ) , ( 2 ) and ( 3 ) on that map were granted respectively to the
ShellIAGIP group, the Home Oil Company and Aquitaine. In 1972 and
1973, four wildcat wells were drilled in those areas. They were dry and
the licences were relinquished in 1975 and 1976'.
4.30 The history of negotiations between the Parties may be said to
begin with a meeting of oficials held in Malta at the Auberge de Castille
in July 1972 when, in thecontext of problems arising from the acquisition
of independence and the withdrawal of the British, Malta was looking for
assistance in the field of trade and commerce. A copy of the minutes of
the meeting held on 1 I July 1972 is attached as Annex 3 7 ( a ) . Also
attached, as Anrrex 3 7 ( b ) , is a copy of a memorandum received by the
Libyan delegation during the discussions. Sub-heading (g) of the memorandum reîers to the "Median Line". Under that heading, paragraph 36
says:

"Malta has already obtained expert assistance and median lines
have been drawn in accordance with Art. 6 of the UN Conference
on the Law of the Sea, Convention on the Continental Shelf and
Contiguous Zones of April 1958 (Art. 12) and the Convention on
the Continental Shelf of the same month (Art. 6). This work may
be of assistance to both the Libyan and Tunisian Governments.
The Maltese Government suggests that discussions on the median
line be held in Malta."

@

' See para. 4.07 above and Annex 16.
' A copy of this Order is attached as Annex 35.
a Some of the facts regarding the Maltese conctssions are based on a "Petroconsultants
Report", the relevant maps of which have been attached as Annex 36. The organisation,
Petroconsultants, with offices in Geneva, Switzerland, maintains an information service
which rnakes this type of information available.
' The location of these wells rnay also be scen on Map 7.
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From that time forward, Malta adhered to "the Median Line" and nothing
but "the Median Line" as its proposed line of delimitation for the continental shelf with Libya.
4.31 As can be seen from page 3 of the minutes of the meeting, no
progress was made at that tirne because the Libyan delegation stated that
it was no1 possible to sign a bilateral agreement with Malta on "the
Median Line". On the following day, 12 July, Malta submitted a draft
agreement relating to the "delimitation of the continental shelf' between
Malta and Libya'. According to Article I of that draft:
"( 1 ) The dividing line between the part of the Continental Shelf
which appertains to Malta and that part which appertains to the
Libyan Arab Republic shall be arcs of Great Circles between the
following points, in the sequence given below:
1 . 34" 2 7 ' 0 N
13" 27' 4 E
2. 34" 20' 3 N
13" 54' 3 E
3. 34" 17' 2 N
14" 06' 3 E
4. 34O 16' 2 N
14" 16' 2 E
5. 34" 1 4 ' 0 N
14" 39' 8 E
6. 3 4 O 12' 3 N
15" 02' 5 E
7. 34" 11' O N
8.
9.

15" 25' O
34" 12' 8
15" 43' O
34" 14' 8

E
N

E
N
E
N
N
N
E
N
E
N

16" 00' O
10. 34" 19' 3
16" 37' 5
1 1 . 34" 23' 5
17" 16' O
12. 34" 27' 2
17" 46' 2
13. 34" 48' O
lSO 04' 6 E

' A copy ai this draft is altached as Annex 38.
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The positions of the points in this Article are defined by latitude
and longitude on the basis of the Greenwich Meridian."
4.32 Map 8, showing the line which would result from these coordinates, appears following this page. As appears frorn that map, the proposed line runs frorn 13" 27' 4" E to 18' 4' 6" E in a direction which is
approximately east/west, alrnost parallel to the Libyan coast. The Maltese draft was discussed again on 13 July when the Libyan delegation
challenged the appropriateness of Filfla as a "baseline" from which to
determine "the Median Line" and reserved its position on the coordinates
proposed by Malta. The Libyan delegation pointed out that they were not
authorised to sign an agreement and that such an agreement would be
subject to ratification. They stressed that it would take some time for
Libyan technicians to examine large-scale maps and expressed the view
that a further meeting might be held in the second half of September.
4.33 The substantive reply of Libya to the Maltese draft agreement
came on 23 April 1973 when, at a meeting held in Malta, the Libyan
delegation handed to the Maltese delegation a draft agreement'. The
Libyan draft was similar to the Maltese draft in outline but ditïered in
three important respects. First, the preamble was different, omitting any
reference to the "Median Linen and expressing the wish of complying with
the customary rules of international taw; secondly, Article 1 gave a completely difïerent set of coordinates for the proposed delimitation line; and,
thirdly, Article 5 provided for the agreement to becorne effective on ratification. This draft agreement totafly rejected the "Median Line" proposed
by Malta and proposed a delimitation taking account of the differences in
length of the Libyan and Maltese coasts.

'A

copy of the draft is attached as Annex 39.
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Article 1 of the Libyan draft agreement reads as follows:
The dividing line between the parts of the continental shelf
which appertains to the Libyan Arab Republic and that appertains
to Malta shall be defined by the great circles joining the points
which their Co-ordinates are given be1ow:-

"a)

Point No:

1)

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

7)
8)
9)
IO)
11)
12)

1
11
111
IV

v

VI
VI1
VI11
IX
X
XI
XII

Latitude

35
35
35
35
35
35

40
35
33
34
32
25
35 23
35 20
35 25
35 23

O
6
8
5
5
5

O
5
5
5

35 26 8
35 32 8

Longitude

13
13
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

49 5
55 5
O0 5

10 O
12 4
17 8
25 O
30 O

39 5
1446 O
14 53 8

14 53 5

b) The dividing line has been drawn on the chart annexed to this
agreement."
4.35 Map 9, showing the lines joining the Libyan coordinates, appears

@@ immediately following Map 8. By contrast with the Maltese line, il will

beseen that the Libyan lineexlended from 13" 49' 5" E to 14" 53' 5" E. It
was not considered that there should be any delimitation between Malta
and Libya east of the last-mentioned meridian. The Libyan draft agreement was discussed at meetings in Valletta on 23 and 24 April 1973.
There were no agreed minutes but a draft prepared by the Maltese delegalion was provided to the Libyan delegation. A copy of that draft is
attached as Annex 40. While the draft is not necessarily accepted as
accurate in every detail, it does indicate the main points that were discussed. According to the draft minute, the Libyan delegation stated that,
in determining the dividing line, the respective length of the portion of the
coastline of Libya facing Malta had been taken into consideration; and
that this portion of Libyan shoreline extended from the Tunisian border to
east of Misurata. The distance between the two coastlines (Malta and
Libya) was divided in the same proportion as the two shorelines bore to
each other. The Libyan delegation stated that equidistance was not equitable and that it was not the only applicable method of delimitation. They
pointed out (inter alia) that, as regards the delimitation between Malta
and Sicily, both the Maltese and the Libyan method would give almost the
same results because the portion of the coastline of the Island of Sicily was
nearly equal to the Iength of the Maltese Coast facing Sicily. The Libyan
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delegation also cornmented that Article 6 of the 1958 Convention
emphasised that continental shelf delimitation shall be determined by
.agreement and that, "in the absence of agreement and unless another
boundary is justified by special circumsrances the boundary is the median
line' ". This made it very clear that equidistance was only one method to
determine the dividing line and it is not obligatory on any State.
4.36 The Maltese delegation replied that the Libyan principles were
new ones and that examples of islands like the Italian Islands of Linosa
and Lampedusa were island dependencies whereas Malta was an island
State and could claim the same breadth of maritime jurisdiction as coastal
States situated on the mainland of a continent. The Maltese 'delegation
also quoted other examples where equidistance had been used. The Maltese delegation was unable to accept the principles enunciated by the
Libyan delegation and relied on the position stated and the draft agreement submitted in July 1972. They insisted that they could only usefully
discuss the issue on that basis. The draft minute concluded: "The Maltese
delegation further stated that the equidistance principle was founded on
legal international practice. The Libyan side were not prepared to carry
on the discussion on the basis of the equidistance principle." The main
difference of view between the two sides was thus clearly established.
4.37 Apparently while the talks of 23 and 24 ApriI 1973 were still in
progress, Prime Minister Mintoff of Malta sent a written message to
Colonel Ghadaffi dated 23 April 1973'. In that message, he said that the
Libyan delegation sent "to discuss Median Line" had suggested as the
underlying principle an "inequitable yardstick", which was completely
unacceptable to the Government of Malta. The message thus rejected the
Libyan proposa1 immediately, out-of-hand, and, it seems, without any
material bilateral discussion. The message then went on to state Malta's
intention in effect to put into operation the "Median Line" proposed by
Malta, saying, " ...it is now impossible for us to evade the commitments we
have made with international oil cornpanies and tenders are being calied
for with a provisional Median Line identical with the one which was
submitted to your Government over a year ago". In other words, the
Governrnent of Malta had committed itself to international oit companies
and was intent on going ahead unilaterally on the basis of its own "Median
Line".
4.38 Meanwhile, the Prime Minister of Malta issued a notice (L.N.
41 of 1973=) for the purposes of regulation 4 of the Petroleum (Production) Regulations, 1969, inviting applications for Production Licenoes in
respect of the area "offshore South of Malta" consisting of sixteen blocks.
-

' Italics added.
' A copy of this message is atiached as Annex 41.
a The notice did not contain a date of issue. Sec Annex 42.
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The blocks were defined by coordinates given in the Schedule to the

@ Notice. By reference to Mup 10, the blocks, which are numbered 1 to 16,
may be seen to adjoin the southern boundary of the blocks mentioned in
paragraph 4.29 above. As regards the southern boundary of the sixteen
new blocks, the Schedule to the Notice adds the following footnote:
"The areas of Blocks 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 are subject to alterations in the light of any agreement on the Median line between
Malta and the Libyan Arab Republic."
4.39 The Government of Malta was determined to proceed with the
grant and operation of concessions regardless of the entirely different view
on the question of delimitation taken by Libya. A Libyan delegation
which visited Malta in May 1973 found that the Maltese position was
unchanged and was told that the deadline for the submission to the Maltese authorities of proposed offshore contracts was the beginning of
August 1973. A further meeting between a Libyan and a Maltese delegation held in Malta on 3 July 1973 made no more progress. The Maltese
delegation still maintained that the Libyan proposals were totally unacceptable; the Maltese proposals were equally unacceptable to Libya. The
Maltese delegation rejected a Libyan proposal to meet again in Tripoli in
August, saying that the talks could not be allowed to drag on indefinitely.
4.40 On 25 March 1974, Prime Minister Mintoff sent a further written message to Colonel GhadafFi in which he referred to a meeting with
Colonel Ghadaffi in Tripoli on 16 February 1974 and, while commenting
on a number of matters, said " [s] imilar complications are arising with the
definition of the median line", and he ofiered to send another Maltese
delegation to Libya to discuss a number of matters apparently including
the "definition of the median line"'.
4.4 1 At this stage, Malta proposed referring the dispute over delimitation to arbitration and in April 1974 submitted a draft for that purpose.
A copy of this draft is attached as Annex 44. At the present stage of these
proceedings, the most significant provisions of the draft are contained in
Article 12.

' A copy of this message is attached as Annex 43.
'Article 1 reads as iollows:
"'Article I
The Tribunal is rcqucsted to decidc the following Question:
(1)
'What is the dividing linc bttwccn that pari of the Continental Shelf which
appcrtains to the Libyan Arab Rcpublic and that part which appcrtains to
Malta?'
( 2 ) The Tribunal shall reach its conclusions in accordancc with the rules and
principles of international law.
( 3 ) The Tribunal is not called u p n to decide in the matter ex aequo et bono."

[6l]
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4.42 At a glance, it iç obvious that paragraph 1 assumed the existence
of a single continuous continental shelf between Libya and Malta and that
Malta wished the Arbitration Tribunal to determine "the dividing line".
Requiring that the Tribunal should arrive at results in accordance with the
rules and principles of international Iaw, the Tribunal was to be forbidden
"to decide in the matter ex aequo et bono"'.

@

4.43 According to information received from Petroconsultantsz, in
1974, "eight of the sixteen blocks offered in the Medina Bank area were
granted over 7,471 sq. kms". A map showing the Maltese concessions
granted in 1974 appears as Map 10. A cornparison with the location of
the blocks offered by the Prime Minister's Notide L.N. 41 of 1973 shows
that concessions over Blocks Nos. 2, 3, 4 and 9 were granted to Texaco,
Nos. 10, 1 1, 14 to JOC Oil and No. 16 to Aquitaine et al, It is understoad
that the date of the grant to Texaco was 31 May 1974, to JOC Oil 1
November 1974, and to the Aquitaine Consortium 20 November 1974.
However, Blocks 2, 3, 4 and 9 were made the subject of a Designation
Order of 15 October 1974' made under Section 3 of the Continental Shelf
Act, - 1966. In any event, the upshot of grants and relinquishments was
that, at the end of 1976, the Maltese offshore concessions were as shown on
the Petroconsultants map showing the "Concession Situation as of 31
December 1976" which is attached in Annex 36 to this Memorial,

4.44 A number of offshore concessions were also granted by Libya in
1974. These were N C 41, N C 47, NC 35A and N C 35B, N C 53 and NC
42. The areas of these concessions are shown on Map 1 2 which follows
@ this page. Map I I also shows what rernained of Concession No. 1376.
The procedure followed in 1974 was for "concessions" to be granted by
way of exploration and production sharing agreements (known as
"EPSAs") between the National Oil Corporation of Libya and the respective oiI companies6. Thus, Concession N C 53 was covered by a framework
agreement between NOC and Total Libya of 14 April 1974, and the
necessary exploration and production sharing agreement was signed on 13
'See para. 4.47 bdow.
A considerable part of the "facts" concerning Malta stated in this Section of the Memorial

is based on information provided to Libya by Petroconsultants in the form of a "Chronological Review of Oiïshorc Licences in Malta" covering the period 1958 to 1980. Thercfore,
these "facts" art subject to correction on the basis of any more authoritative information.
a Sec fn. 3 to p. 59 above and Annex 42.
' A copy of this Order is attachcd as Annex 45.
See para. 4.28 above.
This procedure originatcd in 1972 when Libya announccd its policy to pursue negotiations
for participation with its conccssionaires on an individual basis. In the course of complcting
thegcneralisation of that policy, Law No. 66 of 1973 effected the nationalisation and transfcr
to the Statc of 5 1% of al1 propertics owned by. inter d i a . EssoStandard of Libya Inc., Tcxaco
Oil Overseas Co. and California Asiatic Oil Co. Libya and Texaco faited to make agreement
for Texaco's nationaliseci intercst and Texaco ceased its oil activities in Libya from 1973 on.
C
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October 1974. The framework agreement covering Concessions NC 35A
and NC 35B was entered into by NOC and Esso Standard Libya on 16
April 1974, the exploration and production sharing agreement being
signed on 29 September 1974.
4.45 The cere of Libya to avoid as far as possible any conflict arising
as a result of overlap with concessions granted by Malta is demonstrated
by a letter signed on the sarne day (29 Septernber 1974) as the Esso
Agreement concerning NC 35A and NC35B1. That letter contained the
following passage, which formed an integral part of the Agreement:
"Until such time as there has been a demarcation of the offshore
area subject to the jurisdiction of the Libyan Arab Repubiic from
the offshore area subject to the jurisdiction of Malta, by mutual
agreement between the two countries or by their mutual concurrence with a binding international convention, or by any other
binding determination as shown by satisfactory documentary evidence, Second Party will not be obligated to commence Petroleum
Operations either in those portions of the Offshore Conlract Area
or in those portions of the area subject to the deep water commitment specified in Article 14 of the Agreement which lie in waters
north of latitude 34" 10' 00" North."
4.46 I n granting the above-mentioned concessions, there was no
attempt or intention on the part of Libya to define or limit the northern
boundary of its area of continental shelf in the region: nor was there any
element of implied agreement or acquiescence vis-à-vis Malta either in the
boundaries of the concession areas or in the terms on which the concessions were granted.
4.47 Meanwhile, between 19 and 21 December 1974, ways of solving
the delimitation problem were discussed between Prime Minister Mintoff
and Colonel Ghadaffi. In particular, the proposal made by Malta in April
was being studied by both sides and it was suggested that both countries
should study the possibility of accepting delimitation in accordance with
what might be established by the Third United Nations Conference on the
Law of the Sea.
4.48 The grant of concessions by Malta and Libya, mentioned above,
resulted in protests and reservations on both sides. The nature of these
protests and reservations is some indication of the attitude of the Parties to
continental shelf delimitation.
4.49 By a Note Verbale dated 30 June 1974 frorn the Libyan Ministry
of Foreign Affairs to the Embassy of Malta in Tripoli, the Government of
Libya recorded its reservation as regards the grant by the Governrnent of
Malta to the Texaco Oil Company of the right to prospect for oil in the

' A copy of this lcttcr is attached as Annex

46.
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area south of Malta1. This was a response to the grant to Texaco dated 3 1
May 1974 mentioned in paragraph 4.43 above. The Note of 30 June was
followed by a further Note Verbale dated 14 July 1974 from the Libyan
Ministry of Foreign AlTairs to the Maltese Embassy in Tripoli'. That Note
referred to an item published in the "Times of Malta" on 1 July 1974
containing a warning to ships and fishing boats to stay away from a ship
which would be carrying out a seismic survey for the following two months
at a distance 40 miles south of Malta between the latitudes 34" 26' N and
35" 06' N and the longitudes 14" 50' E and 15" 32' Ea. The area covered
by this seismic survey is shown on the map attached as Annex 49. The
Note also referred to the Agreement signed by Malta with Texaco on 3 1
May 1974 and continued, saying that both the agreement and the survey
fell within a part of the sea-bed undergoing negotiations between the two
countries and requesting confirmation of the accuracy of the news. In a
Note dated 17 July 1974 referring to its Note dated 30 June 1974, the
Libyan Ministry of Foreign Affairs requested the Maltese Embassy to
supply a chart showing the area in which prospecting for oil by Texaco was
ta take place4.
4.50 The receipt of the Libyan Notes of 30 June and 17 July was
acknowledged by a Note Verbale from the Embassy of Malta dated 18
July 1974&,and receipt of the Libyan Note dated 14 July was acknowledged by a Maltese Note Verbale dated 25 July 1974" A substantive
response to the threc Libyan Notes was given by a Notc Verbale dated 8
August 1974 from the Embassy of Malta to the Libyan Ministry of
Foreign Affairs'. It confirmed that a seismic vesse1 had been operating in
the area mentioned in the Libyan Note of 14 July 1974. The Note
claimed that the area in question feI1 within the continental shelf of Malta
and stated: "lt is also North of the equidistance line separating the subrnarine areas of Malta and Libya." Claiming that any activities relating to
the exploration and exploitation of minerals and oils in that region were
exclusivcly a matter for Malta's jurisdiction, the Note declined to accept
the reservation made by the Government of Libya of 30 June 1974 with

' A copy of this Note is attachcd as Annex 47.

As notd in fn. 6 to p. 61, Texaco had ceased
its oil activitics in Libya from 1973.
' A copy of this Note is attachcd as Annex 48.
'This survey was carricd out on khalf of Texaco Matta. Inc.
' A copy of this Note is attachcd as Annex 50.
' A wpy of this Note is attachcd as Annex 51.
' A copy of this Note is attachcd as Annex 52.
' For the text of the Maltek tcspnsc. s a the wpy of the Note attachcd as Annex 53.
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regard to the granting by the Government of Malta of the rights to Texaco
Malta Inc. for oil exploration. The Note also enclosed a copy of Legal
Notice 41 of 1973', together with "the relevant map".
4.51 Pursuant to exploration rights granted to Esso Standard Libya
Inc., that company engaged the services of a company known as Seismograph Service (Marine) Ltd. to carry out seismic exploration in the
Libyan Concession areas NC 35A and NC 35B (see Map I I ) . Apparently, the intended activities of that Company came to the attention of the
Maltese authorities as a result of a letter dated 13 November 1974 from
the Company, requesting a wireless telegraphic licence for radio equipment a l T.C. Smith, 12 St. Christopher Street, Valtetta, Malta, in order to
communicate with M.V. Petrol. Referring to' that letter, the Maltese
Ministry of Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs wrote a letter dated
26 November 1974 to Seismograph Service (Marine) Ltd2. The letter
asked the Company to note that areas north of the coordinates set out in
the letter constituted the continental shelf of Malta and requested a categoric assurance from the Company that no seismic lines had been shot in
any part of the area indicated3; the coordinates set out were 34" 27' N; 13"
27' 4" E to 34O 48' N; 18" 04' 6" E: once more the "equidistance" line
claimed by Malta. Esso Standard Libya Inc. informed the Libyan
authorities of the lettcr from the Maltese Ministry of Foreign and Com- monwealth Affairs.
4.52 I t will be recalled that the Libyan concession contracts were
concluded on 29 September and 13 October 1974'. On 8 June 1975 the
Governrnent of Libya addressed a letter in similar terms to each of the
Maltese concession holders, i.e.. Aquitaine, Elf, Hispanoil and Wintershell, Texaco, Cities Service and J.O.C. Oil. A copy of the letter together
with the coordinates defining the areas concerned with respect to each of
the concession holders is attached as Annex 5.5. The concession areas
mentioned were in fact Maltese Blocks Nos. 2, 3 , 4 , 9, 10, 11, 14 and 16
referred to in paragraph 4.43 above5. With respect to each Company, the
Government of Libya stated in the letter that it had learnt that the
Company was carrying out exploration activities aiming at the extraction
of oil in offshore areaiin the Mediterranean, the locations of which were
as just indicated. The letter continued: "The said areas constitute a

@

' See Annex 42 and para. 4.38 abovc.
' A capy of this Icttcr is attachcd as Annex 54.
' The proccss of "shooting" seismic lines involves the measurement of echo soundings that
reflect off various geological strata below the earth's surface. Measurements are generally
obtained by discharging cither explosive or elcctronic charges from a vesscl and rncasuring
the "bounce back" time. Thc information thus receivcd is uscful for exploration of potential
hydrocarbon rcserves.
' See para. 4.44 abovc.
'See also Map 10 facing p. 60,

Continental Shelf upon which the Libyan Arab Republic maintains full
sovereignty". The letter also demanded a firrn assurance from each Company that no such exploration or drilling activities were being carried out
within the said areas. It concluded by saying: "Your performance of such
activities without obtaining a prior permit or authority from the Libyan
Arab Republic shall be considered an infringement upon its rights, thus
justifying the adoption of any measures deemed necessary to safeguard
our legitimate rights."

4.53 Libya thus clearly set on record its clairn to the whole of the areas
comprised in the blocks indicated, and gave warning that it would take the
rneasures necessary to maintain its rights in those areas. Subsequently,
Libya did nothing to resile from that position.
4.54 On 17 June 1975 the Government of Malta, acting through the
Chairman of its Oil Cornmittee, Mr. Abela, by a letter addressed to the
Libyan concession holder, Total, countered by requesting an assurance
that no exploration or drilling activities were being or would be carried out
in any part of the area north of a median Iine which was defined by
coordinates which were not, in fact, the same as those mentioned in
paragraph 4.51 above'. The views of the Government of Malta were
expressed in the following language: "This area canstitutes a Continental
Shelf upon which the Republic of Malta maintains full sovereign rights
and any exploration or drilling activities therein without a licence issued to
you by the Government of the Republic of Malta, constitutes an infringement of Malta's sovereignty, justifying the adoption of measures necessary
to safeguard the legitimate rights of the Republic of Malta."
4.55 Total replied to the letters of 17 June and 17 July from Mr. Abela
by a letter dated 3 1 July 197Y. Noting that the areas claimed by Malta
and those of the Total concession from Libya ( N C 53) might overlap,
Total said: "The problem you raise depends thereforeon the determination
of the geographical lirnits of the exercise by the Republic of Malta and the
Libyan Arab Republic of their sovereign rights over this plaleau," Total
also said that the correspondence with Mr. Abela was being transmitted to
the Libyan NOC and to the Libyan authorities. This was in fact done
later in August.
4.56 Mr. Abela, acting on behaif of Malta, replied to the letter of 31
July 1975 by a ietter dated 13 August 1975a. In that letter he repeated the
position of Malta expressed in his letter of 17 June and the need for "the
adoption of measures necessary to safeguard the legitimate rights of the

' According to this letter. the Maltese claimed equidistance Iine extended on the easi only as
far as the point 34"23'5"N;Ifo14'E,in contrast to the eastern coordinates of 34" 48'N;
18"04' 06"E mentioned in para. 4.51. ( A copy of this letter is attached as Annex 56.)
' A copy of this letter is attached as Anne* 57.
A copy of this letter is attached as Annex 58.
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Republic of Malta". He also repeated the request for a "categoric assurance" of non-activity in the areas north of the "equidistance" line made in
the ietter of 17 June.
4.57 The reactions to the grant of concessions by Malta and Libya
outlined above confirm that Malta was claiming against Libya the areas of
continental shelf as far south as, but not beyond, the Maltese version of an
equidistance line which stretched from the point, 34" 27' N; 13" 27' 4" E
on the West to the point, 34" 48' N; 18" 04' 6" E on the east. Libya, on the
other hand, was disputing the Maltese equidistance line as a basis for
delimitation, and claiming areas even further north than the northern
boundary of the Maltese concessions identified as Blocks 2 and 3'.
C. Agreement on Recourse to the Court
4.58 At this point, it is convenient to resume the outline of the steps
leading to signature of the Special Agreement. On 18 October 1975,
there was a meeting between Major Jalloud, Prime Minister of Libya, and
Prime Minister Mintoff. At that meeting, in response to a statement by
Major Jalloud that Libya wanted the International court of Justice as the
means for the settlement of the dispute, Mr. Mintofï said that Malta did
not object to the Court.
4.59 On 3 January 1976 there was a further meeting in Tripoli
between Prime Minister Mintofï and a Libyan delegation presided over by
State Minister Taha Sharif Ben-Amer at which the question of the phrasing of a submission to the Court was raised by MT. Mintoff, and, on the
suggestion of Mr. Taha Sharif Ben-Amer, this question was referred to
legaf experts who were to meet in Malta between 20 and 25 January 1976.
At that stage, it was common ground that the problem of delimitation of
the marine boundary should be submitted to the Court, and the question
became one of settling an agreed teit for that purpose. On 17 January
1976 the Libyan Ministry of Foreign Afîairs transmitted to the Maltese
Embassy in Tripoli a draft of a Special Agreement between Libya and
Malta for the submission of the dispute to the Courtz. The Agreement
had a non-cornmitta1 title and preamble, and the substance of the reference to the Court was set out briefly in Article 1, which read as follows:
"ARTICLE (1)
The Court is requested to decide the following question:
What principles and rules of.Internationa1 Law are applicable to
the delimitation of the areas of the continental shelf and the
economic zone which appertain to the Libyan Arab Republic
and that [sic] of the Republic of Malta."

@

' S e c Mup IO facing p. 60 abovt.
' A copy of the draft Agreement is attached as Annex 59.
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4.60 At meetings between a Maltese and a Libyan delegation held in
Malta from 3 to 9 February 1976, MaIta submitted its proposed draft
Special Agreement'. The preamble was considerably longer and more
complicated than in the Libyan draft, and Article 1 of the draft read as
follows:

"ARTICLE 1
(1 ) The Court is requested( a ) To decide what, according to the applicable principles and rules of
international law, is the dividing line separating, as between the
Parties, the Continental Shelf areas lying between Malta and
Libya;
( b ) To delimit the said dividing line and cause such part of it as
stretches in the West-East direction frorn the (14th to the lath]
degrees of longitude East of Greenwich, to be marked out on a
chart or charts of scale not less than [1:1,100,000 at lat. 39'N], to
be attached to and form an integral part of the final decision of the
Court.

( 2 ) The choice of the [ 14th to the 18thj degrees of longitude East of
Greenwich is without prejudice to the rights of the Parties beyond
those points in conformity with the decision of the Court."
4.61 Both the Libyan and the Maltese draft Agreements were discussed during the February meetings in Malta, and diflerences between
the positions of the two sides were examined in detail. Some of the
differences between the two drafts may be noted here.
4.62 While the Libyan draft had a short and purely formal preamble,
the Maltese draft had a substantial preamble which touched on a number
of material points. lt appeared to assume that the areas of sea-bed and
subsoil of the Mediterranean Sea between Libya and Malta forrned a
single continental shelf -an assumption not acceptable to Libya. On the
other hand, it recognised that in the discussions and negotiations it had
become "evident that there was a distinct difference of views on the rules
and principles to be applied in establishing boundaries", and stressed the
good relations between the two Parties.
4.63 The most important difïerences were in the request to the Court
in Article 1 of each draft. The Libyan draft included the exclusive economic zone as well as the continental shelf: the Maltese draft did not. The
Libyan draft requested the Court to indicate the rules and principles of
international law to be applied in the delimitation: the Maltese draft
requcsted the Court "to decide what ... is the dividing line". This proved

' A copy of the draft Agrccmcnt is attachcd as Annex 60.
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to be the main outstanding difference which could not be settled between
the two delegations. There were, however, further provisions in subparagraph ( b ) and paragraph ( 2 ) of the Maltese draft. Their intent was
to request the Court to delineate this part of the dividing line which
"stretches in the West-East direction from the [ 14th to the 18th] degrees
of longitude East of Greenwich". It is hardly surprising that these
paragraphs did not appear in the final text of the Special Agreement.
4.64 Another difference, less obvious but of some importance, was the
implicit reference to the Third United Nations Conference on the Law of
the Sea at the end of Article III of the Libyan draft. The Maltese
delegation objected firmly to this reference and it also was omitted from
the final text.
4.65 There were also differences concerning the written pleadings.
The Maitese draft (Article I I ) provided for exchange of Mernorials and
Counter-Mernorials within short periods: the Libyan draft (Article I I I )
provided for consecutive pleadings with longer periods, Malta filing its
Mernorial first. The text that ernerged in the Special Agreement (Article
II) was a compromise.
4.66 Finally, the Libyan draft (Article I V ) provided for negotiations
for the purpose of concluding an agreement in accordance with the decision of the Court: the Maltese draft (Article III) wouid merely have
required the Parties to "proclaim the Continental Shelf boundary between
their two countries in conformity with that decision". These two drafts
were clearly related to the different approaches of the two sides concerning
the request to be submitled to the Court, as expressed in Article 1 of each
draft'. When Article 1 was redrafted the Maltese draft Article III could
not stand, and it was natural that a text on the lines of the Libyan draft
Article IV should be adopted, as it was in Article III of the final Special
Agreement.
4.67 Following the meetings held in Malta in February 1976, progress
was made on the draft Special Agreement until the point was reached
where the main outstanding difference was that al ta wished to ask the
Court to delineate the dividing line in a precise manner, whereas Libya
wanted to ask the Court to prescribe the principles to be employed in
delirniting the dividing line between the two countries. This difference
was resolved at a meeting between Prime Minister Mintoff and Colonel
Ghadafi held in T r i ~ o lon
i 15 A ~ r i 1976.
i
On that occasion. Mr. Mintoff
suggested a solution to the deadlock by rephrasing the controversial provision.to make it read that the Court is reauested to show the Parties how to
solvé the problem of the dividing line beiween the two countries. Colonel
Ghadaffi agreed to this suggestion provided that representatives of both

' Sec para. 4.63 above.
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sides should meet to write the final draft of the Agreement. This was done
and the Agreement was duly signed subject to ratification on 23 April
1976.
4.68 There continued to be a number of contacts between various
representatives of the two Parties following the signature of the Special
Agreement. In many instances these concerned wider relations between
Libya and Malta unrelated to the continental shelf. On occasions, however, the question of the continental shelf arose in the context of these
exchanges. While in Libya's view these events are of marginal relevance
to the question of delimitation, certain of them deserve brief mention here
since, when viewed as a whole, they indicate a continuity in the positions of
both Libya and Malta as those positions had become crystallised at the
time the Special Agreement was signed. As such, they contribute to an
understanding of the background against which the delimitation is set.
4.69 By a Note dated 5 October 1976, the Maltese Embassy in Tripoli
officially informed the Libyan Ministry of Foreigr! Afïairs that Malta had
ratified the Special Agreement1. The procedures for ratification of international agreements required the Libyan Ministry of Foreign Affairs to
refer the Special Agreement to the Council of Ministers for consideration.
Final responsibility for ratifying the Special Agreement at tbat time,
however, rested with the Revolutionary Command Council.
4.70 It was in these circumstances that Mr. Mintoff, on 3 Decernber
1976, addressed a letter to Colonel Ghâdaffi. The text of the entire letter
may be found in Annex 62. What deserves mention, however, is a proposa1 that appeared in the letter. For the Maltese Prime Minister stated:
"... 1 am ready to interpiet your silence following receipt of this
letter as implying your approval that Libya, as a friendly gesture
towards Malta, will let Malta drill in the area up to the Median
Line that is exactly equidistant between Our countries.
Therefore, if by the first day of the new year, we will not receive a
reply other than an acknowledgement of Our letter, 1 will assume
that this is indeed your wish2."
4.71 Libya's Prime Minister, Major Jalloud, responded by Ietter
dated 15 December 1976 addressed to Prime Minister Mintoff 3 . In his
letter Major Jalloud suggested that no "hasty unilateral decision" be taken
by either side. He went on to indicate that the appropriate experts in
Libya hid been instructed to give priority to the continental shelf matter
and to the Special Agreement itself.

'A

copy of this Note is attached as Anrlex 61.
It will be recalled that in the course of negoiiations Libya had continuously rejected the
median line or equidistance method as a basis of either negotiation or delimitation.
' A copy of this letter is attached as Annex 63.
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4.72 On 2 March 1977 the Libyan General People Congress initiated
procedures which, among other things, transferred responsibility for ratifying agreements from the Revolutionary Command Council, where it had
been provisionally vested, to the Basic People's Congresses. These new
procedures were ultimately enacted by the Basic People's Congresses
during their faIl session in October and November 1978.
4.73 Meanwhile, on 7 December 1977, the Government of Malta
entered into an agreement with the foreign oil cornpanies that held offshore Maltese concessions whereby the companies undertook to refrain
from exploration activities in the concession blocks south of Malta until
the delimitation dispute had been settled by the Court. This action was
consistent with the understanding Libya and Maita had reached at the
tirne of the signing of the Special Agreement to the effect that both sides
would refrain from commencing drilling operations until the Court had
reached its decision and an agreement on delimitation had been reached'.
The agreement with the oil companies was subsequently announced by
Prime Minister Mintoff at a session of the Maftese Parliament held on 16
January 1978.
4.74 During 1978, there were further contacts betweén the two Parties
on a wide range of bilateral issues, including the question of the continental shelf. From 3 to 5 May 1978, for example, talks were held in Malta
between a Libyan delegation headed by the Secretary of Marine Transport, Mansour Mohammed Badr, and a Maltese delegation headed by the
Deputy Prime Minister, Joseph Cassar. In July, Colonel Ghadaffi travelled to Malta for meetings, as did a separate Libyan delegation headed by
the Secretary of the Treasury.
4.75 On 16 October 1979 discussions were renewed at a meeting held
in Tripoli between Major Jalloud and Prime Minister Mintoff. As before,
these talks addressed a wide range of bilateral issues. They also touched
upon fresh Libyan and Maltese proposals regarding the continental shelf
dispute2. According to the joint minutes of this meeting, Mr. Mintoff
proposed that a five-mile bufïer zone be created on either side of a median
line, north of which Malta would be allowed to exploit the resources and
south of which Libya could do the same. Major Jalloud qesponded by
stating that Libya could not agree to Malta's proposal for the "divisionn of
the shelf. fnstead he proposed that Libya would "reconsider the agreement of May 1976 which had not been ratified by the People's Congresses"
if certain amendments to the provisions of the Special Agreement could be
accepted by Malta. The joint minutes then conclude as follows:
Sec the Rcport by the Secretary-General on the Mission of his Special ~ e ~ r c s c n t a t i vtoc
Malta and the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, U.N. Doc. S/14256, datcd 13 Nov. 1980, p. 2,
attached as Annex 72.
See Annex 64.
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"After a lengthy discussion it was agreed that the experts of the two
countries should meet at the beginning of November to outline a
proposal taking into consideration the interest of both sides."
Thus it became evident that the two Parties had embarked on an effort to
find a satisfactory solution to the matter by renegotiating parts of the
Special Agreement.

4.76 Shortly afterwards, on 21 November 1979, the Maltese Ministry
of Foreign ARairç sent a Note Verbale to the Libyan People's Bureau for
Foreign Liaison which also indicated that efforts were being made to reach
agreement on the Special Agreement. The Note stated:
"There seems to be now iittle time left for the two sides to reach a
final agreement capable of being ratified by the Congresses this
year unless both sides were to act quickly and with the necessary
determination to reach an agreement in time'."
More significant, however, was the fact that the Note signalled a sharp
change of policy on the part of Malta. After suggesting that the buffer
zone mentioned above be enlarged from five miles on each side of the
median line to fifteen, the Note went on to announce that-

"... the Government of the Republic of Malta has no option but to
confirm that it cannot postpone any further the exploitation of the
area of the continental shelf between the two countries which it
firmly believes to appertain to the Maltese people. The Maltese
Government has commitments which it must honour and drilling
must therefore start in the near future in the area north of the line
A B shown in the attached MapP."
4.77 To appreciate the significance of this change, it is necessary to
recall that since 1974 - the year in which both Libya and Malta granted
concessions in the areas lying between the two countries - both Parties
had refrained from authorising drilling in the disputed area. Indeed,
there had been an understanding between the Parties at the time they
signed the Special Agreement that exploration activities in the area in
dispute would be suspended pending the resolution of the case by the
Court. Moreover, Malta had made an agreement to this effect with its
concession holders in 19773.

4.78 One week after the Maltese Note was sent, the experts of the two
sides met to follow up on the discussion that had occurred between Major

' A copy of this Note is attachtd as Anncx 65.
'The linc A.B. was a linc parallcl to the Maltcscproposd mcdian linc 15 rnilcs to:he norih of
it. but. as shown on the map. line A.B. extendcd lcss far to the cas1 than did the Maltese
propos4 mtdian linc.
'Sec para. 4.73 abovc.
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Jalloud and Prime Minister Mintoff. At the meeting the Parties discussed
certain aspects regarding the amendment of the Special Agreement, but
no agreement was reached.
4.79 Malta's decision to go ahead with drilling in the disputed areas
was confirmed by Mr. Mintoff in a report he sent to Colonel Ghadaffi on
23 April 1980. On 10 May 1980 the Libyan Secretariat sent a Note
Verbale to the Maltese Embassy in Tripoli reserving its position as to
Malla's concession actions and confirming "its non-recognition of any
activities, contracts and assignments, previous or forthcoming, which
would affect its sovereignty'." Malta responded with a Note Verbale
dated 21 May 1980 from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the Libyan
Popular Committee in which it rejected Libya's claims2.
4.80 On 10 August 1980 the Texaco group, acting within Maltese

Block No. 3 on the Medina Bank south of the Libyan claim of 1973,
spudded the first wildcat well to be drilted in the area3. The drilling itself
was undertaken by an oil rig operated by the Italian contractor, Saipem, at
the coordinates 35"N;15" 18' E. These actions brought on a prompt
Libyan response. By Ietter dated 20 August 1980 the Libyan Secretary of
Oil warned the Manager of Texaco that drilling operations should be
halted immediately and the rig removed4. This warning was repeated by
telex to the Chairman of Texaco Malta, Inc. On 21 August an official of
the Libyan navy delivered a sirnilar written warning to the manager of the
Saipem drilling platform on board the rig. In response, the Chairman of
Saipem notified the Libyan authorities through Saipem's representative in
Tripoli that drilling operations would be suspended and steps taken to put
the well into a safe conditionb. Subsequently the rig was withdrawn.
4.81 The commencement of drilling activities triggered an unfortunate series of events and put a strain on the relations between the two
countries. By a letter dated 1 September 1980 the Maltese Permanent
Representative to the United Nations requested the President of the
Security Council to convene an urgent meeting of the Security Council to
consider the incident6. On 3 September 1980 the Deputy Permanent
Representative of Libya to the United Nations sent a letter to the President of the Security Council indicating Libya's views on the Maltese
letter'.

' A copy of this Notc is attachcd as Annrx
' A copy of this Note is attachcd as Annex

66.
67.

' "Spudding" refcrs to the first boring of the hole in the drilling af a wcll.
' A copy of this Notc is attachcd as Annex 68.
% copy of Saipcm's message to the Libyan Sccretary of Oil is attachcd as Annex 69.
' U . N . Doc. S/14140, 1 Sep. 1980; a copy of this letter is attachcd as Annex 70.
' A copy of this lctter. U.N. Doc. S/14145, 3 Sep. 1980, is attached as Annex 71.
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4.82 There then followed a protracted series of diplomatic exchanges
between the Parties, with the Secretary-General of the United Nations,
and with various third States. The Security Council also held hearings on
the rnatter. For present purposes it is sufficient to note that, after consulting with both Parties, the Secretary-General decided to send a special
representative to discuss the issue with the two sides. The Special Representative, Mr. Diego Cordovez, prepared a report on his mission after
having met with representatives of both Libya and Malta from 29 October
to 2 Novernber 1980. In Libya's view the Special Representative's
Report, dated 13 November 1980, accurately summarises the events that
transpired between the Parties leading up to the incident of 20 August
1980. A copy of this Report has been attached to this Memorial as
Annex 72l.

4.83 On 4 January 1981 the Basic People's Congresses ratified the
Special Agreement subject to the provision that no drilling take place in
the disputed area until after the Court concluded its examination of the
case. An instrument of ratification was drawn up to this effect, and Malta
was officially notified that the Special Agreement had k e n ratified2.
After Malta objected to the terms of Libya's ratification, a renewed series
of meetings and exchanges took place in an effort to resolve the issue.
These proved inconclusive. Meanwhile, Malta filed an Application for
permission to intervene in the Tunisia/Libya case on 28 January 1981. In
its Judgment of 14 April 1981, the Court found that the Application could
not be granted3.
4.84 In order to avoid unnecessary detail, attention is drawn here to
two United Nations documents which reflect these aspects of the dispute.
The first is an account of the Secretary-General to the Security Council on
the Libya-Malta dispute dated 30 July 1981'. It is attached as Annex 74.
The second is the Special Representative's second Report on the situation
which the Secretary-General subrnitted to the President of the Security
Council on 1 December' 1981b. A copy of this Report may be found in
Annex 75. The report itself resulted from a suggestion of the President of
the Security Council in September 1981 that the Special Representative
renew his contacts with both Parties.

4.85 There ensued a series of delays regarding the exchange of instruments of ratification. Ultimately, however, the Parties held discussions in

' U.N. Dac. S/14256.

13 Nov. 1980.
See a copy of a Note Verbale dated 26 Jan. 1981 from the Libyan People's Bureau in Malta
to the Maltese Ministry of Foreign Affairs, attached as Annex 73.
' Continental S h e i j (Tunisio/Libyan Arub Jomahiriya). Applicarion to Inrervene, Judgmen?, I.C.J. Reports 1981. p. 20. para. 37.
' U . N . Doc. S/PV. 2294, 30 July 1981, pp. 6-7.
U.N. Dm.S/14786.9 Dec. 198 1.
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Valletta from 18 to 20 March 1982. These culrninated in the exchange of
.Instruments of Ratification of the Special Agreement on 20 March. On
the same day the Libyan Secretary of the People's Bureau for Foreign
Liaison and the Mattese Minister of Foreign Affairs signed a procésverbal by which they agreed that their respective agents would jointiy
notify the Special Agreement to the Court on 26 July 1982'.
4.86 In the light of these events, it is apparent that ever since 1973
Malta has been pressed by its concession holders to drill in the disputed
area. This much is clear from the Maltese documents themselves, most
notably the written message dated 23 April 1973 from Prime Minister
Mintoff to Colonel Ghadaffi2 and the Note Verbale dated 21 November
1979 from the Maltese Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the Libyan People's
Bureau for Foreign Liaison3. To this end Malta's efforts to explore and
exploit the offshore areas revolved around the use of the median line as a
defacto line of delimitation with Libya. Reliance on the "Median Line"
appeared not only in Malta's correspondence. but in its interna1 legislation
as well. Libya refused to accept either the "Median Line" as a basis for
delimitation, or the equidistance method as the framework for negotiations. Instead, Libya has attempted to keep communication open with
Malta in order to find an equitable solution to the dispute.

'A

copy of t his procès-verbal is attached as Anncx 76.

Sec Annex I I .
'Sec Annex 65.

PART II

THE LAW

CHAPTER 5

THE SPECIAL AGREEMENT
5.01 This Chapter will examine the provisions of the Special Agreement, focusing on the nature of the request made to the Court by the
Parties. The English text of the Special Agreement has been set forth in
paragraph 4 above. Nevertheless, it may be convenient to repeat here
Articles 1 and III', which read as follows2:

The Court is requested to decide the following question:
What principles and rules of international law are applicable to the
delimitation of the area of the continental shelf which appertains to
the Republic of Malta and the area of continental shelf which
appertains to the Libyan Arab Republic, and how in practice such
principles and rules can be applied by the two Parties in this
particular case in order that they rnay without difficulty delimit
such areas by an agreement as provided in Article III."
U

A

~III ~

l

~

~

~

Following the final decision of the International Court of Justice,
the Government of the Republic of Malta and the Government of
the Libyan Arab Republic shall enter into negotiations for determining the area of their respective continental shelves and for
concluding an agreement for that purpose in accordance with the
decision of the Court."
5.02 The general intent of the request to the Court made by Article 1 is
clear from thi text. The Court is asked to Say what principles-and rules of
international law are applicable to the delimitation in the present case and
"how in practice" those principles and rules can be applied by the two
~ s concerned with the statement
Parties. In other words. the ~ r o c e e d i n are
by the Court of the applicablé principl& and rules of international Law and
their a~vlicationbv the Parties. It is for the Court to decide "how in
practi&'such princGles and rules can be applied by the two Parties in this
particular case." It is for the Parties, acting in accordance with the
decision of the Court, to draw by agreement the boundary line between the
areas of continental shelf appertaining to each of them.

' As noted in para. 3 abovc, both the Arabic and English texts arc cqually authentic.

' Article I I provides for the submission of writtcn plcadings and for the order of spcaking at
the oral hearings to be dtcidtd by mutual agreement. As stated in para. 6 above, it has been
agrccd by the Parties that at the oral hearings.the rcprescntatives of Malta will spcak first.
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5.03 Although the general intent of Article 1 is clear, it rnay be useful
at this stage to present some observations on the nature and scope of the
request made by that Article. Some light may be thrown on the question
of inlerpretation by a comparison of the Special Agreement in the present
case with those in the Norrh Sea cases, the Anglo-French Arbitration and
the TtrnisiajLibyo case'.
5.04 Al1 four Special Agreements have some elemenls in common, but
most clearly distinguishable from the present case is the request in the
Anglo-French Arbifration which asked the Court in that case to decide, in
accordance with the rules of international law applicable in the malter as
between the Parties, the actual course of the boundary. That request did
not ask the Court to pronounce on the applicable principles and rules of
international law, which the present request does; on the other hand, it did
ask the Court to determine the course of the boundary, which the present
request does not. Accordingly, there is no real comparison between the
request in the present case and the one made in the Anglo-French
Arbirrarion.
5.05 A comparison may, however, be made between the requests in
the other three cases. In the view of tibya, the scope of the present one
falls between the scope of the requests in the North Sea cases and the one
made in the TunisialLibya case. This is apparent not only from the
wording of the requests, but also from the context in which they appear.
The present request is similar to the requests in the North Sea cases in
asking the Court to decide on the applicable principles and rules of international law and leaving it to the Parties to effect the delimitation by
agreement in accordance with the decision of the Court2. However, the
present request goes further by asking the Court to decide "how in practice
the principles and rules can be applied by the two Parties in this particular
case". Article 1 of the TunisiaILibya Special Agreement also requested a
decision on the applicable principles and rules, but the language used goes
even further in the direction of precision and specificity. In a separate
sub-paragraph, it requesled the Court "to clariJy the practical method for

' For convenicnce of reïerencc, the texts of the Special Agreements in these thrcc cascs are
attached as Annexes 77. 78 and 79 rcsptctivcly. The relevant articles are: in the North Seo
cases. Article 1; in the Anglo-French Arbirrarion. Articles 2 and 9; and in the Tunisia/Libyo
case, Articles 1 . 2 and 3. For convenience, the Arbiiroiion Berween the United Kingdom of
Great Brilain and Norrhern Irelund and the French Republic on the Delimitarion of the
Confinenrai Shelf. Decisions of the Court of Arbirrorion doted 30 lune 1977 and f 4 March
1978. prcsentcd to Parliameni by the Secretary of Staie for Foreign and Commonwcalth
Amairs by Command of Her Majcsty. March 1979. London, H. M. Siaiioncry Ofice [1979],
Misc. No. 15, 203 pagcs (Cmnd. 7438) and the arbitration procccdings thcrnselvcs are
refcrrcd to in this Mernorial as the "Anglo-French Arbitraiion".
' I I may k recalled that the Judgment in the Norrh Sea cascs rcflcctcd the gcnerality of the
requcst and cnabled the Partics to rcach agreement among thcmsclvcs on the dclimitation of
thcir arcas or continental shelf.
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the opplicarion of these principles and rules in this specific situation1" so as
to enable "the experts of the two countries" to delimit the areas. Cornparison of the language supports the more general interpretation of Article I
of the Special Agreement in the present case. For example, the Tunisia/Libya request used the word "clarify" (in the Tunisian version "specify precisely"); the present request does not. The former used the
affirmative expression "for the application"; the latter uses the words "can
be applied". The former leaves delimitation to "the experts"; the latter
reserves the application of the principles and rules to "the two Parties".
The significance of the last-mentioned provision is underlined by Article
I I I of the Special Agreement which requires the two Governments "to
enter into negotiations for determining the area of their respective continental shelves ...2".

5.06 The absence of any reference to "experts" and the provision for
"negotiations" imply a significant difference from the Tunisia/Libya Special Agreement. ln that Agreement, there was no mention of the word
"negotiations", and the delimitation by the experts in accordance with
Article 1 and the determination of the delimitation line by the Parties
contemplated by Article 2 were viewed almost as a purely technical implementation of the Court's Judgment. To this extent, therefore, the present
situation is more closely analogous to that presented in the North Sea
cases, where Article 1, paragraph (2) of the Special Agreement(s) provided that following the Judgment the Parties "... shall delimit the continental shelf in the North Sea as between their countries by agreement in
pursuance of the decision requested from the international Court of Justice'". Neverthcless, the decision requested in the present case is still not
on the same level of generality as that in the North Sea cases.

5.07 Article 1 of the Special Agreement in the present case requests
the Court to decide "how in practice" the principles and rules cari be
applied
by the Parties so that they may delimit the areas of continental
..

' According to the English translation by the Rcgistry of the French version supplicd by
Tunisia to thc Court. this passage should read, "to specify
precisely the practical way in
. -. .
which the aforeçaid principjes an2 rutes appfy in this particular situation": I.C.J. ~eporrs
1982, p. 18, ai p. 21 (italics added here and in the text abovc).
'Thc negotiations so indicatcd and thc agrcemcnt contemplatd in Article III will, of course,
iollow the Court's decision as to the principles and rulesof international law applicable in this
case and 'how in practicc" they may bc applicd.
' Referring to the provisions or those Spccial Agreements, which were analogous to Article
III of t h i s ~ ~ p c c i a l ' ~ ~ r e e mthe
e n t~, o ; r t in f969 staied that:
'The Court is not askcd actually toddimit the ...boundarics which will be involvd, this
task being rcservcd by the Spccial Agreements to the Parties. which undcrtakc ta c k t
such a delimitation 'by agreement in pursuancc of the dccision rqucsted from the ...
Court' - that is ta say on the basis of, and in accordancc with, the ptinciplesand rules of
international law found by the Court to be applicable." (North Seo ContincnralShe~
Judgmeni. I.C. J . Reports 1969. p. 13, para. 2.)
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shelf appertaining to thern without difficulty. This request does not presuppose that there will necessarily be one method or one rigid rule automatically to be applied in the case. What degree of precision then is
required of the Court in reaching its judgment in this case? In the
Tunisia/Libya case, in the context of a similar question, the Court stated
that "... it has in any case to be precise as to what it decides ...'". A certain
degree of precision must naturally be viewed as being an inherent part of
the formulation of a decision rendered with binding force in connection
with contentious proceedings, Thus, although it is Libya's view that the
Court need not, in the present case, specify or particularise one "method of
delimitation", or even one way or manner by which or "how in practice ...
[the] principles and ruies can be appiied", it is nevertheless also Libya's
view that the goal to be reached is the result which would be in accord with
equitable principles and represent the most appropriate application of the
existing principles and rules of international law. This would naturally
involvc an assessmtnt by the Court of the relevant circumstances and the
wcight to bc attached to them.
5-08 Against the background of the above observations on Articles 1
and III of the Special Agreement, it is appropriate to recall what the Court
had to Say in its 1982 Judgment as to its task. In paragraph 29 of the
Judgment the Court said: "What the Court is asked to do is to render a
judgment in a conttntious case in accordance with Articles 59 and 60 of
the Statute and Article 94, paragraph 2, of the Rules of Court ...ln.It is
clcar that the Court is faced with the same situation in these proceedings;
it is to render a Judgment in a contentious case in accordance with those
Articles of the Statute and Rules and with binding force and effect for the
purpose of res judicata. There can be no question of the binding force of
the Judgmcnt sought hcrein, or indeed of the validity or effectiveness of
the Judgment being in any manner dependent upon the wiil or approval of
either or both Parties,
5.09 Turning again to the text of the Special Agreement, Article 1asks
the Court to indicate the principles and rules of international law which
may be applicable. A detailed analysis of the principles and rules will be
taken up in the following Chapter of this Mernorial. It suffices to Say at
this stage that the Special Agreement, as a convention in force as between
Libya and Malta, does not refer to any specific principles or rules of law
expressly recognised by the Parties as being for the Court to apply.
5.10 It is now appropriate to turn from consideration of the text of the
Special Agreement to consideration of the principles and rules of international law which are to be indicatcd by the Court for application by the
Parties to the facts of this case.
l Continental Shclf (Tunisia/Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) ,Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1982. p.
40, para. 29.

THE PRINCIPLES AND RULES OF INTERNATIONAL LAW
APPLICABLE TO THE PRESENT CASE
Introduction

6.01 The purpose of this Chapter is to present to the Court a succinct
staternent of the applicable law, as perceived by Libya. To that end,
Sections A and B deal with an important legal distinction of considerable
consequence for the present case. This is the distinction between principles and rules governing the legal basis of a State's entitlement to shelf
(that is Section A); and the principles and rules governing the delimitarion of shelf boundaries between States with opposite or adjacent coasts
(that is Section B). Section C concludes this Chapter by discussing the
role of proportionality in the delimitation process.
6.02 It may be helpful, in this Introduction, to stress the importance
which Libya attaches to the distinction made in Sections A and B. The
distinction between the basis or "root" of title and the precise delimitation
of the area of land governed by that title is common to rnost, if not all, legal
systems. Throughout the evolution of the legal regime of the continental
shelf this distinction has b e n maintained.
6.03 In the Truman Proclamation of 1945l, the title of the United
States to its adjacent shelf was prcdicated on various grounds. It was "an
extension of the land-mass"; it often contained a "seaward extension of a
pool or deposit lying within the territory"; its exploitation would be "contingent upon cooperation and protection from the shore" and would be of
paramount concern to the coastal State because of "self-protection". Yet,
separate from these considerations in the Preamble, the reference to the
problem of delimitation with neighbouring States was to be found in the
dispositive part, and it was in this rcfcrcnce that the terms "in accordance
with equitable principles" wtre to be found.
6.04 Conventional law has adhered to this same distinction between
legal entitlement and delimitation. In the 1958 Conventiong, Article 1
dealt with the definition of the shelf and its outer limits, Article 2 with the
nature of the coastal State's rights over the shelf, and Article 6 with
delimitation of boundaries between States adjoining the same shelf. In its
1969 Judgrnent the Court noted: "Article 1 is cancerned only with the
outer, seaward, limit of the shelf gentrally, not with boundaries between
the shelf areas of opposite or adjacent States. Article 2 is equally not
Proclamation No. 2667 of 28 Sep, 1945, 10 Fedcral Reglster 12303 (2 Oct. 1945). ( A
copy of this Praclamation is attached as Antux 80.)
' ï h e tcxt of this Convention is attached as Anncx 81.
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concerned with such boundaries'." Under the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, Article 76 defines the shelf and its outer limits;
Article 77 defines the nature of the coastal State's rights (and are thus
analogous to Articles 1 and 2 of the 1958 Convention); and Article 83
deals with delimitation (and is thus analogous to Article 6)2.
6.05 Nevertheless, a certain conceptual problem may appear insofar
as Article 76 of the Convention on the Law of the Sea incorporates the
concept of "natural prolongation" within the definition of the shelf, and
the Court itself in its 1969 Judgment referred to the concept as the source
of an ipso jure title3. At the same tirne, in the North Sen cases, and in
later cases such as the AngleFrench Arbitraiion and the Tunisia/Libya
case, the concept has been used in the context of delimitation.
6.06 In Libya's view. however, the probfem is more apparent than
real. The definition of the shelf cantained in Article 76 is what may be
termëd an "absolute" definition. It postulates outer limits where no
problems ~Jdelirnitotionwirh neighbouring States arise. Thus, entitlement and delimitation (in terms of absolute outer limits) go hand in hand
when the issue is one of distinguishing between an area within national
jurisdiction and an area beyond it. Whether the outer limits are defined in
terms of a 200 mile limit or the outer edge of the continental margin, the
correlation between entitlement and outer lirnits exists precisely because
no question of a boundary with a neighbouring State is contemplated4.
6.07 In rnany cases, however, the situation'will be very diflerent. In
the North Sea, for example, the "absolute" definition of the continental
shelf was without object for the very obvious reason that the shelf area was
fringed by States adjoining the same shelf, and there could not be any
question of outer limits, but only one of delirnitation. The Mediterranean
is a sirnilar case, if only because of the fact that the coastal States either
adjoin the sarne shelves or have continental margins which meet, and so
there is Iikely to be no area which lies beyond the limits of national
jurisdiction. Thus the concept relating to "outer limits" loses its practical
relevance in the Mediterranean. The issue becomes, necessarily, one of
deiirnitation rather than of entitlement in any absolute sense.
6.08 There remains, however, the principle of natural prolongation.
Does this. too, lose al1 relevance? In Libya's view it does not. 'The
North Sea Conrinenial Sheg Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1969, p. 40,para. 67.
For convenicna, the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sca is r c f d to in this
Mernorial as the "Convention on the Law of the Sea". A copy of the tcxt of Part VI of this
Convention, Articles 76 to 85 pcrtaining to the continental shelf, is attachcd as Annex 82.
North Sea Conrinenrol SheK Judgmenr, I. C.J. Reports 1969, p. 31, para. 43.
Indeed. paragraph 10 of Article 76 States: "The provisions of this article arc without
prejudice to the question of delimitation of the continental shelf bctwcen States with
opposite or adjacent coasts."
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reasons for this have, in Libya's view, been ampIy demonstrated in earlier
judgments of the Court. As the Court stressed from the outset: "The
institution of the continental shelf has arisen out of the recognition of a
physical fact ..."'. The physical facts must, in principle, remain relevant to
questions both of entitlement and of delimitation. Not only does the
physical fact of natural prolongation operate throughout the shelf area
(unlike the 200 mile limit which is an arbitrary limit and which operates
only as the outer lirnit), but it also provides the basis for a distinction vital
for delimitation purposes, namely between:
(i) a situation where neighbouring States are located on di'erent
shelves, in terrns of distinct natural prolongations; and
(ii) a situation where neighbouring States are located on the
same shelf, and where the shelf area in question may be regarded as
much the natural prolongation of the one as of the other on the
geological and geomorphologica1 evidence.

6.09 This distinction is basic to the conceptual relationship between
"natural prolongation" and delimitation. For, as will become apparent in
the sections that follow, in the first situation the evidence of "natural
prolongation" is fundamentally evidence of a geological and geomorpho-.
logical character and serves to establish the basis for the boundary
between different shelves: thus legal entitlement and delimitation go hand
in hand. In the second situation whete natural prolongations meet and
overlap, and both States may on that basis claim legal entitlement to
overlapping areas of a common shelf, the geological or geomorphological
structure of the shelf may still serve as a useful or even determinant
criterion for delimiting the shelf. Its role, however, is that of a relevant
factor, not that of a limit to the area of entitlement2, and legal entitlement
on the basis of natural prolongation and delimitation no longer have any
necessary correlation.

' North Sea

Conlinenml ShelJ. Judgmeni, I.C.J. Reports 1969, p. 5 1 , para. 95.
Continental Shelf (Tunisiu/Libyan Arab Jumahiriya) , Judgmenr, I.C.J, Reports 1982, p.
46. para. 43; p. 57, para. 66; and p. 56, para. 68.
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Principles and Rules Governing a State's Legal Basis of Title
to the Continental Shelf
1.

Natural Prolongation as the Basis of Title

6.10 The law by virtue of which both States claim entitlement is, of
course, international law. The Special Agreement does not contain any
special rules agreed between the Parties and applicable in the present case
as regards entitlement or delimitation. In the present case, neither the
1958 Convention nor the Convention on the Law of the Sea apply -in the
first case because Libya is not a Party and in the second case because the
Convention on the Law of the Sea is not yet in force and has not been
signed by Libya. Given the absence of any treaty or convention providing
rults directly applicable in the present dispute, it follows that the Court is
asked to give expression to the principles and rules of customary international law.
6.1 1 In the North Sea cases, the Court started from the basic prernise
that the ipso jure title of the coastal State to the submarine areas in front
of its coast is based on the geological fact of the prolongation of its land
territory into and under the sea:
"What confers the ipso jure title which international law attributes
to the coastal State in respect of its continental shelf, is the fact that
the submarine areas concerned may be deemed to be actually part
of the territory over which the coastal State already has dominion,
- in the sense that. although covered with water, they are a
prolongation or continuation of that territory, an extension of it
under the sea'."
From that premise the Court drew the conclusion that only this natural
prolongation, not mere proximity to points of the coastline, could confer
title to the continental shelf areas:
"From this it would follow that whenever a given submarine area
does not constitute a natural -or the most natural - extension of
the land territory of a coastal State, even though that area may be
closer to it than it is to the territory of any other State, it cannot be
regarded as appertaining to that State; - or at least it cannot be so
regarded in the face of a competing claim by a State of whose land
territory the submarine area concerned is to be regarded as a
natural extension, even if it is less close to itP."
Thus, the Court considered the identification of the natural prolongation
of a State's territory into and under the sea as a necessary and indeed
indispensable basis for a claim of a coastal State to submarine areas in
concept of the continental shelf.
front of .-.
its coast under the legal
..
Norrh Sea Continental Shelj. Judgmenr, I.C.J. Reports 1969, p. 3 1, para. 43; s u also p. 22,
para. 19; and p. 51, para. 95.
Ibid., p. 3 1, para. 43.
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6.12 This view of the basis of title is entirely consistent with the
development of the legal concept of the continental sheif and it may be useful to review, briefly, the successive stages in the evolution of this concept.
(a) The Truman Proclamarion O$ 1945
6.13 It may be recalled that the Proclamation of the President of the
United States of 28 September 1945, which initiated the world-wide claim
for coastal States' exclusive jurisdiction over the resources of the sea-bed
and subsoil adjacent to their coasts, had justified such jurisdiction on the
ground that the continental shelf is to be regarded "as an extension of the
land-mass of the coastal nation and thus naturally appurtenant to it'."
The proclamation also cited other grounds for the justification of the claim
to continental shelf jurisdiction (possible seaward continuation of land
deposits, dependence on the coast for effective exploitation, need for supervision over activities before the coast for security reasons); but these
grounds were more valid in the immediate adjacency of the coast than
further out in the sea. The geological fact of natural prolongation was
thus relied upon from the beginning as the legal justification for continental shelf jurisdiction, even before it had been identified by the Court in its
1969 Judgment as the legal basis for a coastal State's continental shelf
jurisdiction under general international law. Indeed, the position adopted
by the United States in the Truman Proclamation was quickly adopted by
other States and, as will be seen in the following section, formed the basis
for the work of the lnternational Law Commission in preparing the draft
articles for the 1958 Convention.

( b ) The Preparation of the 1958 Convention
6.14 In the preparation of the 1958 Convention, the proposition that
natural prolongation is the legal basis for the coastal State's exclusive
jurisdiction over the submarine areas adjacent to its Coast was never
disputed, although it did not find verbal expression in the Convention
itself. In the discussions of the International Law Commission and of the
First United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea which led to the
adoption of the 1958 Convention, the "natural prolongationn argument
played a relatively minor role in the prolonged and sometimes confusing
controversy about the definition of the "continental sheIF in the legal
sense: that is, the definition of the submarine areas to which the legal
regime of the Convention should apply. This was, however, not due to the
fact that natural prolongation as the source of the coastal State's title was

' The contrary vicw. rejected by thc Truman Proclamation. was that title arosc from some
notional "occupation" of the sea-bed asres nullius. Sec, for example. HURST,
Sir Cecil J.B.,
"Whost is the Bcd of the Sea?" The British Year Book ~JlnternationalLaw, 1923- 1924. pp.
34-43; VALLAT,
F., +The Continental Shelr'ibid.. 1946, pp. 333-338 at p. 334 (a copy of this
H.. -The Legal Basis of Claims ta the Continenpage is attached as Annex 83);WALDOCK,
tal Shelf', The Grotius Sociery, Transactionsjor rhe Year 1950, Vol. 3 6 , 1951, pp. 115-148
at p. 146 (a copy of this page is attachcd as Annrx 84).
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considered irrelevant or disputed; the coastal State's title to the submarine
areas in front of its coast was already generally accepted at this stage of
the discussion. The discussion centered rather around the problem to
what extent the definition of the area over which the coastal State would
exercise jurisdiction - in particular its seaward limit - should be linked
to the existence of a continental shelf in the geological sense.
6.15 The main preoccupation of those who drafted the definition,
which later became Paragraph (1) of Article 1 of the 1958 Convention,
was to formulate a definition which would cover also those situations
where there was no clear evidence of a continental shelf in the physical
sense. Therefore, Article 1 of the 1958 Convention was drafted in a way
which avoided any reference to geological criteria and defined the "continental shelf' as a legal term for the identification of the subrnarine areas
under national jurisdiction only by the criteria of "adjacency" and depth
or "exploitability". This definition of the submarine areas to which the
legal continental shelf regime applies was to a great extent influenced by a
similar definition contained in a resolutian of the Inter-American Conference at Cuidad TrujiHo (15 to 28 March 1956) which used the sarne
criteria'.
6.16 Since Paragraph ( 1 ) of Article 1 of the 1958 Convention was
designed to define the seaward limits of national continental shelf jurisdiction - and not to describe the source of title to these submarine areas -it
would be erroneous to conclude from the wording of the article that the
physical fact of "natural prolongation" had become irrelevant; it still

' The definition was as follows:
"The sea-bcd and subsoil of the continental shclf, continental and insular terrace, or
other submarine areas, adjacent to the coastal state, outsidc the area of the territorial
sea, and to a dcpth of ZOO meters or, beyond that limit, to where the dcpth of the
superjacent waters admits of the exploitation of the natural rcsources of the sca-bcd and
subsoil, appertain exclusively to that state and are subject to 11s jurisdiction and control." Rcsolution of Ciudad Trujillo, in Inter-Amerimn Juridicul Yearbook, 19551957, Pan American Union, Washington D.C., 1958, p. 261. ( A copy of this page is
attached as Annex 8 8 , )
The reason for this formula has been explained by a mcmber of the International Law
Commission, which took ovcr thc substance of the Trujillo formula (GARCIAAMAWR,
F.V., The Exploirarion and Conservation of the Resources 01the Sea. Lcydcn. Sythoff.
1959, p. 108; a copy of this page is attached a s Annex 86):
"The formula adopted at Ciudad Trujillo is designcd IO placc al1 coastal States on an
equal footing with respect to the submarine areas adjacent to thcir respective territories .... The gcographical configuration of the bcd of the sea contiguous to the coast of
continents and islands is sametimes so irrcgular that it cannot bt defined in terms of the
shelf or terrace concepts. When this is so, a s in the case of somc countrics in the
Amcrican continent and elscwhcre, the coastal State may exetcise the same exclusive
rights now cnjoycd by thosc which have a continental or insular shelf and tcrracc,
provided the depth of the superjacent waters admit of the exploitation of the natural
resources of the scabed and subsoil and that the submarine area bc adjacent to the
territory of the coastal State."
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constituted the basic justification for the coastal State's jurisdiction over
the submarine areas adjacent to ils Coast. The Court, in considering
"natural prolongation" as the fundamental basis of continental shelf rights
in 1969, was therefore not at variance with the definition of the continental
shelf contained in Article 1 of the 1958 Convention. Moreover, the
dictum of the Court with respect to the entitlement to continental shelf
areas rnust be regarded in ils proper perspective: the Court was not asked
to pronounce on the outer, seaward lirnit of the continental shelf regime as
defined in Article I of the Convention, or on the identification of areas
where the existence of a continental shelf in the geological sense becomes
doubtful. In the North Seo cases there had been no doubt that the area
which was to be delimited consisted of continental shelf in the geological
sense.

( c ) The Third United Nations Conference on
the Law of the Sea
6.17 The definition of the continental shelf in the legal sense was
further elaborated and in its scope expanded by the Third United Nations
Conference on the Law of the Sea. At the initial stage of the Conference
during the second session in 1974, the discussion centered mainly on the
question of the extent to which the continental shelf regime should remain
independent from the regirne of the 200-mile exclusive economic zone and
whether natural prolongation should be introduced into the definition of
the continental shelf for defining the outer, seaward lirnit of national
jurisdiction. In the discussion, three main trends became evident: the first
wanted to subsume the concept of the continental shelf under the concept
of the exclusive economic zone on the basis of a simple distance criterion of
200 miles and thus disregard natural prolongation; the second wanted to
define the continental shelf primarily by a minimum distance of 200 miles
and further seaward throughout the natural prolongation where such a
prolongation extended beyond 200 miles; and the third wanted to define
the continental shelf as extending to the outer edge of the continental
margin, but at least to a distance of 200 miles where the continental
margin did not extend to that distance1.
6.18 In this discussion the supporters of the "natural prolongation"
criterion relied heavily, and successfully, on the Court's 1969 Judgment.
in the informa1 consultations which were held during the Third Session of
the Conference in Geneva in 1975, the opinion prevailed that the legal
regime of the continental shelf should remain distinct from the concept of
the exclusive economic zone and the natural prolongation criterion should
becorne the main criterion for the definition of the continental shelf

' See Working Paper of the Sccond Committcc: Main Trends. Provision 68, Third Unitcd

Nations Conferencc on the Law of thc Sca. Oficial
Records. Vol. III. pu.
.. 117-1 18. (.A copy
.of thcsc pages is attached as Anncx 87.)
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(although supplemented by the 200-mile "distance criterion" where the
geological shelf does not extend to this distance). The outcome of
the informa1 consultations was reflected in the following definition of the
continental shelf which appeared in the first negotiating text issued by the
Chairman of the Second Committee of the Conference at the end of the
Third Session in Geneva:
"The continental shelf of a coastal State comprises the sea-bed and
subsoil of the submarine areas that extend beyond its territorial sea
throughout the natural prolongation of its land territory to the
outer edge of the continental margin, or to a distance of 200
nautical miles from the baselines from which the breadth of the
territorial sea is measured where the outer edge of the continental
margin does not extend up to that distance'."
This part of the definition of the continental shelf remained unchallenged
until the end of the Conference, and has now become Paragraph ( 1 ) of
Article 76 of the Convention on the Law of the Sea finally adopted by the
Conference on 30 April 1982.
6.19 During the following sessions of the Conference from 1976 to
1980 the main controversy with respect to the definition of the continental
shelf centered around the problem whether, and if so up to what distance,
national continental shelf jurisdiction should extend beyond 200 nautical
miles where the continental margin extended further than this distance.
The supporters of such an extension relied heavily on the "natural prolongation" criterion and defended their claim as being the logical consequence of this criterion. The opponents pointed out that such a conclusion
would completely lose sight of the criterion of "adjacencyn which had been
an important element in Article 1 of the 1958 Convention and would
encroach on the resources of the high seas as being the common heritage of
mankind. In the present case the outer limit of the continental shelf is not
at issue -nor was it in the North Seo cases -and therefore the question
can be left aside whether the supporters of an extension of national continental shelf jurisdiction beyond 200 miles were right in relying on the
"natural prolongation" criterion as developed by this Court. Eventually
consensus was reached at the Conference to the effect (as now embodied in
Paragraphs 2 to 7 of Article 76 of the Convention on the Law of the Sea)
that national continental shelf jurisdiction would, in principle, encompass
the whole ,"continental margin" (that is, the geornorphological "shelf",
"slope" and "rise") but would not extend beyond 350 nautical miles or 100
Article 62 of Part II of the Informal Single Ncgotiating Text, May 7, 1975 -Third United
Nations Conferenceon the Law of the Sea. Oficial Records. Vol. IV, p. 162. ( A copy of this
page is attached as Annrx 88.)

nautical miles beyond the 2,500 metre isobath. Thus, under the Convention on the Law of the Sea the "natural prolongation" criterion would also
be the fundamental basis for national continental shelf jurisdiction beyond
200 miles.
6.20 In view of the foregoing, it appears that the deliberations at the
Law of the Sea Conference have reinforced, rather than weakened, the
fundamental concept of the continental shelf as being the natural prolongation of the land domain. In the Tunisia/Libya case, the Court had the
opportunity to consider the impact of the deliberations at the Third United
Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea on this understanding of the
legal concept of the continental shelf. The Court indicated that Article 76
of the Convention on the Law of the Sea "may be relevant as incorporating
new accepted trends to be taken into account in the present case'". In
referring to the definition of the continental shelf contained in Paragraph
( 1) of Article 76, the Court confirmed that the natural prolongation of the
land territory is still the main criterion, and that under the Convention the
distance criterion of 200 nautical miles is to become the basis of the title of
a coastal State to continental shelf rights over submarine areas only in
certain circumstances:
"That definition consists of two parts, employing different criteria.
According to the first part of paragraph 1 the natural prolongation
of the land territory is the main criterion. In the second part of the
paragraph, the distance of 200 nautical miles is in certain circumstances the basis of the title of a coastal State. The legal concept
of the continental sheIf as based on the 'species of platform' has
thus been modified by this criterion l . "
6.21 In sum, therefore, it can be asserted that *natural prolongation"
remains the fundamental basis of legal title. In Libya's view this is truc
for the purposc of the present case. For in the present case, where the
disputed areas are unquestionably part of the continental shelf (in the
physical sense) of one or the other Party, the basis for the entitlement of
either Party to any part of this area must be that the part claimed is the
natural prolongation of its land territory. Thus, it follows that, as a first
step, each Party has to prove that the natural prolongation of its land
territory extends into the area in which the delimitation is to be eflected.
If, as is so in the circumstances of the case now before the Court, there
exists a fundamental discontinuity between the shelf area adjacent to one
Party and the shelf area adjacent to the other, then the boundary should lie
along the general line of that fundamental discontinuity.
6.22 Finally, for the reasons given in paragraph 6.06 above, the new
feature2of the Convention on the Law of the Sea which uses distance (200

' Continental ShelJ (Tunisia/Libyan Arab Jamahiriya), Judgmeni, I.C.J. Reports 1982. p.
48, para. 47.
'This fcature is somctimts rtferrcd to for convenicncc as thc "distance criterion".
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or 350 nautical miles) for the definition of the outer limit of the continental shelf in certain circumstances could have no application to delimitation. Moreover. the Convention itself is not in force either generaliy or
between the Parties to the present case.
2. The "Double Aspect" of Natural Prolongation

6.23 In its 1982 Judgment, the Court reaffirmed the "double aspect"
of natural prolongation as being, on the one hand, the basis of legal title to
continental shelf areas and, on the other hand, a relevant factor in delimiting these areas between neighbouring States. The Court stated:

"While the term 'natural prolongation' may have been novel in
1969, the idea to which it gave expression was already a part of
existing customary law as the basis of the title of the coastal State.
The Court also attributed to that concept a certain role in the
delimitation of shelf areas, in cases in which the geographical
situation made it appropriate to do so. But while the idea of the
natural prolongation of the land territory defined, in.genera1terms,
the physical object or location of the rights of the coastal State, it
would not necessar:ly be sufficient, or even appropriate, in itself to
determine the precise extent of the rights of one State in relation to
those of a neighbouring State'."
Thus, the jurisprudence of the Court seems to recognise that, although
natural prolongation provides the basis for title, there are situations in
which natural prolongation is not in itself sufficient to be determinative of
a delimitation, but where consideration of other relevant factors is
required.
6.24 It is important to recall the fundamental distinction made earlier
between Iwo diflerent situations of geological and geomorphological fact,
namely where there are in fact two separate shelves and where two States
share an area of single or cornmon shelf. This distinction is closely related
to the distinction made by the Court.
(a)

Situa~ionswhere there exist
two separate shelves

6.25 The Court has recognised that there may well be situations in
which the geological and geomorphological evidence indicates "such a
marked disruption or discontinuance of the sea-bed as to constitute an
indisputable indication of the limits of two separate continental shelves, or

'

Conrinenral Shelf (Tunisia/Libyan Arab Jamahiriya), Judgmcnr, I.C.J. Rcporrs 1982, p.
46. para. 43

*

two separate natural prolongations'". In such a situation there will be
virtual identity between the process of recognising titIe and the process of
delimitation because the same evidence which determines title will demonstrate not only the area of entitlement, but also the limits of the natural
prolongation with sufficient precision to provide a basis for delimitation
provided an obviously inequitable result is not reached.

( b ) Situations where rhere exisrs one, continuous sheif
adjoined by two or more Stores
,
6.26 Here the situation is very different, for a Court is faced with an
area which may be said to be the natural prolongation of al! of the
adjoining coastal States. The geological and geomorphological evidence
ceases to be determinative for delimitation purposes, even though "natural
prolongation" remains the basis of the title of each and every adjoining
State.

6.27 It was this type of situation which the Court of Arbitration faced
in the context of the English Channelz, and which this Court faced in the
Pelagian Block as between Tunisia and Libya3. In both cases the Courts
appeared not to question that "nalural prolongation" was the basis of titie,
but found little assistance in the geotogical and geomorphological evidence
for purposes ~Jdelimitation. In the TunisialLibya case the Court (referring to its 1969 Judgment) said:
"The Court also attribuied to that concept a certain role in the
delimitation of shelf areas, in cases in which the geographical
situation made it appropriate to do so. But while the idea of the
natural prolongation of the land territory defined, in general terms,
the physical object or location of the rights of the coastal State, it
would not necessarily be sufficient, or even appropriate, in itself to
determine the precise extent of the rights of one State in relation to
those of a neighbouring State'."
And in a subsequent passage it added:
would be a mistake to suppose that it will in al1 cases, or even in
the majority of them, be possible or appropriate to establish that

"11

' Conrinental Shey (Tunisia/Libyun Arab Jarnahiriyu),Judgmeni, I.C.J. Reporrs 1982, p.
57, para. 66. t h i s approach does not differ in essentials from that of the Court of Arbitraiion in the Anglo-French Arbiirution. Decision of 30 June 1977 (Cmnd. 7438), p. 63, para.
107, wherc thc Court of Arbitration spoke of "disc~nlinuities"which rnay, or may nol,
"disrupt ttic csscntial unity of the continental shclf'.
'Anglo-French Arbitration, Decisionof 30 June 1977 (Cmnd. 7438), p. 62, para. 107; p. 92,
para. 191; and p. 93. para. 194.
a ContinenralShelj (TunisiafLibyon Ara6 Jamahiriyaj Judgmeni. I.C.J. Reporis 1982. pp.
53-57, paras. 61-66.
' Ibid., p. 46. para. 43.

.
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the natural prolongation of one State extends, in relation to the
natural prolongation of another State, just so far and no farther, so
that the two prolongations meet along an easily defined linel."
6.28 It is in this category of situation, therefare, that "natural prolongation" in its traditional character as a physical concept cannot be conclusive for delimitation purposes. But it may still retain considerable
significance for, as explained below, the geological and geomorphological
evidence remains part of the relevant circumstances influencing a delirnitation; but such evidence is not, and cannot be, determinative in the same
way as it was in the first category of situations.

6.29 In such cases the Courts have necessarily curned tu factors such
as the geographical configurations of the coasts, proportionality (or disproportionality) as between coastal lengths and sea-bed areas and, above
all, to the view that natural prolongation must ultimately be applied as a
legal concept in light of the need to secure an equitable result2.

B. Principles and Rules Governing the Delimitation of the
Continental Sbelf
6.30 The basic, general principle of international law which governs
continental shelf delimitation has been most recently reaffirmed by this
Court in its 1982 Judgment in the TunisialLibya case-

"... the delimitation is to be eflected in accordance-with equitable
principles, and taking account of al1 relevant circumstancesJ."

Thus, the application of equitable principtes implies that al1 factors have to
be taken into account which are relevant to the particular situation in
which the delimitation takes place, and each of them is to be accorded its
appropriate weight in the particular circumstances of the case in order to
reach an equitable result. Jurisprudence has already stated rules and
guidelines as to the selection of the relevant factors and the relative weight
which should be accorded to each of them, and the proper course will be to
follow and interpret these rules and guidelines for reaching an equitable
result also in the present case.
6.31 The following part of the Mernorial will analyse the pertinent
rules and guidelines for the identification and determination of the relevant factors of delimitation which can be inferred from the jurisprudence,
and in particular frorn the jurisprudence of this Court.

' Continental Sheu (TunisiajLibyan Arob Jomahiriya), Judgmeni. I.C.J. Reports 1982. p.
47. para. 44.
' Ibid.. pp. 92-94, para. 133 [disposilin.
' Ibid.. p. 92. para. 133 ( A ) ( 1 ) [disposiiifl

.
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1. Equitabte Principles and the Aim of Securing an
Equitable Result
6.32 The dominance of equitable principles in the law governing continental shelf delimitation is not a recent development but, on the contrary,
was from the outset an integral part of the new legal regime. In the
Truman Proclamation of 1945, for example, it was stated expressly that
"in cases where the continental shelf extends to the shores of another
State, or is shared with an adjacent State, the boundary shall be determined by the United States and the State concerned in accordance with
equitable principles'".
6.33 In the subsequent work of the International Law CommissionL
the inherent difficulties of delimitation were recognised and this was
reflected in the general preference for delimitation by agreement or by
reference to arbitration. The Commission's recourse for advice to the
Committee of Experts was not expressed in terms of a search for appropriate rules of law, but rather in terms of a method of delimitation. Indeed,
given the composition of the Committee of Experts, a body of hydrographers, they could scarcely be expected to advise on the law. Their preferred method, after considerable discussion, was that of equidistances.
This was for purposes of delimitation of the territorial sea - a maritime
area which, because of its narrowness, limits the scope for distortion which
the equidistance method may produce. Moreover, even within the territorial sea the Committee recognised that in "a number of cases this may not
lead to an equitable solution, which should then be arrived at by negotiation." This expert body of hydrographers, for whom the equidistance
method had an obvious attraction since it suited their particular skills, was
therefore fully aware that an equitable,solution must predominate over
that which might emerge from the automatic application of the equidistance method.
6.34 The adaptation of the method advocated by the Committee of
Experts for the territorial sea to the new regime of the continental shelf
was accomplished by the International Law Commission in 1953, but with
the same important proviso: unless "another boundary line is justified by
special circumstances4". During the 1958 Geneva Conference various
delegations, in discussing the draft article which ultimately became Article 6 of the 1958 Convention, gave examples of situations which might be

"

' Proclamation No. 2667,28 Scp. 1945, 10 Federal Register 12303 (2 Oet. 1945). (A copy
of this Proclamation is attached as Annex 80.)
*This is rcviewcd in the Court's 1969 Judgmcnt, ~VorthSea Contincnial S h e y , Judgmcni.
I.C.J. Reporrs 1969, pp. 33-35. paras. 48-54.
a For the Report of ihc Committee of Eapcrts, sec U.N. Doc. A /CN.4/61/ Add.1. Yearbook
oJihe International Low Commission. 1953. Vol. II. pp. 77-79.( A copy of t h a pages is
attached as Annex 8 9 . )
' Report o f the Iniernaiional Law Commission t o the Gcncral A ~ s e m b l yU, . N . Doc.A/2456.
ibid., at p. 216. ( A copy of this page is aitachcd as Anncx 90.)
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rcgitrded 3s "spcci:iI cir~urn~t;inccs",
but it w;is the Unitcd States represcntniivc in the Fourth Coiiiriiittee who iilludcd tu the rolc of thrit concepi
3s being to proniote equitp'.
6.35 This viea. of Article 6 of the 1958 Convention wiis einphiiticiilly
endorsed byt the Court of Arbitrafion in its 1977 Aw:trd. Thiit Court
said:
"In short. the rôle of thc 'special circuiiisi;inces' conditicin in Ariicle 6 is io cnsure iin cquitablc deliniitiition: iind thc' conibincd
'equidistrince - spcciiil circumstanccs rulc'. in ctfcci. givcs piirticuIar expression to r i gcner~tlnorni that. riiilinp agrccnient. the
boundiiry betwccn States iibuitinp on the sanie contincntal shclf is
to be dctcrniincd on ~quititblcprinciplcs'."
Thc çHèct of this Awrird. thcrcfore. wiis virtunlly io rissiiiiil:itc thc rule
contiiincd in Article 6 of thc 1958 Convcntion with th:tt contiiincd in
cusiorniiry intcrn:itionnl I:iw iis expoundcd by this Couri in its 1969
Judgmcnt.
6.36 The 1969 Judgnieni hlid c:itcgoric:illy rcjcctcd ihc idcii ihat
cquidistancc was ;in ob1ig:itory method. or thrit i t w:is an "inhcrcnt neccssity" of the contincntiil shctf doctrine. or, indccd. th:it it was ü rlrlr ai 311:
its stiitus was no niorc ihan thiit of it trlrrhod which niight. or niight not. bc
iippropriate in the circumstanccs olri prirtiçular ciisc ~iccordingto whcther
it produced :in cquitable rcsult. The cmphasis placcd by the Court on the
need to secure iin equitnblc rcsult - by rcliancc on cquitnblc principlcs in practicc enabled the Court tu rcjcct cxtrcnic clninis, whcthcr such
clainis werc bascd on strict equidistancc or on ii "jusi and cquitablc shiirc",
3s in the North Si~ucascs. or on other grounds. as in ihc Trrriisi~/Lihj~a
casc. The recoursc i o equiiiiblc principlcs scrvcd io providc thc Couri
with ihc f cxibility necessary to ensure itn cquitablc rcsult in circunisiiinccs
which varied r;idically from one case to anothcr.
6.37 ln giving clcar iirticulation to the paraniouni role of cquitiiblc
principles in its 1969 Judgrncnt, the Court was ~ i b l cto altirni that two
concepts. nümely delimitation by niutuiil agrccnicni iind delinlitrition in
accordance with equitable principlcs. "have undcrlriin al1 thc subsequent
history [since the Truman Proclamrition] of thc subjcciY". As the Court
stated:
"On a foundation of very general preccpts ofjusticc and good fnith.
actual rulcs of law arc here involved which govcrn the dclirnitation
of adjaccni continental shelves- thnt is to siiy. rulcs binding upon

' Uniiçd N:iiiiina Ccinl'çrcncc on rhc L a w OC thc Sea. Ofliciol Ntv.i~rrl.v. Vol. V I : fiiirrfh
C'orrrrrriffi*r.24 Fcb.-27 Apr. 1 9 8 . 32nd Meeting. p. 95. ( A sopy ul'ihis piigc is;iitiiched 3s
..lnn~.i.V I . )
' A ~ i p l r l - F r c n ~ ,Arbirruricirr.
h
I~t~r~isiotr
i i J ' j O Ji~iic*1'177 (C'iiind. 74.18). p. 48. p i r a . 70.
.' Norrh Siau C'oniini3n~al
Sht,,Jj:Jidgntrtii. I . ( : J . Kt*poris /V(IV. p. 3 3 . plira. 47.
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States for al1 delimitations; - in short, it is not a question of
applying equity simply as a matter of abstract justice, but of applying a rule of law which itself requires the application of equitable
principles ...'."
Thus, the Court drew the necessary correlation between the application of
equitable principles to questions of delimitation and the taking into
account of the relevant circumstances of each particular case:
"In fact, there is no legal limit to the considerations which States
may take account of for the purpose of making sure that they apply

equitable procedures, and more often than not it is the baIancingup of al1 such considerations that will produce this result rather
than reliance on one to the exclusion of al1 othersz."

6.38 The cardinal feature of continental shelf delimitations is that a
Court is faced with complex situations of fact - with no one situation
directly comparable to another - and the facts (or "relevant circumstances") have an importance such that they determine the outcome of the
case. The task of the Court therefore lies more in identifying and balancing, or weighing, the various facts or factors relevant to the case than in
formulating abstract principles.
6.39 In its 1977 Award, the Court of Arbitration shared this Court's
view, as expressed in the 1969 Judgment, on the relaiionship between the
achievement of an equitable solution and the appropriate account to be
taken of the relevant circumstances. The Court of Arbitration said-

"... this Court considers that the appropriateness of the equidistance method or any other method for the purpose of effecting an
equitable delimitation is a function or reflection of the geographical
and other relevant circumstances of each particular casea."
Thus, the Court of Arbitration also saw its primary task as being that of
identifying and evaluating al1 the relevant circumstances, and it began
each section of its award, significantly, by identifying the geographical and
other features "which establish the legal framework for its decision'...".

6.40 In its 1982 Judgment in the TunisialLibya case, the Court also
recognised the role of equitable principles and stressed the need to achieve
an overall equitable result. The Court said:
' N o r t h Seo Continental SheK Judgmeni. I.C.J. Reports 1969, pp. 46-47, para. 85.

' Ibid., p. 50, para. 93.

AngluFrench Arbitration. Decision of 30 June 1977 (Cmnd. 7438). p. 59, para. 97.
11 may bc notcd that the exclusion of
gtological and gcornorphological featurcs was not because the law cxcluded thcm but
bccausc, givcn that the Court was dcaling with a single, continuous shclf, thcy had littlc
a

' Ibid., p. 61, para. 103 and pp. 109-1 10, para. 232.
relcvancc.
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"Since the Court considers that it is bound to decide the case on the
basis of equitable principles, it must first examine what such principles entai1.... The result of the application of equitable principles
must be quitable. This terminology, which is generally used, is
not entirely satisfactory because it employs the term equitable to
characterize both the result to be achieved and the means to be
applied to reach this result. iî is, however, fhe result which is
predominani; the principles are subordinate t o the goal. The
equitablcness of a principle must be assessed in the light of its
usefulncss for the purpose of arriving at an equitable result. It is
not cvery such principle which is in itself equitable; it may aquire
this quality by reference to the equitableness of the solution. The
principles to be indicated by the Court have to be selected according to their appropriateness for reaching an equitable result. From
this consideration it follows that the term "equitable principles"
cannot bc interpretcd in the abstract; it refers back to the principles
and rules which may be appropriate in order to achieve an equitable result. This was the view of the Court when it said, in its
Judgment of 1969:
'It is a truism to Say that the determination must be equitable,
rather is the problem abovc al1 one of defining the means
whcrtby the delimitation can be carried out in such a way as to
bc rtcognized as quitable' (I.C.J. Reports 1969, p. 50,- para.
92) .'"
6.41 Sincc the application of equitable principles rcquircs, as a rule of
law, cunsidcration of al1 the relevant circumstances, such an application
may be distinguished from the possible consequcnces of a decision ex
aequo et bono (which would be possible only under Article 38(2) of the
Statute of the Court). As the Court made clear in its 1982 Judgment'...it is bound to apply equitable principles as part of international
law, and to balance up the various considerations which it regards
.. equitable resulta."
as relevant in order to producc .an
The Court then went on to statc:
"While it is clear that no rigid rules exist as to the exact weight to
be attachd to cach element in the case, this is very far from bting
an exercisc of discretion or conciliation; nor is it an operation of
distributive justicez.*
The emphasis on the aim of securing an equitable result, therefore,
demands an examination and careful balancing of al1 the relevant factors:
ContinenialShelf (Tunisia/LfbyanArab JamahiriyaJ.Judgment, I.C.I. Reports 1982, pp.
59-60. para. 70. (Italics added.)
a Ibid.,
60, para; 7 1.

p.

and this is in no way tantamount to an abandonment of equitable principles but is, rather, the moçt practicable method of giving them application.
6.42 The Third Law of the Sea Conference followed the Court's view
of the law. As will be more fully discussed in the following Chapter, in the
final version of Article 83 there is no reference to the rnedian or equidistance line or rnethod, or indeed of any obligatory method of delimitation,
and the rule in Article 83 is no more explicit than an obligation to reach
agreement "on the basis of international law", but with the fundamental
condition that this be "in order to achieve an equitable soluiion'".
6.43 Since an equitable solution can only be achieved by identifying
and balancing al1 the relevant factors, it is necessary to examine the role of
such factors from a juridical point of view. Accordingly, in the sections
that follow, this Memorial will consider first the factor of "natural prolongation" and then, separately, geographic factors and those other factors or
relevant circumstances which so Far have been recognised as being relevant to delimitation. Finally, the element of proportionality will be discussed in the light of its role as a test of the equity of the result produced.
The justification for separate, prior consideration of "natural prolongation" stems from the Court's own treatment of this concept as an integral
part of a delimitation in accordance with equitable principles. As the
Court said in the dispositif in the 1969 Judgment"...delimitation is to be effected by agreement in accordance with
equitable principles, and taking account of al1 the relevant circumstances, in such a way as to leave as much as possible to each Party
al1 those parts of the continental shelf that constitute a natural
prolongation of its land territory into and under the sea, without
encroachment on the natural prolongation of the land territory of
the other2".
2.

Natural Prolongation as a Relevant Factor

(a)

The identijcaiion of t he respeciive "natural
prolongatiom " of the Parties

6.44 The Court has stressed that the identification of the natural
prolongations of the land territories of the States concerned may have an
important role to play in achieving an equitable delimitation. In the
Tunisia/Libya case the Court stated the following:
"The satisfaction of equitable principles is, in the delimitation
process, of cardinal importance ... and identification of natural
prolongation may, where the geographical circumstances are
Italics addcd.
N o r t h Sea Conrinental ShriJ Judgmeni. I.C.J. Reports 1969, p. 5 3 , para. 101 (C) ( 1 )
[dispositin.
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appropriate, havc an important role to play in defining an equitable
delimitation, in view of its significance as the justification of continental shelf rights in some cases...'".
I t may be uscful at this juncture to go into a more dctailed examination of
the cxtcnt to which the identification of the natural prolongations of thc
land territories of each of the States concerned may bccome relevant or
even decisive in the delirnitrition process in general and in the presenr
dispute in particular.
6.45 Both this Court and the Couri of Arbitration in 1977 havc in
their reasoning referred to the possibility that geological features may
separatc two continental shelf areas so distinctly that the natural prolungation [rom each side is discontinued at this division. In the North Sea
cases the Court remarkcd that with respect to ihc Norwegian Trough (a
fcature 200-650 mctres deep. and with a width averaging about 80 to 100
kilornctres - 43 to 54 nautical miles), fringing thc southern and soulhwestern coasts of Norway:

"Without atternpting to pronouncc on thc staius of that fcaturc. the
Court notes that the shelf areas in the North Sea separated from
thc Norwcgian coast by the 80-100 kilometrcs of the Trough cannot in any physicûl sense be said to be adjacent to it. nor to be ils
natural prolongation'."
6.46 I t was this line of rcasoning which ihe United Kingdom sought to
adapr to the featurc known as the Hurd Dcep and the rclated Hurd Decp
Fault Zone in the English Channcl, in the coursc of the AngleFrench
Arhirraiion. The Parties were, of course. disagrecd on the significanceof
the Hurd Deep Fault Zone. with France disputing that these faults had
any conneclion with the Hurd Deep propcr. But at lcast there was no
dispute about the existence of the Hurd Deep itself, lying to the north of
the Channel Islands. Thc Hurd Deep is about 80 nautical miles long, an

' C.iiniinrnia1 Shelf

.

(Tunisia/Lihyon Aroh Jamahiriya) J u d g m ~ n t /.il.
,
Reports IPX2, p.

47, para. 44.
North Spa <i>ntinrn!alShelj; Judgmeni, / . C I . Heporrs 1969. p. 32, para. 45. Thc somcwhat rullcr dcscripiion or the Trough givcn by thc U.S. C;cographcr i o ihe Departrncnt of
Sintc in 1.imit.r in tht. Seu.~.Oflicc of ihc Gcographcr, Deparirncnt of State. Washington.
U.C., No. 10 -Rcviscd. 14 Junc 1974, a i p. 2. is thc rollowing:
'Thc Norwcgian Trcnçh lies oiTihc south and wcst coasts of Norway. ~ d j a c c niio ihc
Norwcgian Coast is a narrow bank of water of lcss ihan IOD Cathoms in dcpth. [ A
Pathom i s approximatcly 2 rnctrcs. j This narrow shclf, which separates ihc Norwcgian
Trcnch from the coast. ranges in width from 2 IO 10 nauiical miles. The shclf has an
avcragc widih of about 3 nautical miles. The Norwegian Trench ha5 dcpths up I o 265
faihorns on the west coast and 37 1 fathams on ihc southeast coast. Thc grcatcst widih
of thc Trench rclatcd to thc continental shclî boundary (CSB) is 81 nsutical milcs.
which is ar Point 8 of the Norway - United Kingdom agrccment. The narrowcst width
of 20 nautical miles is locatcd at I.indcsncss on the southern Norwcgian coast."
( A copy of ihis page is aiiachcd in Annex 92.) Sec para. 8.07 bclow Tor ihe origins of ihis
tcaturc.
'
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elongated depression with an east-northeasti west-southwest orientation,
north of the Channel Islands. The surrounding sedoor is about 8GW metres
(or 40-46 fathoms), whereas the Deep itseIf varies from 121-240 metres
(or 60-120 fathoms) in depth and, in width, from 1-3 nautical miles 1.
6.47 The United Kingdom argued that the Hurd Deep marked a
division between the "natural pro1ongationsWof the United Kingdom and
France, forming a "natural boundary". This argument was not accepted
by the Court of Arbitration. The Court said:
"Whichever way the matter is put, the Court does not consider that
the Hurd Deep - Hurd Deep Fault Zone is a geographical feature
capable of exercising a material influence on the determination of
the boundary either in the Atlantic region or in the English Channel.
The Court shares the view repeatedly expressed by both Parties that
the continental shelf throughout the arbitration area is characterised
by its essential geological continuity. The geological faults which
constitute the Hurd Deep and the so-cailed Hurd Deep Fault Zone,
even if they be considered as distinct features in the geomorphology
of the shelf, are still discontinuities in the seabed and subsoil which
do not disrupt the essential unity of the continental shelf either in the
Channel or the Atlantic region. Indeed, in cornparison with the
deep Norwegian Trough in the North Sea, they can only be regarded
as minor faults in the geological structure of the shelf; and yet the
United Kingdom agreed that the trough shoufd not constitute an
obstacle to the extension of Norway's continental shelf boundary
beyond that major fault zone. Moreover, to attach critical significance to a physical feature like the Hurd Deep - Hurd Deep Fault
Zone in delimiting the continental shelf boundary in the present case
would run counter'to the whole tendency of State practice on the
continental shelf in recent years2."
6.48 The reference to the "whole tendency of State practice" was not
further arnplified, and it is not entirely clear what practice the Court of
Arbitration had in mind. There is, however, very clear evidence that the
parties to the Australia/Indonesia Agreement of 9 October 19723 took

' See para. 8.08 below for the origins of this feature.
AnglpFrench Arbitraiion, Decision of 30 June 1977 (Cmnd.7438). pp. 62-63, para. 107.
The Court's characterisation of the Hurd Deep as a "minor fault" in cornparison to the
Norwegian Trough is justified by reference ta the following figures:
Hurd Deep
Norwegian Trough
Length
80 nautical miles
300 nautical miles
Depth
60-1 20 fathoms
265-371 fathoms
( 121-240 rnetres)
(530-742 mettes)

Surrounding

Sea-bed

40-46 fat homç
(80-90 metres)
1-3 naulical miles
Breadth
Limits in the Seas. op. cit.. No. 87, 20 Aug. 1979, Annex
attached as Annex 93.)

under 100 fathoms
(200 rnetres)
20-80 nautical miles
I I . ( A copy of this agreement is
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account of the Timor Trench in determining the boundary between their
respective shelvesl.
6.49 Greater clarification has been brought to the issue by the Judgment of this Couri in the TunisiojLibya case. In that case Tunisia sought
to rely on two submarine, geomorphological features - the "ndgesn of Zira
and Zuara - as a potential boundary line. The Court rejected this, saying:
"As for the features relied on by Tunisia, the Court, while not
accepting that the relative size and importance of these features
can be reduced to such insubstantial proportions as counsel for
Libya suggest, is unable to find that any of them involve such a
marked disruption or discontinuance of the sea-bed as to constitute
an indisputable indication of the limits of two separate continental
shelves, or two separate natural prolongationsP."
However. the Court went on to Say:
"The only feature of any substantial relevance is the Tripolitanian
Furrow; but that submarine valley does not display any really
marked relief until it has run considerably further to the east than
the area relevant to the delimitation2."
The nature of this feature has been discussed in Chapter 3 above and in
Part 1 of the Technical Annex.
6.50 Although in this context the Court expressed the caveat that
" [il t would be a mistake to suppose that it will in aH cases, or even in the
majority of them, be possible or appropriate to establish that the natural
prolongation of one State extends, in relation to the natural prolongation
of another State, just so far and no farther, so that the two prolongations
meet along an easily deiïned linea", and although the cases so far brought
before the Court were not such as to offer an approach to delimitation
along these lines, the Court has recognised that there may be cases where,
in the light of the geological circumstances, disruptions or discontinuances
of the sea-bed could be so well marked and identified as to justify a
delimitation based on such features. A delimitation which can be based

' See Australion Year Book o/lnterna~ionali a w 197û-1973.1975. pp. 145-146. ( A copy of
these pages is attachcd as Annex 94.) The Timor Trough is, of course, a very pronounctd
feature running parallcl to thc coasts of Timor and Australia for somc 430 nautical miles in
tcngth, with a width of 30 nautical miles (at the 2,000metre isobath) and reaching dcpths of
over 3.000 metrcs or 1,641 fathoms, so that it is much decpcr than the Norwegian Trough at
371 fathoms (740mctres). Othcr examples of sea-bed fcaturcs that might bc noted in this
context are the Okinawa Trough bctwccn the Japancse Ryuku Islands and the East China
2.200 metrcs d c e ~ (sec 'Continental Shclf DcvelouSea - 100 nautical miles across
rncnt" in Jopan Quarteriy. Vol. 24.1977,pp. 394-397a t pp..394-395: a copy of these pages'is
attached as Annex 95) and thc Palaman Trough bctwccn the Philippines and thc South
China Sca - 3,000 rnctrcs deep.
' Continental Sheu (Tunisia/LibyyanArab Jarnahiriyu), Judgmcnt. I.C.J. Reports 1982. p.
57. para 66. The Court went on to note that "so substantial a featurt" as the Hurd Dccp was
not givcn such a significancc in the Anglo-French Arbirwtion.
' Ibid., p. 47. para. 44.

-

on a clearly identifiable distinction between the natural prolongations of
the States concerned rnay well satisfy the rule of applying equitable principles because it is essentially the natural prolongation of the respective land
territories which confers title 10 the submarine area in front of the Coast
provided that a boundary so constructed does not on its face lead to an
obviously inequitable result.
6.51 In its 1982 Judgment the Court indicated that a delimitation
based solely on identification of the natural prolongation of the respective
land territories of the parties concerned is not to be deemed equitable per
se under al1 circumstances'. There rnay be other relevant factors which,
under the particular circumstances of the geographical or other situation,
provide cogent reasons for disregarding such discontinuities in the natural
prolongation partly or even totally in order to achieve an equitable result.
Such considerations rnay have motivated the parties in the United Kingdom/Norway Agreement of 10 March 1965 on the delimitation of their
respective continental shelveszto disregard the Norwegian Trough; otherwise the United Kingdorn would have acquired a grossly disproportionate
share of the continental shelf of the North Sea between the two States if
the boundary line had followed the Norwegian Trough which runs close to
the Norwegian Coast.
6.52 Even if a feature does not constitute so marked a disruption or
discontinuance of the natural prolongation as to make it possible to identify a clear division between two distinct natural prolongations, it rnay
nevertheless remain a relevant circurnstance. In this context, reference
rnay be made to the following passages in the Court's 1982 Judgment:
"Since the Court is here dealing only with the question of geomorphoiogical features from the viewpoint of their relevance to determine the division between the natural prolongations of the two
States, and not with regard to their more general significance as
potentially relevant circumstances affecting for other reasons
the course of the delimitation, its conclusion can be briefly
expres~ed~,~
"The conclusion that the physicai structure of the sea-bed of the
Pelagian Block as the natural prolongation common to both Parties
does not contain any element which interrupts the continuity of the
continental shelf does not necessarily exclude the possibility that
certain geomorphological configurations of the sea-bed, which do
not amount to such an interruption of the natural prolongation of
one Party with regard to that of the other, rnay be taken into
account for the delimitation, as relevant circumstances character-

' Conrinrnrul Shelf (Tunisia/Libyan Arab Jamahiriya). Judgmenr. I.C.J. Reporrs 1982. p.
47. para. 44.
'Limita in the Sens. op. cir., No. IO-Rcvised, 14 lune 1974, pp. 2-4. '(A copy of thcse
pagcs is atiached as Annex 92.)

Conrinrnral Shelf (Tunisia/Libyan Ara6 Jamahiriya). Iudgment, I.C.J. Reports 1982. p.
57. para. 66
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izing the area, as indicated in this case in Article 1, paragraph 1, of
the Special Agreement. In such a situation, however, the physical
factor constituting the natural prolongation is not taken as a legal
title, but as one of several circumstances considered to be the
elements of an equitable solution'."
6.53 Thus a feature, which is not sufficiently substantial as to divide
two distinct natural prolongations, may continue to have significance as a
relevant circumstance. I n that case, it rnay be surmised, the geomorphological feature would be one of several circumstances which characterise
the area and its relative weight in affecting the actual course of the
boundary will, as suggested above, be deterrnined by reference to the
criterion of the equitable result. In short, its influence will Vary according
to how far it produces a result which is equitable, and what is equitable
must, in turn, depend on al1 the relevant circumçtances.
6.54 It will be shown later that the continental shelf area between
Libya and Malta has geological and geomorphological features which
permit the identification of a division between the natural prolongations
emanating from the land territories of both2, and that a boundary following this division is consistent with the requirements of equity.
1

(ô) The case of converging or overlapping natural prolongalions
6.55 In situations where there is a single, common shelf and where it is
not possible to identify a division between the natural prolongations of the
respective land territories of the coastal States concerned, natural prolongation may still provide a criterion for delimitation of the respective
continental shelves. However, the geological and geomorphological factors must be considered with other factors, and it is appropriate to turn to
coastal configurations, applying natural prolongation in what may be
viewed as ils geographical aspect.
6.56 The basic guideline for the application of the "natural prolongation" criterion .in delimitation cases has been stated by the Court in its
Judgment in the North Sea cases in the following way"...delimitation is to be effected by agreement in accordance with
equitable principles, and taking account of ail the relevant circumstances, in such a way as to leave as much as possible to each Party
al1 those parts of the continental shelf that constitute a natural
prolongation of its land territory into and under the sea, without
encroachment on the natural prolongation of the land territory of
the other 3".
Continent01 Shey (Tunisio/L.ibyan Arab Jarnohiriyu), Judgmenr, 1.C.J. Reports 1982,
p. 58, para. 68.
2 Sce Chapter 8 bclow.
North Sen Continental Shelf; Judgment. I. C.J. Reports 1969, p. 53, para. IO1 (C) (1)
[dispositil].

6.57 The Court logically deduced this principle from the recognition
of natural prolongation as the basis for the coastal State's title to continental shelf rights over the submarine areas in front of its Coast. The Court
had occasion to note in its 1982 Judgment that in 1969 it "did not regard
an equitable delimitation and a determination of the limits of 'natural
prolongation' as synonymous. since in the operative clause of its Judgment
... it referred only to the delimitation being effected in such a way as to
leave 'as rnuch as possible' to each Party the shelf areas constituting its
natural prolongation'". Thus, its application to concrete situations needs
further elaboration in the light of the particular geological and geographical circumstances. In particular, it is necessary to ascertain in what
direction and to what extent the natural prolongations of the States concerned converge or overlap with each other.
6.58 At first glance this determination may look complicated in delimitation cases between States with adjacent coasts but may look rather
simple in delimitation cases between States with opposite coasts. The
supporters of the view that in the latter case the median line offers the
obvious and most equitable solution usually refer to the dicturn of the
Court in the Norzh Sen cases, where it was said:
"The continental shelf area off, and dividing, opposite States, can
be claimed by each of thern to be a natural prolongation of its
territory. These prolongations meet and overlap, and can therefore only be delirnited by means of a median line; and, ignoring the
presence of islets, rocks and minor coastal projections, the disproportionally distorting efïect of which can be eliminated by other
means, such a line must effect an equal division of the particular
area involved~."
But this dictum cannot be said to have universal applicability; it is to be
noted that the Court recognised the need to avoid "disproportionally distorting effect [s]" caused, in that context, by "the presence of islets, rocks
and minor coastal projections," and from this it can only be inferred that
the Court would have viewed the disproportionally distorting effect caused
by application of the median line as between two coastlines of very different lengths as no less requiring elimination.
6.59 In the Anglo-French Arbitrarion, the Court of Arbitration, in
referring to the fact that the United Kingdom and France faced each other
in the English Channel, stated the following:

"Between opposite States, as this Court has stated in paragraph 95,
a median line boundary will in normal circumstances leave broadly
equal areas of continental shelf to each State and constitute a

' ConrinenfalSheif (Tunisia/Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) , Judgment. J.C.J. Reports 1982, p.
46. para. 44.
' North Seo Continenial Shelj. Judgment, I.C.J. Reporis 1969, p. 36, para. 57.
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delimitation in accordance with equitable principles. It follows
that where the coastlines of two opposite States are themselves
approximately equal in their relation to the continental shelf not
only should the boundary in normal circumstances be the median
line but the areas of shelf left to each Party on either side of the
median iine should be broadly equal or at least broadly
comparable1."
However, in view of the presence of the Channel Islands, the Court could
not follow this approach throughout the whole area within the Channel
and had to couple the median line solution with an enclave for the Channel
Islands. It is important to observe that this dictum refers only to "normal
circumstancesw and to cases of "approximately equal" opposite coasts
which are of comparable length and configuration. In cases where there is
a continuous, uninterrupted continental shelf area between comparable
coasts, it is certainly plausible to corne to the conclusion that the two
prolongations meet and overlap to the same extent and that consequently
the median line is the most equitable method of delimitation in such cases,
absent other compeliing circumstances. There are, however, many cases
where the geographical situation is not as simple as that.
6.60 The presence of islands between two coasts is already one example of a more complicated geographical situation where the median line
does not necessarily result in an equitable solution: hence the enclave
solution for the Channel Islands. Another case which calls for special
consideration is where one of the opposite coasts consists of a broad coastal
front of a continent and the other possesses only a relatively small coastal
front. It is difficult to perceive how the natural prolongations from two
such different coasts could possibly be regarded as meeting and overlapping with comparable or even equal breadth and intensity so that the
median line would offer the obvious solution. If, for example, one of two
opposing coasts has a peninsula which is very small in breadth, but extends
for a considerable distance towards the opposite coast, it would not seem
equitable to accord the smali coastal front of the peninsula the same
weight as the broad opposite coast in generating a natural prolongation
between them. The same is apparently the case where the small coast
belongs to an island which lacks the backing of a broader coastal front
behind. In both such cases the median line approach is inappropriate and
inequitable, and other criteria must appiy.
3. Geograpbic Factors
6.61 It is apparent, in considering geographic factors which influence
a continental shelf delimitation, that it is the coasts of the States involved
that must play the most important role. For the rights that vest in States

' Anglï+Frcnch Arbitraiion, Decision of

30 June 1977 (Cmnd. 7438). p. 89. para. 182.
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over the continental shelf are those that belong exclusively to the coastal
State, and it is by virtue of the fact that a State possesses a coast that it
may exercise such rights. As the Court itself observed in its Judgment in
the Tunisia/Libya case:
"The geographic correlation between coast and subrnerged areas
off the coast is the basis of the coastal State's legal title ... As has
been explained in connection with the concept of natural prolongation, the coast of the territory of the State is the decisive factor for
title. -to submarine areas adjacent to it'."
6.62 While the coasts of the Parties have importance from the standpoint of title to continental shelf, their significance is not limited to questions of title alone. Both this Court, and the Court of Arbitration in 1977,
recognised that the coastal configurations of the States involved were also
of fundamental relevance to the question of delimitation between States
with either opposite or adjacent coasts. In its Judgment in 1969, for
example, the Court specified that, in the course of negotiations between
the parties to the North Sea cases, one of the factors to be taken into
account was to be "the general configuration of the coasts of the Parties, as
well as the presence of any special or unusual features2." The importance
of coastai configurations was also emphasised in the Tunisia/Libya case
where the Court treated the coasts as one of the relevant circurnstancesa.
6.63 Of particular significance in the Norrh Sea cases was the presence of concave or convex coastlines and the relationship between these
coastlines and the method of delimitation to be applied as presented in the
pleadings of the parties to the case. Islands, too, may preçent complicated
questions with regard to the weight to be attached to the length and
configuration of the coastline involved. On the one hand, islands particularly if they are srnall - have by their very nature a coastline that
is convex. On the other, seldom will the entire coast of an island be
relevant to a single delimitation since parts of that coast will face maritime
areas that are not at issue in that delimitation. The problem then becomes
one of deterrnining which are the relevant portions of coast to be taken into
account'.
6.64 The Court of Arbitration in the Anglo-French Arbitrafion was
faced both with the question of promontories (as an exaggerated example
of a convex coast) and the question of islands. In rendering its decision in

' Continental Sheif
61. para. 73.

(Tunisia/Libyan Arab Jarnahiriyu), Judgmeni, I.C.I. Reports 1982. p.

Norih Sea Conrinental S h t l f . Judament,
I.C.J. Rer>oru 1969, p. 54, para. 101(D)(l)
[disposirin .
Continental SheiJ (Tunisia/Libyan Arab Jamahiriya). Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1982, p.
93, para. 133(B) ( 2 ) [disposilin.
' The question of relevant coasts in this case will bc iakcn up in Chapter 10 below, where the
elemcnt of p:oportionality is discussed.
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that case, the Court of Arbitration had occasion to stress the significance
of the coasts of the parties to delimitation. The Court remarked:
"A State's continental shelf, being the natural prolongation under
the sea of its territory, must in large measure reflect the configuration of its coasts. Similarly, when two 'opposite' or 'adjacent'
States abut on the sarne continental shelf, their continental shelf
boundary must in large measure reflect the respective configurations of their two coasts'."
6.65 The notion that there should be a correlation between the configuration of the respective coasts and the shelf that appertains to those
coasts does not mean that two coasts are to be lreated diff'erently for
purposes of delimitation. That more shelf should, in general, appertain to
a longer coastline than to a shorter one is not a diflerence in "treatment" of
the two coasts. Indeed, the respective coastlines considered relevant for
the delimitation must be subject to the same tests of relevance and must be
examined, for purposes of determining the extent to which they constitute
relevant factors, in light of the same criteria. it was to this notion of
"equality of treatment" that the Court referred in its 1969 Judgment when
it said:
"Equity does no1 necessarily imply equality. There can never be
any question of completely refashioning nature, and equity does
not require that a State without access to the sea should be alloted
an area of continental shelf, any more than rhere could be a question of rendering the situation of a State with an extensive coastline
similar to that of a State with a restricted coastlineP."
Similarly, the Court of Arbitration noted in its 1977 Award:
"Just as it is not the function of equity in the delimitation of the
continental shelf completely to refashion geography, soit is also not
the function of equity to create a situation of complete equity where
nature and geography have established a n inequity. Equity does
not, therefore, cal1 for coasts, the relation of which to the continental shelf is not equal, to be treated as having completely equa1
effectsg."
6.66 It is evident, therefore, that the application of equitable principles does not require Courts to assume equality where equality does not in
fact exist. The principle of equity cannot confer territorial waters on a
State with no Coast, or grant rights to the use of waters in rivers which do
not flow through its territory, or confer rights to large areas of continental
shelf on States with very limited coastlines. The Courts take geography,
-

-

-~

Anglo-French Arbitration, Decision of JO June 1977 (Cmnd. 7 4 3 8 ) . p. 60, para. 100.
Norrh Sea Conrinenial Shelj. Judgmeni. I.C. J . Reports 1969. pp. 49-50, para. 9 1.
Anglo-French Arbitration, Decision of JO June 1977 (Cmnd.7438), p. 116, para. 249.
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or geology, as they find it and do not seek to accord equal areas of shelf to
States which, territorially, are not equal; a State's territory, its location,
size and coastline is what it is - large or small. Thus, factors which are
legally relevant to entitlement in matters of shelf delimitation - size,
location, configuration of coastline, and so forth, must be taken as they are
and given due weight in order to achieve an equitable result. To do
otherwise would invite the Court to adopt the very concept of the "just and
equitable share" which it has already emphatically, and rightly, rejected'.

6.67 Quite clearly, there are other aspects of geography that have a
bearing on delimitation besides the coasts and landmasses of the Parties.
These include factors related to delimitations with third States and to the
element of proportionality. Each of these factors will be taken up in more
detail in the following paragraphs of this Chapter.
4.

Otber Relevant Factors

6.68 The preceding sections have dealt with the relevant circumstances of a geological, geomorphological and geographical nature in their
juridical sense; for such circumstances relate directly to the concept of
natural prolongation. There rnay well be other relevant factors. As the
Court said in its 1969 Judgment:

"In fact, there is no legal limit to the considerations which States
rnay take account of for the purpose of making sure that they app1y
equitable procedures, and more often than not it is the balancingup of al1 such considerations that will produce this result rather
than reiiance.on one to the exclusion of al1 others. The problem of
the relative weight to be accorded to different considerations naturally varies with the circumstances of the caseP."

6.69 The identification of those factors relevant in the present case is
dealt with in the following Part of this Mernorial. The purpose of the
present section is to suggest the criteria which might properly provide
guidance in weighing the relative weight of the various factors or
circumstances.
( a ) Conduct

of the Parties

6.70 The conduct of the Parties is, in principle, a relevant circumstance. Yet it is not al1 conduct which is relevant. Relevant conduct rnay
be such as carries an inference that the Parties deemed a particular line of
delimitation to be equitable. Or it rnay be conduct which indicates areas
which the Parties regard as the areas in dispute. Although in some cases
the conduct rnay refiect a common position, consciously adopted, in other
cases it rnay be conduct by one Party only which reflects the extent of its

' Norrh Sea Coniinenral Sheif. Judgmeni. I.C.J. Rqorrs 1969, p. 22, para. 19.
'Ibid.. p. 50, para. 93.
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claims, or the basis for its claims, or even conduct which implies that a
particular method of delimitation is equitable. The mere silence or lack of
protest by one Party will not constitute "conduct" for this purpose'. In
any event, whatever inference the conduct may give rise to, it will be for
the Court to assess its effect or probative value, and this, according to the
circumstances, rnay range from a true estoppel to a simple inconsistency of
position.
6.71 The positions adopted by the Parties during negotiations rnay be
relevant in cases where they reveal a common position, accepted by both
sides as a reasonable basis for securing an equitable result, even though
never formally implemented in an agreement. The negotiations would
then be "indicia ...of the line or lines which the Parties themselves rnay
have considered equitable or acted upon as such...'". Where, however,
negotiations reveal no common position, they rnay still reveal the different
positions of the Parties and to that extent rnay aff'ord a basis upon which,
simply in terms of consistency of position, their conduct rnay be judged.
6.72 The grant of concessions needs to be viewed with some caution,
for the promulgation of areas subject to license or the actual grants of
concessions within those areas rnay be simply another form of promoting a
claim, and it rnay be an extreme claim. Thus, conflicting or overlapping
concession areas rnay denote very little except, perhaps, the limits to which
a particular State felt it desirable to award concessions. Yet even here
there are many factors whicb influence the determination of concession
areas - available seismic data, policies on control of production, costeffectiveness related to oil prices, etc. - which are not necessarily true
indicators of an equitable delimitation of a State's continental shelf, which
rnay also contain large areas with no resources to exploit. However,
where, as in the TunisialLibya casea,bot h parties have accepted a common
boundary for their respective concession grants (in that case, the 26"
line), producing a de facto line of detimitation, then, although not a tacit
agreement, there is conduct which is indicative of a common view of an
equitable result.
6.73 Finally, the unilateral conduct of a State via its own legislation
may also be of considerable legal significance in so far as it rnay express
the State's own view of the extent of its continental shelf. As will be
demonstrated later in this Memorial4, Malta's own legislation on the
'Sec Conrinenrol S h e y (Tunisia/Libyan Arub Jamohiriya). Judgment. I.C.J. Reports
1982. pp. 70-71. paras. 94-95 for the Court's comment on the silcncc of the French authoritics in the face of the ltalian "buffcr zone" cstablished in 1919. The Court ncvcrthclcss
obscrvd that the tacit modus vivendi had somc rclcvancc to the method of dclimitation since
it excluded Tunisian prctcnsions to historie fishing rights cast of thc modus vivendi line.
' Ibid., p. 84, para. 118.
Ibid., pp. 83-84, paras. 1 17-1 18.
'Sec Section C of Chaptcr 9 bclow.
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continental shelf indicated both Malta's views as to the limits of its shelf
and Malta's views on the method of delimitation to be followed in reaching
agreement with neighbouring States.
( 6 ) Delimitations with third Srares
6.74 From the outset, in its 1969 Judgment, the Court identified as a
fa'ctor or circumstance which must be taken into account "the effects,
actual or prospective, of any other continental shelf delimitations between
adjacent States in the same region'". It will be recalled that the Court's
identification of this relevant factor was in the context of the proportionality test. It is also apparent from the Court's 1982 Judgment that the
application of the proportionality test may require the consideration of
areas outside the area relevant to the delimitation in question'.
6.75 Therefore, three delimitation situations will have to be borne in
mind in the present case: (Tunisia/ltaly 1971; Italy/Greece 1977; and the
1982 Judgment in the Tunisia/Libyacase)'. Whilst they are not necessarily binding on both Parties in the present case, they denote the views of
other States as to their own areas of natural prolongation, the relationship
of their own coasts to those of the others, and, inevitably, they have some
bearing on the reasonableness or equitableness of the positions being
adopted by the Parties in the present case. As will be dernonstrated later
in Chapter 9 of this Mernorial, the Maltese claim appears to reject, in part,
the 1971 Italian/Tunisian Agreement; it postulates a situation of adjacency with Italy and oppositeness with Greece which is tantamount to
excluding virtually al1 of the Libyan Coast from any opposite relationship
with Italy; and it involves a potcntial confiict with the Tunisia/Libya line
that should follow from the Court's 1982 Judgment. The Court will, in
this case, be bound to have regard to these other delimitation situations.
6.76 The complexity of these relationships stems from the character of
the Mediterranean Sea as a narrow sea, containing many coastal States
and islands. Thus, delimitation will in many cases involve consideration
of boundaries with third States. In the present case, in addition to the two
existing boundaries already referred to, there are prospective delimitations
such as Malta-Italy, Libya-ltaly and Libya-Greece. It will not be the
wish of the Court to prejudge such future delimitations for they form an
important part of the problem as a whole. Any solution which would
produce an inequitable result for any future delimitation would surely be
inappropriate.

' North Seo

Continental Shelf, Judgment. I.C.J. Reports 1969. p. 54. para. l O I ( D ) ( 3 )
[dispositifl .
' Continental Shelf (Tunisia/Libyan Arab Jnmaliiriya). Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1982. p.
53. para. 75.
For consideraiion of the cfïccts af thesc delimitation situations, sec Scction D of'chapter 9
bclow.
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( c ) Security interesls

6.77 lt is undeniable that one of the motivations for the Truman
Proclamation in 1945 related to security: the idea that il was not tolerable
to have a foreign State or its licensees exploiting resources off one's own
coasts. Some element of a concern for security was reflected in France's
pleadings with respect to the Channel Islands sector during the AngloFrench Arbitrarion, in which France expressed concern over the risks to
French submarines based on Cherbourg and to the navigational routes for
merchant vessels serving French ports '. The Court of Arbitration, however, found the weight of such arguments diminished due to the fact that
the navigational routes served international maritime navigation. not just
French, and found that such arguments "may support and strengthen, but
they cannot negaiive. any conclusions that are already indicated by the
geographical, political and legal circumstances of the region...'".
6.78 Security is, of course. a concern of both Parties to this case. The
maritime areas lying north of the Libyan coast where its principal cities
and centres of population lie-as well as its main centres of oil activity-have an obvious significance from the standpoint of Libya's security.
Malta's main security interests appear to lie to the north of the Maltese
Islands. The major Central Mediterranean shipping routes lie to the
north of Malta, Save for those roughly north/south routes between Libya
and European ports. Indeed, Malta's ports and centres of population lie
on the north coast. away from the area relevant in this case. Nevertheless.
at this stage. it is not necessary to discuss the factor of security further.

( d ) Islands
6.79 The 1958 Conventions, and even more so the new Convention on
the Law of the Sea, have adopted certain rules of particular application to
islands. This was the case with the rule on straight baselines (Article 4 of
the 1958 Convention on the Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone); with
the newer rules on archipelagic States (Part IV of the new Convention);
and with the rules on artificial islands (Articles 60 and 80 of the new
Convention). Yet not only did these rules create no special status for
islands as such, they had nothing todo with either entitlement tocontinenta1 shelf or delimitation of the continental shelf.

6.80 The terms of Article 1 of the 1958 Convention defined the continental shelf in subsections ( a ) and (b). the first applying to "the coast"
and the second to the "the coasts of islands". in such a manner as to make

' Anglo-French

Arbitralion. Dccision of30 Jvne 1977 (Cmnd. 7438). p. 81. para. 161. I t
may be noted thar the French argument was partly tocountcr thc Unitcd Kingdom argument
that security considerations dictatcd a continental shclf for the islands coniinuous wiih that

of the United Kingdom.
Ibid., p. 91. para. 188.
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' it abundantly clear that island territories were to be treated

exactly like
other land territories in that both were in principle entitled toa continental
shelf. Yet entitlement had to be distinguished from delimitation. As
shall be seen, in applying the 1958 Convention, the Court of Arbitration in
the AngleFrench Arbitrafion had no doubt about the entitlement of the
Channel Islands to a continental sbelf, but for purposes of achieving an
equitable delimitation regarded a 12-mile enclave as the proper solution.

6.8 1 This approach has been rnaintained in the new Convention on the
Law of the Sea. Early attempts to introduce special rules applicable to
both the entitlement of islands' and the delimitation of their maritime
spaces2 failed to find the support necessary for inclusion in the negotiating
text. Indeed, following the Caracas Conference little more was heard of
these ventures, and by the third session the text of Article 132 was establisheda, retaining its essential content to become Article 121 which in its
final form provides the following:

" 1. An island is a naturally formed area of land, surrounded by
water, which is above water at high tide.
2. Except as provided for in paragraph 3, the territorial sea, the
contiguous zone, the exclusive economic zone and the continental
shelf of an island are determined in accordance with the provisions
of this Convention applicable to other land territory.
3. Rocks which cannot sustain human habitation or economic life
of their own shall have no exclusive economic zone or continental
shelf'."
6.82 Apart from the specific exclusion of mere rocks in the third
paragraph, it is clear that, as regards both entitlernent to and delimitation
of the continental shelf, islands are to be treated like any other land
territory: they have no special status.
6.83 The question of the extent to which continental shelf rights may
be claimed around islands, on the basis of a natural prolongation of their
territories into and under the sea, has been and still is a complex and
'Sec, for cxarnplc, the Maltesc proposal (U.N.Doc. AJAC.138JSC. llfL.28) that lsland
States and Archipelagie States should have a 200 mile zone of 'ofcan space": Rcpofl of the
Commiiice on the Peaceful Uses of the Sea-Bed and the Octan Floor Beyond the fimils of
Naiiond lurisdiciion. Vol. 111, General Assembly, Oficial Records: 28th Session, Supp. No.
21 (A/9021), p. 41. ( A copy of this page is attachcd as Annex 96.)
'See. for cxample. the 14-Power proposal, (U.N. Doc. A/CONF.62/C.2/L.62/Rcv.l),
Third Unitcd Nations Conferencc on the Law of the Sca, Oficial Records. Vol. III, pp. 232233, sctting out spccial rulcs for determining the maritime spaces of islands and cxcluding
from thcse rules both lsland States and Archipelasic
States. (- A COVY
.
.-of thwc paucs
- - is
attached as Annex 97.)
' Sce U.N. Dac. A/CONF.LZ/WP.8/Part II, ibid.. Vol. IV, pp. 170-171. ( A copy of thcsc
pages is attachcd as Anncx 98.)
'U.N. Dac. A/CONF.62/122, p. 48. ( A copy of this page is attachcd as Annex 99.)

-
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controversial issue, The Court has not yet had an opportunity to pronounce itself on this issue, in particular with respect to the situation of an
idand within a narrow sea enclosed on al1 sides by continental coasts as in
the Mediterranean Sea. While it will not be disputed that an island,
regardless of size, may have a continental shelf around its coast, and that
the legal concept of the continental shelf as it has developed in general
international law applies to an island no less than to a continental coast, it
does not follow therefrom that an island, regardless of its size and the
smallness of its coastline, may have the same area of continental shelf as a
broad continental coastal front. If an island may, as in the case of any
other territory, have a continental shelf to the extent that a natural proiongation of its land territory into and under the sea can be identified, it is
always subject to the paramount principle that delimitation of its continental shelf vis-à-vis other territories has to be in accordance with equitable principles, under which the location and size of the island, and the
length of its coastline, will always remain relevant factors. The consequences which must be drawn in such situations will be discussed later
under the headings of relevant circumstances and proportionality.
6.84 In the Anglo-French Arbitration the Court had to deai with the
British Channel Islands which were situated a few miles o n the French
coast. In that case the Court rejected the extreme legal positions of both
sides. The Court rejected the French argument that in such situations an
island could not rely on any natural prolongation at al1 and could claim
only a belt of territorial waters around its coast; the Court also rejected,
however, the contrary United Kingdom position that the natural prolongation of the island's territory rnay cut off cornpletely the natural prolongation of the continental coast seaward frorn the island. In thc case of the
Channel Islands, the Court solved the problem by adopting the concept
that in such situations the relianct on natural prolongation could not be
considered as absolute, but that the fact of the islands being situated on the
sea-bed which would otherwise be the natural prolongation of the continental State constituted a "special circumstancewwhich called for a special solution in accordance with quitable principles:

"The truc position, in the opinion of the Court, is that the principle
of natural prolongation of territory is neither to be set aside nor
treated as absolute in a case where islands belonging to one State
are situated on continental shelf which would otherwise constitute
a natural prolongation of the territory of anothtr State. The
application of that principle in such a case, as in other cases concerning the delimitation of the continental shelf, has to be appreciated in the light of al1 the relevant geographical and other
circumstances. W hen the question is whether areas of continental
shelf, which geologically may be considered a natural prolongation
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of the territoriesof two States, appertain toone State rather than to
the other, the legal rules constituting the juridical concept of the
continental shelf take over and determine the question. Consequently, in these cases the efîect to be given to the principle of
natural prolongation of the coastal State's land territory is always
dependent not only on the particular geographical and other circumstances but also on any relevant considerations of law and
equity1."
In the result, the Channel Islands were only accorded a twelve-mile zone of
continental shelf in the form of an enclave beyond which the French
continental shelf continued to the median line between the mainland
coasts of both France and the United Kingdom,

6.85 It is certainly possible to criticise the method by which the Court
of Arbitration completely avoided a determination of the natural prolongation of the islands in spite of its fundamentat character. Nor is it
warranted to regard the twelve-mile enclave as a valid precedent for other
geographical situations, since the Court of Arbitration had made it clear
that this solution was influenced to a great extent by the narrowness of the
continental shelf area in the Channel. Without wishing to challenge the
equitableness of the result in the case of the Channel Islands, another
method of dealing with such situations rnay be more appropriate given the
importance of natural prolongation as the basis for continental shelf entitlement. It will depend on the facts of each case whether such a determination of the outer lirnit of the island's natural prolongation will provide in
itself an equitable solution, or whether other factors have to be taken into
consideration in order to reach an equitable result.

6.86 In the case of Malta, it will be necessary to determine the extent
to which the submarine areas around Malta may reasonably be considered
as continuing Malta's land territory into and under the sea where they
meet the natural prolongation of the continental landmasses of other
States around Malta. It will then have to be considered whether a delimitation of the continental shelf of Malta on this basis achieves an equitable
result in view of its size and any other relevant factors.
(e) Economic and related faciors
6.87 The Court has very properly warned against the temptation to
base shelf delimitation on arguments of relative wealth, saying"...these economic considerations cannot be taken into account for
the delimitation of the continental shelf areas appertaining to each
Party. They are virtually extraneous factors since they are variables which unpredictable national fortune or calamity, as the case
AngleFrench Arbiiraiion. Dccision of 30 Junc 1977 (Cmnd. 7 4 3 8 ) . p. 93, para. 194.
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may be, might at any time cause to tilt the scale one way or the
other. A country might be poor today and becorne rich
tomorrow ...lm.

6.88 It may be suggested that the irrelevance of such arguments
derives not only from the relative and variable nature of national wealth
but also from the fact that such considerations have nothing whatever to
do with the physical facts of prolongation of the land territory into and
under the sea and the geographic correlation between iandmass and seabed which is the basis of title2.
6.89 Arguments based on population are equally extraneousa, for the
relative density of a population may be explained on various grounds climate, soi1 fertitity, actual resources of the land, wealth, communications
- but not by reference to any inherent link between the land and the seabed. Indeed, to shift the argument from one of national wealth to one of
population is not really to shift the argument at ail. The size of population
is directly related to national wealth, for its most relevant criterion is per
capita income, and that depends upon the size of population.
C. The Role of Proportionality

6.90 The principle that an equitable delimitation must satisfy the test
of proportionality means that there ought to be a "reasonable degree of
proportionality which a delimitation efïected according to equitable principles ought to bring about between the extent of the continental shelf
appertaiiiing to the States concerned and the lengths of their respective
coastlines, -- these being rneasured according to their general direction...'". Indeed, in ils 1982 Judgrnent the Court referred to "the test of
proportionality as an aspect of equity"', and the manifest link between the
equity of the result and the test of proportionality was earlier recognised
by the Court of Arbitration in the Anglo-French Arbitration when it said:

"Proportionality ...is to be used as a crilerion or factor relevant in
evaluating the equities of certain geographical situations, not as a
general principle providing an independent source of rights to areas
of continental shelf "'"

' Continenrul Sheif (Tunisia/Libyan Arub Jarnahiriya), Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1982, p.
77. para. 107.
' Ibid., p. 54. para. 62 and p. 61. para. 7 3 .
This rnay not be true of disputes conccrning fishing limits. whcrc the economic dependence
of a coastal population is a rclcvant factor; but it is truc of disputes concerning the contincnta1 shelf.
' North Seo Continental Shelj. Jud,qnieni. I.C.J. Reports 1969. p. 52. para. 98.

' Continental S h e v (Tunisia/Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) . Judgmeni. I.C.J. Reports 1982. p.
91, para. 131.

' Anglo-French

Arbiirution. Decision oJ30 June 1977 (Cmnd. 7438), p. 61. para. 101.
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Although not a legal principle which itself gives rise to rights, proportionality as a factor or guide is intimately connected with the concept of the
continental shelf based on natural prolongation; it may even be said that it
is the necessary logical consequence of this concept, since its purpose is to
ensure that each natural prolongation will be accorded its proportionate
weight.
6.91 Put in other terms, it is the role of the proportionality test to
prevent any "refashioningn of geography. For the proportionality test
requires that the real or actual coasts of the Parties are first to be identified, and then related to the shelf area lying off those coasts which any
particular method of delimitation would attach to those coasts as their
"naturaf prolongation". And the purpose of identifying a "coastal front"
rather than the actual configuration is not to ignore nature or depart from
the real coasts, but rather to obtain a more realistic measurement of the
coastal length which projects into and under the sea. It is for this reason
that the "distortions" produced by concavities or convexities or other
abnormal configurations are eliminated by rneasuring coastal fronts, and
the effect which such features rnight have on any line of delimitation is
controlled by the proportionality factor to ensure an equitable result.
Consistent with this approach, the equity of the result does not flow from
"nice calculations" or precise, mathematical relationships between coastal
lengths and shelf areas, but rather from a broad, general cornparison of
sufficient flexibility to accomrnodate the overriding aim of achieving an
equitable result'.

6.92 The test or element of proportionality as an aspect of equity has
in fact been applied so far only to those geographical situations where two
or more "opposite" or "adjacent" States abut on the same continental shelf
in such a way that their respective natural prolongations overlap, converge
or merge into each other although, in Libya's view, the application of the
principle of proportionality is certainly not restricted to those geographical
situations, but, as a test of the equity of the delimitation, has a much more
general scope. In the North Sea cases and in the Tunisia/Libya case the
Court applied the principle of proportionality to geographical situations
where there was an extensive overlap of the natural prolongations of the
coastal States which bordered an enclosed, single and uniform continental
shelf. It was only in the Anglo-French Arbilration, in relation to areas
stretching out open-ended into the Atlantic, that the Court of Arbitration
had doubts about the applicability of proportionality in this strict çense.
6.93 It is preciseiy in areas where the natural prolongations of two or
more States rnerge or converge with one another, within an enclosed
'Set Coniinenial ShelJ (Tunisia/Libyan Arab Jarnahiriyu). Judgmeni. 1.C.J. Reports
1982, p. 91, para. 131, wherc the Court applied the ratios in a gcncral way, without
attempting to producc precisc mathematical ratios betwtcn coasts and shclf arcas.
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submarine area, that the test of proportionality ensures that proportionate
weight will be accorded to the prolongations of the respective coastal
fronts. In 1969 it was the particular geographical situation of the three
adjacent States situated on the concave coast of the North Sea which first
gave rise to the test of proportionality. But it does not follow that its
applicability is restricted to such geographical situations. This Court, as
well as the Court of Arbitration in the Anglo-French Arbitration, has in
later cases stressed the point that the role of proportionality is "fundamental" and indeed "inherentn in the notion of delimitation in accordance with
equitable principles, and it could well apply to other geographical situations where the natural prolongations of the States concerned overlap,
merge or converge. In the case of opposite coasts abutting on the same
continental shelf the following considerations may then be relevant:
( 1 ) Where opposite coasts, whether continental or insular, are
of comparable length and configuration with respect to that part
which faces the submarine areas between them, the median line
between the two coasts will in general satisfy the test of proportionality. In such cases the median line will attribute to each of the States
concerned continental shelf areas which are on the whole proportionate to the length of their respective coastal fronts1.

(2) Where, however, the opposing coasts lack comparability in
length and, where, in particular, a much smaller island faces a much
larger continental coast, the median or equidistance line would not
satisfy the test of proportionality. It would attribute large submarine
areas to an island when, in reality, the areas are part of the natural
prolongation of the continental coast. In such cases, therefore, a
boundary line must be sought which divides the area where the natural prolongations overlap in a ratio comparable to the ratio of the
length of the respective coastal lengths which face the submarine area
to be delimited. The manner in which this test may be applied to the
present case will be demonstrated in Part III below.

Conclusions
6.94 In the next Part, the principles and rules of law discussed in this
Chapter are applied to the facts and relevant circumstances of this case.
But before turning to Part III, it rnay be helpful to summarise the present
Chapter briefly. It has been shown above that the principle of natural
prolongation rernains the basis of title to the continental shelf and that this
principle has a "double aspectn: as the basis of title and as a relevant
' S a paras. 6.58 and 6.59 abovc.
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circumstance to be taken into account in effecting an equitable dclimitation. At the same time, it bas been ernphasiscd that the governing principlc in reaching a dtlimitation by agreement bctween the Parties is to reach
an cquitable result through the application of equitable principles, which
invalvcs the selection and weighing of the factors and circumstances relevant in this particular case. It is appropriate, therefore, to turn now to this
aspect of the case in which the application of the law to the facts and
relevant circurnstances will be takcn up.

PART III

APPLICATION OF THE LAW TO THE FACTS AND
RELEVANT CIRCUMSTANCES OF THIS CASE

CHAPTER 7

THERE IS NO A PRIORI METHOD OF DELIMITATION
7.01 In this Chapter it will be shown that under customary international law there is no a priori method for the delimitation of the continental shelf. The objective is to determine how in the light of the relevant
circumstances of the particular case an equitable result rnay be achieved.
7.02 In its 1969 Judgment the Court noted that there is no single
method of delimitation which is in al1 circumstances obligatory'. Clearly
the reasoning behind that conclusion lay in the Court's recognition that, in
order to arrive at an equitable result, al1 the relevant circumstances must
be taken into account, and that, moreover, even the geographical circumstances - the coastal configurations of the Parties - could dernonstrate
such variety that no single method could be applied and produce an
equitable result in al1 situations.

7.03 This reasoning was maintained by the Court in its 1982 Judgment in the TunisialLibya case. There the Court noted, and by clear
inference accepted, the view of both parties that no method was imposed
by law, and that even a combination of methods might have to be used.
"The Parties recognize that in international law there is no single
obligatory method of delimitation and that several methods may be
applied to one and the same delimitation2."
7.04 In fact, in its 1982 Judgment the Court adopted two different
methods in the two different sectors. The Court found that the relevant
area did not exhibit such "geographical homogeneity3" as would justify a
single method of delimitation throughout the area. As the Court noted:

"The considerations which dictate this difference of treatment of
the two sectors of continental shelf for the purposes of delimitation
are intimately related to the varying influences of the individual
circumstances characterizing the area...'".

' North

Sea Coniinental Shelf. Judgment. I.C.J. Reports 1969, p. 5 3 , para. 101 ( B )
[ disposit~fl.
Conrinental Shelf (Tunisia/Libyon Arab Jamahiriya) , Judgmeni. I.C.J. Reports 1982. p.
79, para. I l 1 .
' Ibid., p. 82, para. 1 14. 11 may be noted that the Court of Arbitration in the AngleFrench
Arbitration adoptcd similar reasoning in construing Article 6 of the 1958 Convention. For
the two sectors of the Channel Islands and the Atlantic werc vicwcd by the Court as
gcographically vcry diffcrcnt. and the Court chose diffcrcnt methods of delimitation io
producc an quitable result: in the first sector an cnclavc, and in the second sector "halfc k t " for the Scilly Isles.
' Ibid., p. 8 2 , para. 1 1 S .
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Accordingly, the area close to the coasts was treated differently from the
area further to seaward. Thus, fiexibility of method for the purposes of a
single delimitation was recognised as necessary for achieving an equitable
result wherever the geographicai or other relevant circurnstances showed
marked variation within the area relevant to that single delimitation.
7.05 The notion that equitable principles demand flexibility of method
necessarily has implications for the status of the "equidistance principle".
The view that the equidistance method has an obligatory character has
been shown to be mistaken even under the 1958 Convention on the Continental Shelf. In its 1969 Judgment, for example, the Court had occasion
to refer to the history of Article 6 of the 1958 Convention in order to see
whal slatus the International Law Commission had attached to the equidistance method. The Court said"... a striking feature of the Commission's discussions ... during the
early and middle stages, [was that] not only was the notion of
equidistance never considered from the standpoint of ils having a
priori a character of inherent necessity: it was never given any
special prominence at all, and certainly no priorityl."
The Court concluded:
"In the light of this history, and of the record generally, it is clear
that at no time was the notion of equidistance as an inherent
necessity of continental shelf doctrine entertained2."
7.06 The view that equidistance has no a priori clairn as a method, and
that no one method is ever obligatory, found support in the 1977 Award by
the Court of Arbitration in the Anglo-French Arbitration. In construing
Article 6 of the 1958 Convention, the Court of Arbitration stated"...this Court considers that the appropriateness of the equidistance
method or any other method for the purpose of effecting an equitable delimitation is a funclion or reflection of the geographical and
other relevant circumstances of each particular case. The choice
of the method or methods of delimitation in any given case,
whether under the 1958 Convention or customary law, has therefore to be determined in the light of those circumstances and of the
fundamental norm that the delimitation must be in accordance
with equitable principles3."

' Norrh Seo Confinenial S h e v
* Ibid.. p. 35, p r a . 55.

Judgmcni, I.C.J. Reports 1969, p. 34, para. 50.

'Anglo-French Arbitration. Decision of

30 lune 1977 (Cmnd. 7438), pp. 59-60, para. 97.
The Court had earlier noted that "...even undcr Articlc 6 it is the gcographical and othcr
circurnstanccsof any given case which indicate and justify the use of the quidistancc method
as the means of achicving an cquitablc solution rathcr than thc inhcrcnt quality of thc
rncthod as a legal norrn OC dclimiiation". Ibid.. p. 49. para. 70.
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7.07 This clear trend of decision was maintained by this Court in its
Judgment in the TunisialLibya case. There the Court found it appropriate to make some observations on the equidistance method. The Court
stated:

"Treaty practice, as well as the history of Article 83 of the draft
convention on the Law of the Sea, leads to the conclusion that
equidistance may be applied if it leads to an equitable solution; if
not, other methods should be employedl."
Indeed, the Court was not even inclined (as had been the Court of Arbitration in 1977) to make the equidistance method a first step or starting
,
point. It said:
"Nor does the Court consider that it is in the present case required,
as a first step, to examine the effects of a delimitation by application of the equidistance method, and to reject that method in favour
of some other only if it considers the results of an equidistance line
to be inequitable. A finding by the Court in favour of a delimitation by an equidistance line could only be based on considerations
derived from an evaluation and balancing up of al1 relevant circumstances, since equidistance is not, in the view of the Court, either a
mandatory legal principle, or a method having some privileged
status in relation to other methods'."

7.08 The judicial appraisal of the role of equidistance, as refiectcd in
these decisions, was mirrored in the negotiations at the Third United
Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea. The evolution of the successive drafts of the Convention witnessed the abandonment of the provisions
for delimitation that had appeared in Article 6 of the 1958 ConventionJ in
favour of incorporating the principles that were expressed by this Court,
most notably, in its 1969 Judgment. Whereas Article 6 of the 1958
Convention had provided for delimitation by the equidistance method
"unless another boundary line is justified by special circumstances", Article 70 of the Informal Single Negotiating Text presented by the Chairman
of the Second Committee of the Third Conference in 1975 reversed the
' ContinenrulShel/

(Tunisia/Libyan Arub JumahiriyaJ, Judgmenr. I.C.J. Rcporrs 1982, p.

79, para. 109.
' Ibid.. p. 79, para. I l O.

For thc convenienceof the Court, a copy of this Article, as well as of the various drafts of the
articlc dcaling with the delimitation of the continental shelf which wcrc discusscd during the
Third Conferencc on the Law of the Sca and which arc rcfcrred to in paras. 7.08-7.1 0 of this
Memorial..havc been attachcd as Annex 100.
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role of equidistance by providing that delimitation be effected by agreement "in accordance with equitable principles, employing, where appropriate, the median or equidistance line, and taking account of al1 the
relevant circumstances'."
7.09 The provisions of Article 70 remained the same throughout the
1976, 1977 and 1979 revisions until the Informal Composite Negotiating
Text/Revision 2 of 1 1 April 1980 when two changes were incorporated
into Article 83 which, by that time, had become the article dealing with
the delimitation of the continental shelf. First, Article 83 was amended to
provide that delimitation be efiected by agreement "in conformity with
international law". Second, the expression "taking account of al1 the
relevant circumstances" was changed to read "taking account of al1 circumstances prevailing in the area concerned2". Article 83 took its final
shape in the Draft Convention of 28 August 1981 in which al1 references to
equidistance were entirely eliminated in favour of the following provision:
"1. The delimitation of the continental shelf between States
with opposite or adjacent coasts shall be effected by agreement on
the basis of international law, as referred to in Article 38 of the
Statute of the International Court of Justice, in order to achieve an
equitable solutions."

Ultimately this formula was adopted in the final version of the Convention
that was opened for signature on 10 December 1982'.
7.10 The shift of emphasis evidenced by the successive drafts of the
new Convention lay not merely in the elimination of any specific reference
to equidistance. More important was the emphasis that was placed on the
ultimate solution and on the equity of the result achieved. The earlier
drafts of the Convention provided that delimitation was to be efiected by
agreement "in accordance with equilable principles". In the final version
of Article 83 quoted just above, the stress was placed on the achievement
of an "equitable solution". In contrast, the 1958 Convention had made no
express mention of equitable principles or the achievement of an equitable
solution.

7.1 1 The primary reason, of course, why equidistance has no a priori
or mandatory character is that the equidistance method, by its very
nature, is not designed to take into account al1 of the circumstances that
may be relevant to the delimitation. It is self-evident that the only factors
which are relevant to equidistance are geographical, since equidistance

' fhird United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sca, U.N. Doc. A/CONF. 62jWP.
8/PART JI, 7 May 1975.
'Idem. U.N.Doc. AjCONF. 62/WP,IO/Rev.3, 22 Sep. 1980.
a Idem, U.N.Doc. A/CONF. 62/L.78. 28 Aug. 1981.
'Idem, U.N. Doc. A/CONF. 621122. 7 Oct. 1982.
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depends entirely on the relationship of the two coasts between which the
line is drawn and, in some cases, on only one point on the Coast. This
method, which is purely cartographic, rejects al1 other potentially relevant
circumstances -geomorphology, geology, physical appurtenance of shelf
to landmass, conduct of the parties, effect of delimitations with third
States and the element of proportionality - which must be set aside as
legally irrelevant. Indeed, equidistance does not even accurately reflect
geography in al1 cases inasrnuch as the eiïect of islands, convex and
concave coastlines or promontories may well distort the course of an
equidistance line.
7.1 2 The notion that Bexibility of rnethod is required to accommodate
the variety of geographical and other relevant circumstances is fully consistent with state practice. Although it is true that agreements between
States are not normally accompanied by a description of the reasoning
behind the selection of a particular rnelhod of delimitation in the same way
as in a judicial decision, nevertheless it is apparent from the geographical
context that in many agreements some consideration was given to other
methods in delimiting the maritime areas concerned. Such methods
reflected in these agreements include: modifying an equidistance line to
give partial effect to islands; the use of partial or complete enclaves; lines
reflecting an allocation of areas of sea-bed in proportion to respective
coastal lengths; lines at right angles to a general line of coastal fronts; lines
adopting a line of latitude or a fixed azimuth; and lines following a shipping route or channel.

7.13 The diversity of methods used is a direct reflection of the diversity
of relevant circurnstances. Both this Court and the Court of Arbitration
in 1977 have emphasised that the appropriateness of any given method
must depend upon the relevant circumstances of the particular case'. It is
therefore essential to identify those circumstances which are relevant in
the present case. The task of identifying the relevant circumstances of the
case is, in part, a task involving the application of legal principles already
established by this Court, bearing in mind the caveat of the Court that
there are no closed categories of relevant circumstances, and there is "no
legal lirnit to the considerations which States may take account of for the
purpose of making sure that they apply equitable procedures2".
7.14 However, the more difficult task lies not in sirnply identilqring the
relevant factors or circumstances but in attaching to each of them their

' North Sea ConrinenralShelf, Judgment, I.C.J. Reports

1969, p. 47, para. 8 S ( b ) and p. 53,
para. 101 ( C ) ( l ) [ d i s p o s i i i / l ; Continenral Shcif (Tunisia/Libyan Arab Jomahiriya),
Judgment, I.C.J. Reporrs 1982. pp. 60-61, para. 72; p. 7 8 , para. 108; p. 82, para. 114; and p.
92, para. 133 ( A ) ( ] ) [disposirifj; Anglo-French Arbitrarion. Decision of 30 June 1977
(Cmnd. 7438), p. 54, para. 84; p. 95, para. 201; and p. 112, para. 239.
' North Sea Continenial Shelj. Judgmenr, I.C.J. Reports 1969. p. 50, para. 93.
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appropriate weight. For it is in the process of balancing or weighing one
factor against another that the element of judgment is most crucial and,
inevitably, the question arises as to the criterion by which this judgment
must be exercised. It is clear, in Libya's view, that the criterion must be
the equity of the result. To adopt the Court's own phrase:
"It is, however, the result which is predominant; the principles are
subordinate to the goal'."
Whilst the dictum was made in the context of the Court's identification of
the equitable principles to be applied, if the importance of securing an
equitable result overrides the selection of equitable principles it must,
a forriori, govern the process of weighing one relevant circumstance
against another.
7.15 Accordingly, in the following Chapters of this Part III, the relevant factors and circumstances will be identified and examined, attention
being given First, in Chapter 8 below, 10 those factors of a geornorphological and geological character pertinent to establishing natural prolongation
in the present case. For it is the position of Libya that the fact of natural
prolongation is established by certain physical factors in this case that
serve to identify the natural prolongations of each of the Parties. I t is
necessary to bear in mind that the Court is not called upon here to draw a
line. The eventual line of delimitation will emerge from negotiations
between the Parties, applying the Court's Judgment and the principles and
rules deterrnined by the Court to be applicable in the present case. For
this reason it is not sought to identify the natural prolongations belonging
to Libya and Malta by a precise line but rather to indicate the zone within
which such a line must be drawn in order to achieve an equitable result.
In Chapter 9 below, the other circumstances relevant to delimitation in
this case will then be taken up and considered in light of the overriding
criterion: would a boundary within such a zone produce a n equitable
result?

' Continental Shelf (Titnisia/Libyan Arab JomohiriyaJ . Judgrnenr. I.C.I. Reporrs
59. para. 70.

1982, p.

CHAPTER 8
THE PHYSICAL LIMlTS OF NATURAL PROLONGATION
Introduction
8.01 In the discussion of the law in Chapter 6 it was shown that
natural prolongation rernains the primary basis of legal title to areas of the
continental shelf, and it was suggested that each Party as a first step must
prove that the natural prolongation of ils land territory extends into the
area in which the delimitation is to be effected. Accordingly, in this
Chapter the physical factors of geomorphology and geology will be
examined in order to determine the limits of the natural prolongations of
Libya and of Malta relevant to a delimitation in this case.

8.02 As to the natural prolongation of Libya seaward from its coast
across the Pelagian Block, as noted in paragraph 3.25 above, this fact was
thoroughly documented by Libya in its pleadings in the TunisialLibya
case, and the references set forth in footnote 1 to that paragraph (at page
35) may be consulted in this regard. Referring back to the geomorphoiogical and geological description and analysis of the sea-bed and subsoil
features in Chapter 3, it will be recalied that the features forming the
northern and eastern boundaries of the Pelagian Block and the eastern
boundary of the Ragusa-Malta Plateau - that is, the Rift Zone in the
north and the Escarpments-Fautt Zone in the east - were shown to be
features of major geomorphological significance. As was pointed out in
paragraph 6.50 above, this Court, as well as the Court of Arbitration in the
AngluFrench Arbitration, has envisaged the possibility that physical features on the sea-bed may constitute a discontinuity between the natural
prolongations of two States. The most recent articulation of this point
appears in paragraph 66 of the 1982 Judgment where the Court examined
certain sea-bed features to determine whether such features were of such a
size and importance as to constitute a "marked disruption or discontinuance of the sea-bed", and hence an "indisputable indication of the limits of
two separate continental shelves, or two separate natural prolongations'."
It is appropriate to examine again the physical characteristics of the seabed features present in this case - the Rift Zone forming the northern
limits of the Pelagian Block and the Escarpments-Fault Zone constituting
the eastern limits of the Ragusa-Malta Plateau and of the Pelagian Block
- in the light of this test.
A. The Rift Zone
8.03 The features identified earlier in this Mernorial as comprising the
Rift Zone that runs between Libya and Malta consist of three Troughs -

' Continental Shelj (Tunisia/iibyan Arab Jamahiriya) iJudgnicnt, I.C.J. Reports 1982. p.
57. para. 66.
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8.06 If these Troughs are compared to other sea-bed features that
have been discussed in continental shelf jurisprudence, it is apparent that
they are quite difïerent from those features, and are far more appropriate
than those features to serve as the basis for a delimitation boundary. Two
of these features already deçcribed and discussed above', the Norwegian
Trough and the Hurd Deep, illustrate the contrast.
8.07 Although there may not be complete agreement among scientists
as to exactly how the Norwegian Trough came to be, its formation is
generally attributed to a combination of glacial erosion and accumulation
of postglacial isostatic readjustment of Scandinavia and the adjacent seafloor2. What is important is the fundamental difference between the
resulting feature and its causes and the Troughs in the Strait of Sicily.
The depths of the features are hardly comparable! The steep flanks of the
Troughs in the Strait of Sicily contrast sharply with the rather gentle
banks of the Norwegian Trough which is shaped like a long, wide valley
typical of those formed by glacial erosion. Moreover, the causes of the
Troughs and Channels along the Rift Zone are compIetely difïerent: tectonic rifting with grabens extending deeply into the earth's crust in the
case of the Rift Zone; glacial and postglacial erosional processes resulting
in strictly surface features in the case of the Norwegian Trough. The Rift
Zone is the result of geological factors that are rnodifying the initial fiat
layers into zones of positive and negative relief and, hence, deforrning the
sea-bed and subsoil. The events leading to the formation of the Norwegian Trough are past history and over with. And yet the Court in its
dictum in the North Sea cases implied that such a feature might constitute
an interruption of the natural prolongation of Norway4.

8.08 As to the Hurd Deep, it would hardly seem comparable to the
Rift Zone either in respect of its causes or its geomorphology. Although
its origin has been subject to some dispute in the past, the view of geologists today is that it is an erosional rather than a tectonic feature, shaped
by tidal and fluvial currents at a time of lower sea level, and possibly also

' S L p a r a s . 6.45 through 6.48 abovc and fn. 2 to p. 99.
'Sec CASTON.V.N.D.. 'The Quatcrnary Sedimcnts of the North Ses? i n BANNERel al..
The Norih- West European ShevSeas: The Seo B d and the Sea in Motion - Geology and
Sedimeniology, Amsterdam. Elsevier Oceanogr. Scrics 24A. 1979, pp. 195-270, ai pp. 227228 and 245-246. (A copy of these pages is attached as Annex 101.)
a Sec the statistics of the Norwegian Trough set forth in fn. 2 to p. 99.
' Norlh Seo Conlinenta1ShelJ, Judgment, J.C.J. Reporls 1959. p. 32, para. 45.
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affected by glacial ice'. It is thus a shallow valley, nota graben such as the
Troughs in the Rift Zone. Its physical dimensions are considerably less
pronounced than those of the Rift Zone. Its depth varies from 121-240
metres compared to the adjacent seafloor of 80-90 metres, certainly far
less rnarked than the steepflanked Troughs: the Malta Trough, for
instance. plunges to a maximum depth of 1,714 metres. The width and
length of the Hurd Deep are 1-3 nautical miles and 80 nautical miles,
respectively. The Malta Trough is 11 nautical miles wide and 87 nautical
miles long -the latter being the only dimension in which the two features
are not markedly different. However, considering the entire Rift Zone
forming the northern limits of the Pelagian Block (see Figure 4 facing
page 132) in terms of its length, width and depth and its geologicai
significance, such as its young volcanism and currently active rifting, these
features noted by the Court and the Court of Arbitration - the Norwegian Trough and the Hurd Deep - are not comparable to the Rift Zone.
8.09 A third feature, which the Court has taken note of more recently
in its 1982 Judgment is the feature called the "Tripolitanian Furrow".
This feature, which is part of the Pelagian Block, has already been mentioned in the iegal discussion in Chapter # and its geomorphological
characteristics have been described in Chapter 3 of this Memorial and in
Part I of the Technical Annex. There, the description of sea-bed features
@ of the Pelagian Block follows closely the IBCM map, which was not yet
generally available at the time of the proceedings in the Tunisia/Libya
case. It was dernonstrated there that this whole area of the sea-bed from
the line of longitude of Ras Tajura eastwards to the edge of the Pelagian
Block at the Medina-Misratah Fault Zone, of which the "Tripolitanian
Furrow" is the southern part, is a broad depression on the seafloor which is
gently contoured without any marked features at all.

8.10 Geologicaliy, the area of the Pelagian Block represented on the
sea-bed as this large depression is a sedimentary basin produced by faulting that began around 200 million years ago and ended about 100 million
years later. Almost a11 the fault-producing rifts in this southern basin
have been covered by younger layers of sediment. The contours of the
' Sec KENT.P.E.,"The Tectonic Developmcnt of Great Britain and the Surrounding Scas",
in: WOODLAND,A.W. (cd.), Petroleum and the Continental Shrlfof North-Wesi Europe. 1.
Geology. London. Applied Science Publication, 1975. pp. 3-28; HAMILTON,
D.and SMITH
A. J., "Thc Origin and Scdimcntary History of the Hurd Dccp, English Channcl, with
Additional Notes on other Decps in ihc Western English Channel", Extrail du Mémoire du
B.R.G.M.,N o 79. (1972). un&crsity of Bristol ~colo$cal Publication No. 635. pp. 59-78.
a i pp. 67-71. ( A fopy of thcse pages is attachcd as Anncx 102.)
'Sec para. 6.49 abovc.
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present-day sea-bed reflect the efiects of sedimentation and erosion superimposed on this large, old, basin. and the ancient rifting along this basin
has no direct present-day expression geomorphologically on the sea-bed'.
8.1 1 In contrast, in the area of the Medina Channel and the Malta
Channel (which geologically could be called the "Medina Grabenn and
the "Malta Grabens") the faults are seen to run up to the surface of the
sea-bed. They cause, particularly in the Medina Channel, a substantial
seafloor displacement (see Figure No. 1 of Part III of the Technical
Annex). These Channels (or Grabens) are, as noted above in Part 1 of
this MemoriaI, extensions eastward of the Pantelleria, Linosa and Malta
Troughs (or Grabens) and, considered together, are part of the Rift Zone
running al1 the way east to the Heron Valley at the juncture of the SicilyMalta and the Medina Escarprnents. The figure in Part III of the Technical Annex just referred to above shows the volcanism penetrating to the
surface of the Medina Graben - a further indication of the present-day
activity along these faults. The older volcanism in the southern basin of
the Pelagian Block (as well as in the Ragusa-Malta Plateau) lies far below
the surface, as pointed out in Part 111 of the Technical Annex.

8.12 It is worth emphasising again that it is not the Troughs of the Rift
Zone alone. that create such a "marked disruption or discontinuance" of
the sea-bed as to constitute an "indisputable indication of the lirnits of ...
two separate natural prolongations". The important feature is the Rift
Zone in its entirety of which the Troughs form-the northwest part as well
as the most pronounced geomorphological manifestation. ~ h Rift
e Zone
continues on across south of Malta, where it appears on the sea-bed as the
Malta and Medina Channels continuing eastward to the Heron Valley.
This fact is well illustrated by Figure No. 7 of Part II of the Technical
Annex, a copy of which may be found in the pocket section of Volume IIIa.
An interpretative diagram appearing as Figure 4 following this page has
been produced by the authors of that figure to show in simplified form the
extent and importance geologically of this Rift Zone. Figures Nos. 5 and
6 of Part III of the Technicol Annex. c o ~ i e of
s which mav be found in the
pocket section of Volume III, also demoktrate the same &nt as explained
in the text of that technical oauer. It is the sinnificance of this Rift Zone
that has even led some geoligists to conclulde that a new micro-plate
boundary is forming along it (see paragraph 3.51 above and Part III of the
Technical Annex) .

' Furthcr discussion of this arca of dcpression along the southern part of the Pelagian Block
seems unnacessary. It is situattd well to the souih of any area to which Malta has assertcd
continental shclf righis.
'See Part I I I , Technical Annex.
'This figure is entitled: "Fault Map of the Central Mediterranean showing Bathymctric
Correlation."
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8.13 In this context, it is pertinent to quote frorn paragraph 95 of the
Court's 1969 Judgrnent in which the relevance of geology was pointed up
in explaining the significance of sea-bed and subsoil features. The Court
stated:
"The appurtenance of the shelf to the countries in front of whose
coastlines it lies, is therefore a fact, and it can be useful to consider
the geology of that shelf in order to find out whether the direction
taken by certain configurational features should influence delimitation because, in certain localities, they point-up the whole notion of
the appurtenance of the continental shelf to the State whose territory it does in fact prolong'."
It is to just such use that this Memorial has put the scientific facts of
geology. In Libya's view these facts show that the Rift Zone constitutes a
fundamental discontinuity existing today in the sea-bed and subsoil and
forms an actual separation in the natural prolongations of Libya northward and Malta southward. As such, the Rift Zone serves to "point-upn
those portions of the continental shelf that are appurtenant to Libya and
Malta inasmuch as it marks the limits of each State's area of entitlemeni
10 areas of continental shelf lying between them.

B. The Escarpmenîs-Fault

Zone

8.14 There is another group of geomorphological features of major
geological importance and of great relevance to this case. These features
consist of the Sicily-Malta Escarpment, dividing the Ragusa-Malta Plateau from the Ionian Basin, and the Medina Escarprnent and MedinaMisratah Fault Zone which form the eastern boundary of the Pelagian
Block.
8.15 The pertinent details regarding these features were set forth in
paragraphs 3.21 through 3.24 above. The geornorphological prominence
of these features at least as far south as the 33" 30' N latitude is evident
from the various bathymetric charts, the Slope Map, the Sea-Bed Mode1
and the other figures referred to here, in Part 1 above and in the Technical
Annex. (See, in particular, the photograph of the Sea-Bed Mpdel taken
from the east which appears at the end of Part IV, Technicnl Annex.)
The steep descent at the Sicily-Malta Escarpment is also well depicted by
Figure No. 2 in Part III of the Technical Annex. This Escarprnent is
arnong the most marked geomorphological features in the entire Mediterranean. It is clear that these two Escarpments and the Fault Zone form
the eastern boundary of the Ragusa-Malta Plateau and of the Pelagian
Block; it is equally clear that the Sicily-Malta Escarpment terminates any
natural prolongation east of Malta.

' North Sea Continental SheK

Judgrnent. I.C.J. Reporfs 1969. p. 51, para. 95.
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8.16 Of course, as noted in paragraph 3.24 above, the Libyan Coast
continues on eastward past this line of Escarpments and Fault Zone; areas
of continental shelf to the east of this line are the natural prolongation to
the north of the Libyan landmass into and under the Ionian Sea. However, the extent of Libya's rights to areas of continental shelf in this area to
the east are related to the rights of other States that border on the Ionian
Sea and are not in issue in this case'.
Conclusions
8.17 The Rift Zone can thus be regarded as a physical feature which
constitutes, in the words of the Court, "a rnarked disruption or discontinuity of the sea-bedw. It produces an "indisputable indication" of the limits
of the natural prolongations of Libya and Malta. Its length, width,
diflerence in relief, tectonic setting, geomorphology, seisrnicity, volcanism
and oceanographic implicationsP place it in the front rank of Mediterranean geornorphological-geological features and Iead to the conclusion that
the natural prolongations of Malta and Libya in the areas of shelf lying
between them are separated by this feature. The Rift Zone indicates the
boundary zone between Libya's entitlement to areas of continental shelf to
the north of the Libyan landmass and Malta's entitlement to areas of
continental shelf to the south of the Maltese Islands.
8.18 Similarly, any natural prolongation east of Malta is terminated
by the Sicily-Malta Escarpment which divides the Ragusa-Malta Plateau
and the Ionian Sea. The great geomorphological relief of this feature
alone makes further elaboration of this conclusion unnecessary. In the
Chapters which follow it remains to be considered whether a delimitation
boundary within the Rift Zone extending eastward to where it meets the
southern part of the Sicily-Malta Escarpment in the vicinity of the Heron
Valley would lead to an equitable result in light of the other circumstances
relevant to this case.

' S e e paras. 9.44 through 9.60 below.
As was notcd in paragraph 2.10, an underwater "river" with currents which ptrform an
important occanographic funcrion follows the geomorphological contours of the Rift Zone
and reinforces ils significance as a boundary.

CHAPTER 9

THE RELEVANT CIRCUMSTANCES OF THlS CASE
9.01

As the Court said in paragraph 72 of the 1982 Judgment:
"It is clear that what is reasonable and equitable in any given case
must depend on its particular circumstances. There can be no
doubt that it is virtually impossible to achieve an equitable solution
in any delimitation without taking into accoünt the particular relevant circurnslances of the area'."

It was observed in paragraph 6.38 above thal in a continental shelf delimitation the Court is faced with complex situations of fact, which facts must
be identified and given appropriate weight as circumstances relevant to an
equitable result in the particular case. It is to this task that this Mernorial
now turns: the identification and weighing of the factors of this case
considered by Libya as constituting relevant circurnstances to be taken
into account in reaching an equitable delimitation.
A.

The Physical Factors of Geomorphology and Geology

9.02 The fact of natural prolongation, and the physical factors of
geomorphology and geology constituting evidence of natural prolongation,
are necessarily of prime significance in arriving at the "equitable result"
which is the basic objective governing delimitation of the continental shelf.
In its 1982 Judgment, the Court made clear that such physical factors,
even if they would not be regarded as such a disruption or discontinuity of
the natural prolongation of two States as to make it possible to identify a
clear division between two separate natural prolongations, may nevertheless qualify as relevant circumstances2. In the TunisialLibya case the
Court did not find the criterion of natural prolongation useful in leading to
a delimitation under the particular circurnstances of that case. However,
as has been demonstrated in the preceding Chapter, the present case is
quitedifïerent: natural prolongation as established by the particular physical factors of geography, geomorphology and geology in evidence here
does provide the basis for a delimitation. A boundary zone dividing the
natural prolongations of the Parties in the sea-bed areas lying between
Libya and Malta can be physically identified. Geomorphological and
geological features of such significance that they evidence a separatjon
between two distinct natural prolongations, are also, a fortiori, one of the
Conrinenral SheîJ (Tunisia/Libyan Arab Jamahiriya). Judgmeni, I.C.J. Reports 1982, p.

60, para. 72.
Ibid., p. 58. para. 68.

main relevant circumstances in any equitable delimitation. In this particular case, these features constitute a factor of prime importance, the
relevance of which is reinforced by the geographical factç of the case.
B. Geograpby
9.03 The geographical setting of the present case was described in
some detail in Chapter 2, starting with the broad context of the Mediterranean Sea and then narrowing the focus to the Central Mediterranean and
to Libya and Malta. In Chapter 6, the legal relevance of geography, and
in particular of coastal lengths and configurations, was discussed. Before
turning to the significance of the coasts and of size in this case, however, it
is useful to return briefly to the broader context of the Mediterranean. It
is evident that this particular delimitation does not concern an isolated
island situated in a large ocean, such as the Atlantic Ocean with an
expanse of some 82 million square kilometres or the Pacific Ocean (165
million square kilometres) or the Indian Ocean (73 million square kilometres), but concerns an island in the much smaller Mediterranean Sea (2.5
million square kilornetres) surrounded by other, and much larger, coastal
States'. Nor does it concern, as opposite coasts, two similar islands or two
similar landmasses, but rather the long, extended coast of a continental
landmass opposite small islands.

9.04 Not only is the total surface of the Mediterranean relatively
restricted - being in part composed of a number of smaller seas surrounded by peninsulas on the north - but also the main body of open
water in the Mediterranean is in fact considerably less than the figure of
2.5 million square kilometres would indicate. The Tyrrhenian, Adriatic
and Aegean Seas are bordered by land peninsulas or comparable peninsulas formed by islands (e.g., Corsica and Sardinia) that have the effect of
creating o i t of the totality of the Mediterranean several separate seas,
themselves almost enclosed by land. In fact, as discussed in Chapter 2,
only a few open areas of sea exist in the Mediterranean.
9.05 A second and related characteristic of the Mediterranean,
brought out in Chapter 2, is its long, thin configuration, a geographic fact
directly related to its geologic origins. Not only are the continental
landmasses along the north and south of the Mediterranean relatively
close together, but much of the sea is dotted with islands.
9.06 This relative lack of distance in the Mediterranean - so evident
@! from any map of the area (see, for example, Map 1 facing page 10)-and
the narrowness, complexity, and restrictiveness of areas of open sea in the

' Thcre is also a rnarkod contras1 geornorphologically and geologically bctween the Mcditerranean Sca and those large dccp occans wherc the sea-bd structures and the typical
sequencc of COntinental shelf, slopc. risc and dccp occan bed are so vcry differcnt. particularly
whcn cornparcd with the arta of the Central Mediterranean bctwccn Malta and Libya.
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Mediterranean constitute important circumstances relevant to the delimitation in this case. The factors of size and narrowness mean that there is a
relatively limited area of sea-bed for delimitation among the many Mediterranean States and islands. Necessarily, the States bordering on this
Sea will have to be content with smaller claims to continental shelf here
than if (or where) they bordered on a large ocean such as the Atlantic.

9.07 If States with coasts on the Mediterranean must necessarily
scale down their claims to continental shelf in recognition that this sea is
crowded by many coastal claimants, a small group of islands such as
Malta must also, according to equitable principles, necessarily expect a
relatively small area of continental shelf. The Mediterranean Sea is
hardly the place for disproportionate clairns. Moreover, this sea offers no
area in which "inequities" might be redressed. A similar point was made
in the Anglo-French Arbilraiion, where the Court of Arbitration observed
that the narrow waters of the English Channel in the area of the Channel
Islands did not offer the same "scope for redressing inequities" as did the
open waters of the Atlantic Ocean, for example, to the east of St. Pierre
and Miquelon'. As a consequence, factors such as size and proportionality acquire special importance in such a setting.
9.08 Hence the setting of this delimitation in the Mediterranean must
be considered a relevant circumstance in this case. The position of Malta
in such a confined area points up the inequity of applying equidistance in
the present case.

9.09 Just as the Mediterranean Sea viewed in its entirety has unique
aspects that are relevant circumstances to be taken into account in achieving an equitable delimitation in this case, so also the specific area of the
Central Mediterranean has its particular characteristics. For exampie, it
is the area where four neighbouring States face the greatest expanse of
shallow continental shelf in the Mediterranean. As will be more fully
discussed in Section D below, the interests of other States in this area will
have to be kept in mind in achieving an equitable delimitation in the
present case.
9.10 In the setting of the Central Mediterranean, it is of interest to
note how Malta in so many ways is linked to the north. East/west
shipping routes cross to the north of Malta. It is here that the greatest
risk of marine pollution lies, and it is along this northern Coast that
pollution damage would be highest. Indeed. the topography of Malta
slopes toward the north, and it is on the northern side of Malta, where its
principal ports are Iocated, that Malta's main security interests also lie.
AngleFrench Arbirraiion, Decision of 30 June 1977 (Cmnd. 7438), p. 95, paras. 200-201.
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These connections to the north are reinforced by the geomorphological
and geological links of Malta to Sicily, so evident when the sea level was
below its present level following the last recent glaciation and the Islands
of Maita were attached by dry land to Sicily'.
9.1 1 If the focus is narrowed, it is apparent that the most significant
relevant circumstance of a geographic character in this case is the difference between the size of Matta and the size of Libya and the fact that
Malta, considered on the basis of any criterion, is a small group of small
islands while Libya is a vas1 continental State. Such a comparison may be
made from the standpoint both of surface areas and, especially, of coastal
lengths2.
9.12 To recall certain facts sei forth in Chapter 2, Malta is composed
of four little islands: Malta (246 square kilornetres), Gozo (66 square
kilometres), Comino (2.7 square kilornetres) and Cominotto (less than
one-tenth of a square kilornetre). Thus, the Maltese State exercises its
sovereignty over a land territory of about 315 square kilometres. By
comparison, the continental landmass of Libya measures some 1,775,500
square kilometres. A comparison between the surface areas of the two
Parties shows the ratio of 1 : 5,636. The pertinence of this comparison of
landmasses readily appears from the statement of the Court in ils 1969
Judgment that the continental shelf of a State is the natural prolongation
of its land territoryg. It would seem, therefore, that the size of the landmass should have some correlation with the extent and "intensity" of its
natural prolongation into and under the sea.

9.13 The coastal lengths of the States concerned, representing the
opening of their territories toward the sea, have also been singled out by
the Court as a circumstance of particular relevance. In its 1969 Judgment, the Court stressed this in the following terms:

"... the principle is applied that the land dorninates the sea; it is
consequently necessary to examine closely the geographical configuration of the coastlines of the countries whose continental shelves
are to be delimited .... Since the land is the legal source of the power
which a State may exercise over territorial extensions to seaward, it
must first be clearly established what features do in fact constitute
such extensions4."
' See paras. 3.38 through 3.45 abovc.
The rclationship bctween the coastsoithe two Parties may be scen on Map 12 following this
Page.
North Seo Conrineritni Shey, Judgmenr, I.C.J. Reports 1969. p. 22, para. 19.
' Ibid., p. 5 1 . para. 96.
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As noted in Chapter 6 above, the Court of Arbitration in its 1977 Award
also emphasised the relationship of the coast of a State to the extent of
continental shelf that appertains to that coast by saying:

"A State's continental shelf, being the natural prolongation under
the sea of ils territory, must in large rneasure reflect the configuration of its toasts'."
9.14 The Court in its 1969 Judgment had also drawn certain consequences from this relationship, putting emphasis on "the elernent of a
reasonable degree of proportionality which a delimitation eflected according to equitable principles ought to bring about between the extent of the
continental shelf appertaining to the States concerned and the lengths of
their respective coaçtlines2". When such a comparison is made between
Malta and Libya, the following salient facts appear: the entire Maltese
coast, measured al1 around the circumference of each individual island and
irrespective of the direction in which it faces, reaches a length of about 190
kilometres; the Libyan coast frorn Ras Ajdir to the Egyptian border is
1,727 kilometres. The ratio between these two lengths is about 1 : 9.1.
9.15 Although this ratio is useful in showing the great disparity
between the length of the coasts of the two Parties, it is not otherwise
meaningful. For, as Map 12 would suggest, the whole of the lengths of
the Maltese and Libyan coasts, used in this ratio, are not relevant to the
delimitation. It is evident that what is relevant is a comparison of the
coasts of Malta and of Libya which are "opposite" in the sense that such
coasts are legally relevant to the delimitation in this case.
9.16 It is not necessary for these purposes to describe here in a precise
way which coasts are, in a juridical sense, relevant to the delimitation and
which must be taken into consideration as such. This will be done in
Chapter 10 below. But for the purpose of a broad comparison, a line may
be constructed between the westernmost point on the Island of Gozo and
the easternmost point on the Island of Malta. As thus defined, this line is
somewhat less than 45 kilometres in length.
9.17 A sirnilar exercise is more difficult to make on the Libyan coast
because of its sheer length in a generally east/west direction. Because of
this difficulty, and since the purpose here is not to determine which coasts
are, in a juridical sense, relevant, but which Libyan coast may be said, just

' Anglo-Fmh Rrbilrrilion. Derision 4 3 0 June 1977 (Cmnd. 7438).

p. 60. para. 100.
In its 1982
Judgmcnt, the Court recalled that the tlcmcnt of a rcasonable degrcc of proportionality
between the cnttnt of the contincnial shelf arcas appertaining to the coastal Statc and the
lcngth of itscoasi measurcd in the gcncral direction of thecoastlinc 'is indccd required by the
fundamenial principle of cnsuring an cquitablc delimitation bctwccn the States concerncd*.
Continenial SheiJ (Tunisia/Libyan Arab Jarnahiriyu). Judgmcnr. I.C.J. Reports 1982. p.
75, para. 103.

' North Sea Continental ShelJ Judgmcnt. I.C.J. Reports 1969. p. 52, para. 98.

by looking at a map, to face generally northwards, two examples of coastal
length may be used for comparison. The first one would be the Libyan
coast fronting on the entire Central Mediterranean, between Ras Ajdir
and Ras Amir'. A straight line drawn between these two points is about
1,000 kilometres long. A second example would be the Libyan coast from
Ras Ajdir to Ras Zarrouq. For reasons that will be fully discussed in
Chapter 10, this latter example would appear more suitable, since it is this
stretch of coast that fronts on the area of the Pelagian Sea between the two
Parties. A straight line connecting these points would measure roughly
350 kilometres in length.
9.18 Compared to the Maltese coastal front as determined above, the
Libyan coastal fronts so defined show ratios of about 1:22 and 1 9 , respectively. Thus, depending on what coastal fronts are chosen for comparison
between Malta and Libya, the ratios range from 1:22 to 1:8. The latter
ratio of 1:8 -based on the Libyan coast fronting on the Pelagian Sea -is
in fact quite close to the ratio between the entire lengths of coast of each
Party of 1:9.1 mentioned in paragraph 9.14 above.
9.19 I n order to place the relevant circumstance of Malta's size in the
broader context of the Mediterranean as a whole, cornparisons are set
forth in Tables 1 and 2 following this page comparing the surface area and
coastal length of Malta with other Mediterranean islands2. Table I shows
that the surface area of Malta is relatively close to that of the Island of
Imroz, but considerably less than that of Ibiza or of Djerba. Table 2,
which takes into account the total lengths of coasts - and, as has been
seen, it is not the entire coastline of Malta which is relevant in this case ranks Malta between Rhodes and Corfu.

' Sce Map 12. This purely hypothetical exarnplc in no way implies that the entire lcngth of
this coast of Libya is relevant to the dispute in this case.
'This listing of islands in thesc Tables does not purport i o cover al1 ihe islands of the
Mcditcrrancan, many of which have not bccn includcd, but rather to give a reprcscntativc
listing of thcrn.
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Table 1
Comparison of surface areas of Meditetranean islands
(in KmS)
Sicily
Sardinia
Cyprus
Corsica
Crete
Majorca
Rhodes
Minorca
Corfu
lbiza
Djerba
Malta
Imroz
Elba
Kerkenna hs
Pantelleria
Formentera
Ischia
Lipari
Lampedusa
Vulcano
Giglio
Farigna
Stromboli
Marettimo
Capri
Ust ica
Galite
Linosa
Alboran
Lampione

702
573
572
514
315
259
223
155
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Table 2
Comparison of coastal lengths of Mediterranean islands
(in Km)
Sardinia
Sicily
Crete
Corsica
Cyprus
Majorca
Rhodes
Malta
Corfu
M inorca
Ibiza
Kerkenna hs
Djerba
Elba

1,045

190
176

Imroz
Formentera
Pantelleria
Lampedusa
Ischia
Lipari
Farigna
Giglio
Vulcano
Capri
Marettimo
Stromboli
Galite
Uslica
Linosa

l am pi one
Alboran
9.20 To generalise from the statistics in Tables 1 and 2 above, even in
the Mediterranean an island having a surface area of less than 350 square
kilometres and an overall coastal length of less than 200 kilometres rnust
be regarded as small indeed. It is seen that Malta's measurements of 315
square kilometres and 190 kilometres, respectively, group it with the
smaller islands which are preponderant in the Mediterranean, particularly
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when it is noted that the measurements for Malta appearing in Tables 1
and 2 are based on the totals for al1 the Maltese Islands, and not for each
island individually.
9.21 The simple comparison of the statistics set forth in the preceding
paragraphs makes the obvious point that Malta and Libya are, in terms of
size, just not comparable. But the effort to find a basis for comparison
becomes more complex when certain questions are posed: how may a small
island group, with coasts facing in al1 directions, be compared with a large
continental landmass having a long coastal front running, broadly speaking, in one direction? This question might be simplified if the srnall island
lay close to the continental landmass. But this is not the case here: Malta
lies approximately 185 nautical miles north of the Libyan shore.

9.22 In Chapter 6, the point was brought out that islands have been
accorded no special or privileged status in delimitation. The facts are
what they are and there can be no thought of refashioning nature'. Jurisprudence has already been confronted with the problems raised by small
islands in the context of restricted seas like the Mediterranean. In paragraph 6.84 above, the treatment of the Channel Islands in the AngloFrench Arbiiration was mentioned in this regard. The result was a "second boundaryn in the middle of the French continental shelf, which the
Court established so as to leave "a zone of seabed and subsoil extending 12
nautical miles from the baselines of the two Bailiwicks2". In the Tunisiallibya case3,the Court, when confronted with the question of the effect
on the delimitation of the Kerkennah Islands, chose to apply the "halfefïect" technique. It supported this choice on a number of grounds, and
noted that "the area of the islands is some 180 square kilometres". As for
the Tunisian Island of Djerba, which as Table 1 indicates bas a substantially larger landmass than the Maltese Islands even when they are taken
together, the Court indicated that other considerations prevailed over the
effect of its presence and, accordingly, Djerba had no effect on the delimitation in the Tunisia/Libya case4.

' Judge Oda, in his disscnting opinion in

the 1982 Judgment, cmphasised this idca in the
following way:
"In sum, the inquality of geography is a fact of the world. nature cannot bc rclashioncd,
and the Court has no cornpiencc to gutss at or initiait any future policy of world social
justice. going kyond the cxisting principles and rules o f international law." Conrintnta1 Shev (TunisialLibyan Arab Jamahiriya). Disseniing Opinion of Judge Oda, I.C.J.
Reports 1982, p. 256. para. 159.
Anglo-French Arbitrarion. Decision of 30 lune 1977 (Cmnd. 7438). pp. 95-96, para. 202.
' Continental Shelf (TunisialLibyan Arab Jamahiriya),Judgment, I.C.J. Reporis 1982, pp.
81-89, para. 128.
' Ibid., p. 64, para. 79

9.23 Of particular pertinence is the continental shelf delimitation
agreement of 1971 between Italy and Tunisia1 which involved the same
general area of the Mediterranean. Although the line of delimitation
between ltaly and Tunisia generally follows the median line, the treatment
of the Islands of Lampione, Lampedusa, Linosa and Pantelleria is different. Each of these islands is given a 12 nautical mile enclave -coinciding
with the territorial sea - and, except for the tiny Island of Lampione, an
additional band of continenta1 shelf of one nautical miIe beyond the territorial sea limit. This is an instructive example, for it shows how minimal
is the shelf area added to the ltalian shelf by virtue of those islands. In
effect, the shelf area is attached to the large Island of Sicily: the additional
entitlement of those small islands is either ni1 or, in the cases of Pantelleria, Lampedusa and Linosa, one mile.

9.24 Thus, the geographic factor of comparative size must be
regarded as a key relevant circumstance of importance in this case. The
proportionality test, which is a test of the equitableness of the result, in
fact depends upon the cornparison of the two coasts. As will be shown in
Chapter 10 below, a boundary falling within the Rift Zone would meet the
proportionality test in this case.

C.

Conduct of the Parties

9.25 The conduct of the Parties, especially with respect to their attitudes concerning what they regard as the extent of their jurisdiction over
submarine areas and the granting of licences or concessions for the exploration of the resources of the continental sheif, may constitute, according
to the Court's jurisprudence, relevant circurnstances to be taken into
account in reaching an equitable delimitation. In the Tunisia/Libyncase,
for example, the Court had cause to examine the maritime Iegislation of
each Party, the relevance or irrelevance of historic fishing rights, and the
practice of the parties with respect to the enactment of petroleum licensing
legislation and the grant of petroleum concessions. As to these last two
factors in particular, the Court deemed them "highly relevant to the
determination of the method of delimitation2".
9.26 In the present case, however, since the ernergence of the dispute,
it is clear from the conduct of the Parties that there is no specific line- no
defacto arrangement - between Libya and Malta which could be used as
the basis for an equitable delimitation. What their conduct does show

' Atlante dei Confini Sottomarini. CONÇORTI,B . and FRANCALANCI,G. (cd.), Dott A.
Giuffrè Editore, Milan, 1979, pp. 79-83. (A copy of these pages is attached as Annex 103.)
This Agreement did not comc in10 force until 1978.
Coniinrnral S h e u (Tunisia/Libyan Arab Jamahiriya), Judgrnenr, I.C.J. Reports 1982, p.
83, para. 117.
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very clearly, however, is the extent of each side's clairns as against the
other. As such, an examination of their conduct sheds light on the area
really in dispute between the Parties.
9.27 Turning first to the maritime legislation enacted by the Parties, it
is apparent that Malta and Libya have had fundarnentally different
approaches toward defining the outer limits of their respective maritime
jurisdictions. While the tendency was for the authorities in Libya both
before and after independence to define the limits of jurisdiction by lateral
boundaries leaving open the precise northern lirnits of that jurisdiction,
Malta's approach has been otherwise.
9.28 The Maltese Fish Industry Act, 1953, for example, was applicable "within the territorial waters of Malta" which were established at three
nautical miles at the time. In 1971, the breadth of the territorial waters
was extended to 6 nautical miles and a fishing zone and a contiguous zone
were declared extending 12 nautical miles from the baselines. In 1975,
the breadth of the fishing zone and contiguous zone was extended to 20
nautical miles; and in 1978 after the signature of the Special Agreement,
these zones were extended to 24 and 25 miles, respectively, while the
breadth of the territorial waters was fixed at 12 nautical miles. Thus, like
the concentric waves sent by a pebble thrown in the water, the various
maritime limits of Malta extended further and further seawards.
9.29 Of particular significance was the Continental Shelf Act, 1966,
passed by the Maltese House of Representatives on 22 July 1966. This is,
of course, interna1 legislation which, as such, is not binding on third
parties. It is not. however, without juridical interest at the international
level, since it gives other States a representation of Malta's clairns over the
continental shelf. Although the text of this Act may be found at Annex 15
of this Mernorial, the first paragraph of its Section 2 is quoted below:
"'[Tlhe continental shelf means the sea bed and subsoil of the
subrnarine areas adjacent to the coast of Malta but outside territorial waters, to a depth of two hundred meters or, beyond that limit,
to where the depth of the superjacent waters admits of the exploitation of the natural resources of the said areas; so however that
where in relation to states of which the coast is opposite that of
Malta it is necessary to determine the boundaries of the respective
continental shelves, the boundary of the continental shelf shall be
that determined by agreement between Malta and such other state
or states or, in the absence of agreement, the rnedian line, namely a
line every point of which is equidistant from the nearest points of
the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial waters of
Malta and of such other state or states is measured."
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9.30 I t appears that this paragraph deals with two questions which,
although cornplementary, are nevertheless separate. The first concerns
the definition of the continental shelf, and thus the Mattese claim to
juridical title over the continental shelf; the second deafs with the method
to be used in cases where there is a potential delimitation between Malta's
continental shelf and the continental shelf of one or more States whose
coasls are opposite Malta. Thus, the question of tille antecedes that of
delimitation, and lays the conditions under which the latter may arise.

9.3 1 The text cited above sels forth Malta's definition of the continental shelf, and provides ils outer limits. These are determined according to
two criteria: the 200 rnetre isobath or the depths of the superjacent waters
that admit exploitation of the resources.
9.32 In light of Maltais 1966 legislation, it is of interest to note the
rnanner in which Malta granted petroleum concessions. In 1970, the first
year in which Malta oflered offshore blocks for bidding', the lirnits of those
blocks were grouped close in around the island, a5 illustrated on the first
overlay to Map 13 following this page, and almost perfectly coincided with
the 200 rnetre isobath. To the north, the limit of the blocks ran very close
and parallel to an equidistance line between MaIta and Sicily.

9.33 In 1973, Malta's interest in granting concessions shifted to the
south. As discussed in Chapter 4 above, 16 offshore blocks were ofïered in
that year. These blocks followed the geornorphology of the area. As the
second overlay to Map 13 illustrates, the borders of Blocks Nos. 6, 11 and
16 correspond with remarkable fidelity to the edge of the Medina Escarp
ment. No blocks were granted in the narrow area that encornpasses Block
No. I which corresponds almost precisely with the Medina and Malta
Channels, a deeper geornorphological feature that has been discussed
previously and is part of the Rift Zone. AH of the 16 blocks oflered south
of Malta were not granted, however. Those that were, as Map 13 shows,
were tightly clustered in the Medina Bank area. This fact undoubtedly
reflects the practicalities of ofishore drilling for oil companies whose conception of exploitability depends on the technical and economic realities
involved2.
9.34 The second aspect of the text cited above from the 1966 Act
relates to delimitation. Here, it is of great interest to note that, while this
Maltese legislation may be seen to have adhered fairly closely to the
crileria set forlh in Article 1 of the 1958 Convention, the same rnay not be
said of Maltais adherence to Article 6 of the 1958 Convention dealing with
delimitation. For, as noted previously, Section 2 of the 1966 Act contains

' See para. 4.29 above.
' It may be recalled that the grant of these concessions was protested by Libya.
47 and 66.

Sec Annexes

.
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a very basic distortion of the lext of Article 6 ( 1 ) of the 1958 Convention.
This is the lotai absence of any reference whatsoever to "special
circumst ances".
9.35 Under the 1966 Act, delimitation between Malta and States with
opposite coasts is either 10 be by agreement or, "in the absence of agreement, the median line ...". This is to be contrasted with the provision in
Article 6 ( 1 ) of the Convention which States that: "In the absence of
agreement, and unless another boundary line is justified by special circumstances, the boundary is the median line...'".
9.36 Article 6 is one of those articles in the Convention to which,
under Article 12, reservations may be made at the time of signature,
ratification or accession. But Malta did not choose to make any reservation to Article 6 when it notified the Secretary-General of the United
Nations on 19 May 1966 (barely two months before the enactment of
Malta's 1966 Continental Shelf Act) that it considered itself bound, as
from the date of its independence, by the 1958 Convention.
9.37 More important is the way in which the provisions of the 1966
Act dealing with delimitation fit into the framework of Malta's conduct
throughout the dipiomatic exchanges with Libya and its grants of petroIeum concessions. As has been pointed out in Chapter 4 dealing with the
background of the dispute, Malta has relied on the median line. In 1965,
a Maltese Note Verbale mentioned the "median line" as its proper continental shelf boundary. Its proposals to Libya in 1972 focused on the
"Median Line". So also did Malta limit the grant of concessions on the
south to the rnedian line between Malta and Libya, and did not protest any
Libyan petroleum activities south of that line.
9.38 Indeed, Malta's reliance on the median line as the basis for
delimitation was emphasised before this Court during the oral hearings on
Malta's application to intervene in the Tunisia/Libya case, where Counsel
for Malta displayed a map on which was drawn a line "with which Malta
had depicted her continental shelf boundary'". That line was a median
line drawn between Malta and each of Libya, Italy and Tunisia, with the
exception of enclaves which were drawn around the smaller Italian islands
of Lampedusa, Lampione and Linosa. In the light of these actions, and
particularly Malta's own legislation as reflected in its 1966 Act, Malta
appears committed to the median line.
9.39 In sharp contrast, Libya's maritime legislation left open the question of the seaward extent of its jurisdiction. Although Libyan Law No. 2
ltalics addcd.

* Prestntation of Mr. E. Lauterpacht. Q.C.,at the Oral Hcarings in the Tunisia/iibya case.
Rquest by Malta to Intervene, Thursday, 19 March 198 1, morning session. Libya rcservcs
its position as to the accuracy of this map, a copy of which has bccn rcproduccd in a reduccd
version and attached as Annex 104.
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of 1959 did fix the breadth of Libya's territorial sea at 12 miles, the
Petroleum Law No. 25 of 1955 and Petroleum Regulation No. 1 (and
@ Map No. 1 attached thereto) fix no seaward limit to Libyan jurisdiction
over the continental shelf.

..

9.40 The Libyan position was defined in a proposal transmitted by
representatives of Libya during the course of meetings held in 1973 with
@ their Maltese counterparts. This position, illustrated on Mnp 9 facing
page 58 was, of course, considerably to the north of an equidistance line,
falling within the area of the Rift Zone.
9.41 Libya had, in addition, issued protests or reservations against the
grants of Maltese concessions in 1974 in the Medina Bank area. These
protests were entirely consistent with Libya's view that the limit to petroleum concessions did not constitute boundaries to the continental shelf,
and that the equidistance method did not constitute a rule of international
law to be applieù as between Malta and Libya. Libya thereby made it
quite clear that it did not recognise any Maltese rights over a zone which it
considered fell under Libyan jurisdiction.
9.42 Libya's views on the median line, and on the extent of its jurisdiction over the continental shelf, were further confirmed by actions it took
with regard to drilling activities in the disputed area. For its part, Libya
exercised restraint and respected the understanding that had been reached
with Malta at the time of the signing of the Special Agreement that no
drilling would take place in the area in dispute until after the Court had
decided the case. This did not prevent Libya, however, from taking a firm
stance in refusing to let drilling activities proceed in the Medina Bank area
when Malta authorised such activities in 1980. It also did not prevent
Libya from refusing to agree to Malta's proposal to establish first a fivemile, and later a fifteen-mile, zone on either side of a median line to the
north of which Malta would be permitted to drill and to the south of which
Libya would be allowed to do the same. For Malta's proposal was really
nothing other than another attempt to impose the median line on Libya as
the basis for a de facto delimitation. Libya couid only refuse such a
position, as it had on previous occasions when Malta had proposed the
median line as the solution to delimitation.
9.43 From this brief resume of the conduct of the Parties relevant to
the present case certain conclusions may be drawn. First, no specific line
of delimitation or de facto arrangement appears from the conduct of the
Parties since the ernergence of the dispute. Second. the different
approaches taken by the maritime legislation of Libya and Malta make
clear that Libya left open the northern limits to its continental shelf by
virtue of its legislation whereas the Maltese legislation specified the extent
of what it claimed to be its maritime jurisdiction. The concessions offered
and granted by Malta pursuant to its legislation therefore are relevant to
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Superimposed on this map is an overlay showing the claim of MaIta as
depicted on the map used by Malta during the intervention proceedings in
the Tunisio/Libya case1. Beginning, first, on the east, there is the Agreement concluded in 1977 between Italy and GreeceP, The extent of this
agreement may be seen on Map 14. From the geographical configuration
of the coasts which the parties seem to have used in constructing the
delimitation line, and the fact that the parties used the term "median line'"
in their agreement, it appears that Italy and Greece considered their coasts
to be opposite coasts. As the map illustrates, the relevant coasts of Italy
and Greece involved in the delimitation were of approximately equal
length.
9.47 The particular interest in this Agreement, however, lies elsewhere. Point 16, where Italy and Greece provisionally placcd the southern end of the boundary line (allowing for future delimitations with third
States), lies in the Ionian Abyssal Plain roughly at the latitude of Crete
and very slightly to the south of the latitude of Malta. The Ionian Abyssal
Plain is the major geomorphological and geological feature in the Ionian
Sea and is located in its approximate centre. It lies between the States of
Italy, Greece and Libya. To show the relationship between the geomorphology of the area and the other delimitations discussed here, as well as
the claim of Malta, the lines of delimitation of these agreements and the
line claimed by Malta have also been placed on a bathymetric map of the
area. This map appears as Map 15 following this page.
9.48 The Italy-Greece Agreement, therefore, provides for a roughly
north/south delimitation, running slightly east of the 18"E meridian, and
ending at point 16. If this line were notionally prolonged, it would intersect the Libyan coast in about the middle of the Gulf of Sirt. This brings
to light the relationship which exists, as appears on Map 14, between the
coasts of Italy, Greece and Libya in the area of the Ionian Sea.
9.49 As can be seen from the overlay to Map 14, Malta's claim to a
continental shelf went further east than the l S O E line of longitude4. It
would therefore cut off any meaningful delimitation between Libya and
Italy in the Ionian Sea. In effect, a little island group comprising a mere
190 kilometres of coastline, only a very small portion of which even faces
the Ionian Sea (approximately 5.4 kilornetres), would generate the largest
area of shelf of any part of the Maltese coast and would erase the obvious
relationship that exists across this Sea between the coasts of mainland
Italy and of Libya. Such a result is on its fact inequitable.
'Sec para. 9.55 bclow.

Ailante dei Confini Sortornarini. op. cir., pp. 89-91. ( A wpy of thcse pages is attacheci as
Annex 105.)
'Scc Prcarnblc and Article 1 of this Agreement i n Annex 105.
In fact. Malta's claims as set forth in ils 1972 proposal to Libya wcnt as far east as 18' 04'

06" E.
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9.50 A second delimitation of interest in the area is that which
resulted from the 1971 Agreement between Italy and Tunisia'. This
Agreement was based on an application of a modified "median line2":
those States also seemed to regard their coasts as facing coasts. The
agreed-upon line of delimitation gives sorne indication why it may be
considered that the median line produces an equitable result between ltaly
and Tunisia, at Ieast as to that part of the line that falls in the Strait of
Sicily . Apparently ,the control points which served for the construction of
the line are to be found along baselines representing, on the ltalian side,
the entire southern coastline of Sicily (approximately 305 kilometres)
and, on the Tunisian side, the Coast from Cape Bon to about the latitude of
the Kerkennah Islands (approximately 290 kilometres). Considered as
opposite, those coasts may also be seen as broadly equal in length.
9.51 The Italy-Tunisia delimitation rnay be compared with the ItalyGreece Agreement in that it atso appears, from an examination of Mup 15,
to be related to a major geomorphological feature: the Rift Zone. The
delimitation line runs down the Rift Zone from about the centre of the
Pantelleria Trough to the southern edge of the Linosa Trough (allowing
for the Lampedusa, Lampione and Linosa enclaves).

9.52 As to the treatment of the Islands of Pantelleria, Lampedusa,
Linosa and Lampione, on the Tunisian side of what would otherwise
constitute a median line, the boundary of the three larger islands was fixed
at 13 miles from their coasts and that of the smallest, Lampione, at 1 2
miles, thus creating areas of partial enclave in the Tunisian shelf. This
solution clearly reflects the fact that these islands are very small. But a
second consideration may have played a rote here as well. During the oral
proceedings on its application to intervene in the Tunisia/Libya case,
Counsel for Malta reported that the Italian position in discussions with
Malta on the Pelagian Islands was that enclaving them on the West was
appropriate since they rest on "the extension seawards of the Tunisian
landmass" but that, as between Malta and the islands, equidistance should
governa. This suggests that the Pelagian Islands and Pantelleria may have
been considered to be on a part of the continental shelf which is physically
the natural prolongation of Tunisia, and physically separated from Sicily
by the Rift Zone. In this regard it may be noted that the IBCM places
Lampedusa and Lampione, which unlike Linosa and Panteiieria are not
volcanic in origin, on what is cailed the "Tunisian Plateau".

'

Atlanie dei ConJini So~tomarini.op.cir.. pp. 79-83. (A copy of these pages is attached as
Annex 103.) The Agreement cntered into force on 6 December 1978. Libya has alrcady
rcservcd its position as to this Agreement.
'Sec Article 1 of ihe Agrccmcnt in Annex 103.
Prcscntation or Mr. E. Lauterpacht. Q.C.,
at the Oral Hcarings in the Tunisia/Libya case.
Requcsi by Malta to Intcrvene, Thursday, 19 March 1981, morning session.

9.53 The last delimitation situation pertinent to this case is, of course,
that contemplated by the Court's 1982 Judgment in the TunisialLibya
case. Although an agreement between Tunisia and Libya applying the
Judgrnent has not, at the time of filing this Mernorial, been entered into,
the Court was quite specific as to the course the line of delimitation should
take'. For purposes of illustration, the Court indicated the approach by
which the line was to be established on "Map No. 3" to the 1982 Judgment. A copy of this rnap may be found in Annex 106 tu this Mernorial.
9.54 This completes the description of existing delimitation situtations
in the Central Mediterranean. There does exist, however, what Counsel
for Malta described during the intervention proceedings in the Tunisio/Libya case as "a kind of defacto continental shelf boundarf" between
Malta and Italy. This reference is to the fact that in the area between
Sicily and Malta, Italy and Malta have apparently granted concessions up
to within 500 metres of a median line between Malta and Sicily, by virtue
of an arrangement that dates back to 197V.
9.55 As mentioned above, the rnatter of delimitations with third
States was taken up by Malta in the intervention procecdings in the
Tunisia/Libya case during which Counsel for Malta displayed a rnap
before the Court for illustrative purposesa. The overlay to Map 14 depicts
Malta's clairn to continental shelf rights as was shown on the rnap presented in Court. By examining this map, the relationship of Malta's claim
to other delimitations in the area stands out clearly.
9.56 It was stated by Counscl for Malta during the intervention procelines that Malta claims an equidistance line with each of the States
with which it is involved in a delimitation of the continental shelf, with one
exception. Malta would propose to enclave the Pelagian Islands on the
Maltese side as well. If these lines of delimitation as proposed by Malta
are placed on the rnap used before the Court, on the east the proposed
equidistance line with Libya would extend far into the Ionian Sm. On the
west, the Malta claim is seen to run along a line from the Lampedusa
enclave southeast to a point which is quidistant between Malta, Libya
and Tunisia. It would also fall well to the West of the southcrnmost
portion of the Italy-Tunisia line of delimitation, which is seen to continue
southeastward to point 32.
9.57 What stands out from an examination of Malta's position, as
revealed so far, is the following. In the east, it involves a claim to a vast

' The Court notcd, however, that the extcnt of the delimitation

linc ktwccn Tunisia and

. Libya would dcpcnd on delimitations ultimatcly a g r d with third States on the othcr side of

the Pelagian Sa. See Conlinenru1Shew (Tunisia/Libyan Arab Jomohiriya). Judgment,
I.C.J. Reports 1982, p. 91, para. 130.
' Prcscntation by Mr. E. Lauterpacht, Q.C.. at the Oral Harings in the Tunisla/Ubya case,
Roquet by Matta to Intcrvcnc, Thursdiy, 19 March 1981, morning $&on.
' A reproduction of this rnap is attached as Annr* 104.
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area of shelf, extending far into areas that lie between Libya and third
States. In the west, it is inconsistent with portions of the 1971 ItalyTunisia Agreement. And, in the south, it involves a potential conflict with
the TunisianILibyan delirnitation which should follow from the Court's
1982 Judgrnent. These are difficulties and they al1 stem, basically, from
the fact that what Malta seeks is inequitable.
9.58 In contrast, the alternative proposed by Libya, namely a boundary within the Rift Zone, encounters none of these difficulties. This is
illustrated by the fact that if the second sector of the line of delimitation
arrived at in applying the 1982 Judgrnent were extended northeastward on
the 52" bearing to where il intersects with the Rift Zone, it would pass just
to the southeast of point 32 of the line of delimitation between ltaly and
Tunisia. On the east, the Libyan proposa1 leaves open the possibility for a
delimitation between Libya and third States.

9.59 The inequitable result that would stem from the Maltese claim,
on both the east and the west, seems to result prirnarily from two factors:
firsr, the automatic application by Malta of equidistance as the method of
delimitation seemingly ignoring the geographic fact that other States abut
on the same area and the other relevant citcumstances of the area; and,
second, the failure to take into account the vaçt differences in size of
coastal lengths between neighbouring States and Malta. At the same
tirne, Malta appears to be ready to take into account the small size of other
islands, for it would not grant equidistance to the ltalian Pelagian Islands
but would enclave them instead.

9.60 A final point remains to be made. In the confines of the ~ e d ' i t e r ranean and in particular in the Central Mediterranean. if delimitation by
equidistance were a panacea, one would have expected delimitation agreements on the basis of equidistance to have been rapidly completed. This
has not been the case. Indeed, in neither the Tunisia/Libyocase nor with
respect to significant portions of the Italy/Tunisia agreement has equidistance been applied. And yet, where equidistance in a given case is perceived by two States as providing an acceptable solution and presumably
therefore an equitable one, agreement is a relatively easy process. Where,
however, as in the Mediterranean, the relevant circumstances are not
reflected by equidistance, the achieving of delirnitation agreements
becomes a far more complex task, not surprisingly in some cases calling for
the Court's assistance.
Conclusions
9.61 Four groups of relevant circumstances have been singled out
above for particular attention in this case. The first group, relating to the
physical factors of geomorphology and geology, was exarnined in the

context of establishing in this case a separation of the natural prolongations of the Parties and hence the basis for entitlement to areas of continental shelf of each Party. These factors were also discussed, as they were
in paragraphs 68 and 80 of the 1982 Judgment, in the context of being
relevant circumstances.

9.62 Alongside the physical factors of geomorphology and geology,
this Chapter has given particular attention to the geographical circumstances of the case, and in doing so has attempted to reflect the views of the
Court expressed in paragraph 76 of the 1982 Judgment, which referred
back to ils 1969 Judgment. Hence the broader geographical setting of
this case in the Mediterranean Sea, and the narrower geographical focus
within the Central Mediterranean of the comparative size and lengths of
coasts of Libya and Malta in the context of the distances involved, have
been fully analysed because of their relevance as circumstances having a
direct bearing on achieving an equitable result.
9.63 The conduct of the Parties has also been examined, and certain
points relevant to reaching an equitable result have been identified.
Finally, the factor of delimitations with other States in the region, arising
as it does out of the geographical circumstances of the case, has been dealt
with, a factor that is quite evidently a relevant circumstance of this case.
9.64 The conclusion that emerges from the examination of the various
relevant circumstances is clear. They al1 either support, or are compatible
with, the view that an equitable result would be achieved by a delimitation
within the Rift Zone out to the southern part of the Sicily-Malta Escarpment in the vicinity of the Heron Valley.

CHAPTER 10

THE ACHIEVEMENT OF AN EQUITABLE RESULT
A.

Reflection of the Physical Factors of Nahiral Prolongation and the Relevant Circumstances

10.01 As the previous Chapter has shown, a delimitation within the
Rift Zone would give due weight to the relevant circumstances and would
therefore be in accordance with equitable principles. In this particular
case, the physicai factors of geomorphology and geology merit special
weight because these factors indicate a division between the natura1 prolongations of Malta and Libya along the Rift Zone. Entitlement to
continental shelf can therefore be determined on the basis of natural
prolongation. However, Libya's case does not rest on this principle alone.
For a boundary within the Rift Zone, reflecting the fact of natural prolongation, also reflects the other circumstances relevant to 'h'1s case.
10.02 Foremost amongst the other relevant circumstances are those of
a geographic character. In particular, the relationship of and contrast
between the two relevant coasts of the Parties are most important geographic circumstances. As the Court of Arbitration stated in the Angle
French Arbiiration, "[a] State's continental shelf, being the natural prolongation under the sea of its territory, must in large measure reflect the
configuration of its coasts'.''
10.03 The difficulty here arises, of course, from the need to find some
basis of comparison between a small island group with coasts facing in
many difierent directions and a continental State with a very large landmass and an extensive coast that faces generally northward. However,
whether the entire Libyan coast from the Tunisian border to the Egyptian
border is examjned and compared with the entire Maltese coast measured
around the Islands; or, more realistically, the Libyan coast fronting on the
Pelagian Sea - that is from Ras Ajdir to Ras Zarrouq - is compared
with the south-facing coasts of the .Maltese Islands, the result is roughly
the same: a ratio of at least 8 to 1 in favour of Libya. While the element of
proportionality under these circumstances will be left to Section B below,
what can be said here is that this situation is exactly that contemplated by
the Court in its 1969 ~udgment,when it said:
"Equity does not necessarily imply equality. There can never be
any question of completely refashioning nature, and equity does
not require that a State without access to the sea should be allotted
l

Angfo-French Arbitration, Lkcision of 30 June 1977 (Cmnd. 7438). p. 60. para. 100.

an area of continental shelf, any more ihan rhere could be a question of renering the situation of a State wirh an extensive coastline similar 14 that of a Srare with a restricied coastline'."
10.04 The attempt to use equidistance is precisely an attempt to
q u a t e the two coasts. In fact, there is no equality between the two coasts,
or the two landmasses. But a boundary reflecting the ratio of coastal
lengths of about 8 to 1 would end up within the boundary zone derived
from the division of the natural prolongations of each Party in this case,
that is within the Rift Zone between Libya and Malta.

10.05 The other relevant circumstances of a geographical character
lead to or are fully consistent with such a boundary. The Mediterranean
Sea is bordered by rnany continental States and dotted with many islands.
When the claimant is a very small island, it must be fully prepared to
considcr the rights and claims of its much larger neighbours. Refashioning of nature cannot be based on the use of such a method of delimitation as quidistance, which ignores the relevant circumstances including
geography itself.

B. The Test of Proportionality
10.06 In Chapter 6 of this Memorial the role of proportionality as a
fundamental ingredient in deterrnining whether a resulting delimitation is
reasonable was discussed. As this Court has made clear, it is the result
that is important, and the result must be found to be equitable under the
relevant circurnstances of the case. Thus it is that there is no accepted
method of delimitation whose automatic application is deemed to produce
an equitable line of delimitation in every caseg. To the contrary, the
method is subordinate to the result. And as the result must be equitable
under the relevant circumstances of the case, onc basic test of such a result
is that it not be disproportionatc in light of the relationship between the
relevant coasts. It is, therefore, to the test of proportionality that this
discussion now turns.
10+0? The test of proportionality postulates two conditions: selection
of the relevant coasts and selection of the relevant area. The definition of
the "relevant area" for purposes of testing proportionality, however,
should not be confounded with the description of an "area of dispute".
The "relevant area" in the present context is obviously an area more
extensive than any objective "area of disputew,although the former may
include the latter. As the Court itself had occasion to note in its 1982
Judgment, it is the area of sea-bed up to the low-water mark of each of the
North ~&&ntincntal

addd .]
'Sec Chaptcr 7 above.

Shrlj, Judgmcni. I.C.J. Reports 1969. pp. 49-50, para. 91. [Italics
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Parties that is to be compared for purposes of proportionality'. Quite
obviously, areas lying within a Party's territorial waters could not realistically be considered as constituting "areas of dispute" between them, but
they may still form part of the "relevant area". These two separate
conditions - the selection of relevant coasts and relevant area - will be
taken up separately below.
1. Relevant Coasts

Libya
10.08 In identifying the relevant coasts, appropriate criteria must be
applied in order to determine which parts of the respective coasts of the
Parties may be taken into account. Obviously, neither the whoie Mediterranean coast of Libya nor the whole coast around Malta may be considered relevant for judging the equitableness of a continental shelf
delimitation between Libya and Malta; only those parts of their coastal
fronts or facades rnay reasonably be taken into consideration which face
the maritime area between the Parties and may, as such, constitute a basis
for generating a natural prolongation into that area. Reference may be
made in this context to the following passage in the 1982 Judgment, where
the Court explained its reasons for selecting the relevant coastal fronts for
the purposes of delimitation:
"Nevertheless, for the purpose of shelf delimitation between the
Parties, it is not the whole of the coast of each Party which can be
taken into account; the submarine extension of any part of the coast
of one Party which, because of its geographic situation, cannot
overlap with the extension of the coast of the other, is to be
excluded from further consideration by the Court. It is clear from
the map that there cornes a point on the coast of each of the two
Parties beyond which the coast in question no longer has a relationship with the coast of the other Party relevant for subrnarine delimitation. The sea-bed areas off the coast beyond that point cannot
therefore constitute an area of overlap of the extensions of the
territories of the two Parties, and are therefore not relevant to the
delirnitation2."
(0)

10.09 On the Libyan side, the coastal front which may reasonably be
regarded as relevant for the delimitation between the Parties terminates at
Ras Zarrouq, because it is only that part of Libya's coast which runs from
Ras Ajdir to Ras Zarrouq which faces the maritime area between the
Parties. Beyond Ras Zarrouq the Libyan coast faces maritime areas
which will be relevant for delimitation vis-à-vis other States, but under no

' Confinentu/ S h e y ( Tunisiu/LibyanArub Jamakiriyo) .Judgmcni, I.C.J. Reports f 982, p.
76, para. 104.

' Ibid.. pp. 61-62.

para. 75.
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circumstances vis-à-vis Malta. This length of Libyan coast between Ras
Ajdir and Ras Zarrouq stretches for a distance of some 400 kilometres in
all, or about 350 kilometres measured in a straight line'.

10.10 On the Maltese side, the identification of the relevant coast
raises more complex problems. While the north-facing coasts' of Gozo
and of the Island of Malta proper can clearly be eliminated, it remains
debatable to what extent the remaining coasts of both islands are relevant
for the delimitation vis-à-vis Libya. It is clear from Map 16 that those
parts of the Island of Malta which face southward on to the maritime area
between Malta and Libya are certainly relevant. They start from the
most easterly point of this coast, Delimara Point, and terminate to the West
at the promontory at Ras Il-Qaws, where the coast turns again to the
north. The length of this coast is about 21 kilometres along a straight line.
With respect to the rest of the southwest- and West- facing parts of the
Island of Malta and the coast of Gozo (except perhaps frorn Ras inNewhela to Ras il-Wardija on Gozo, a distance of some 7.3 kilometres), it
is difficult to perceive how they can be regarded as relevant for the delimitation of the maritime areas vis-à-vis Libya. In fact, they have been cited
as the basis for continental shelf clairns against Tunisia and Italy by Malta
in its oral pleadings while seeking permission to intervene in the Tunisio/Libya case. Thus, Libya sees no sufficiently cogent reason to regard
those parts of the Island of Malta's and Gozo's coasts as relevant for the
proportionality test.
10.1 1 If one compares the total length of the relevant coastal fronts on
both sides, measured by straight lines between the respective western and
eastern end-points on the Island of Malta and on Gozo indicated above,
the Malta-Gozo coastal fronts would total some 28.3 kilornetres (Ras ilQaws to Delimara Point and Ras in-Newhela to Ras il-Wardija) compared to Libya's total coastal front of 350 kilometres (Ras Ajdir to Ras
Zar~ouq). The resulting ratio would be approximately 1:12. This ratio is
to be contrasted with the ratio of about 1:8 that would obtain if the same
Libyan coastal front was to be compared with a single straight Iine drawn
between the westernrnost point on Gozo and the easternmost point on the
Island of Malta ( ~ e l i m a r aPoint)'.

' For case of refcrcncc. the place namcs discusscd in these paragraphs have bccn placcd on a
bathymetric chart appearing as Map 16.
Sec, e.g.. the discussion at para. 9.18 a bove, whcrc only a broad comparison was bcing made
betwccn the coasts.
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Relevant Area'

10.12 In order to apply the test of proportionality, a ratio of somewhere between 1:12 and 1:8 must therefore be applied to a "relevant area"
to see how the areas of shelf that would attach to each Party applying such
a ratio correlate with the division cd areas between the Parties under the
boundary zone which Libya has proposed. In Libya's view, two criteria
assist in determining what constitutes the relevant area in this case.
These are,jîfirst, that the relevant area must start from the respective endpoints of the relevant coasts or coastal fronts of both Parties, and second,
that the area should include those maritime areas that may objectively be
claimed by each of the Parties on the basis of their coastal fronts.

10.13 The relevant coasts, or rather, their end-points, have been indicated in Section 1 above. On the Libyan Coast the land frontier with
Tunisia at Ras Ajdir would be one such end-point on the west, and Ras
Zarrouq would be the other on the east. As for Malta, if the broad coastal
front approach discussed in paragraph 9.16 above is taken for purposes of
determining the relevant area, the respective end-points would be Ras ilWardija on Gozo on the West and Delimara Point on the Island of Malta
on the east.
10.14 For purposes of establishing a lateral limit to the area on both
the east and West, however, it is not enough simply to draw one straight
line between Ras Zarrouq and Delimara Point and another between Ras
Ajdir and Ras il-Wardija. For, on the east, this would have the effect of
overly restricting the "relevant area" and thus would not take appropriate
account of the second criterion mentioned above, that is the criterion that
the relevant area should include those areas of sea-bed that may, reasonably, be claimed by each of the Parties2. On the west, a straight line
would appear to be inconsistent with the method of delimitation determined by the Court in the TunisiajLibya case because it would cross to the
West of the line of delimitation between those States as it appears on the
Court's illustrative "Map No. 3" to that case'.
10.15 It is important to recall that, in taking in10 consideration the
element of proportionality as a test of the equity of the result, neither "nice
calculations" nor precise mathematical relationships are involved.

' Refcrcnce may be made to para. 10.07 in this regard in ordcr to disiinguish the "relevant
arca* from the "area of dispute".
For cxarnplc. an arca so limitcd on the east would not include al1 of the areas covered by
concessions granted by the Parties.
' Continental Shey (Tunisia/Libyon Arab Jamahiriya). Judgmenr, I.C.J. Reports 1982, p.
90.
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Rather, an area is postulated for illustrative purposes. As the Court noted
in its 1982 Judgment, what are being dealt with are not "absolute areas",
but "proportions'". The Court observed:
"Indeed, if it were not possible to base calculations of proportionality upon hypotheses of this kind, it is difficult to çee how any two
States could agree on a bilateral delimitation as being equitable
until al1 the other delimitations in the area had been effected2."
10.16 With this caveat in mind, lateral limits to the relevant area can
be postulated as follows: on the east, it has been shown that the SicilyMalta Escarpment forms the limit of the Ragusa-MaIta Plateau and, thus,
of the natural prolongation east of Malta. A line drawn from Delimara
Point on the Island of Malta due east to its intersection with the SiciIyMalta Escarpment could therefore reasonably form the northern boundary of the relevant area. This Escarpment continues to the south to the
vicinity of the Heron Valley (alço visible on Map 1 6 ) ,where the Rift Zone
joins from the West. From this point, the eastern boundary of the Pelagian
Block follows south along the Medina Escarpment and the Medina-Misratah Fault Zone. It is reasonable, therefore, todraw a line from the point
of intersection with the Sicily-Malta Escarpment mentioned above, southward along that Escarpment to the Heron Valley. From the Heron Valley, a line could be drawn south along the Medina Escarpment and the
Medina-Malta Fault Zone to Ras Zarrouq on the Libyan Coast and by this
line complete the eastern limits to the relevant area.
10.17 On the West it iç possible to start with a boundary drawn from
Ras Ajdir along the line indicated by the Court's illustrative "Map No. 3"
included in the 1982 Judgment. It may be seen from Map 16 that the
western limit to the relevant area could be cornpleted, again for purposes
of illustration only, by constructing a line from Ras Ajdir, taking account
of the Court's 1982 Judgment, to the western end-point on the Island of
Gozo, that is Ras il-Wardija.

@

10.18 I t remains to examine whether a boundary that falls within the
Rift Zone would meet the test of proportionality in the light of the ratios
between the lengths of the coasts of the Parties discussed above. For
purposes of illustration, the general extent of the Rift Zone has been
superimposed on a bathymetric map ( M a p 17 following page 160) which
includes the relevant area as defined above. As the overlay to Map 17
demonstrates, it is evident that a boundary within the Rift Zone would
leave to each of the Parties areas of shelf within the relevant area that bear
a ratio to each other of between 1:8 and about 1:12. The precise ratio

' Sec Continenial Shcv (Tunisia/Libyan Amb Jarnahiriyu),
1982. pp. 93-94. paras. 101(C)(2) and ( 3 ) [dispositijj.
' lbid.. p. 91, para. 130.

Judgment. I.C.3. Reports
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would depend, of course, on where the line is drawn, a task for the Parties
to undertake in accordance with the Court's decision in implementing
Article III of the Special Agreement to "enter into negotiations for determining the area of their respective continental shelves." Accordingly, the
result that would be achieved by a line of delimitation within the Rift
Zone, as defined above, clearly meets the test of proportionality.

This Mernorial has sought to marshal facts and formulate issues with an
economy that is intended to provide a focus for the Court's deliberations
within the framework envisaged by the Special Agreement-without
engaging in an excess of anticipatory rebuttal of unpredictable contentions-while at the same time stressing the preponderant considerations of
fact and law that, in the view of Libya, lead to and justify its Submissions.
Libya reserves the right to supplement these considerations and its Submissions in the light of Malta's pleadings and the future development of
the issues between the Parties during the course of the proceedings.

SUBMISSIONS

SUBMISSIONS

In view of the facts and arguments set forth in the preceding parts of
this Memorial;
Considering that the Special Agreement between the Parties requests
the Court to decide "what principles and rules of international law are
applicable to the delimitation of the area of the continental shelf which
appertains to the Republic of Malta and the area of continental shelf
wbich appertains to the Libyan Arab Republic, and how in practice such
principles and rules can be applied by the two Parties in this particular
case in order that they may without difficulty delimit such areas by an
agreement" in accordance with the Judgment of the Court:
May ii please the Court, rejecting al1 contrary claims and submissions,
To adjudge and declare as follows:
1. The delimitation is to be effected by agreement in accordance with equitable principles and taking account of al1 relevant
circumstances in order to achieve an equitable result.
2. The natural prolongation of the respective land territories of
the Parties into and under the sea is the basis of title to the areas of
continental shelf which appertain to each of them.
3. The delimitation should be accomplished in such a way as to
leave as much as possible to each Party al1 areas of continental
shelf that constitute the natural prolongation of its land territory
into and under the sea, without encroachment on the natural prolongation of the other.
4. A criterion for delimitation of continental shelf areas in the
present case can be derived from the principle of natural prolongation because there exists a fundamental discontinuity in the sea-bed
and subsoil which divides the areas of continental shelf into two
distinct natural prolongations extending from the land territories of
the respective Parties.
5 . Equitable principles do not require that a State possessing a
restricted coastline be treated as if it possessed an extensive
coastline.
6. In the particular geographical situation of this case, the
application of equitable principles requires that the delimitation
should take account of the significant difference in lengths of the
respective coastlines wbich face the area in which the delimitation
is to be effected.
7. The delimitation in this case should reflect the element of a
reasonable degree of proportionality which a delimitation carried
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out in accordance with equitable principles ought to bring about
between the extent of the continental shelf areas appertaining to
the respective States and the lengths of the relevant parts of their
coasts, account being taken of any other delimitations between
States in the same region.
8. Application of the quidistance method is not obligatory,
and its application in the particular circumstances of this case
wouid not lead to an equitable result.
9. The principles and rules of international law can in practice
be applied by the Parties so as to achieve an equitable result, taking
account of the physical factors and a11 the other relevant circumstances of this case, by agreement on a delimitation within, and
following the general direction of, the Rift Zone as defined in this
Mernorial.

(Signed)
ABDELRAZEGEt-MURTADI
SULEIMAN
Agent of the Socialist People's
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya

TECHNICAL ANNEX TO THE MEMORIAL
OF THE LIBYAN ARAB JAMAHIRlYA
THE GEOMORPHOLOGICAL AND GEOLOGICAL
SEïTING
(Scientific Facts)

The scientific portions of the Memorial have been prepared with the
assistance of independent scientific and technical experts with a specific
knowledge of the Central Mediterranean and North Africa within their
fields of specialisation. Those who have prepared or contributed to specific
papers in this Technical Annex are listed below:
- Professor Frank H. Fabricius, Professor of Geology, Director of
the.Marine Geological and Sedimentological Division at the Institute of Geology and Mineralogy, Technical University, Munich,
Germany. [Member, Editorial Board, International Bathymetric
Chart of the Mediterranean Sea.]
- Professor Icilio R. Finetti, Institute of Geodesy and Geophysics,
University of Trieste, Italy.
- Professor J.E. van Hinte, Free University, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands.
- Dr. D. Jongsma, Free University, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
- Dr. J.M.Woodside, Lyngby Geophysical Services, 46 Lyngby Avenue, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada.
The papers contained in this Technical Annex identify the source of
these papers or summaries and in each case have been approved by their
sources.
The Sea-Bed Mode1 provided to the Court has been prepared by the
Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory by Thérèse Landry and Mary
Ann Luckman under the supervision of Dr. W.B.F.Ryan.
The maps appearing in the main body of the Memorial have been prepared by the Department of Cartographic Services of the University of
Maryland Baltimore County under the direction of Scott B. Edmonds,
Director of Cartographic Services.

PART 1

GEOMORPHOLOCY OF THE SEA-BED AREA BETWEEN
LIBYA AND MALTA
Professor Frank Fabricius

1. Source of Data: The International Bathymetric Chart of the Mediterranean ( "IBCM") '
A. Introduction
The IBCM has been prepared by an Intergovernmental Oceanographic
Commission made up of an international group of experts whose names
appear on the Chart. It became publicly available during 1982. The
lBCM is sometimes referred to also as the "UNESCO Mediterranean
Chart" since the project was undertaken under the aegis of UNESCO.
Certain brief comments regarding the background, objectives and technical details of the IBCM are set forth below based on the persona1 knowiedge of the author of these comments as a member of the group of experts
and of the Board of Editors of the IBCM.

B. Background
The need for a modern chart of the sea bottom features of the Mediterranean became increasingly noted by the scientific community during the
1960s and 1970s. The then existent charts were based on nautical charts
prepared by the various national hydrographic offices. There was lack of
uniformity and precision. Their scale was not adequate to meet the needs
of science.
A step in the direction of an improved chart of the Mediterranean came
with the "Pfannenstiel Charts" constructed and edited principally by G.
Giermann in the late 1950s and early 1960s under the supervision of the
late Professor Max Pfannenstiel. The Mediterranean bathymetric chart
prepared by the United States Defense Mapping Agency appeared shortly
thereafter. An important breakthrough was made with the publication in
the 1970s by Morelii and a group of Italian geophysicists at Trieste of a
new bathymetric chart (scale 1:750,000) based mainly on continuous
sounding tracks. Although the coverage was far from homogeneous, high
precision was achieved on this chart in areas near the ttalian mainland and
in the Western Mediterranean.

@

in the early 1970s Professor H. Closs, a geophysicist at Hannover
(Federa1 Republic of Germany) and at the time President of the Marine
Geological and Geophysical Commission of the International Commission
Sheet 8 of the IBCM,covering the area of the Central Mediterranean. has bcen reproduced

:

in somcwhat rcduccd form and may be found in the p k e t section of Volume I I I . It also
appcars as Map 2 in the Mernorial facing p. 16 in a more substantially rcduccd version.
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for the Scientific Exploration of the Mediterranean Sea, initiated preparation of a new bathymetric chart of the Mediterranean. This was to be
carried out under the framework of the CIM (Coopération Internationale
Méditerranéenne) and under the auspices of UNESCO.
Scientific responsibility for the project was given to an international
group of experts (listed on the IBCM) from France, Germany, Greece,
Italy, Turkey, the United Kingdom and the Soviet Union. Final editing
and printing was placed under the coordination of Dr. Faleev of Leningrad, who was assisted by an international Board of Editors.

C. Technical Aspects of the IBCM
It was the intention from the outset that this new bathymetric chart
should be based on the most ugto-date information including (for the first
tirne) the surrounding landmass at the same scale ( 1:!,000,000) and
projection (Mercator). It was decided to restrict information coming
frorn official national nautical charts to the shelf area (in this case limited
by the 200-metre isobath). Information covering deeper areas was to
corne from high precision echo sounding (mainly continuous tracks)
including reflection seismic profiles. Positioning had to be by satellite.
LORAN-C, or some other method of comparable accuracy.
The original data were provided by a large number of international
organisations, institutions and scientists (see legend on the IBCM) and
consisted of original echograms and digitized cornputer information.
Most of the data came from scientific cruises. The raw data were corrected using the Matthews Tables.
The IBCM consists of 10 sheets on Mercator projection at a scale of
0,
1 :1,000,000 at 3S0N. It was prepared from 91 sheets (scale 1:250,000)
constructed from track sheets and plotting sheets both at the same scale.
These original sheets are now archived at the International Hydrographic
Bureau, Monaco, and can be obtained on request.

D. Nomenclature
Names given to sea-bed features were based on the GEBCO Scheme
(General Bathyrnetric Chart of the Oceans), also a UNESCO activity.
In waters subject to exclusive national jurisdiction, names used by the
authorities or scientists of that State were chosen. In other areas, the
most widely accepted names found in scientific publications were sought
for use.
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2. Graphic Representation of the Sem-Bed Area1
A.

Introduction

A geomorphological analysis has been made of the features of the seabed of the Central Mediterranean Sea up to line of longitude 17"E based
on the IBCM, and in particular Sheet No. 8 (found in the pocket section of
Volume III). A slope rnap (the "Slope Map") has been constructed on
the basis of this map data to portray the forrn of the sea-bed and the
characteristics of its features in a manner more understandable to persons
not expert in reading bathyrnetric charts. The names of features have
been taken l'rom the IBCM. The Slope Map will be discussed in detail
below. ( A very much reduced copy of the Slope Map appears as Figure 1
opposite page 30 of the Memorial. A somewhat reduced copy may be
found in the pocket section of Volume I I I ) .

B. Slope Map
The Slope Map is a graphical "translation" of the data of the sea floor
inclination found on the IBCM, Sheet No. 8. Its aim i s to illustrate by
graphic means:
( a ) the relief of the sea floorP, its flatness, gradua1 inclination and
steepness (e.g., escarpments); and

(b) the direction of inclination, that is the direction perpendicular to
the isobaths of the IBCM.
The scale of the originally-prepared Slope Map was identical to the

@ scale of the appropriate area on the IBCM, Sheet No. 8. Although the

copy in the pocket section of Volume III has necessarily been reduced,
nevertheless one can relate al1 topographic names and morphological features on the IBCM to the particular patterns of the Slope Map.
The legend on the Slope Map and the following paragraphs explain the
manner in which the relief and direction of inclination of slopes is indicated. The inclination of slope was computed separately for each area of
the IBCM Sheet No. 8, where the distances between adjacent isobaths ( =
value of local slope) was within the chosen scale.
For a better understanding, the value of inclination was not given in
angular degrees ( O ) , minutes (') and seconds (") but in distance (metre)
per 1 metre of waterdepth (e.g., 1:1O means: the sea fioor drops 1 metre at
an interval of 10 metres.)

' Thc sea-bed arca covcrcd gtaphically, as discusscd bclow. and dcscribed verbally in 3.
below. includcs portions of the sea fioor cxttnding beyond the Pclagian Sca as such.
' The area near the Tunisian coast (Le., off Djerba, the Gulf of Gabcs and the Kcrkennah
Islands up to the Gulf of Hammamet) was only schematiscd.
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Seven steps of sea floor inclination were selected:
Range in
distance per
1 meire descent

(Range: quivalent in
dtgrees, etc. )

(approximately )
(45" to about 11 " )
(11"-5")
(5"-2O51')
(2' 51'-l025')
( 1 25'-0°42')
(Oo 42'-0°21.5')
(less than 0°21 .5')
White areas of sea-bed without any pattern indicate areas not covered;
land areas are indicated as shown on the legend.
Separated basins (e.g., the limited abyssal plains of the Malta, Pantelleria and Linosa Troughs and others) are contoured by the relative pattern
of the surrounding sea floor enclosing the basin. Shoals, banks, sea hills
and other elevations are rnarked by "H"'.

3. Word Description of the Sea-Bed Area
To supplement the graphic representation of this area of sea-bed by the
Slope Map, a brief verbal description follows. It may be followed by
@ consulting the Slope Map and the IBCM.
A.

Iniroduction

Viewed in a geomorphological sense (and not as coextensive with the
geological entity known as the African Plate), the Pelagian Block extends
on the east to the line of escarpments and fault zone defined, from north to
south, by the Sicily-Malta Escarpment, the Medina Escarpment, and the
Medina-Misratah Fault Zone. The northern limits of the Block are
defined in the Libyan Mernorial as created by the Rift Zone running from
the Strait of Tunis, across the Pantelleria, Linosa and Malta Troughs and
the Malta and Medina Channels to the Heron Valley from where the Rift
Zone links up in the Ionian Sea with the Medina (Malta) Ridge. Other
definitions adopted by some scientists place the northern boundary of the
Pelagian Block along the African plate boundary running across Sicily or
make the Block coextensive with the Pelagian Sea extending as far north
as the Sicilian coastline. The choice of definition may depend on whether
one wishes to emphasise the geornorphological or the geological aspects of
this feature. However, it is not necessary to engage in any controversy as

' Dashed arrowShavc bccn uscd to hclp ihc cyc find the gcncral direction of the slopc and in
somc cases to indicate the decpcst part af a submarinc vallcy. trough or depression.
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to definition here for, from both a geomotphological and a geological point
of view, the Rift Zone is of great importance whether or not one chooses to
Say it constitutes the northern limits of the Pelagian Block.
Compared to other areas of the Mediterranean, the sea-bed of the
Pelagian Sea is considerably shallower than the level of the surrounding
basins. As a rough estirnate, almost half of the area of the Pelagian seabed lies at a water depth of less than 200 metres'. The remainder of this
sea-bed conçists largely of an alrnost flat and smooth seafloor, still only
slightly inclined to the east - the easterly component of inclination is
about 1:400 - with water depths generaljy above 600 metres. It is only
when the Rift Zone is reached that areas are found where the water depth
exceeds the 1,000 metre isobath.
The block-like character of the sea-bed underlying the Pelagian Sea is
especially emphasised by the steep escarpments to the east, forming a
natural border to the Ionian Basin and the Sirt Basin (or Rise). which
contain abyssal plains almost 4,200 metres in depth.
Through the strait between Cape Bon (Tunisia) and Marsala (Sicily/Italy), the Pelagian Sea is connected to the southern part of the
Tyrrhenian Sea with its basinal depth of below 3,000 metres.
In the description that follows, the sea-bed will be divided into a South-

ern Unit and a Northern Unit, the dividing line between Units being the
Rift Zone, which will be the third area described. The Rift Zone formed
by the Troughs and Channels mentioned above, from its western end
between the Adventure Bank and Cape Bon al1 the way to the eastern edge
of the Pelagian Block at the Heron Valley, is tectonically a major Rift
Zone. The Troughs and Channels are structural grabens; the heights,
shoals and banks within the Zone are either structural horsls or volcanoes.
This Rift Zone is often called the "Strait of Sicily" although it is not
technically a "strait" in an oceanographic sense. The narrow passage
between Cape Bon and Marsala (Sicily) is often called the "Strait of
Tunis".

B.

The Southern Unit

It will be recalled that during the oral hearingç of the Tunisia/Libya
case 1 had the honour of testifying before the Court as an expert and,
among other things, describing the bottom of the sea off the part of
the Libyan and Tunisian Coast in question of interest to the Court in that
case - that is, roughly to the West of the 13"E line of longitude. At that
tirne, with the use of slope and block diagrams, 1 testified that the sea-bed

' I n this arca of shallow sca-bed the casterly inclination is only

1:1.000 to 1:2,OGû.
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in this area was very gentle indeed and devoid of significant geomorphological features. 1 even suggested that the sea-bottom here was about like
the topography between Amsterdam and The Hague.
The case now before the Court involves shelf areas to the east of 13"E
longitude and, accordingly, 1 have made studies of this sea-bed further to
the east. What follows is a rather detailed geomorphological description
of this area.
If the shelf area north of the Libyan coast at approximately 14" 30' E
longitude (or roughly due south of the Maltese Islands) is selected, what
would a journey across this sea-bed reveal? The total distance from this
point on the Libyan coast to a point on the Melita Bank defined by the 200metre isobath is 109 nautical miles. The maximum depth reached across
this line would be about 610 meters. A general description of the journey
would be this.
From the Libyan coast to the 100 metre isobath, a distance of 9.7
nautical miles, the sea bottom slopes down in a northerly direction at an
inclination of only I:179 (O0 10'). To the 200 metre isobath, a distance of
another 8.3 nautical miles along the sea bottom, the inclination is only
slightly greater (mean value 1 9 3 or 0'41'). A very gentle undulation
running parallel to the coast is crossed during this part of the journey.
Further north for another 8.8 nautical miles until the 400 metre isobath is
reached, the slope shows an inclination of only 1:82 (0°42'). From here
to the 600 metre isobath (now a distance of about 37.8 nautical miles from
the Libyan coasi) the slope is inclined at a value of 1:95 (0°36'). At this
water depth is found the bottom of the depression, the "Gabes-TripoliMisratah Depression" (which the Court called the "Tripolitanian Furrow" in the 1982 Judgment). Looking back towards the Libyan coast, the
mean value of slope inclination is not more than 1 : 144 (or 0°30'), which is
but half of a degree. This degree of inclination is virtually invisible.
The bottom of this depression, the "Gabes-Tripoli-Misratah Depression", is a smooth and slightly undulating plain, showing widely separated
lows and highs reaching perhaps some 30 metres above or below the 600
metre isobath. The "thalweg" of the so-called "Tripolitanian Valleyn (the
feature narned on the IBCM) should be crossed at a distance of about 51
nautical miles from the coast of Libya, but is so Rat that it probably could
not be detected by the eye. Thus, it exists rnerely as a feature on the
Chart.
Continuing from here northward for about 24 nautical miles along a flat
sea floor with less relief than before, a distance of 74 nautical miles from
the Libyan coast is reached. This is the deepest point on the journey along
the line of 14"30fE longitude between Libya and the Melita Bank. From
here, the slope rises very gradually up the Melita bank. Between the 600
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and the 400 metre isobaths, the mean inclination of the sea floor is only
1:97 (0°35'), that is slightly more than half a degree. From here to the
200 metre isobath which defines the Melita Bank (at the crossing point of
the meridian 14"301),the inclination is only 1:208 (O0 17'), or less than
113 of a degree.
A second examination of the sea-bed has been made further to the east.
Taking the same south-to-north journey from the Libyan coast-but this
time along the line of 15OE longitude (approximately 10 kilometres West
of Misratah)-the following describes the Aoor of the sea.

At the outset, the sea floor slopes down rather uniformly. The 200
metre isobath is reached at a distance from the coast of 7.5 nautical miles,
which is equivalent to a mean gradient of 1:69, or less than one degree.
Further on, the slope continues, still dipping very gently-virtually invisibly-in a north to northeast direction. On this journey northward along
the line of 1S0E longitude the 400 metre and 600 metre isobaths are
reached at distances from the Libyan coast of 15.1 nautical miles and 30
nautical miles respectively. In the direction of due north, the dope gradient decreases from 1:7 1 to 1:138, respectively.
At a distance from the coast of about 36 nautical miles, the first
"thalweg" of a gentle depression is reached. From here on, the journey
continues along the very wide and extended floor of the "Gabes-TripoliMisratah Depressionw.

The total mean gradient from the Libyan coast to the first "thalwegw of
this depression is only 1 3 8 (0°39'), which is slightly more than half of a
degree. Concerning the sea floor morphology of this slope, the seismic
profiles and echographs do not show any relief of importance. At this
point, the bottom of the "Gabes-Tripoli-Misratah Depression" is about 32
nautical miles across (measured from south to north) with a very smooth
surface and very low relief.
At a distance from the Libyan coast of about 69 nautical miles, a gentle

@ depression, called on the IBCM the "Misurata Valley", is crossed. From
here on to the north, the sea floor rises gently with some very wide and
shallow undulations. At a distance from the Libyan coast of about 100
nautical miles, the slope rises at a mean gradient of 1:160 (about 1/ 3
From here on the journey continues on the shoals of the MelitaiMedina
Banks. Until the southwest corner of the 200-metre line which defines the
Medina Bank, the gradient of the sea floor is only 1:241, equivalent to
O" 14'.
O).

To complete the picture of the sea-bed of the Southern Unit, one more
descriptive journey seems necessary. This wou1d be a journey along the
sea bottom from the point of intersection of the line of longitude of Ras
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Tajura (13" 23'E) and the parallel of 33" 30'N latitude. This time the
descriptive journey is from West to east ending at the Medina-Misratah
Fault Zone, 90 nautical miles to the east.

@

From the starting point of this west-east journey for about 17 nautical
miles eastward to the "thalwegn of the "Tripolitanian Valley" (as named
by the IBCM) the gradient is 1:180 (or 0" 19'06"). Proceeding due east,
this "Valley" is crossed obliquely; therefore the maximum "steepness" of
the flanks of this "Valleyn, measured perpendicularly to the direction of
the "thalwegn (northwest/ southeast) is about 1 5 3 (0°54'34").
From here eastward, a very gentle elevation (on the northern flank of
the "thalweg") is encountered. The distance from the "thalweg" of the
"Tripolitanian Valley" to this elevation is about 1 1 nautical miles. Thereafter, for a distance of 40 nautical miles on the way to the northern flank of
the "Tripotitanian Valley" the gentle decline of the slope to the east is
along a smooth sea-bed. The mean gradient of this part of the route
measures only 1:370 (0°09'18"). Foltowing on to the east, the 800 metre
isobath is encountered after another 17 nautical miles. This is equivalent
to a gradient, slightly steeper than before, of not more than 1:157
(0°21'54"). This increase of gradient is caused by the Medina-Misuratah Fault Zone which crosses here perpendicularly. From this point
(800 metres) to the 1,000 metre isobath the distance is 24 nautical miles.
On this part of the journey there is first a descent and then a rise up to an
elevation of again 800 metres, situated about half way between the first
800 metre isobath and the 1,000 metre isobath. The slope from this "halfway elevation" to the 1,000 rnetre line ( 12 nautical miles) measures 1:110
(0'3 1'1 5"). I t is in this section at roughly the line of longitude of Misratah that the Sirt Rise area of the lonian Sea has been entered. The sea
fioor becomes more irregular and takes on quite different geomorphological characteristics.
The total length of the "Gabes-Tripoli-Misratah Depression" between
the coast at Zarzis (Gulf of Gabes) and the above-mentioned intersection
of the 33O3OfNparallel with the 800 metre isobath (north of Misratah) is
about 206 naulical miles. This is equivalent to a mean inclination of only
1:477 or about O"?' I3", a virtually invisible slope.
As can be seen from the Slope Map and the foregoing description, the
area off the Libyan coast of the Southern Unit is vast and featureless,
showing only a very gentle sinking of the sea Boor and forming a wide
depression, the "Gabes-Tripoli-Misratah Depression". It embraces the
northern coastal plain of Libya (the Jeffara Plain) and part of Tunisia.
(The Libyan Mernorial refers to this area as being part of the Pelagian
Block.) Towards the east this depression widens considerably to where it
reaches a width of 270 kilometres measured from north to south. Its
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easterly extension can be traced as far as the Sirt Rise. Between the
meridians 15" and 16"E this "depression" is intersected by the MedinaMisratah Fault System, as has been discussed above.
Within the vocabulary of sea bottom features, it is difficult to find the
appropriate terrn for this depression between Gabes and Misratah. In the
west, where this depression is filled by a thick pile of sediments giving only
little room for sea water, it could be called geologically a "basin" and
geomorphologically only a "depression". As it continues to the east
between longitude 13"E and 15"E, its elongated form suggests the appropriateness of "valley" or "trough", and yet its size and gentle contours
seem to reject the appropriateness of terms such as "valley" or "trough" or
"furrow" or "sillon" and to leave "depression" as the most accurate geomorphological description. In geological terms, "basin" is certainly
appropriate.

@

On the IBCM, two features are shown merging into this depression
from the west: the "Tripolitanian Valley" and the "Misurata Valley" (the
latter being a continuation of the "Jarrafa Trough"). On the Slope Map
these two "valleys" are hard to find. This is because of the flatness of the
flanks of these "valleys". In addition, there are other "kinks" in the
isobaths in this region, some of equal (though minor) importance with
these two "valleys" shown on the IBCM. Such negligible features would
never pass for "valleys" on the land. Nor would they be discerned if one
were to cross the sea floor on foot.
If onecompares these "valleys" with the Malta Channel and the Medina
Channel on the Slope Map, for exarnple, the latter are seen to have steeper
slopes at their flanks than the two "valleys". This is particularly true
north of the Medina Bank where the flank of the Medina Channel is quite
steep ( 1: 10-20 and in places even 1: 5 - 10). The flank of the slope facing
southwest from Gozo which drops off into the Malta Trough-Malta Channel is similarly quite steep (1:lO-20 up to 1 5 ) . In contrast, the slope
inclinations of the "Tripolitanian Valley" (generaliy 1:80-160 or less, onty
rarely 1:40-80) and the "Misurata Valley" (similar) are far more gradual.
The Jarrafa Trough, situated at the north of this depression, is a shallow
depression about 60 kilometres long and 15 kilometres wide. Even at its
point of maximum depth of 447 metres it is only some 100 metres below
the surrounding sea floor. Hence, this feature is of no morphalogical
importance either.
North of this area of depression comprising the Jeffara Plain of Libya
and the area of continental shelf to the north of the Libyan Coast, is an area
which, geologically, is a structural "high" and, geomorphologically, comprises two groups of banks known as the Melita Banks and the Medina
Bank (still part of the Southern Unit). The Medina Bank (shallowest
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point 146 metres) and the Melita Banks (shallowest points 86 metres) are
two extended shallow areas, separated from each other by a channel that
does not exceed the 400 metre isobath (unnamed on the IBCM). These
@ banks are defined by the lBCM and most bathymetric charts by the 200
metre isobath but in more general terms these banks are part of a structural "high* extending from the Lampedusa Plateau on the West to the
Medina Escarpment on the east. Large areas of this "high" appear above
the 400 metre isobath. Its northern limit is forrned by the Medina Chan@ nel. To the west, southwest and south, the IBCM shows as the bordering
features the rather shallow Jaraffa Trough and its southeastern continuation, the system of the "Misurata Valley" and the "Melita Valley"-features which become more pronounced beyond the 1,000 metre
isobath as a result of their junction with the Medina-Misratah Fault
System, which forms the eastern edge of the Pelagian Block.
The Melita Banks consists of two shoals of a depth of 86 metres and 154
metres, respectively, just east of the centre of the Southern Unit being
described here. Morphologically there are, just as in the case of the
Medina Bank, no abrupt features at al1 to be found here-only very
smooth elevations of the sea bottom. Especially on their southern slopes
the gradients are very gentle. In contrast, the inclinations in a northerly
direction are much steeper (which can be seen easily by the narrowing of
@ the isobaths of the IBCM to the'north of the banks and on the Slope Map
by the slope inclinations to the north of the elevations marked "Hm).
It is. as a matter of fact, very difficult to draw a dividing line between the
northern flank of the area of depression called by the Court in its 1982
Judgment the "Tripolitanian Furrow" and the Melita or Medina Banks.
C. The Northern Unir

The sea Boor off the generally southwest-facing Coast of Sicily has three
distinct regions. In the centre, it forms a relatively narrow shelf (about 15
to 24 kilometres wide) sloping in a south/southwest direction into the
Gela Basin. On each end of this Basin rather extended shelves form large
banks: the Adventure Bank on the west, and a large plateau, the ~ a ~ u s a Malta Plateau, on the eastl. The Adventure Bank forms a large submarine promontory of the West end of Sicily, while the ~a~usa- al ta Plateau
can be understood as a promontory of the southeast corner of the Sicilian
"triangle". Thus, Sicily and its southern and southwesterly shelf-prolongations, together with the area of the Gela Basin, form an even larger
triangle, extending the Sicilian triangle considerably in a southwesterly
direction, but keeping its essential shape.

@ ' I t is callcd the "Malta Plateau" on the IBCM.

For the sakc of consistency, this note adopts

the same tcrminology as the Mcmorial for ihis fcature.
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The Adventure Bank (comprising many separately named shoals and
banks) extends about 90 kilometres in a southwest/northeast direction
and an equal distance in a northwest-southeast direction. The RagusaMalta Plateau extends about 130 kilometres in a north/south direction
and 70 to 100 kilometres in an east/west direction.

D. The Rifr Zone
1 . The Direction of these Features
As noted earlier, the Rift Zone discussed here is that zone of troughs
and channels separating the Northern Unit, as defined above, from the
~ o u t h e r nUnit. The Rift Zone is clearly defined by the 500 metre isobath.
The Rift Zone stretches roughly from 10" 30' E to 16" E and follows the
northwest/southeast "grain" of this part of the Central Mediterranean.
It is separated from Caltanisseta-Gela Basin in the north by the Adventure
Bank - Madrepore Bank - Ragusa-Malta Plateau alignment. On the
south the limits of the Rift Zone are along the northern edge of the
Lampedusa Plateau and the Medina Bank.

@

Within this part of the Central Mediterranean the rnorphological direction of particular significance, seen in the alignment both of coasts and of
sea-bed features, is the direction northwest/southeast to west-northwest/
east-southeast. Exampies selected from the IBCM are listed below:
-The

southwest-facing coast of Sicily

Islands
-The long axis (extension) of Pantelleria Island
-The long axis of the Maltese Islands.
Seo Bottom Feaiures
- G e l a Basin, paralleling the coast of Sicily
-Pantelleria, Malta and Linosa Troughs
-Meiita Banks'
This direction indicates the main direction of structural features: faults,
grabens, and horsts, which are the primary cause of most morphological
features. These structural features are due to a general pull-apart of the
two main Units of the sea-bed area of the Pelagian Sea, i.e., the Southern
Unit and the Northern Unit separated by the Rift Zone. The tectonic
forces causing the rifting (pull-apart) are moving in a direction more or
less perpendicular to the extension of the rifting zone, i.e., northeast/southwest to north-northeast/south-southwest.

' It is intercsting to note that ihc Medina Bank (as dcfincd by ihc 20û-metrc isobaih) trends
in quitc a diiïcrtnt direction: northcast/southwst.
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These Northern and Southern Units are not separated by a single fault
or shear plane, but by a series of many such faults or planes. These fault
planes, only narrowly separated, stretch along a zone or belt extending
from the narrows between Tunisia and Sicily to the divide between the
Sicily-Malta Escarpment and the Medina Escarpment. In a north/south
direction, they extend between the Adventure Bank, the Gela Basin and
the Ragusa-Malta Plateau on the north to the structural highs on the
south stretching from the El Haouaria Bank (north of Cape Bon), the
@ "Tunisian Plateau" (the term used on the IBCM), the Melita and the
Medina Banks to, and finally merging into, the south flank of the Heron
Valley at the southern end of the Sicily-Malta Escarpment.

Of course, there are also faults within the Northern Unit and the
Southern Unit. But their occurrence is more singular, or, in any case, less
frequent and not closely grouped as within the Rift Zone. Being less
important in a geological-structural sense, these faults are revealed
geomorphologically as far less prominent sea-bed features than the Rift
Zone features.
2. The Troughs
Within the Rift Zone the structural and morphological importance of
the faults is underlined by the following facts:
-the maximum depth of the troughs (structural grabens):
1,3 14 metres
-the Pantelltria Trough
1,715 metres
-the Malta Trough
-the Linosa Trough
1,615 metres.
(Note: the depth of the grabens is much deeper. Each of these grabens is
filled by thick Quaternary sediments forming rather small Abyssal
Plains.)
-The shallowness of the high sea-bed areas (mainly horsts) near
the Banks of the troughs:
-The Pantelleria Trough is surrounded by shoals rneasuring,
as taken from the IBCM: Pantelleria Bank less than 200
metres, even rising as high as 12 metres (to the north); "230
metres" (at the southeast end); "182 metres" (at the
southwest flank); and the volcanic island of Pantelleria (at its
northwest end).
-Malta Trough: "252 metres" (to the north); "226 metres"
(to the northeast); the Maltese Islands (northeast and east of
its easterly end); "258 metresn (opposite Malta); "534
metres"; "380 metres"; and "368 metres" (at the southwest
Bank of this trough).
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-Linosa Trough: At the northeast flank, the sea bed rises
above 600 metres and at its southwest Bank to less than 400
metres, aside from the Island of Linosa itself.
-The steep inclination of the lateral slopes: frequently 1:10 to
steeper than 1:5.
-The frequency of volcanoes within the Rift Zone (e.g. Pantelferia, Linosa, and point "1 13 metres" between the Malta Channel and the Medina Channel.)
3,

The Malta and Medina Channels

The geomorphological features that represent the continuation of the
Rift Zone eastward from the Troughs and which separate the southern
and southeastern areas of the Ragusa-Malta Plateau from the area of the
Melita and Medina Banks are the Malta and Medina Channels. These
Channels, which drop below the 500 metre isobath, forrn part of the
boundary between the Southern Unit and the Northern Unit and join up
with the lonian Sea to the east, forming the eastern siil' of the Strait of
Sicily.
The Channels are separated by an east/west elongated shoal ("1 13

@ metres" on the IBCM) formed by a subrnarine high, understood to be a
volcano, not active a l present.

To the south of the Medina Channel lies the extended area on which the
Medina Bank iç located. The fact that these Channels form a natural
separation between the Ragusa-Malta Plateau and the Medina Bank is
underscored by the fact that the flanks of both Channels are the steepest
features of this region, as is revealed on the.Slope Map.

E. The Eastern Geomorphological Boundary of the Ragusa-Malta
Plaleau and the Pelagian Block
As mentioned earlier in this Report, the natural eastern limit of the
Ragusa-Malta Plateau and of the Pelagian Block is a Fault Zone,
exlending in almost a nort h/south direction, from the eastern cmst of
Sicily towards the bend in the North African coastline east of Misratah.
In the north, it consists of the Sicily-Malta Escarpment. The drop of this
Escarpment into the Ionian Sea is one of the steepest features known in the
entire Mediterranean, plunging in places to a depth of 3,000 to 3,600
metres in the narrow space of 15 to 18 kilometres.
In the area where this Fault Zone is crossed by the Rift Zone, the
feature becomes somewhat ohscured by the east/west trending features of

' A submarint ridgc or risc scparating partialty ctoscd basins from ont anothcr or From thc
adjacent occan.
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the steep and deep Heron Valley and the dissected ridge of several subma-

@ rine mountains, called on the IBCM the "Medina (Malta) Ridge." (This
Ridge is understood by many geologists as being a feature mainly of
volcanic origin.) This underlines the structural importance of the Rift
Zone and its link to the Medina (Malta) Ridge.
@ To the south, again consulting the IBCM, is the Medina Escarpment,
trending almost north-northeast/ south-southwest. It separates the shallower areas surrounding the Medina Bank from the Sirt Rise area to the
east and forrns a natural morphological boundary between them. To the
east of this Escarpment, we find a sea floor that is morphologically very
irregular, dissected by valleys and valley-like features and with some high
elevations such as the Epicharmos Sea Mountain and the Archemedes Sea
Mountain, not to mention less spectacular 'sea hills".
The southern part of the Fault Zone ceases to be an escarpment in the
proper sense of the term. The southern continuation of this Fault Zone iç
indicated by a general but never abrupt break in the general easteriy
sloping of the depression running along the southern part of the Pelagian
Block. To the east of the Fault Zone, the sea-bed slopes downward more
steeply than it sloped upward to the west of this Fault Zone.
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PART II
THE GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSlCS OF THE AFRICAN
CONTINENTAL MARGIN SOUTH OF SICILY
1.

Introduction

1.01 This paper summarises in relatively non-technical language studies of the geology and geophysics of the African continental margin south
of Sicily focussed on those aspects of the subject believed to be most
relevant to the matter of continental shelf delimitation between Libya and
Malta. The studies were undertaken by the scientists listed below, who
have approved the contents of this summary:

D. Jongsma-Free

J. E. van Hinte-Free

University Amsterdam, The Netherlands
University Amsterdam, The Netherlands

J. M. Woodside-Lyngby Geophyçical Services, Dartmouth,
Nova Scotia, Canada
1.O2 The sources of data used for these studies have been several:first,
the rather considerable prior studies of the area by experts in the field and
the resulting technical papers, some of which will be cited below in the text
and others of which are listed at the bottom of the page'; second, offshore
well data provided by Libya or made available from other sources; and
third, data obtained from seismic reconnaissance lines provided by OGSL
in Trieste.
2. General Background and Geological History
2.0 1 To understand the present geological setting of the Central Mediterranean Sea it is important to consider it in the plate tectonic framework
of the entire Mediterranean region. This approach, which is now used by
most geologists, has been applied to the Mediterranean region for the past
fifteen years; it serves as a good starting point and basis for comparison of
observed geologic phenornena. However, in this summary only the most
general outline of plate tectonics will be given.
2.02 The generaI plate tectonic picture is one of Young, hot oceanic
lithosphere in the Balearic Basin and old, colder oceanic lithosphere in the
Ionian Sea being subducted' (or just starting to, in the case of the Salearic

' A partial listing of somc of the sources relicd upon. supplcmcnting thosc specifically
refcrrtd to in the tcxt, are: McKcnzie (1972); Laughton and Whitmarsh (1974); Dcwcy et
al. (1973); Cohen (1980); Yieldingeial. (1981); Bousquet (1977); Auzende et al. (1972);
Winnock (1979); Iltics (1981); Biju-Duval. B. ci al. (1974. 1977. 1978); Burollet cr al.
(1974,1479,1981); Finetii and Morclli (1973); Motelli ci al. (1975); Gantar ci 01. (1961);
Finctti (1981. 1982).
'Osstrvatorio Gtohsico Spcrimentalc. Trieste.
'Subduction involvcs onc lithmphere plate dcscending bcneath anothcr.
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Basin) to the south and north respectively. Between these two basins the
continental lithospheres of Africa and Eurasia are in contact. Contact
extends from the West of Sardinia (Auzende et al. (1974); Auzende
(1971)) to the Sicily-Malta Escarpment, or the West tip of Calabria. A
promontory of the African continent situated in the central part of the
Mediterranean has collided with the northern part of Sicily.

2.03 The known crustal structure of this African continental margin
shows it to be similar in thickness to passive continental margins along the
Atlantic. The geology indicates that this margin has been sinking gradually since the Early Jurassic (approximately 180 million years ago).
2.04 Analysis of wells indicates similar rocks and similar MesozoicEarly Tertiary (approximately 100 million years ago) subsidence history
ofi Libya, the Malta Platform and southern Sicily. During this period, a
sedimentary rift basin, the Tripolitanian Basin, forrned near the Libyan
coast. Seismic reflection profiles tied to wells drilled also show that the
shelf off Libya was continuous with the Ragusa-Malta Plateau until the
Late Miocene (approximately 10 million years ago).

2.05 Then the situation on this continental margin between Sicily and
the African coast changed radically. Starting about 10 million years ago,
the northern part of the continental margin, including the Ragusa-Malta
Plateau, dislocated from the African continental margin. This dislocation
continues to this day along a complex fault zone defining the limit of
volcanic activity observed on Sicily (referred to in the text of the Memorial as the "Rift Zone"). The expression of this fault zone, which from
several lines of evidence appears also to involve wrench or strikeslip faulting, is most apparent in the seafloor topography immediately southwest of
Malta. Around the Late Neogene (approximately five million years
ago), as part of this tectonic activity along the fault zone, the RagusaMalta Plateau and Malta were uplifted.

2.06 Plate interaction between two continental lithospheres in contact
is accommodated in various ways depending on the geology and the relative movement of other plates. For exarnple, underthrusting of continental material approaching a subduction zone may continue, as is the case of
the Himalayas and southeastern Turkey. In essence, the one plate slides
underneath the other. On the other hand, the response to continental
coilision may be a complex system of faulting. What exactly is happening
in the case of the plate interactjon in the Central Mediterranean is particularly complex in part due to the fact that the tectonic movements here are
still going on.
2.07 A close look at the data bearing on this problem, along with
considered opinion based on published interpretation of the geology, has
led us and others (e.g., Bousquet ( 1977) ) to the conclusion that the wide
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zone of tectonic deforrnation which forms the plate boundary may well
now lie largely in the region of active tectonics in the Pelagian Sea between
Sicily and the Lampedusa-Melita-Medina Plateau, that is in the area of
the fault zone referred to above which started to develop some 10 to 5
million years ago.
2.08 In the earliest plate tectonic framework pubiished for the region
in which the geology and evolution of the Mediterranean is taken into
account (Dewey et al. (1973)), southern Sicily and the Ragusa-Malta
Plateau are shown as belonging to a small separate plate, the Messina
Plate'. The southern boundary of this small plate is defined by the Strait
of Sicily and the Malta and Medina Channels.

2.09 To look more closely at this fault zone (called in the Memorial
the "Rift Zonez"), deep grabem (up to 1,7 15 metres in the Malta Trough)
constitute the western part of this Zone while the eastern part is narrower
with an average of 500 metres (maximum of 645 metres). It is in this
eastern part where the tectonic movements have been more those of shearing rather than the pull-apart rnovement reflected by the Malta Trough.
The Fault Zone continues eastward into the Ionian Basin where it forms a
strong positive topographical feature, the Medina (Malta) Ridge. Its
crossing of the margin between the Pelagian Biock and the Ionian Basin
marks the division between the north-northwest trending steep SicilyMalta Escarpment on the north and the more gently sloping north-northeast trending Medina Escarpment on the south.
2.10 This Fault Zone forming the boundary between the southern part
of the Ragusa-Malta Plateau region and the Medina-Melita
Bank-Lampedusa Plateau area is also clearly delineated in geophysical
data covering the region. Gravity profiles corrected for topography and
diHerent densities of the crust show a peak over the zone of graben formation and active faultinga. This gravity high is explained as a result of a
thinner crust under the zone. Magnetic measurernents show anomalies
aiong the boundary which continue into the Ionian Basin.

' -Figure 1" o G 3 139 of this study of Dewey shows a micr<~plateboundary along thestrait
of Sicily with Malta. The Ragusa-Malta Plateau is sccn to bc situaicd on the "Messina
Platc" and the contincntal margin to the south situated on the "African Plate". Thc earlicr
work of McKcnzic ( 1 970) on plate twtonics was bascd on scismic distribution; Dewey's later
work includcd gcological tvolution.
'The tcrrn "Rift Zone". though a short-hand. practical ttrm, inc~rnplctclydescribes thc
nature of this fault zone which involves movements. in addition to the pull-apart motion
suggested by the work "rift", such as shcaring, fracturing, wrcnch and strike/slip. Thcrcfore. in this papcr thc tcrm "Fault Zone" will bc used.
'Thc technical t t r m uscd by gcologists to dcscribc such a featurc is a 'Bouguer anomaly".
An 'anomaly" is a subsurfacc geological fcature which is diflerent from the gencral surroundings. A "Bouguer anomaly" is a gravity anomaly altcr corrections for latitude. clevation and terrain. in this case being corrccted for topography out to a radius of 166.7
kilomctrcs using an assumai crustal density of 2.67 gm-cm-'.
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2.1 1 Figure No. 1, attached following page 11-9 of this paper, depicts
these gravity profiles where peaks are seen to occur over the zone of active
faulting. The data on which the sketch (which is on a horizontal scale of
1:4,000,000) has been based is derived from Finetti and Morelli (1973),
Plates II, VI11 and XI for the Central Mediterranean. Further technical
details regarding this data are too complex for this summary; however,
certain brief observations appear useful in explaining the geophysical data
portrayed on this Figure.

2.12 The Figure shows the variability of gravity and bathymetry along
six profiles crossing the Pelagian Sea (Lines AA' to FF' appearing in the
index figure at the top of the Figure). For reference, the 1,000 metre
isobath has been dotted in and the 200 metre isobath around the Melita
and Medina Banks shown by dashed lines.
2.13 Profiles AA' and BB' clearly show the regional positive Bouguer
anomaly over the Fault Zone and the local maxima over the Linosa
Trough and western part of the Malta Trough. In contrast, profile EE'
shows that the eastern section of the Malta Trough has a relative minimum Bouguer anomaly. The difletence is attributed to the degree of
crustal thinning and associated volcanism in the different troughs: volcanism is present in al1 but the eastern part of the Malta Trough suggesting
that this part of the Malta Trough has not rifted as much as the other
parts, a fact rather normal along fault zones where the degree of rifting
varies along the length of the zone.

2.14 Profile FF' between Libya and Sicily which runs north/south and
cuts across the eastern part of the Fault Zone shows that the only anomalous region is between the Medina Bank and the Ragusa-Malta Plateau.
A large ropographic feature between the Medina and Malta Channels has
positive Bouguer and magnetic anomaiies associated with it. This has led
to the conclusion that this feature is volcanic lying on the trace of one of
the faults interpreted from the seismic reflection data as striking east/west
through the channel. At least one seismic profile shows an intrusion of
material into nearby sediments along with uplift of overlying sediments.
This volcano lies along a line joining the Medina (Malta) Ridge (at ieast
parts of which are considered to be volcanic) with the volcanism occurring
around Linosa.

2.15 Seismic refraction work (a definition of this process appears at
paragraph 3.04 below) supports the presence of a thinner (20 kilornetres
instead of 35 kilometres) crust under the western side of the zone of
rifting. Seismic reflection profiles across the zone show intense, presently
active, faulting and tilting of strata together with the presence of volcanic
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features, confirming a deep sea-bed fracture'. TypicaI examples of structures seen in seismic reflection profiles associated with wrenching are
shown in Figures Nos. 2 and 3 following page 11-9 of this paper. An index
figure showing the various seismic profile lines of relevance to this discussion is set forth following page 11-9 as Figure No. 8.
2.16 In sumrnary, a west-northwest/east-southeast geological boundary which became active recently (starting between 10 and 5 million years
ago and continuing to the present time) runs between the Ragusa-Malta
Plateau and the Medina Bank breaking the African continental margin.
tts expression is observed in the present day seafloor topography and is
revealed in the geology as an active fault zone. Geophysical measurements, such as gravity, rnagnetic and seismic reflection measurements and
seismicity also delineate this boundary.
3. Faulting and its Batbymetric Carrelation
3.01 The bathyrnetry used in this study is taken from Sheet 8 of the
@ IBCM1. Active tectonics are refiected in the bathymetry. Thus, the
maximum relief in the Pelagian Sea (Le., about 1,7 15 metres of variation
across the Malta Trough) occurs where fault-controlled basins are developing to the West and south of Malta, and north of the Lampedusa-MelitaMedina Plateau. In the analysis of recent faulting which follows, faults
observed in the seismic reflection profiles have been extrapolated only
where there is an adequate correlation between such faults and scarps
expressed in the bathymetry.
3.02 The features shown in the bathymetry reflect part of the geologic
history of the Pelagian Sea. The north-to-south alternation of northwest/southeast oriented relative highs and lows has persisted to some
degree since the Mesozoic (between 200 and 100 million years ago). The
relatively shallow area from the Lampedusa Plateau (called the "Tunisian
@ Plateau" in the IBCM) across the Melita and Medina banks has been
present there since the lower Cretaceous (over 100 million years ago). A
slight depression to the south of this high is al1 that remains of the fault
systern which originated in the Middle Mesozoic (approxirnately 200
million years ago) (Ziegler (1978) ). The bathymetry is smooth, indicating that any tectonic processes are no longer active enough to produce a
broken sea-floor topogra phy .
3.03 The marked surface relief representing the bottom of the Pliocene (about five million years ago) shown in the northern sector above the
Lampedusa Plateau-Melita and Medina Bank area, indicating active tectonics there since the Miocene (approximately 10 million years ago), is

' The matter of volcanism wilï bc dcalt with bclow in grcatcr detail.

'SM Part 1 of ihis Technical Anncx for the identification and description of this bathymctric
chart.
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therefore the significant feature to examine further here. The correlation
between the bathymetry and the faults on the base of the Pliocene along
the northern sector is evidence that the tectonics which produced them
both were the same and are active today. This can be seen from an
examination of Figure No. 4 following page 11-9 of this paper, a brief,
simplified explanation of which follows.

@

3.04 Figure No. 4 is divided into a northern profile and a southern
profile, the dividing line being the 35"N parallel of latitude. The bathymetric data used is taken from the IBCM (see footnote 2 on page 11-5
above). These profiles compare pst-Miocene (since approximately 5
million years ago) tectonics north and south of the 35"N parallel. The
depth to the base of the Pliocene (about five million years ago) is taken
from seismic reflection profiles and plotted in seconds of two-way seisrnic
travel time (Le., the time for seismic energy to travel down to that depth
and be reflected back to the seismic ship making the profile). The northern profile coincides geographically with seismic line MS-19 between
Sicily and the Tunisian Plateau'. The southern line follows longitude
15'E between Libya and the Medina Bank (also shown on the index map
for purposes of comparison). Horizontal scale is 1 :1,000,000 and vertical
scales are the same for north and south profiles to facilitate comparison.
3.05 What stands out so prominently in comparing the northern and
southern profiles is that, in the northern area above the 35"N parallel, the
relief of the base of the Pliocene corresponds closely with the bathymetry
of the present-day sea-bed. The presently active faulting is directly
affecting the contours of the sea-bed. However, below the 35"N parallel,
the correlation disappears: the sea-bed is smooth, showing that tectonic
processes are not affecting the sea-bed.

3.06 Thus, apart from the Sicily-Malta and the Medina Escarpments
(which are major but older faults), active faulting in the Pelagian Sea
area is now occurring north of the 3S0N parallel of latitude along the
Fault Zone running from the Pantelleria-Linosa-Malta Troughs across
south of Malta to the Medina (Malta) Ridge. To better illustrate this
variation within the region, a fault displacement analysis has been made
by the authors. For this purpose, the Pelagian Sea was divided along
latitude 35"N. Only faulting West of 16"E was considered because the
Medina Escarpment to the east is common to both areas and represents
the boundary with a different geologic province to the east: the Ionian Sea.
The results of this study, described below, are portrayed graphically on
Figures Nos. 5 and 6 foliowing page 11-9.
'Sec location map on Figure No. 7.
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3.07 A total of 4,419 kilometres of seismic reflection iines were considered, of which 953 kilometres were in the northern area and 3,466 kilometres in the south, Despite the sampling bias to the south (Ce., more than
three times as many lines), the sum of al1 vertical fault displacement (or
"throw") to the north was 6,625 msec of two way travel tiine (Le., 4,969
metres if a conversion factor of 0.75 is used, corresponding to a velocity for
sound in water of 1,500 metres/sec) compared to 2,670 msec (or 2,002
rnetres) to the south. No faults with throws greater than 200 msec (1 50
metres) were observed to the south, but to the north seven faults were
observed with throws of 300 msec or more (225 metres or more) giving a
combined total of 2,900 msec (2,175 metres) of displacement. If the
northern data are normalised with the southern data, the disparity is even
greater: not only are almost al1 the large faults to the north, but there are
also more than twice as many minor fauIts (with displacements of less
than 200 msec ( 1 50 rnetres).
3.08 The foregoing difference between north and south faulting is
further emphasised by the fact that the southern faults are generally
growth faults -that is, faults associated with deposition rather than with
active, current tectonic activity - and are virtually quiescent today.
3.09 Some of the northern fault trends inferred from the seismic
reflection data are similar to trends mapped on the Islands of Gozo and
Malta (e.g., Vossmerbaumer ( 1972) ;Pediey et al. (1978); Illies ( 1981)).
The predominant trend to normal faulting on Malta is east-northeast to
northeast. Ground displacement of these faults is not great; the Victoria
Lines Fault only bas about 100 to 200 metres of throw (Pedley el al.
(1978)). Yet these trends produce a similar scale of faulting at sea, with
the same sense of motion and strike for example in the Malta Trough
south of Malta. However, it is the northwest/southeast oriented faults
which have developed the largest displacement and indeed define the
Malta horst block itself. Profiles at right angles to each other across the
Malta block graphically illustrate the difference in scale of faulting (e.g.,
Vossmerbaumer (197 1) ).
4. The Presence and Significance of Volcanisma
4.01 The second phase of faulting which produced the deepening
troughs north of 35"N latitude coincided with a period of volcanism which
continues today. The volcanism is associated with the faults, causing
eIongation of volcanic islands Iike Linosa and Pantelleria over the northwest/southeast striking faults along which the lava was extruded (Di
Paola (1975)). Secondary tectonic lines act as feeding fissures for the
volcanism.

' The proccss by which the magma (moltcn rock) and its associatcd gasscs rist into the crus1
and art cxtrudcd onto the Earth's surface and into the atmospherc.
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4.02 Young (Le.. occurring during the time of recorded history) volcanism has been located at 15 sites, generalty in the north and northeast
part of the Fault Zone (Zarudski ( 1972) ). The northeasterly volcanism
is associated with faulting, but not with large troughs, suggesting that
there is a northeasterly shift of the distensive tectonics. Volcanics have
not yet been observed in the eastern part of the Malta graben, although a
large volcanic feature lies in the channel between Medina Bank and the
Malta Plateau, linking the volcanics in the Fault Zone with those forming
the Medina (Malta) Ridge to the east.
4.03 The composition of the young volcanic materials is the same as
those produced by Mt. Etna and Mt. Iblei in Sicily (Barbieri et al.
(1974)). To date, there has been no young volcanism observed to the
south of the Fault Zone.

4.04 Magnetic anomalies are associated with the volcanics. Buried
volcanic material has been inferred from magnetic anomalies elsewhere in
the Pelagian Sea, and drilling has confirmed its presence in several cases
(e.g.,Ziegler ( 1978); Finetti ( 1982)). The buried volcanism evidently is
related to much earlier tectonic events such as the faulting which produced
the rifts south of the Medina and Melita Banks. As noted above, al1
recent volcanism lies north of the 35"N parallel extending from the Malta
and Medina Channels to the Medina (Malta) Ridge.
4.05 The significance of volcanism is essentially two-fold within the
context of the subject of this paper. First, the presence of volcanism
means that the Fault Zone where volcanism is found is characterised by
deep fractures or faults, cutting so far into the Earth's crust as to allow
magma to rise to the Earth's surface. Thus, such a fault is necessarily of
major geological importance. Second, where, as in the case of the Fault
Zone here north of the 35"N parallel, the volcanisrn appears at or near the
surface of the sea-bed, it means that the volcanism, and hence the faulting
or shearing, is active and deforrning the seafloor.
5.

Fault Map

5.01 As a means of summing up the foregoing in graphic forrn, Figure
No. 7 has been prepared, a reduced version of which appears following
page 11-8. (The full-scale Figure rnay be found in the pocket section of
Volume III.) This Figure is based on data showing the faults picked frorri
al1 the seisrnic reflection profiles where the seafloor shows recent vertical
displacement. The simple graph on the right-hand side of this Figure
explains the way in which the correlation between faulting and recent seabed displacement was calculated and reflected in the Figure. Where the
bathymetry indicates a continuation of the sea-fioor displacement, the
fault has been extrapolated beyond the survey lines.
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5.02 There are three colours used in plotting the faults to show the
vertical displacement as explained in the Figure's legend. The faults were
separated on a roughly numerical basis into the following three classes:
( 1 ) 35-75 msec of throw; (2) 75- 150 msec; (3) and greater than 150 msec
of throw.
5.03 Strike/slip faults have been added when known and are shown by
blue lines on the Figure. ( I n cases of uncertainty, the fault is shown as a
dotted blue line.) A sinistral strike/slip offsets the Pantelleria and Malta
Troughs ( Winnock ( 1979)). Two dextral wrench faults strike northeast/ southwest between Gozo and Malta (Illies ( 1981 ) ) and another one
can be seen on a seismic reflection profile between the Medina Bank and
Malta. It should be noted, in this connection, that since Figure No. 7 only
shows vertical expression, strike/slip faults show up as rninor features,
which they are not. The lines showing strike/slip faulting on Figure No. 7
in the Malta-Medina Channel area reflect faulting of an importance as
great as in the area of the Troughs: the vertical displacement is merely far
less due to the nature of this type of faulting.
5.04 Known volcanoes are indicated in blue and inferred volcanoes in
brown. Inference of volcanism is based on a distinct magnetic anomaly
correlated directly with a bathymetric high. Older volcanoes which have
been buried, will retain a magnetic anornaly but are not indicated on this
map because there is no clear topographie feature with which they may be
correlated.

PART III

THE AREA OF THE CENTRAL MEDITERRANEAN: A BRIEF
RESUME OF ï ï S C E O ~ C I C A LSETTiNG AND GEODYNAMIC
EVOLUTION
Professor I.R. Finetti
Introduction-Source of Data
This paper concentrates on certain aspects of the geology of the areas of
the Pelagian and Ionian Seas believed to be of particular relevance to the
Court in resolving the present dispute. The author has recently published
a scientific paper' dealing with the geology of the entire Central Mediterranean including the Pelagian and Ionian Seas based on geophysical and
geological exploration data and research over a number of years. Therefore, references will be made from time to time to this paper, where
pertinent, and to earlier papers of the author, not to speak of a number of
relevant technical papers by other geoscientists in the field.
Several introductory points should be made at the outstt. The first
relates to the sources of data on which the conclusions of this paper - and
the recent study referred to - are based. The second relates to the
manner in which this paper has been organised.
Turning first to the sources of data, after more than two decades of
intense geological and geophysical exploration, remarkable progress has
been made in the knowledge of the structure and stratigraphy of the
Mediterranean. This does not mean that ail aspects of these subjects have
been cleared up; but it is today possible to propose schemes of geodynamical evolution much more controlled than it was some years ago. Evidence
of the progress made in knowledge of the geology of the Mediterranean is
seen in the large number of published papers in the field. Appended to the
end of the author's Decembtr, 1982 technical paper referred to above is a
partial list of more than 300 technical papers upon which the author has
drawn in his studies of the Mediterranean.
ln addition to scientific investigation, a consistent contribution has been
made to scientific knowledge by oil exploration activities on the continental shelf areas in question. Significant cont~ibutionsto the enhancement
of knowledge were also furnished by the drilling exploration activities of
the Glomar Challenger Joides Project (Legs XII1 and 42a); Ryan et al.
(1973); Hsii et al. (1978).
Reconstructions of the regional structural and stratigraphie conditions
are mainly based on seismic explorations and on the substantial amount of
1.

' Finctti, I, 1982 - "Structure. Stratigraphy and Evolution of Central Mediterranean",
Bollefino di Geojsica Teorica ed Applicata, Vol. XXXIV.
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available data of oil exploration along the continental margins supplied to
the author by the Libyan authorities. The most complete regional seismic
exploration which covers the whole Mediterranean has been that carried
out by the Osservatore Geofisico Sperimentale of Trieste (OGS). and
publiihed by Finetti and Morelii ( 1972, 1973) and Finetti (1976,' 1981,
1982).
Important seismic data on deep water areas of the Mediterranean have
also resulted from the exploration activity of the Institut Français de
Pétrole (IFP), the Conseil National pour l'Exploration des Océans
(CNEXO) and others: Maufiret et al. (1973); Miilder (1973); BijuDuval et al. ( 1974).
The above data, together with the detailed geological and geophysical
data and information supplied by Libyan authorities, constitute the basic
data for understanding the existing geological conditions of the Mediterranean in general and of the Pelagian Sea in particular.
This short paper has been organised in the following manner: first, the
relevant geological setting and geodynamic evolution of the area will be
sumrnarised; second, some rather brief remarks will be made about other
points of specific relevance, such as the key structural features of the
region and the rifting and volcanism, which play an important role in
connection with these features; and ihird, an explanation will be given of
the figures enclosed with this paper.
In view of the fact (referred to earlier) that the author has recently
published a paper dealing with some of the points also deall with here, and
the fact that there exists an extensive body of already published works, this
paper will be very summary in form.
2. CeoIogicril Setting and Geodynamic Evolution
From Cretaceous until Middle Miocene or from over 100 million years
ago to about 10 million years ago, what is the present Majtese Islands area
remained continuously covered by marine waters and, together with the
remaining Pelagian Sea', was involved in a continuous depositional process. Only Lampedusa and Lampione Islands emerged at difïerent times
during the Lower Tertiary Times (approximately 50 million years ago).
The particular area between Sicily and Libya presently corresponding
to the area of major grabens (Maita, Linosa, Pantelferia and Medina)
- the Sicily Channel - consisted of a substantially flat, unfractured

' By this name. the author refers to the area of sea betwecn Sicily. Tunisia (Cape Bon). the
Tripolitania coast and, on the east, the Sicily-Malta Escarpmcnt and the castcrn cdgc of the
Medina Bank. In literaturc this part of the Mcditcrrancan is also callcd the "Strait or
Channel of Sicily". However. the authot will use the tcrm "Sicily Channel" to refcr only io
thc central a r a of the Pclagian Sea w h e ~ etpe prominent rifting proccss cnists and the largcr
grabens such as those of Malia, Pantelleria. Linasa and Medina occur. See Finctti ( 1982).
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and undeformed Paleocene-Eocene-Oligocene-Miocene cover. Then an
extensive young rifting process started to occur during the NeogeneQuaternary stretching phase (about 15 million years ago), a process
which continues today. It produced a remarkable deformation of the
above-mentioned area along the rift zone.
Intense faulting, collapse and uplifting of blocks, tilting and igneous
extrusion (and intrusion) i.e.,volcanic activity, were the main geological
results of this rifting process. The general dominating trend of rifting was
northwest/southeast. With a few exceptions, al1 main geornorphological
structures of the Sicily Channel were generated during this extensional
process.
The Islands of Malta, in particular, appeared at this time as a small area
of the uplifted block at the north flank of the Malta Graben. This graben
is the most important of the grabens in the Sicily Channel from the
standpoint of its dimensions and the intensity of rifting. The evidence is
that the uplifting of the Malta block was accompanied by a tilting movement that determined the ernersion of the Maltese Islands. The Malta
block is faulted also on its northeast side, additional evidence that structurally it is a horst.
The area from Sicily to the Maltese Islands was practically unalïected
by the recent and continuing rifting phase of the Neogene-Quaternary
described above. To the south of the rifted graben area of the Sicify
Channel, the substantially tabutar zone of the Lampedusa Plateau area
and of the Melita-Medina Banks was only slightly affected by the Neogene-Quaternary stretching phase. This is demonstrated by Figure No. 7
(appended to this paper) consisting of four separate figures showing Seismic Line MS-19 extending from the Ragusa Plateau in the north across
the Malta horsr, the rift zone of the Sicily Channel, down to the Lampedusa Plateau in the south'.
Between Malta and the Medina Bank there exists, with no interruption
whatsoever, what is the continuation to the east of the Pantelleria Malta
Linosa Rift Zone (the Sicily Channel). I refer here to the major rift area,
the Medina Graben, which geornorphologically is expressed by the two
channels running between Malta and the Medina Bank (sometimes
referred to as the Malta and the Medina Channels). (Whether there is
one wide graben here or the rifting underlying the Channels should be
divided into two grabens is a matter of unimportant detail for present
purposes) .
The rifting process of the Sicily Channel is more developed in the area
from Pantelleria-Linosa to Malta than at the northwest extremity of the

-

-

' A discussion of this and the other Figures includcd with this summary appcars at section 4
below.
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Pelagian Sea between Cape Bon in Tunisia and Mazara del Val10 in
southwest Sicily. Also, along the Medina Graben the process is not so
impressive as that shown on the seisrnic line MS-19 (see Figure No. 7)'.
But the Sicily Channel rifting area is continuous al1 along the entire
Pelagian Sea from the Tunisian extremity to the Ionian Sea.
Seisrnic, gravity and magnetic data show clearly that the rifting, still
active, has already produced a marked geological deformation involving
not only the entire sedimentary sequence, but marked tilting movements
on both sideçof the Sicily Channel area. It is evident that the Lower
Crust is participating in the geodynamic processes with uplifting of the
earth's mantle. Bouguer gravity data confirms this observation (as is
discussed in the author's 1982 paper2). In fact along the Sicily Channel a
regional positive anomaly exists which, in the author's view, is associated
with the Crustal thinning produced by the Neogene-Quaternary stretching phase.
It is evident that the rifting process in the Sicily Channel has already
evolved to a stage as now practically to iiivide the Pelagian Sea into two
separated blocks. One to the north is formed by the Adventure and
Ragusa-Malta Plateaus; the other on the south is formed by the Lampedusa and Medina Plateaus. This second block rernains substantially connected to the North African rnegaplate because'even if it is affected by
several extensional faults, these are not large, associated and coherent like
those of the Sicily Channel rift system and do not constitute a continuous
rift system of regional importance. The fact that the Maltese Islands
emerged during the time of, and in connection with, the rifting process
that separated the Ragusa-Malta Plateau from the Medina Bank shows
how intrinsically connected these events are.

So, the Malta Island group structuralIy belongs to the Ragusa-Malta
Plateau area and is completely separated from the Medina Bank. The
fracture system of the Medina Graben is accompanied by tilting which
indicates that the faults separating the Malta block from the Medina Bank
are not superficial accidents but prominent tectonic processes involving the
entire Upper Crust and part of the Lower Crust. The collapsed block of
the Medina Graben is lowered down at the base of the Pliocene by more
than 500 metres (although the rifting process here is at its minimum
intensity). A small piece of a seismic line has been reproduced to show
the Medina Graben and the various features that make it significant. It
appears as Figure No. 1 following page 111-8 of this paper.

'A

location map of scismic lincs may
Technical Annex.
a Sec in. 1 to p. 111-1 a h v c .

bc found as Figure No. 8 lollowing Part II of this
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The Medina Bank, even if aflected by faulting during the NeogcneQuaternary phase, preserved its basic integrity and its regional structural
character. The geological history of the area of the Medina - Melita
Banks area has been continuously connected to the evolution and basin
deposition of the area south of the Sicily Channel. From the Medina Melita Banks southward to the Libyan Coast there is a continuity of
stratigraphic characteristics from the Mesozoic (over 100 million years
ago) to the present time.
3. Otber Points of Specific Relevance
Certain geological elements are relevant to mention here in showing the
geological ties between the Malta Islands, the Ragusa-Malta Plateau and
Sicily. (The geomorphological connection between these features is so
evident as not to require comment.)
A. Malta's Close Connection with Sicily and the Ragusa-Malta
Plateau
The Maltese Islands structurally belong to the Ragusa-Maita Plateau
area, which is separated from the Medina Plateau by a rift zone and, more
particularly, by the Medina Graben, as mentioned above. In the Upper
Miocene - Early Pliocene - that is about 10 million years ago - the
Maltese Islands emerged. Examining with detail the structural setting
and evolution of the Malta Graben and the Maltese Islands, it is possible
to make some important remarks:
Firsf, the Maltese Islands are structurally a horst and the Islands were
generated by a tilting of the block lying on the north side of the Malta
Graben.
Second, the area between southern Sicily (Ragusa) and Malta, limited
to the east by the Sicily-Malta Escarpment, is constituted by a very thick
Mesozoic sequence covered by Cainozoic sediments progressively thinning
from West to east and from south to north. In southeast Sicily and near
the limit of the Sicily-Malta Escarpment, Mesozoic outcrops. The whole
Ragusa-Malta area shows gentle undulations trending mostly northeast/southwest in the northern part. But also less pronounced northwest/southeast trends can be identified. Faults are relatively rare
compared to the area of major grabem {Malta, Pantelleria, Linosa and
Medina) and they are in general older because mostly associated with the
Mesozoic extensional phases (over 100 million years ago) . (See Figure
No. 7.)
In some cases, the Paleocene fault systems stopped their activity during
the first generating extensional phase. In other cases, they were renewed
by successive phases. Regionally, the Ragusa-Malta Plateau area can be
considered as an asymmetric ridge trending north-south and affected by a
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clear and remarkable tilting movement near the Sicily-Malta Escarpment.
Such tilting is associated with the main extensional phase which is here
that of Middle Jurassic (around 150 million years ago), but the uplifting
and tilting movements of the Plateau also continued into the Cretaceous
and, much more rnoderately, into the Neogene phase (approximately 10
million years ago).
The whole Ragusa-Malta Plateau area is affected by intense volcanic
activities which occurred at every regional stretching phase. Four main
phases can be identified: Middle-Upper Triassic, Middle Jurassic, Upper
Cretaceous and Neogene-Quaternary. In this area al1 phases produced
intense activities with thick to very thick volcanic intemals. Particularly
impressive is the Middle Jurassic phase. In fact, the relative interval is
almost completely constituted by igneous rocks. But also the MiddleUpper Triassic shows a remarkable volcanic activity with many basaltic
intemals in "Streppenosa" formation (Black Shale).
However, as shall be seen below, the Ragusa-Malta Plateau area is
characterised by older volcanism, the most conspicuous period being in the
Middle Jurassic, with the volcanics rock lying deep below the surface of
the earth, between two to four kilometres beneath the surface. In fact, the
Middle Jurassic interval (that is the present layer beneath the surface of
the earth corresponding to this period) is almost entirely composed of
igneous rocks reflecting this old period of volcanism throughout this area.
In contrast, the rift zone area of the Sicily Channel is marked by young
volcanism, mainly of Late Miocene to Quaternary Age (less than 10
million years ago).
B. The RiftZone of the Sicil-v Channel and Its Young Volcanisrn
Over the past 230 miilion years approximately, the volcanism in the
Pelagian-Ionian Sea area has fallen into roughly four main phases mentioned in A. above. The phases are açsociated with corresponding phases
of extensional dynamics occurring at roughly the same time and in the
same areas. (The author's recent study deals with this data in considerable detaii.) As has been mentioned above, the principal and rather
remarkably intensive volcanism in the Ragusa-Matta Plateau area
occurred in the middle of the Jurassic (approximately 150 million years
ago), although more limited volcanic activity has taken place in each of
the four main periods.
Rifting rnovements of the Neogene-Quaternary phase are associated
with prominent volcanic activity. The most important outcropping volcanic shows are those of the Pantelleria and Linosa Islands. But magnetic
anomalies indicate that volcanism is present al1 along the Sicily Channel
rift zone and that this volcanism iç young and near the surface. Aside
from establishing the importance and depth of the rifting, this evidence of
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young volcanism stresses the recency of the rifting and that it continues
today. A typical example of volcanism in the rift zone is the volcano lying
between the Malta and Medina ChanneIs to the southeast of MaIta and to
the northwest of the Medina Bank. This magnetic body is associated with
a prominent magnetic anomaly. The Medina Mounts to the east, on the
evidence of prominent magnetic anomalies, were also affected by volcanism (see Figure No. 3 following page 111-8 of this paper).
Seismic evidence of igneous extrusion are identified on several points of
major grabens in the Sicily Channel such as the Pantelleria, Linosa, Malta
and Medina Grabens. Other shows are evident on the Sicily-Malta
Escarpment, and near the Medina Mounts (otherwise known as the
Medina (Malta) Ridge. Very clear seismic evidences of young (Neogene-Quaternary) volcanic activity exist in numerous points in the Ionian
Abyssal Basin and the Sirt Rise.
All these data show that this young phase of volcanism produced its
effect on a vast part of the studied area. However, the area where this
phase caused by far the most remarkable geomorphological modifications
is in the Sicily Channel area. All major grabens such as those of Malta,
Linosa, Pantelleria and Medina were generated by the extensional
geodynarnics rnarked by this volcanism.

4.

Discussion of Figures

Aside from Figure No. 1 , a number of similar seismic figures are
appended to this report following page 111-8. These Figures (from Finetti
( 1982) ) show objective geophysical data which contain interpretations of
evidence that is clear to geoscientists. There can be no question about the
intense faulting process of the Sicily Channel; these figures have been
prepared to make this fact evident to a non-expert just as schematic
diagrams might otherwise have done.
Figure No. 2 shows the Sicily-Malta Escarpment. Figure No. 3 shows
the Medina Mounts: Medina (Malta) Ridge. Figure No. 4 shows the
Medina Bank and Escarpment.
Figures Nos. 5 and 6 have been included to show the extent and importance of the Sicily Channel rift zone. These figures require some explanation for a full understanding of their significance. The Figures, as the
captions reveal, show the effect of the rift zone (coloured in yellow) on
layers of the present subsoil underlying the Sicily Channel at the Top of
the Miocene' (Figure No. 5) and at the Top of the Mesozoic2 (Figure No.
6).
-

' Approximatcly 10 million years ago.
' Approximaiely 100 million ycars ago.
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Three principal points are intended to be illustrated by Figures Nos. 5
and 6, points already touched on in the preceding text. First, the extent of
the rift zone of the Sicily Channel is shown extending al1 the way east to
divide the Sicily-Malta and the Medina Escarprnents and to join up with
the Medina Mounts (the Medina (Malta) Ridge). Second, the depth of
the rifting is shown on these figures. It is clear that the rifting process
involves both the entire lower crust and the upper rnantle of the Earth
(see, for exarnple, the big gravity anomaly al1 along the Sicily Channel
shown in Finetti (1973)). Historically, of course, neither Malta nor the
rift zone existed before this rifting process began (that is during the
Mesozoic which is depicted by Figure No. 6 ) ; but the faulting structure in
the rift zone now actually extends into this much older layer of strata, and
even below, to the point that magmas rise up through the Earth's crust in
the form of volcanism. (Malta has been sketched in on Figure No. 6 to
show its ultimate location, not because it then existed.) Third, the presence of young volcanism is shown along the rift zone out along the Medina
Mounts - the Medina (Malta) Ridge - as well as in the Ionian Abyssal
Plain to the north of the Mounts and in the Sirt Rise to the south. This
young volcanisrn along the rift zone illustrates the importance as well as
the recency and currency of the rifting process.
Finally, Figure No. 7, consisting of four separate figures showing Seismic Line MS-19, has been described and discussed at pages 111-3 and 111-4
a bove.
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PART IV
THE SEA-BED MODEL OF THE CENTRAL MEDITERRANEAN
(The Model was prepared under the supervision of Dr. William B.F. Ryan
by Thérèse Landry and Mary Ann Luckrnan at the Lamont-Doherty
Geological Observatory of Columbia University, Palisades, New York.
Two photographs of the Model appear following page IV-2. The first is a
north/south view of the Modei; the second is taken from the east and
shows the importance of the Sicily-Malta and Medina Escarpments.)
1. Source of Data and Area Covered
This Model of the Central Mediterranean seafloor employs as its base
the International Bathymetric Chart of the Mediterranean prepared by
the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission. This Chart is at a
scale of 1:1,000,000. The region bounded by longitudes of 11"E and
20°E and latitudes of 30°N and 3g030'N was selected as the area to be
covered.
2. Contounng-Replotting at Reduced Scale
Segmented into a number of workable sections, the bathymetric con'tours were redefine. as x. y nurnbers on a Hewlett Packard digitizer and
computer. The contour data has been stored on flexible disks which
facilitates future and multinatured work with the information. For the
purposes of model-making, the files - each representing a map section were merged to replot the chart at the desired scale of 1:750,000.
3. Use of Vertical Exaggeration
The creation of the three dimensional Model entailed applying a vertical
exaggeration of 25 times the horizontal scale of the map (1:750,000).
This results in a more informative representation of the vertical relief of
the earth's surface. The region exhibited has relief of approxirnately
seven kilometres and is only the thin outer part of the 6,371 kilometre
radius of the earth.
A three dimensional mode1 with no vertical exaggeration would exhibit
relief of about one centimetre or less than 1/2". Increasing vertical
exaggeration, a common practice in geomorphologic figures, to a magnification of 25, displays relief to nearly 30 centirnetres (12") in the Model.
This allows easy comparison of the relative depths, heights, and gradients
of the earth's surface.
4. Other Technical Details
The "scaffolding" is constructed of Philippine mahogany marine plywood and b a l s a w d . A thickness of 114" represents the 200 metre
interval, while I/8", 1/16" and 1/32" serve as 100, 50 and 20 metre
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intervals respectiveiy. Materials and thickness were selected in accord
with scaie and vertical exaggeration desired as well as toierance, workability and weight of the material.
A mixture of plaster of paris and lime was used to smooth the contour
edges. This filling-in of terraces does not alter the accuracy of measured
depths, but rather results in a more realistic representation of the seafloor
surface. The barely discernable contour edges guide the colour-coding of
topography and bathymetry: on land darkening shades of brown distinguish intervals of 0-1000 metres, 1000-2000 metres, 2000-3000 metres
and 3000 rnetres plus; and at sea, shades of blue grow darker with increasing depths of 0-500, 500- 1000, 1000-2000, 2000-3000, 3000-4000 and
4000 rnetres and greater. The horizontal accuracy of these intervals has
been ensured by a levelling device.
The mahogany siding serves an aesthetic, protective purpose and is not
intended to portray topographic profiles.
As a whole, the Mode1 measures roughly 1 18 x 120 centimetres (44" x
45"). It is divided into two pieces for easier shipping and handling.
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Annex 5

PAGES3261 TO 3264 OF WUST, "ONTHE VERTICALCIRCULATION
OF THE
MEDITERRANEAN
SEA"
Absiraci. In this analysis of about 600 stations (200 winter and 400 summer
stations) the first attempt is made t o study, with the help of the "core method",
the mean steady state of the deep circulation within the whole expanse of the
Mediterranean, divided by silis into eight basins. In spite of the aperiodic fîuctuations, we have got some indications of the seasonal variations of the Levantine intermediate current, which has its maximum in the winter. At the surface,
six water types are formed which spread out, eithcr by measurable currents or
by weak advectional processes, in six core layers and'cause renewal and ventilation al1 the way to the bottom of the basins. On the whole, the Mediterranean
vertical circulation offers, by the transformation of the entering Atlantic water
type to the Mediterranean types, an excellent example of interaction between
atmosphere and sea. This is demonstrated by a three-dimensional block diagram
of the vertical circulation and of the salinity distribution during winter.

By its intercontinental situation in the midst of a subtropical semiand climate
and bv its momhoionical structure. the Mediterranean Sea offers a uniaue field
for thé applicGion d the so-called'"core method". This method
one to
follow the spreading and mixing processes of the main water masses along their
curved core layers, characterized by intermediate maxima or minima of salinity,
oxygen, and temperature. In this way the main features of the mean steady deep
circulation can be delineated in the whole expanse of this enclosed sea and for
different seasons.
By means of the vertical distribution of salinity, oxygen, and temperature we
can identify four different core masses : (1) The near-surface water of Atlantic origin between O and 75 m depth (2) the intermediate water between 200 and 600 m,
(3) the deep water between 1,500 and 3,000m; and (4) the botiom waier at
depths to 4,200m. 1 should like t o demonstrate with four maps and four diagrams the main results of Our recent study on the deep circulation for which
about 600 stations (about 200 winter and 400 summer stations) of 12 research
vessels are available [Wüst, 1960, 19611.
The first core map (Fig. 1) concerns the Levantine intermediate water, ch ara^
terized by the maximum of salinity, which, except for the source region in the
northern Levantine basin, is found in the whole Mediterranean at various morphologically influenced depths between 200 and 600 m. It is formed in Febniary and
March on both sides of Rhodes, where at the surface there is a combination of
low temperatures (about 15') and high salinities (39.1 %), Le., conditions favorable for a vertical thermal-haline convection reaching to a depth of about 100200m. From this winter source region of high salinity the Levantine intermediate water spreads out within the core layer to al1 western basins.
After having passed the central Ionian basin the main flow goes over the
Sicilian ridge through the Strait of Sardinia and d o n g the continental slope of
North Africa. This flow attains more and more the character of a real boundary
current with measurable velocities, which we cal1 the Levantine intermediate
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current. It finds its continuation in the outgoing undercurrent through the Strait

of Gibraltar whcrc this undercurrent in 275-m depth reaches the high velocities
of more than 100 cm/sec.
In the surnmer the Levantine intermediate current is perctptibly wcaker than
in winter (Fig. 2). But apart from this fact the main trends of the distribution of
the salinity within the cote layer remain the same in summer as in winter, which
confirms the belief that the inhomogeneities in the observation matenal and the
apenodic fluctuations of salinity and other disturbing effects are of second order
of magnitude.
The fact of a seasonal variation in the strength of the Levantine intermediate
current is clearly demonstrated by the two longitudinal sections of salinity along
the main axis of its flow, as shown in Figure 3. The near-surface Atlantic undercurrent to the east and the Levantine intermediate current to the West represent the most important branches of the Mediterranean deep circulation.
The spreading and the mixing processes of the latter can also be described by means
of T / S curve for winter and summer, as shown in Figure 4.
One end point of the winter normal curves represents the conditions at the
source region.
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Annex 6
OF STANLEY
ET AL., "STRAITOF S ~ C ~DEPOSITIONAL
LY
RATES AND PATTERNS, AND POSSIBLE
REVERSAL
OF CURRENTS IN THE LATE

PAGES288 AND 289

QUATERNARY"

some exceptions) generally decrease with depth, i.t., from the shallow banks to
the neritic-bathyal platfonn to the deep basins. With the C data at hand (Fig. 5),
it appears that deposition in al1 environments, except in the two deep basin
cores (Ges-63, 109) that have higher ash and turbidite layers, has been relatively
constant in the late Quaternary. However, there is a significant diffcrencc in the
age of sediments at the tops of cores in the different environments. In shalïow
banks, the tops of some cores are truncated in the late Pleistocene to early HoIocene; in the neritic-bathyal platforrn, in the carly Holocene; and in the deep
basins, sediments have accumulated on a fairly continuous basis from the Pleistocene until the recent (Figs. 3, 5).
The vertical lithofacies sequences in the shallow-bank and neritic-bathyal
environments can be closeIy related with the Quaternary dynamics. The upwardcoarsening and upward-fining sequences in shallow environments clearly reflect
bottom conditions related to eustatic oscillations ; Le., shell bank concentrations
increased as sea level dropped, banks became shallower and bottom current
activity intensified, and vice versa. On sorne banks, fine-grained sediments have
accumulated since the rise of sea level ; on others there has k e n tnincation and
non-deposition since the last eustatic low stand.
At intermediate depths, bioturbation is evident throughout the cores. This
homogenization shows that rates of reworking by benthic organisms have been
relatively more important than sediment input and accumulation throughout the
late Quaternary. Equally significant are the C dates which indicate that oceanographic conditions directly affecting the sea floor changed markedly between the
late Pleistocene and the early Holocene, and that non-deposition and/or erosion
have prevailed since about 10,000 years B.P.
In contrast, none of the above changes are noted in the deep Strait basins.
Rates of sedirnentation approximate thosc on the neritic platform but a somewhat lower benthic population on the basin floors has resulted in a relatively
lower degree of bioturbation and better prcscrvation of stratification. Furthermore, there are no obvious changes in cithtr lithofacies sequence patterns or
sedimentation rates between the late Pieistocene and recent, a period of at least
30,000 years. Although the depth of the three deep Strait basin plains
(1300-1700 m) is well below that at which sapropel layers are found elsewhcre in
the central (Adriatic) and eastern (lonian, Levantine basins) Mediterranean, no
sapropels or other distinct evidence of stagnation are noted in the basin cores.
On the contrary, structures made by benthic organisms are commonly observed
indicating that the deep narrow Strait basins remained sufficiently oxygenated
to support benthic population throughout the late Quaternary. Thus, it appears
that vertical mixing prevailed on an almost continuing basis as a result of water
mass movement across the Strait of Sicily at a time when sapropels were accumulating under stagnant conditions in the adjacent eastem Mediterranean (cf.,
note sapropel at top of core LY-11-3).
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In this respect, core LY-II4A West of the Strait narrows (Fig. 3) is of interest.
The rate of sedimentation here is higher than in many other sectors. The mud at
the top of core LY-114A is dated as eady Holocene (about 11,000-10,000 years
B.P.), or well after sea level had begun to rise. Inasrnuch as this core lies at a
depth of 755 rn, the eustatic oscillation alone is not believed to be the primary
factor for erosion or non-deposition in this sector. The region just west of the
Strait narrows may be cntical for interpreting Quaternary oceanographic fluctuations since it occupies a zone of particularly strong current rtgime. Currents
accelerate in the constricted narrows and decelerate as the Strait widens with a
probable increase in deposition away from the narrows. Thus, we would expect
that cores collected in the vicinity of the narrows would provide the best record
of water mass-bottom current fluctuations in the recent geological past.
It is probably not accidental that there is an apparent correlation between the
time of truncation of core tops on the Strait platform and that of protosapropel
and sapropel formation (sapropels are dated at about 9000-7500 ycars B.F.; cf.,
Ryan, 1972; Van Straaten, 1972) in the castern and central Mediterranean.
Independently, other workers (Colantoni and Borsetti, 1973) record microfaunal
changes in the Linosa and Malta basins at about this period. One possible
explanation for these early Holocene depositional and faunal changes is a temporary short-term reversa1 of surface and deeper water flow (Olausson, 1961 ;
Mars, 1963; Huang et al., 1972; Müller, 1973; Nesteroff, 1973; Huang and
Stanley, 1974; and others). At present, less dense water flows (>30cm/sec) southeastward above northwestward-flowing (32cmlsec) Levantine water (Molcard, 1972). We illustrate an eariy Holocene current reversa1 mode1 that depicts
the northwestward movement of less dense surface water in response to the
early Holocene climatic evolution (Fig. 6). Surface water salinity and temperature conditions (Farrand, 1971) certainly were altered in the Mediterranean
dunng the warming phasc of the climatic curve, but the degrec of stratification
resulting from this remains a point of conjecture (Letolle and VergnaudGrazzini, 1974).
Nevertheless, Our study does show (1) that the sea floor of the Strait of Sicily
remained ventilated and swept by currents at a time when anaerobic conditions
prevailed in the Ionian-Levantine basins east of the Strait, and that (2) the Strait
did not completely block circulation between the eastern and western Mediterranean basins. We conclude that Our observations are best explained in terms of
eady Nolocene paleo-oceanographic changes including possible reversal of currents. The latter concept requires further testing and we suggest that the Strait
of Sicily, the major sill separating sapropel nch eastern Mediterranean basins
from non-sapropel basins in the west, is clearly one of the key sites in which to
investigate this problem.
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Annex 7

PAGES445 AND 453 OF WINNOCK,
"STRUCTURE DU BLOC PELAGIEN"

The paper deals mainly with the general structure of the pelagian block. The
seismic gives us, with the top Miocene, a very useful marker with which to show
the regional structure. This is because it is a strong, characteristic, and very
continuous marker.
Fig. 2 is a isobathymetric map of this rnarker at the top of the Upper Miocene
o r base of the Pliocene. Fig. 3 shows the isopacks of the Plio-Quaternary ùeds.
Finaiiy (Fig. 4) there are two geological sections, with an exaggerated vertical
scale, showing the structure of the Pelagian Sea between Sicily and the African
coast.
The principal features are :
(1) The existence of a series o f "Tunisian Trenches" forrning together with the
already well known Sicilian Channel, a structural cornplex throwing light
on the recent distensive history of the region.
(2) The importance of the post-Miocene tectonics. Faults of Pliocene age, and
more recent ones, have cut into horsts and grabens large areas of the Pelagian Sea.
(3) The post-Miocene subsidence of the Gela Basin: the Messinian beds
indicate there are differences of level of 3,000 rn, and perhaps up to 5,000 m.
(4) These major post-Messinian events leave little room for any hypotheses
suggesting that the Mediterranean had already its present day morphology
at the time of the "Messinian salinity crisis".
(5) The thickness maps of the Plio-Quaternary sediments are a useful guide for
bringing together the fragrnentary evidence available about the present day
sedimentary rhythm.
There is also a special emphasis concerning the Siculo-tunisian troughs. The
isobath clearly defines the limits of the three troughs of the Sicilian
Channel : Pantellaria (- 1,300 m), Linosa (- 1,600 m) and Malta (- 1,700 m).
The Channel is separated frorn the Caltanissetta-Gela Basin in the north by the
Adventure Bank-Madrepore Bank-Malta Bank alignment. In the south the
Channel is separated from the Gabes-Ashtart Basin by the Tunisian plateau.
The Sicilian Channel is characterized by a rather strong fault structure
developed during the Pliocene at the expense of the sedimentary surface (Messinian) o r erosion surface (Terminal Miocene). During the Lower Pliocene an
extrernely dense block faulting affected the Plateau. During the Upper Pliocene
subhonzontal sedirnentary beds,

. 500m

Le plateau Tunisien est une zone stable et peu subsidente ou le Miocéne se
trouve i moins de 200 m. La sédimentation pliocéne est donc d'épaisseur
réduite.
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Les failles ont généralement un rdle encore modeste. Toutefois, quelques grabens apparaissent A l'Est; sillon Tripolitain, fossé de Jarrafa (Fig. 5 B) ou B
l'Ouest: fossés de la région de Mahdia. Or, à la différence des sillons orientaux,
caractérisés par un déficit sédimentaire et visibles en bathymétrie, les sillons
occidentaux, comblés, ne sont pas décelables sur les cartes marines. Pourtant ils
ont, les uns et les autres, une profondeur pouvant dépasser 1000 m (Fig. 2).
Les îles de Lampione et de Lampedusa marquent la limite nord d u plateau
Tunisien.
Le passage d u plateau Tunisien au chenal de Sicile se fait par une terrasse
faillée trés complexe, comprise entre les isobathes -200 m et -500 m où se
trouvent les hauts-fonds de Birsa, d'Halk et Menzel, de Babouch (Fig. 5 C), de
Bouri.
4. Chenal de Sicile

C'est une unité géographique déprimée, d'orientation NW-SE, trés faillée,
caractérisée par la présence de grands fossés tectoniques et d'une activité volcanique quaternaire. II est circonscrit par l'isobathe -500 m et s'étend du large du
Cap Bon au Sud de Malte sur 350 km, avec une largeur de 1OOkm.
Trois fossés et deux îles d'origine volcanique sont les éléments morphologiques
marquants du chenal de Sicile ;
- le fossé de Pantellaria dépasse 1300 rn de profondeur ;
- le fossé de Linosa approche 1600 m ;
- le fossé de Malte, le plus long et le plus profond, dépasse 1700 m ;
- l'île de Pantellaria culmine A 836 m ;
- l'îlot de Linosa, de dimensions plus modestes, a pour point culminant le Mt
Volcano, 195 m.
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Annex 8

MAPDEPICTING
SETTLEMENT
PATTERNS
IN MALTA
[Nor reproduced]

Annex 9

MAP SHOWINGTHE POSITION
OF LIBYA
AND MALTAIN THE CENTRAL
MEDITERRANEAN
[Nol reproduced]

Annex 10

TOPOGRAPHIC
MAPOF LIBYA
[Nor reproduced]
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Annex 11
PAGE 52 OF

MORELLIE T A L , "BATHYMETRY.
GRAVITYAND MAGNETISM
STRAIT
OF SIC~LY
AND IN THE IONIAN SEA"

IN THE

5. GEOLOGY

The Strait of Sicily has been studied from the geologic-tectonic point of view
by Castany (1956) and by Burrolet (1967); from the geophysical point of view
by Zarudzki (1972), who considered also the work of previous geophysicists,
summarized by Harrison (1955) and Gantar eî al. (1961).
According to Castany (1956), Tunis and Sicily constitute a common orogenic frame, an out-building of the African stand, affected by transversal irregularities. Although this "mosaic stmcture" allowed the cornpartment working, it
shows common features, and both areas produce great analogies.
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Annex 12
PAGE3139 OF DEWEY

ET A L .

"PLATEfECT~ONICSAND T H E EvoLuTION

O F THE

ALPINE SYSTEM"
Compressional boundaries result in three basic types of tectonic features. First,
the simple deep-sea trench-island arc system such as the Aleutians and Tonga- ,
Kermadec; second, the more complex trench-volcanic arc continental margin
system such as the Pem-Chile trench and the landward complex of the Andes;
and third, the compressional interaction between two continental portions of
plates such as the India-Asia collision that produced the Himalayan orogeny.
It has been proposed by various workers (Argand, 1916; Heirn, 1922; Staub,
1924) that the causal mechanism for the Alpine orogeny in Europe was compressional motion between Africa and Europe. Reconstructions of Laurasia
(notably that of Bullard and others, 1965) show an eastward-widening Tethyan
seaway between Europe and Africa. As Europe and Africa drifted away from
North America along separate paths, the seaway slowly closed. It is this closure
that some previous workers have descnbed as the cause of the Alpine orogeny.
fn the framework of the theory of plate tectonics, this would appear to be the
correct mechanism, but two problems previously precluded a detailed analysis
of the orogenic history of the Alpine system in terms of the relative motion of
Africa with respect t o Europe. First, the history of drift in the Atlantic was not
known, and hence the temporal and spatial pattern of relative motion between
Africa and Europe could not be determined. Second, there are a t present a
number of microplates between Africa and Europe, each in motion with respect
to al1 adjacent plates (McKenzie, 1970). The present motion between these
plates is complex (Fig. 1). Although the present relative motion of Africa with
respect to Europe is northward compression, the relative motion that is occurring
at the southem border of Europe is not simply compressional but varies due to
the interaction of the i n t e ~ e n i n gmicroplates. The situation may have been
equally complex during much of the history of Tethys. There probably never
was only a single plate boundary between Africa and Europe; but rather, there
was at al1 times a network of compressional, extensional, and transform
boundaries.
Smith (1971) recently attempted an analysis of the Alpine system based on the
assumption.
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Annex 13

ACT No. XII OF 1953

An Act to provide for regulating the catching, londing und sole of f Ï ~ h and
,
for purposes connected therewith.
Be it enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice
and consent of the Legislative Assembly of Malta, as follows :

1. This Act may be cited as the Fish Industry Act, 1953.
2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires :
"Minister" means the Minister who, for the time being, is responsible for the
Fisheries Department ;
"Malta" means the Island of Malta and its Dependencies;
"Fishing boat" means a vessel of whatever size and design, and in whatever
way propelled, registered in Malta which is, for the time being, used for the
purpose of fishing ;
"Foreign fishing boat" means a vessel of whatever size and design and in
whatever way propelled, not registered in Malta which is, for the time being,
used for the purpose of fishing ;
"Fishing" means the art of catching every description of fish or shellfish o r
corals or plants found in the sea;
"Fishing implement" means any nets, lines, floats, lamps o r other instruments
usually used for the purpose of fishing ;
"Skipper" includes, in relation to any vesse1 the person for the time being
in command or charge of that vessel.
3. (1) It s h d be lawful for the Governing Council to make, Vary or repeai regulations for carrying into effect the provisions of this Act, and without prejudice to
the generality of this power to make regulations for al1 or any of the following
purposes, and to establish the penalties not exceeding in any case a fine (multa)
of fifty pounds to which any offender of any of the Regulations made under this
Act shall be liable :
(a) for the registration of fishing boats and of persons engaged in
fishing ;
(bl to regulate the use of îïshing implements, for presewing order among
fishermen and preventing them doing damage to the fishing implements of
others ;
(c) to regulate the landing and storage of fish, its preservation and its
utilization in the manufacture of by-products;
(d) to regulate the sale and distribution of fish and the licensing of
persons connected therewith;
le) to regulate the use of boatslips, fishing boat moorings and other harbour facilities intended for the use of Fishing boats ;
for maintaining order, sanitation and cleanlness in the wholesale
fishmarket ;
(g) for prescribing the requirement of a licence from the Minister in re-

a
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spect of persons acting as "skipper" o r "second hand" of any class or description of fishing boats specified in the regulations and the terms and
conditions on or subject to which such licences shall be issued ;
(2) Regulations made under this Act shall be laid on the Table of the
Legislative Assembly as soon as may be after they are made, and if the Legislative Assembly, within a period of twenty days, beginning with the day on which
any such regulations are laid before it resolves that they be annulled or amended
the same shall cease to have effect or shall be so amended but without prejudice
to anything previously done thereunder o r t o the making of any new regulalions. I n reckoning any period for the purpose of this sub-section no account
shall be taken of any tirne during which the Legislative Assembly is dissolved or
prorogued o r during which it is adjourned for more than four days.
4. (1) No person on board a foreign fishing boat shall fish or attempt t o fish
whiie the boat is within the territorial waters of Malta.
(2) If a foreign fishing boat, having o n board fishing implements of any kind,
anchors without just cause (the proof whereof shall lie on the skipper) anywhere
within the territorial waters of Malta, except inside the Valletta Grand Harbour,
the skipper of the boat shall be deemed t o be fishing.
(3) In the event of any contravention of this section, besides the fine imposed
by this Act, the Court, shall, on conviction, order the forfeiture of any fish that
may be o n board of the boat concerned a t the time of the offence.
S. (1) Fresh fish, other than fish caught by a fishing boat registered in these
Islands, may not be landed in Malta without the previous permission, in writing,
of the Controller of Fisheries.
(2) A permit issued uqder this section shall be valid only for the day on which
it is issued, unless otherwise stated on the permit, and may contain such provisions as may appear necessary to the Controller of Fisheries. Such permit does
not exempt the holder from the provisions of the Customs Ordinance (Chapter
60) and other Statutory laws regarding the landing of goods in these Islands.
(3) The skipper of a vesse1 from which fish is landed and the consignee of such
fish o r either of them shall furnish to the Controller of Fisheries al1 the information that may be required as regards the origin, sale and disposa1 of any fish
landed.
(4) Fresh fish, other than fish caught by a fishing boat registered in these
Islands, shall be landed only at the Wholesale Fishmarket, Old Barriera Wharf,
Valletta: provided that the Controller of Fisheries may, at his discretion, allow
fish to be landed elsewhere in the presence of a Fishery Officer.
(5) Any person who contravenes o r fails to comply with any terms or conditions of a permit issued under this section shall be guilty of a n offence under
this Act and any person who lands fish in contravention of this section, besides
being liable t o the fines imposed by this Act, shall, on conviction, also suffer the
forfeiture of the fish so tanded.
(6) A fee of five shillings shall be paid at the Fisheries Department in respect
of each permit issued under this section.
6. (1) The Minister may, by an Order published in the Government Gazette,
prohibit, limit or regulate the importation or landing in Malta of fïsh which has
been frozen, chilled, canned, salted or which has undergone any process of
curing o r preservation.
(2) Without prejudice to the generality of the power conferred by this section,
an order made under this section may determine for any such period as may be
specified in the order :
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(a) the description of such fish as aforesaid which may be landed in
Malta;
(bl the quantity of such fish, or of any description thereof, which may be
so landed, and under what conditions such fish may be landed; and the
order may contain such provisions as appear to the Minister to be necessary for securing the due operation and enforcement of the scheme of
regulation in the order.
(3) Any person who contravenes or fails to comply with any provisions
contained in any order made under this section shall be guilty of an offence
under this Act.

7. Where any provision of this Act confers a power to make an order, the
power shall be construed as including a power, exercisable in the like manner, to
Vary or revoke the order by a subsequent order.

8. Any licence, permit or permission granted for the purpose of any ReguIations made under this Act, may be revoked at any time by the authority or
person empowered to grant it.
9. (1) The Governor-in-Council may appoint Fishery Officers to ensure that
the provisions of this Act and any Regulations and Orders made thereunder are
strictly complied with.
(2) Fishery Officers appointed as aforesaid shall, in the discharge of their
powers and duties, have al1 the rights, powers and duties vested in or imposed
on Officers of the Malta Police.

10. (1) For the purpose of enforcing the provisions of this Act and any Regulations and Orders made thereunder, a Fishery Officer may, with respect to any
foreign fishing boat when within territorial waters, and with respect to a locally
registered fishing boat anywhere exercise the following powers :
(i) go on board ;
(ii) require the skipper to produce any certzcate of registry and other
documents pertaining to the boat ;
(iii) seize such documents and order the skipper to take his boat into
harbour.
(2) For the purposes of this section any Police officer or any Officer of
Customs and Excise shall exercise any of the powers conferred by this section
on Fishery Officers.
11. If any person obstructs any Fishery Officer in acting under the powers
conferred by this Act, or refuses to comply with any directions lawfully made,
o r to answer any question lawfully asked, by any Fishery Officer in pursuance of
this Act, such person shall be guilty of an offence against this Act :
Provided that no person shall be compellable to answer questions which may
criminate him.

12. Where any offence against this Act has been committed by any person on
board a fishing boat or on board a foreign fishing boat, the skipper of such boat
shail in every case be liable to be deemed guilty of such offence :
Provided that if he proves that he issued proper orders for the observance,
and used due diligence to enforce the observance, of this Act, and that the
offence in question was actually committed by some other person without his
connivance, he shall not be liable to any punishment.
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13. Any person guilty of an offence under this Act shall, on conviction, be
liable to a fine (multa) of not less than £10, but not exceeding £50 for each such
offence.
14. Where the fact constitutes a more serious offence under any other law,
the provisions of that law shall apply in lieu of this Act.
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Annex 14

(a) MALTESE PETROLËUM (PRODUCTION)ACT, 1958
ACT No. IV OF 1958
An Acf ro vest in the Maltese Governmenf the property in petroleum and
narural gus within these Islands und ro make provision with respect to the searching and boring for and gerting of petroleum and narurat gns, and for purposes
connecred with the marters aforesaid.
Be it enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice
and consent of the Legislative Assernbly of Malta, as follows:
1. This Act may be cited as the Petroleurn (Production) Act, 1958.
2. In this Act - '
"Licence" means a licence granted pursuant to this Act and includes a petroleurn mining concession;
"Malta" means the Island of Malta and its Dependencies and the land underlying the sea waters adjoining the sarne;
"Minister" rneans the Prime Minister of Malta and includes such other Minister or Ofîïcer as rnay be authorised by hirn from time to time for any of the
purposes of this Act ;
"Petroleum" means al1 natural hydrocarbons Iiquid or gaseous including
crude oil, natural gas, asphalt, ozokerite and cognate substances and natural
gasoline.
3. (1) The property in any petroleum in its natural condition in strata wheresoever existing in Malta is hereby vested in the Maltese Governrnent and the
Maltese Govcrnment shall have the exclusive right of searching and boring for
and getting such petroleum.
(2) Any person, who, without a licence granted under this Act searches or
bores for or gets petroleurn shall be guilty by reason merely of having done s o
and without prejudice to prosecution under any other provision of law, of an
offence and shall be liable on conviction to a fine (rnulta) of no1 less than two
hundred pounds but not exceeding five hundred pounds for each day during
which the offence continues, which fine (multa) shall also be applicable for the
purposes of subsection (3) of section 389 of the Crirninal Code (Chapter 12) and
in addition al1 petroleum so gotten shall be forfeited t o the Maltese Government. Nothing in this Act, however, shall bc construed as irnposing any penalty
on any person where in the course of lawful boring in search of water o r of
other lawful operations, petroleum is set free.
(3) The prohibitions imposed by o r under this Act and the rights by and
under this Act vested in the Maltese Government, in the Minister, in any Officer
of the Government, and in any holder of a licence under this Act shall have full
effect notwithstanding the provisions contained in section 360 of the Civil Code
(Chapter 23) o r in any law which may be incompatible with such prohibitions
and rights :
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Provided that nothing in this Act shall be construed as conferring, or as
enabfing the Minister to confer, on any person, whether acting on behalf of the
Maltese Government or not, any right which he does not enjoy apart from this
Act, to enter on or interfere with land.
4. (1) The Minister shall have the power to grant to such persons as he thinks
fit licences to search and bore for and get petroleum, including petroleum
mining concessions.
(2) Any such licence shall be granted for such consideration (by way of
royalty andlor otherwise) as the Minister rnay determine, and over such areas,
for such periods and upon such other terms and conditions as the Minister
thinks fit.
(3) Without prejudice to the generality of the last preceding subsection, the
terms and conditions of any such licence rnay in particular, if the Minister so
determines include provision for the following matters :
(i) the rates of royalties to be paid in respect of any petroleum won in
the exercise of the rights conferred by the licence, the method of calculation
of the amount of such royalties and the manner of payment thercof;
(ii) the surface rents to be charged in respect of the areas of the licence;
(iii) the working obligations attaching to the licence;
(iv) the division between the Malttsc Government and the iicensee of
profits derived from the sale or disposa1 of petroleum won in the exercise of
the rights conferred by the licence ;
(v) the suppiy from time to time of information by way of returns,
reports, notices, records of operations or otherwise.
(4) The Minister shall as soon as rnay be after granting a licence under this
section, cause a notice of the fact to be published in the Government Gazette
stating the name of the licensee and the situation of the area in respect of which
the licence has been granted.
5. (1) The Minister may make regulations generally for regulating the exploration, prospecting and mining for petroleum and for carrying out the provisions of this Act and in particular, but without prejudioe to the generality of the
foregoing, for fixing the fees chargeable in respect of licences and for regulating
the drilling for and production of petroleum and the conservation of the petroleum resources of Malta, and such regulations rnay also provide for establishing the penalties for the breach of any of their provisions, which penalties rnay
include a fine (multa or ammenda) exceeding the maximum provided for in the
Criminal Code (Chapter 12), awardable in the case of continuing offences for
each day during which the offence continues and applicable also for the
purposes of subsection (3) of section 389 of the Criminal Code (Chapter 12).
(2) Any Regulations made under this section shall be laid before the Legislative Assembly as soon as may be after they are made, and if the Legislative
Assembly, within the next forty days after any such Regulations are laid before
it, resolves that the Regulations shall be annulled, the Regulations shall thenceforth be void, but witboiit prejudice to anything previously done thereunder o r
to the making of new Regulations ;
Provided that there shall not be included in the computation of the said forty
days any period of eight or more consecutive days intervening between any two
consecutive sittings of the Legislative Assembly.
6. (1) (a) Any person to whom a licence is granted under this Act rnay apply
to the Governor for permission to examine any specified area of land with a
view to its possible acquisition on behalf and for the use of such appiicant and if
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1. This Act rnay be citcd as the Peiroleurn (hoduciion) (Amendment) Act,
1965, and shall be read and construed as one with the Petroleum (Production)
Act, 1958, hereinafter referred t o as "the principal Act".
2. Section 2 of the principal Act shall be arnended as follows :
(a) immediately after the words "In this Act" there shall be added the
words "unless the context otherwise requires" and the following definition:
"'the continental shelf means that part of the seabed and subsoil of the
subrnarine areas adjacent t o the Coast of Malta but outside territorial
waters over which Malta is entitled by international law to exercise
sovereign rights for the purpose of exploring it and exploiting its natural
resources ;"
(bj for the definition of "Maltan there shall be substituted the following :
"'Malta' means the Island of Malta, the Island of Gozo, the other islands
of the Maltese Archipelago, the land underiying territorial waters and the
continental shelf ;".
3. In subsection (2) of section 3 of the principal Act, immediately after the
words "or gets petroleum", there shall be added the words "on, under or frorn
any lands in Malta".
4. In subsection (1) of section 4 of the principal Act, immediately after the
words "and get petroleum", there shall be added the words "on, under or from
any lands in Malta".
5. In subsection ( 1 ) of section 5 of the principal Act, immediatcly &ter the
words "and rnining for petroleurn", there shall be added the words "in Malta".
6. Any regulations made under section 5 of the principal Act shall be deemed
to have been made under the.principal Act as arnended by this Act.

1
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Annex 15

MALTESE
CONTINENTAL
SHELF
ACT, 1966
ACT No. XXXV OF

1966

[See Mernorial of Malta, Annex I , infra]
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Annex 16

MALTESEPETROLEUM
(PRODUCTION)
REGULATIONS.
1969
DATE OF COMMENCEMENT: 23 SEPTEMBER 1969

In exercise of the powers conferred by section 5 of the Petroleum (Production) Act, 1958, and by that section as applied by subsection (2) of section 3 of
the Continental Shelf Act, 1966, the Prime Minister has made the following
regulations :
1. These regulations may be cited a s the Petroleum (Production) Regulations,
1969.
2. l n these regulations, unless the context otherwise requires :
"the Act of 1958" means the Petroleurn (Production) Act, 1958;
"the Act of 1966" means the Continental Shelf Act, 1966;
"company" rneans a limited liability company constituted in accordance
with the law of Malta or a similar body corporate established or incorporated outside Malta;
"continental shelr'has the same meaning as is assigned to it in section 2 of
the Continental Shelf Act, 1966;
"licence" means a licence pursuant to the Act of 1958 or pursuant to that
Act and to that Act as applied by the Act of 1966;
"licensee" means the company to whom the licence is granted, its representative appointed under the licensee and any company to whorn the rights
conferred by the licence rnay lawfully have been assigned ;
"Malta" has the same meaning as is assigned to it in section 126 of
the Constitution of Malta;
"Minister" has the same meaning as is assigned to it by section 2 of the Act
of 1958 ;
"person" includes a body or association of persons, whether incorporated
o r otherwise.
3. (1) Any company may apply in accordance with these regulations for(a) a production licence; or
(b) an exploration licence.
(2) A production licence may also provide for the rights to search for
petroleum.
4. (1) An application for either type of licence shall be made in writing in the
form set out in the First Schedule hereto or in a form substantially to the like
effect addressed to the Minister and shall be accornpanied by the appropriate fee
and by such information and by such evidence in support thereof as is referred
to in that Shedule and is appropriate to that application.
(2) If any of the matters stated in an application shall change after the
application is made but before a licence is granted or the Minister informs the
applicant that the application is refused, the applicant shall forthwith give notice
in writing to the Minister giving particulars of the change.
(3) Al1 information cornprised in or furnished to the Minister in pursuance of
an application for a licence shall be treated as c ~ ~ d e n t i a l .
(4) Every application for a production licence pursuant to these regulations
shall be-
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(a) in respect of one or more blocks described or specified by a notice
published in accordance with the next following paragraph;
(b) lodged not earlier than or later than the dates specified by such a
notice as the dates after and before which respectively the Minister is
prepared to receive applications in respect of the blocks so specified ;

and shall not compromise any part of a Mock.
(5) The notice referred to in the last foregoing paragraph is a notice published
from time to time by the Minister in the Government Gazette describing or
specifying by reference to a map deposited at the office of the Minister and at
such other places (if any) as may be specified in the notice, areas (in these regulations referred to as "blocks") to which reference numbers shall be assigned, in
respect of which he is prepared to receive app1ications for production licences
and specifying the dates within which applications in respect of the blocks so
specified are to be made.
(6) An application for an exploration licence may be made in respect of the
whoIe or any part of Malta and the continental shelf, but so that the rights
conferred by any exploration licence which is granted shall not be exercisable in
any area in respect of which a licence granted by the Minister is for the time
being in force, entitling the grantcc thereof to search and bore for and get petroleum, except with the agreement of the holder of that licence to the exercise in
that area of any rights granted by that exploration licence.
(7) Nothing in this regulation shall prevent more than one application being
made by the same Company or more than one licence being granted to it.
5 . (1) Unless the licence otherwise provides, the licensee shall not without the
consent of the Minister in writing, given on an application to that effect by the
licensee, assign or part with any of the rights granted by the licence in relation
to the whole or any part of the area in which those rights are exercisable or
grant any sublicence in respect of any such nghts.
(2) An application for a consent under this regulation shall be made in writing addressed to the Minister and shall be accompanied by the appropriate fee
and by such particulars, information and evidence in respect of the proposed
assignee as is required to be furnished in the case of an application for a licence
under regulation 4.
6. (1) With every application for a production licence there shall be paid a
fee of three hundred pounds.
(2) With every application for an exploration licence there shall be paid a fee
of one hundred pounds.
(3) With every application for a consent under regulation 5 there shall be
paid a fee of thirty pounds.
7. The Minister shall as soon as may be after the grant, surrender, determination or assignment of a licence made pursuant to the Act of 1958 or pursuant to
that Act and t o that Act as applicd by the Act of 1966 or t o these regulations or
to any ticence granted thereunder, publish notice of the fact in the Government
Gazette giving particulars thereof.
8. Every production licence and evcry exploration licence shall incorporate
the mode1 clauses respectivcly set out in the Second Schedule and in the Third
Schedule hereto unless the Minister thinks fit to modify or exciude them in any.
particular case.
9. The Petroleum Rcgulations, 1958, are hereby revoked without prejudice to
anything Iawfully done or omitted to be done thereunder.
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Annex 17

MALTESETERRITORIAL WATERS
A N D CONTIGUOUS
ZONEACT, 1971
ACT No. XXXlI OF

1971

An art to extend the territorial waters of Malta and to make provision for a
conriguous zone.
Be il enr~credby Her Majesty the Queen, by and with the advice and consent
of the House of Representatives of Malta, in this present Parliament assembled,
and by the authority of the same as follows :

1. This Act may be cited as the Territorial Waters and Contiguous Zone Act,
1971.
2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires"law" includes any instrument having the force of law ;
"Malta" means the Island of Malta, the Island of Gozo and the other islands of
the Maltese Archipelago.
3. (1) Save as hereinafter provided, the territorial waters of Malta shall be ail
parts of the open sea within six nautical miles of the coast of Malta measured
from low-water mark on the method of straight baselines joining appropriate
points.
(2) For the purposes of the Fish Industry Act, 1953, and of any other law
relating t o fishing, whether made before o r after this Act, the territorial waters
of Malta shall extend t o al1 othcr parts of the open sea within twelve nautical
miles from the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial waters is
measured, and, for the purposes aforesaid jurisdiction shall extend accordingly.
4, ( 1 ) Without prejudice t o the provisions of subsection (2) of section 3 of
this Act, in the zone of the open sea contiguous t o the territorial waters of
Malta as defined in subsection (1) of section 3 of this Act (such zone being in
this Act referred t o as "the contiguous zone")the State shall have such jurisdictions and powers as are recognised in respect of such zone by international law
and in particular may exercise therein the control necessary(a) to prevent any contravention of any law relating 10 customs, fiscal
matters, immigration and sanitation, incIuding pollution, and
(b) t o punish offences against any such law committed within Malta or
in the territorial waters of Malta as defined by subsection (1) o r subsection
(2) of section 3 of this Act, as the case may require.

(2) The contiguous zone shall extend to twelve nautical miles from the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial waters is measured.
5. Nothing in this Act shall bt construed as affecting any jurisdiction and
power exercisable in accordance with international law outsidt tenitonai
waters.
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Annex 18
(0) MALTESETERRITORIAL WATERS A N D CONTIGUOUS
ZONE(AMENDMENT)
Acr, 1975 ; (b) MALTESELETTERDATED10 NOVEMBER
1975
(a) MALTESE TERRITORIAL WATERS AND CONTIGUOUS ZONE (AMENDMENT)
ACT, 1975
ACT No. XLVJ OF

1975

An acr I O amend the Territorial Waters and Coniiguous Zone Act, 1971.
Be ii enacted by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the
House of Representatives, in this present Parliament assembled, and by the
authority of the same, as follows :
1, This Act rnay be cited as the Territorial Waters and Contiguous Zone
(Amendment) Act, 1975, and shall be read and construed as one with the Territorial Waters and Contiguous Zone Act, 1971, hereinafter referred to as "the
principal Act".
2. For the words "twelve nautical miles" wherever they occur in subsection
(2) of section 3 and in subsection (2) of section 4 of the principal Act there shall
be substituted in each case the words "twenty nautical miles".

On instructions from my Government, 1 have the honour to transmit to you
herewith the text of Act No. XLVI of 1975, entitled "The Territorial Waters and
Contiguous Zone (Amendment) Act 1975, concerning the extension of Malta's
territorial waters to 20 nautical miles.
1 should be grateful if arrangements could be made for the distribution of a
copy of the Act to al1 States Members and Observers of the United Nations.

(Signed) V. J. GAUCI,
Acting Permanent Representative.
His Excellency
Mr. Kurt Waidheim
Secretary-General of the United Nations
United Nations Headquarters
New York N.Y.
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Annex 19

(a) MALTESETERRITORIAL
WATERSAND COKT~GUOUS
ZONE(AMENDMENT)
ACT,
1978 ; (b) MALTESELETTERDATED1 SEPTEMBER
1978
(0)

MALTESE TERRlTORlAL WATERS AND CONTIGUOUS ZONE (AMENDMENT)
ACT, 1978
ACT No. XXlV OF

1978

An uct further to amend rhe Territorial Warers and Contiguous Zone Act,
1971.
Be it enacted by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the
House of Representatives, in this present Parliament assembled, and by the
authority of the same, as follows:
1. This Act may be cited as the Territorial Waters and Contiguous Zone
(Amendment) Act, 1978, and shall be read and construed as one with the Territorial Waters and Contiguous Zone Act, 1971, hereinafter referred to as "the
principal Act".
2. Section 3 of the principal Act shall be amended as follows :
(a) in subsection (1) thereof for the words "six nautical miles" there shall
be substituted the words "twelve nautical miles"; and
(b) in subsection (2) thereof for the words "twenty nautical miles" there
shall be substituted the words "twenty-five nautical miles".
3. In subsection (2) of section 4 of the principal Act for the words "twenty
nautical miles" there shall be substituted the words "twenty-four nautical miles".

(b)

MALTESE LETTER DATED

1 SEPTEMBER 1978

1 enclose for your attention copy of the legislation (Act No. XXlV of 1978)
recently enacted by the Government of Malta, further amending the Territorial
Waters and Contiguous Zone Act of 1971 (Act No. XXXlI of 1971).
This amendment, which has t o be read and construed as one with the Pnncipal Act, has for its effect :
(i) The extension of Malta's territorial waters to 12 nautical miles measured
from low-water mark on the method of straight baselines joining appropriate points.
(ii) The extension of the contiguous zone to 24 nautical miles from the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial waters is measured.
(iii) The extension of the exclusive fîshing zone t o 25 nautical miles from the
same baselines,
1 should be grateful if you could arrange for this letter, and the enclosed copy
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of the Official Act, to be brought to the attention of States Members and
Observers of the United Nations.
Acting Permanent Representative.

His ExccIlency, Dr. Kurt Waldheim
Secretary-Gencral of the United Nations
United Nations Headquarters
New York, N.Y.10017.
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Annex 20

MALTESETERRITORIAL
WATERSAND CONTIGUOUS
ZONE
1981

(AMENDMENT} ACT,

An act to amend the Territorial Waters and Contiguous Zone Act, 1971.
Be i f enacted by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the
House of Representatives, in this present Parliarnent assembled, and by the
authority of the same, as follows:
1. This Act may be cited as the Territorial .Waters and Contiguous Zone
(Amendment) Act, 1981, and shall be read and construed as one with the Territorial Waters and Contiguous Zone Act, 1971, hereinafter referred t o as "the
principal Act''.
2. Section 5 of the principal Act shall be re-nurnbered as section 6.
3. Immediately after section 4 of the principal Act there shall be added the
following new section :

"Powers to Regulate rhe Passage of Ships through
Territorial Waters

5. (1) The Prime Minister may rnake regulations to control and regulate
the passage of ships through the territorial waters of Malta, and, without
prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, may by such regulations make
provision with respect to al1 or any one or more of the following matters :
(a) the safety of navigation and the regulation of marine traffic, inctuding the designation or establishment of sea lanes and traffic separation
schemes to be used or observed for the passage of ships;
(b) the protection of navigational aids and facilities and other facilities
or installations ;
(c) the protection of cables and pipelines;
Id) the conservation of the living resources of the sea;
(e) the prevention of infringement of any law or regulation relating to
lisheries ;
fl the preservation of the environment and the prevention, reduction
and control of pollution thereof;
(g) marine scientific research and hydrographic surveys ;
fi) the prevention of infringement of any customs, fiscal, immigration or
sanitary laws o r regulations;
(i) the arrest, detention and seizure of ships t o ensure cornpliance with
any law, rule, regulation or order and such other power as may be necessary for securing such cornpliance ;
0) the punishments, whether by way of fine (multa or ammenda) o r of
imprisonment, t o be applied in respect of any contravention o r nonobservance of any regulation made under this section.
(2) ln the application of any regulation made under subsection (1) of this
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section to warships or to nuclear powered ships or to ships carrying nuclear
or other inherently dangerous or noxious substances, their passage through
territorial waters may, by any such regulation, be made subject to the prior
consent of, or prior notification to, such authority as may be specified
therein."
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VIII.
DICHIARAZIONI DI BLOCCO

Blocco della Tripolitania e della Cirenaica
(29 sertembre 1911)

Le ministre des affaires étranghes d'Italie a l'honneur de signifier A ... la
déclaration suivante :
Le Gouvernement de Sa Majesté le Roi d'Italie, vu I'ktat de guerre existant
entre l'Italie et la Turquie, agissant en conformité des principes du droit des gens
et particulièrement des régles formulées par la déclaration de Paris du 16 avril
1856 et par la déclaration de Londres du 26 février 1909;
déclare qu'il partir du 29 septembre courant le littoral de la Tripolitaine et de
la Cyrénaïque, s'étendant de la frontiére tunisienne jusqu'ii la frontiére de
I'Egypte, avec ses ports, havres, rades, criques, etc., compris entre les degrés
11.32 et 27.54 de longitude orientale de Greenwich, sera tenu en état de blocus
effectif par les forces navales du Royaume. Les b%timents amis ou neutres
auront un dtlai qui sera fixé par l'amiral commandant en chef les forces navales
de Sa Majesté le Roi d'Italie, il partir de la date du commencement du blocus,
pour sortir librement des endroits bloqués.
11 sera procédé contre tout bâtiment qui tenterait de violer ledit blocus,
conformément aux régles du droit international et aux traités en vigueur avec les
Puissances neutres.
Le ministre des affaires ktrangéres d'Italie saura grt ... de vouloir bien
porter aussitat que possible la dtclaration susdite A la connaissance de son
gouvernement.

Faisant suite à sa note verbale du 29 septembre dernier, au sujet du blocus du
littoral de la Tripolitaine et de la Cyrénaïque, le ministére royal/des affaires
étrangéres a l'honneur de signifier B ... que la limite orientale de la cbte tenue en
ttat de blocus effectif par les forces navales du Royaume a été modifite et fixCe
la longitude de 5' 11' est Greenwich.
Le rninisthre royal des affaire étrangéres saura gré...
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Annex 22

ITALIANROYALDECREE
OF 4 FEBRUARY
1913, No. 85
[Iralian lext not reproduced]

ROYAL DECREE No. 85 OF FEBRUARY 4, 1913, PROVIDlNG ORDERS FOR CUSTOMS
SURVEILLANCE ALONG THE COAST OF LIBYA

O f f i a l Gazette, k b . 19, 1913, No. [illegible]
Victor Ernanuel III
by the Grace of God and the Will of the Nation King of Ifaly
In view of Royal Decree No. 1217 of November 5, 1911, which has become
Law No. 83 of February 25, 1912;
In view of Law No. 719 of July 6, 1912 and Royal Decree No. 1205 of
November 20, 1912 ;
In view of the unique text of the Customs Laws approved by Royal Decree
No. 20 of January 26, 1896;
Upon the proposal of Our Minister and Secretary of State for the Colonies ;
Upon the advice of the Ministers ;
We have decreed and do decree :
Article 1
Customs activities in the importation and exportation of goods in Tnpolitania and Cyrenaica may be conducted only within the ports of landing-places of
Buchamez, Zuara, Tripoli, Homs, Sliten, Misurata (Buscheifa), Marsa Zafran
(Syrte), Benghazi, Dama, and Tobruk.
The Governors of Tripolitania and Cyrenaica may at their discretion permit
customs operations in other places on the coast in addition to or instead of the
above or rnay prohibit them temporarily in some of them, upon informing the
Minister for the Colonies in every case.
Article 2
For the purposes of customs surveillance, the sea within twelve miles (22.224
meters) from the shore along the coast of Tripolitania and Cyrenaica shall form
part of the maritime customs zone, within the confines of which every vessel,
whether Italian of foreign, may be subject to inspection by the authorities in
charge of said surveiuance.
We do ordain that the present decree, furnished with the Seal of State, be
inserted in the official body of laws and decrees of the Kingdom of Italy and do
order al1 whom it behooves to observe it and cause it to be observed.
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Annex 23

ITALIANROYALDECREE
OF 27 MARCH1913, No. 312
[Iialian rexr no! reproduced]
(arisla~ion)
No. 312
ROYAL DECREE OF MARCH 27,1913, APPROVING THE REGULATION OF MARITIME
FISHING OPERATIONS IN LIBYA

(Published in Official Gazerre No. 105 of May 6, 1913)

Victor Emmanuel III
by the Grace of Cod and by the Will of the Nation
King of ltaly
Having seen Royal Decree No. 1247 of November 5, 191 1, which was changed
into law No. 83 of February 25, 1912 ;
Having also seen law No. 749 of July 6, 1912, and Royal Decree No. 1205 of
November 20, 1912 ;
Having heard the Council of Ministers ;
on the proposal by Our minister, the Secretary of State for the colonies ;
We have decreed and by these means decree that :
The single regulation relating to maritime iïshing operations for Tripolitania
and Cyrenaica, endorsed, on Our order, by the proposing rninister, is hereby
approved.
We order that this decree, with the State seal affixed thereto, become part of
the officia1 collection of laws and decrees of the Kingdom of Italy, with copies
being sent to al1 those who must comply with it and insure cornpliance of same.
Issued in Rome on March 27, 19 13.

LAWS A N D DECREES, No.

312, 1913

Regulation
relating to maritime fishing operations in Tripolitania
and in Cyrenaica

General Provisions
Article 1
Maritime fishing operations in Tripolitania and Cyrenaica are governed by
this regulation and by the rules that, to insure cornpliance with same, might be
issued by the minister for the colonies or by the governors by him delegated.
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Organizaiion of Fishing Operurions
Article 2
The operation of maritime fishing is entrusted to the authorities charged with
maritime fishing operations in Tripolitania and Cyrenaica.
Article 3
The Royal Navy, al1 Customs Officials and al1 other Police Officials will
share, with the authorities indicated in Article 2, the responsibility for implementing the rules contained in this regulation and to ascertain any infractions
thereto.
Ternporary officers with the title of.fishing-guards may be hired to supervise
maritime fishing.
Rules relating to such hiring wiil be detemined by the minister for the colonies.
Article 4
Al1 authorities entrusted with the implementation of this regulation, al1 Royal
Navy personnel and generally al1 officers charged with the supervision of maritime fishing have the authonty t o inspect the ships or fishing boats as well as the
public warehouses and the places where the fish or other fishing products are
sold to insure that the provisions of this decree have no1 been violated.
Article 5
The authorities charged with the administration of fishing operations in Tripolitania and Cyrenaica will, through its governors, annually send a report to
the Ministry of Colonies on the fishing operations in the waters under its jurisdiction, showing the results attained and making proposals that they might
deem appropriate in the interest of the (fishing) industry.
Article 6
The payment of duties, set forth for fishing operations by this regulation, will
be made in accordance with the provisions contained in Articles 100 to 105, 107
and 108 of the regulation approved with Royal decree No. 584 of December 27,
1896, for the impkmentation of the law on measures in favour of the merchant
marine navy.
Documents showing that the payment of duties has been made, must be
shown to the authorities and to al1 officers assigned to fishing operations.
TITLE III

Regulationsfor Fishing Boais and Ships
Article 7
All fishing boats and ships owned by Italians residing in Tripolitania and
Cyrenaica and owned by natives must be registered with the maritime port
authorities.
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Article 8
No one can operate a fishing boat or ship in the waters of Tripolitania and
Cyrenaica without having obtained the title of seaman authorized to fish.
Seaman authorized to operate fishing boats and ships fall under two categories : those for coastal îïshing, that is to Say operating within one mile of the
Coast, and those for fishing on the high seas.
In order to obtain the title of scaman authonzed to fish, one must:
(a) be deemed qualified by the maritime authorities;
fi) have twelve months of training on coastal fishing operations or on
high sea fishing operations, as the cases require ;
(c) prove that he has been a resident of Tripolitania or Cyrenaica for five years.
Italjan citizens are exempted from the requirement indicated in letter (c), and
for them, the permits obtained in Italy for this purpose, are valid in Tripolitania
and Cyrenaica.
AI1 certificates proving that a seaman is authorized to fïsh are issued by the
local maritime authorities.
Article 9
All fishing boats or ships of any carrying capacity must always display, and
visible from a distance, in the centre of the master sail, its rcgistration number
and under it the badge of the maritime district. The number will be paintcd with
indelible black ink and the figures be at least 50 centimetres high.
The badge will consist of the initial capital letter of the chief town of the district, at least 50 cm high, inscribed in a circle with a diameter of at least one metre
with a sideband at least 7 cm wide. The above badge will be paicted red. During
the night al1 fishing boats and ships must have the lights prescribed by law.
Article 10
All persons operating ships or boats used for the fishing of sponges or of
corals and al1 those fishing tuna or those that have obtaincd a concession to fish
in sait lakes, must keep a "fishing log" which will indicate, for each fishing day,
the hours of operation and the fishing locations, the quantities and qualities,
depending on the various catcgories of fished products.
The sanitary condition of the crew must also be shown for al1 spongc fishing.
Al1 persons assigned to operate fishing boats or ships, their owners or maneging owner as well as ail other fishing operators must furnish to the maritime
authorities al1 information that might be requested on fishing.
Article I J
Fishing boats or ships are prohibited from having on board :
(a) any firing weapons, except those for which a permit has been obtained;
(6) any items indicated in Article 14.

TITLE IV
Distances and General Fishing Bans
Article 12
Al1 fishermen must keep at a suitable distance from each other in accordance
with local practice, the type of fishing carried out, the mode of operation and
the type of equipmcnt used.
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Maritime authorities may even prescribe said distances, limit the number of
permits and set up shifts arnong the iïshermen for fishing operations, should
there be locations that are especially sought and occupied as a preference due to
their greater abundance of fish or other aquatic animals or due to other special
conditions.
Article 13
Fishing is prohibited
(a) in arcas of the sea or in saIt lakts which are directly being used by the
State or of concessions or of exclusive duly recognized fishing rights;
(3) in areas set aside for the operation of fishing-nets for tunny or of other
permanent fishing ;
(c) inside ports, except by special permission of the maritime authorities ;
(d) in water areas, which in order to protect aquatic products, come under
special bans set forth by this decree or by rules issued by the minister for the
colonies or by the governors ;
le) in areas indicated by the maritime authorities for rnilitary reasons, and in
those areas where there are undenvater teiegraphic cables.
Article 14
It is prohibited to fish with dynamite or with other explosives, and it is also
prohibited to throw in the water any materiais that rnight weaken, stun and kill
the fish and the other aquatic animais.
The collection and sale of animais that have thus been stunned or killed is
aiso prohibited.

TITLE V

Fishing of Fish, of MolIusk and of Crustaceans
Article 15
All Italian citizens, al1 natives and those who have been residing in Tripolitania and Cyrcnaica for at least five years may fish during any part of the year for
fish, mollusk or crustaceans in an area of thrte maritime miles from the shore,
providing they abidt by the niles set forth in this decree.
Article 16
Fishing operations in accordance with the preceding article are subordinated
to the granting of a permit by the maritime authorities.
The following dulies must be paid in order to secure a permit :
2 Lire for each hull with a net tonnage of not over one ton;
5 Lire for cach hull with a net tonnage of more than one ton;
8 Lire for each hull equipped for fishing with long-lines and rectangular nets ;
5 Lire for each fïshing device, set up ashore such as (scales, variable-length
measuring units, etc.).
The fishing permit is vaiid for the year in which it was issued.
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Article 17
For fishing operations with trawls, even over the entire expanse of the sponge
algas, the following provisions will be complied with :
First, that said nets be kept at a distance of not less than one kilometre from
boats that are carrying out sponge fishing operations, and that they abide by the
rules relating to fishing-nets for tunny and to coral banks;
Second, that the sackcloth mesh of the nets not be less than twenty millimetres
on its side ;
Third, that the ships or boats remain at a distance of 500 metres from the
areas where land-drawn trawl fishing nets are operating, and from areas where
possible area fishing limitations in general might exist, including that of sponge
fishing.
Fourlh, that beyond the limit set forth by Article 15, a special permit with
particular regard for the persons specified in it, be issued by the maritime authorities of Tripoli, Benghazi and Derna.
Even the land-drawn trawl nets must have a sackcloth mesh of not Iess than
twenty millimetres on its side; thcy must further remain 300 metres away from
each other, except for special provisions of the maritime authorities.
A period of two years from the date of publication of the decree that
approves this regulation is granted within which to comply with the provisions
relating to the meshes of the nets.
Article 18
For fishing with trawl nets, with respect to Articles 15 and 17 (?), the maritime authorities will issue a permit subject t o the payrnent of the following
duties :
-for each hull, even if relating to sailboats with mechanical motors, 15 lire ;
-for each steamer with a n engine not exceeding 30 indicated horse powers,
20 lire ;
-for each motor hull or steamer with an engine exceeding 30 indicated horse
powers, 30 lire.
The permit is valid for the year in which it is issued.

TITLE VI
Special Fishing Operations

CHAPTER 1
Sponge Fishing
Article 19
Sponge fishing operations over the entire expanse of the sponge algas of Tripolitania and Cyrenaica by persons indicated in Article 15 are subject to a
"permit" issued by the maritime authorities of Tripoli, Benghazi and Derna especially appointed for this purpose by*the minister for colonies.
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The validity of said permit cannot be of more than one year, and is subordinated to the paymcnts of duties set forth by the following articles.
The holder of such a permit may freely fish during any period of the year; the
total number of ships or of boats of each class, of the hulls and of the other
sponge fishing instruments will be specified by the rninister for the colonies. The
minister for the colonies may, from time to time, decide the number of boats, of
hulls and of the fishing instruments that may be used by each individual
Company.
Article 20
The minister for colonies, in agreement with the rninister for foreign affairs,
may authonze the granting of permits to ships or boats of foreign flags for
sponge fishing operations in the waters of Tripolitania and Cyrenaica, under the
same conditions referred to in the preceding article.
Such authonzation is by preference granted t o the captains of those ships or
boats that have ltalian and native seamen among their crews, that belong t o
persons residing in Tripolitania o r Cyrenaica, and that are rigged and equipped
there.
Article 21
The minister for the colonies may suspend the fishing of sponges in certain
areas, to protect said product, by the issuance of a decree that will indicate the
duration of the suspension.
Article 22
A sponge fishing permit is subject to the payment of the following duties:
first, for each ship or boat equipped for fishing with a harpoon (trident,
kamakis), 50 lire ;
second, for each ship or boat, equipped with divers, 100 lire;
third, for each ship or boat, equipped for trawl fishing and with a tonnage
exceeding 5 net tons, 150 lire;
fourth, for each "apparatus" t o which no more than 5 divers are assigned, 700
lire ;
fifrh, for each diver over five on each "apparatus", 100 lire.

Article 23
The application to obtain a sponge fishing permit must be subrnittcd to the
maritime authonty, that has been so delegated in Article 19, and must indicate :
firsî, the name, last narne and profession of the owner and of the managing
owner of the ship or boat ;
second, the number, the name, the nationality and origin of the ship or boat;
third, the fishing methods that one wishes to use;
fourih, a list of the names and general information of the persons that will
make up the crew and with special information regarding their respective jobs;
fifih, the number and the qualily of the fishing instruments and tools ;
sixth, the terms of the enlistrnent agreement.
All applications relating to fishing with diving apparatus may be submitted
even if they d o not show al1 the required information; this information must,
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however, be submitted within a suitable period of time to bc detcrmined from
time to time and in any case prior to the issuance of the "permit" to the respective ships or boats.
No ships, boats o r equipment different from those reported may be used
during fishing, and al1 changes in the rnake-up of the crew must be reported to
the nearest maritime authorities, which must report this information to the
authoriiy that granted the permit.
Al1 applications submitted by foreigners must have the "approval" of their
consul.
A sponge fishing permit is valid from March 1 to the subsequent February
inclusive, regardless of the month in which it is issued.

Sponge frshing operations may be carried out only with the following
methods :
with diving equipment (diver) ;
by diving (performed by "skin divers") ;
by t rawl (gangave) ;
with a harpoon (trident, "kamakis'?.
The minister for the colonies o r the maritime authority tspccially delegated
for this purpose may authorize other fishing methods, including the use
of motors attached to the vanous fishing boats and to their capstans.
Article 25
Fishing with a diver's suit and with a trawl is prohibited along the coastline of
Tripolitania and Cyrenaica, in the area included between the shore and the
twenty-metre depth line.
Article 26
Fishermen carrying out fishing operations with diver's suits, by diving and
with harpoons cannot fish, transport and sel1 sponges which, when irnmcrsed in
water, d o not have a maximum diameter of:

8 cm for equine sponges ;
4 cm for fine (soft) sponges ;
4 cm for zymoches sponges.
Fishermen who use the trawl method wiH not incur the penalties set forth by
Article 56 for the fishing of sponges that are smaller than the minimum dimension. These sponges must however be turned over to the maritime authorities
and sold for the benefit of the public treasury.
Article 27
Concessions for exclusive use may be granted for particular sca arcas to individuals, to companies or associations, who intend to devote themselves to the
culture of sponges, and who are deemed qualified by the maritime authorities and who submit guarantees to carry out the experiment. The concession is
granted by decree of the minister for the colonies.
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Article 28
Special provisions wilI regulate the work, the weekly compulsory rest for
divers and for the other persons assigned to the fishing of sponges, and accident
prevention mles will be set up for the use of fishing equipment. The recognized
competence of divers, acquired in accordance with national law, will be considered valid.
Al1 divers must provc that thcy have had at least two years of training in said
fishing before being accepted to carry out sponge fishing operations in the
waters of Tnpolitania and Cyrenaica.
Article 29
The yield from the fishing of sponges must be taken into the ports of Tripoli,
Benghazi and Dema for the registration set forth by the following article and for
any commercial transaction. Anyone who violates such rule, by selling or
attempting to sel1 the fishing yield in other ports o r at sea, is punished under the
rules of Article 56, paragraph, and incurs the revocation of the permit.
Article 30
Al1 sponges that have been fished must be submitted for registration to the
maritime authorities of the ports indicated in the preceding article.
Qualities that must be registered are :

jirst, cquine sponges ;
second, zymoches sponges ;
third, fine (soft) sponges ;
fourrh, elephant ear sponges.
Al1 fished sponges, except for those which art providcd in Article 53, cannot
be transported from one ship o r boat to another; they may only be loaded
aboard the fishing boat which is designated for the exclusive storage of the
fishing yield of each ship or boat or group of ships or boats, that belong to the
same Company.
Fishermen can leave the waters of Tripolitania and Cyrenaica only after
having reported their fish yield and having completed its registration.
Article 3 1
"Black" sponges that are collected on the beach will be registered with the
neartst port authorities, and then sold at any public market in accordance with
local practice.
A tax of 25 Lire per quintal will be collected on said sponges.
The respective registrations will be reported annually to the head of the respective maritime district.
Article 32
Al1 sponges exported from Tripolitania and Cyrenaica are subject to an
export customs duty of 10 lirelquintal, for raw sponges and of 20 Lire for those
that are washed or finished.
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CHAPTER II

Fishing-~Vels
for Tunny
Article 33
To carry out fishing-nets for tunny operations in waters of Tripolitania and
Cyrenaica, which are reserved for persons indicated in Article 15, authorization
from the minister for the colonies is required. The authorization must ensue
from a decree accompanied by the contract of the individual who intends to set
up the fishing-nets for tunny operation; the decree itself will specify the penod
of validity of the concession, which cannot be of a duration of more than 30
years, the water area, the corresponding space ashore if available, reserved for
the fishing-net for tunny operation and for the preparation of the fishing yield,
including any other condition for the setting up of the fishing-net for tunny
operation.
For concessions relating to fishing-net for tunny operations of a duration of
more than six years and in cases relating to installations of special industrial
importance, the concession, rather than being granted pursuant to a certificate
of submission to authority, will be accorded on the basis of contracts that will
be stipulated in the manner and forms established by the Code and by the regulation for the merchant manne navy.
As a guaranty for his contractual obligations, the licensee must put up a
suitable bond, the amount of which shaii be decided in each case by the maritime
authonties.
Article 34
Should IWO or more persons or agencies request the granting of a concession
to set up a fishing-net for tunny operation in the same space of water, the
minister for the colonies has the authority to g a n t the concession to the applicant that he deems preferentially more worthy by the nature of his financial and
technical guarantees, unless the minister deems it advisable to proceed to assign
the concession on the basis of public auction among the cornpetitors or of
private bidding, proclaimed by them based on an increase of the minimum rate
set forth by the subsequent article.
If al1 of them meet the same conditions, in the case foresccn by the first part
of this article, a preference may be given to the fishermen's CO-operativeassociations, to the consortiums or to the syndicates of these same CO-operativegroups,
which have been legally set up, providing that the concession is used and
operated for the benefit of the CO-operativegroups. For al1 the cases envisaged
by this article no appeal can be lodged against the decision of the minister for
the colonies.

.

Article 35

Each concession requires the payment of an annual fee.
Thc annual fee is established at a rate of one lire per each quintal of tuna or
of any other mackerel fished, up to 8,000 quintals and of fivc (5) lire per quintal
for any quantity over (T.N. not legible).
After at least five years of operation the minister for the colonies may replace
the proportional fee with a set fee, which, for the concessions granted as a result
of a public auction or of a private bidding will be equal to the annual average of
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the previously paid fees and for the concessions granted subsequent to a private
negotiation, based on the first paragraph of this article it cannot exceed by 50
per cent said average.
The fee thus set rnay be subject t o a revision every five years on request by the
Administration or by the grantee.
If an agreement cannot be reached, a decision on the application will be made
by a commission of arbitrators, consisting of three members one of which shall
be appointed by the Administration, the other by the grantee, and the third shall
be appointed by the two arbitrators that have already been appointed. Should
the two arbitrators not agree on the selection of the third, the latter shall be
appointed by the president of the Court of Appeals of Tripoli.
Article 36
The certificate granting the concession shall also contain the agreed minimum salary and the minimum profit sharing amount that the employees,
utilized in the operation of the fishing-nets for tunny, can expect to share with
the company. Any controversies relating to salaries and work agreements made
between the company and the employees will be decided without appcal, by a
commission of arbitrators, consisting of a representative of the grantee, a
workers' representative and of the captain or other port officia1 having jurisdiction,
who will act as president.
Article 37
The grantee has the right t o shirk his contractual obligations, if he can prove
that within two fishing campaigns subsequent to the one in which the installation look place, the company operated by him has not given satisfactory results
due to the insufficiency of the product.
The concession rnay be revoked with a justified decree by the minister for the
colonies without any right to compensation, should such a measure become
necessary due t o reasons of public interest. The concession shall be revoked in
the event that the grantee has allowed two consecutive years to elapse without
setting u p the installation starting from the date on which he should have begun
or by failing to operate the fishing-net for tunny installation, except for the
provisions set forth in the following article.
Article 38
The grantee is given two years from the date of the concession decree within
which to begin the installation. During said period of time the grantee is obligated to conduct experiments to ascerkain the passage of tuna. Should the grantee fail t o comply with said provision his concession will be revoked.
Article 39
Each fishing-net for tunny operation is given, during the fishing period, an
exclusive area, which, in relation to other adjacent fishing-net for tunny operations, will consist of an area of ten kilometres from the side of the mouth of
the fishing-net for tunny operation and of one kilometre on the opposite side,
starting from the centre of fishing-net for tunny installation.
With respect to al1 the other fishing operations, the exclusive area will be of
five kilometres from the side of the mouth of the fishing-net for tunny operation
and of one kilometre on the opposite side.
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In the front of the fishing-net for tunny operation, the exclusive area, will be
of six kilometres towards the high seas, over the entire length of the side
exclusive area referred to in the preceding paragraph.
Any other type of fishing in the exclusive area referred to above or in any
manner disturbing the passage of the tunny, is stnctly prohibited.
The length of the tail cannot, in any event, exceed 1,000 metres.
CHAPTER II1

Coral Fishing
Article 40
To search for coral banks a permit must be secured from the maritime
authorities.
Anyone discovering a coral bank in the sea area of the sponge aigas expanse
must report said find to the above-mentioned authoritics and may obtain a
permit to exploit said find for two consecutive years.
Said authorization is subordinated to the payment of a fee, the amount of
which will be one-tenth the value of the fished product, and on the conditions
that shall be specified in the authorization itself.
CHAPTER IV

Fishing Rights in Salty Pona3 or in Logoons
Article 41
Salty ponds or lagoons in Tripolitania and Cyrenaica may be given in concession through a decree of the ministcr for the colonies and for a period of time
not to exceed 15 years.
The concession certificate may also specify :
(a] an obligation to re-populate the ponds with new fish,
(bl rules relating to mytilus-culture and ostriculture in cases where such
special cultivation is possible (Tramlotor's note: Mytilus and ostriculture are
latin terms referring to the culture of musse1 and mollusk clams or shelh.)
Until such time as a salt water pond or lagoon concession is given, no fishing
operations can be conducted without a special permit from the maritime authorities, subject to the payment of a five lire duty-tax and to the rules that shall be
specified by the maritime authorities.

CHAPTER V
Breeding of A quatic Products
Article 42
The brecding of aquatic products at sea, or in sait water ponds o r lagoons
cannot be carried out without having obtained the corresponding concessions
from the minister for the colonies.
Al1 applications must be submitted to the maritime authorities together with
the designs of the installations that are to be set up.

'
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TITLE VI1
- Aid to the Indusrry and to Fkherrnen

Article 43
Al1 CO-operativeorganizations that may be set up between ltalian and native
îïshermen in Tripolitania and Cyrenaica will be exempt, for a ten-year period,
from any taxation relating to thcir certificates of incorporation and from any
governrnental taxation on the proceeds of the sale of thcir fished products or of
the finished products, except for the duties provided by this rcgulation.
The same exemptions are a v e n in Tripolitania and Cyrenaica to CO-operatives
among fishermen set up in Italy, to syndicates and to consortiums, concerning
the income obtained there from the sale or preparation of the fish and of the
other aquatic products.
Article 44
Fishing colonies that might bc set up in Tripolitania and Cyrenaica between
Italian and native fishemen may be granted free pieces of land for the constniction of housing and of buildings that might be required for the opcration of the
supplementary fishing industries and also for gardens for domestic use.
Article 45
The minister for the colonies may grant, even gratuitously, to the fishermen
the use of buildings and shacks, which might be iocated afong the Coast, and
subsidize or promote the construction of housing for the fishermen.
Article 46
A decree issued by the minister for the colonies will specify the niles relating
to the granting of good service awards to the fishing industry and to that for the
preparation of the related products either with respect to the economic nature
of the industry's results or to the novelty and perfecting of the methods and of
the various industrial applications.

Article 47
As a guaranty for the loans granted to the owners and to the managing
owners of the ships and boats used in the fishing operations in Tripolitania and
Cyrenaica a special privilege rnay be set up on the products of the fishing itself,
in favour of institutions, syndicatcs and consortiums of fishing CO-operatives,
co-operative cornpanies and othcr commercial companies that might have been
legally set up and which are expressly authorized by the minister for the colonies
to conduct credit transactions for the fishing industry.
Article 48
T o validate and implement said privilege it is necessary :
first,that it ensues from a written document ;
second, that it have an effective date as a result of it having been recorded
with the port authorities of Tripoli, Benghazi and Derna.
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Said privileges are freely recorded in a special register which is kept at the port
authority offices of the colony, from which the ship or boat departs for its
fishing and where it is obligated to store the product.
The registrations are published in the tïshing journal.
Certificates attesting to the existence or lack of registration are freely issued
by the port authorities.
Article 49
The privilege set up in connection with the preceding provision prevails over
any other that might be clairned on the fishing product, except for possible State
rights.
Article 50
Said privilege cannot be extended for a duration greater than 12 months and
may be renewed, prior to its expiration, for the subsequent campaign.
The renewai is made free of charge.
Article 5 1
It is valid, starting from the date of registration, and for the entire amount
recorded, regardless of the date of supply of the capital, said privilege being
valid in accordance with the terms of Articles 47 and 48, as a guaranty for
accounts opened in favour of owners and of managing owners by the companies
and by the subsidizing institutions.
Article 52
The interest on said loans cannot exceed the limit that shall be specified by a
governor's decree on recommendation of the maritime authorities.
Article 53
The commercial loan institutions or companies may require that the fishing
yield be kept aboard for safe-keeping, through one of their delegated representatives, or remove the yield itself and store it in places set aside for such purpose
by the port authorities, unless the debtor requests that the product, in cases
where it is not subject to deterioration, be stored in the public warehouses
referred to in the following article.
Should the creditor remove the product, a special notation to this effect will
be made in the fishing journal, duly signed both by the debtor and by the
creditor.
Article 54
Al1 offices of the port of Tripoli, of Benghazi and of Derna have public warehouses for non-perishable fishing products. The warehouses are nin by the local
maritime authorities.
The issuance of a certificate of storage and of a pledge note on the stored
products is authorized.
A decree by the rninister for the colonies will set forth the rules for storage,
for the preparation of titles and duplicates should they be lost, for title trans-
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actions, for the withdrawal and actual sale of the products and for the dutits that
shall be owed to the warehouse.
Article 55
Subsequent provisions will provide for the expansion of assistance and aid to
fishermcn by institutions in Tripolitania and Cyrenaica.

Infructiom, Penalties and Crirninal Proceedings
Article 56
Any violation of Articles 6, last paragraph, 7 to 10, 12, 14, paragraph, 15, 24,
are punished with a fine of from 50 to 1,000 lire.
Any violations of Articles 13, 14, first part, 17, 19, second and third paragraphs, 23, second paragraph, 24,25,26,28 to 3 1, 39 as well as any infraction of
the bans referred to in Articles 21 and 40, are punished with a fine of from 200 to
5,000 lire.
Article 57
Anyone conducting fishing operations of fish, of mullusk and of crustacean
without the required permit in accordance with this regulation, is punished with
a fine that will be not less than five times and not more than twenty times the
duty specified for the permit itself.
Anyone carrying out sponge fishing operations without the required permit is
punished with a fine equal to three times the duty specified for said permit.
Anyone who without any concession or declaration or authorization, in
accordance with the provisions of this decree, fishes for coral, sets up fishingnets for tunny, or carries out any aqua-culture operations, or fishes in salt lakes
for which a concession is required, is punished with a fine of not less than 5ûO
lire and of not more than 2,000 lire and by the confiscation of his nets and of
the other tools including the fished yield.
Article 58
With respect to the infractions referred to in Article 11, concerning the possession of explosives or of firearms without permission, the person in charge of
the ship o r boat, is punished with a fine of up to 1,000 lire; the person in
possession of said explosives or weapons is punished with imprisonment of up
to six rnonths.
The explosives and weapons will be confiscated.
Article 59

Violators rnay lose or have their fishing permit suspended. The devices or
tools that were used or destined to commit the infraction are sequestered and
stored with the maritime authorities, or in some other manner removed, until
completion of the proceedings or transaction.
In case of a conviction, said authority may order their confiscation.
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Aquatic products, that are fished in violation of this regulation, are always
sequestered, and, if of a perishable nature, me sold imrnediately.
In case of a conviction the products or their pnce are confiscated.
Article 60
fhose who have already been convicted previously for one of the infractions
referred to in this regulation, and who commit another, cannot be given the
minimum penalty.
Article 61
Offïcials of the ports of Tripolitania and Cyrenaica, each within the limits of
their own junsdiction, prepare cases, judge and settle al1 fishing violations referred to in this regulation, in accordance with the niles of procedure set forth for
maritime crimes by the rnerchant maritime Code. Convictions for crimes
referred to in Article 58 or for any fine exceeding 2,000 lire may be appealed
before the Court of Appeals, within three days subsequent to the conviction.
Article 62

On infractions indicated in the first paragraph of Article 56 settlements are
permitted, the purpose of which is to prevent a trial or to stop its course.
In addition to the assessed amounts vioIators are also required to pay court
costs.
Article 63
The port authorities, in judging or providing to settle the case in accordance
with the preceding article, may grant to the officers that have ascertained the
violation part of the sum, not exceeding the half belonging to the State for
rnonetary penalties, for the settlernents and for the proceeds from the sale of the
confiscated goods.
TITLE IX
Transitory Provision

Article 64
During the first three years of application of this regulation the minister for
colonies may regulate the flow of fishermen in the fishing areas of Tripolitania
and Cyrenaica by setting up shifts for fishing operations of fish, mollusk and
crustaceans for groups of fishermen corning from o t h a maritime districts and
issuing appropriate rules.
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Annex 24

ITALIANINSTRUCTIONS

OF

16 APRIL19 19

[Iralian te.rt not reproduced]

GOVERNMENT OF TRIPOLITANIA
A N D CYRENAlCA

Instructions for the Surveillance of Maritime Fishing in the Waters of Tripolitania and Cyrenaica
Al1 Royal Ships, Torpedo-boats, Vedette boats and Motorboats cruising or in
navigation in the waters of the Libyan colonies have the obligation, under ail
circumstances, of performing the direct surveillance of the coast, particularly as
concerns everything having to do with the practices of fishing and coastal
trading.
The practice of both, in addition to being regulated by special concessions or
laws, and therefore not bcing public domain, lends itself easily to any kind of
smuggling activity, for which reason it will be necessary to exercisc maximum
interference in these respects and at any time there will arise the occasion of
sighting small craft or sail boats d o n g the coast or off shore. And since under
any circumstances an inspection aboard shall be allowable to verify compliance
with the laws regulating fishing, it shall therefore suffice to give hcr the instructions regarding fishing itself as a safeguard also against other infractions
concerning illegal coastal trade and contraband. The instmctions to be followed
by the Commanding Officers of the Royal Ships are as foHows:
1. The practice of fishing fish, molluscs, crustaceans, sponges and coral along
the coasts of Tripolitania and Cyrenaica, and within the limits of the tenitonal
waters, is subject to the concession of particular permits for each type of fishing
by the Port Authorities of the two Colonies.
2. The limits of the territorial waters are to be intended as estabLished at three
marine miles from the coast. It is, hawever, an accepted principle that al1 sponge
colonies fronting the coast and extending without interruption evcn beyond the
three-mile limit constitute territorial waters and therefore sponge and coral
fishing on such sponge colonies, regardless of how far they extend from the coast,
must be subjected to the concession of the proper permit.
3. As far as the sea border bctween Tripolitania and Tunisia is concerned, it
was agreed t o adopt as a line of delimitation the line perpendicular to the coast
at the border point, which is, in this case, the approximate k a r i n g north-northeast from Ras Adgir.
At the border betwctn Cyrenaica and Egypt, for the purposes of fishing, the
line starting from Cape Beacon, in the gulî of Solurn, in direction east-northeast will be considered as the border.
Regardless as to whether they are flying the national flag or a forcign one,
fishing boats found engaged in one of the kinds of fishing mentioncd above
within the sea limits previously described without the neccssary permit or with
an expired permit will be considered as engaged in illegalafishing. The fishing
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boats themselves will therefore be seized, brought and delivered to the nearest
Harbour Office for further legal action.
4. In order to avoid possible disputes which would arise, especially in regard .
to the actual position of the craft at thc moment of the infraction,
1 establish that the lines of delimitation mentioned above be moved in a direction parallcl to their own selves, until the first shall have as its point of origin
Ras Makabcz and the second Marsa Limreig (2 miles south-south-east of Port
Bardia). In such way, there will be two areas of about eight miles each, Le., the
one toward Tunisia, included within the two lines with a N.N.E. direction,
passing one through Ras Adgir and the other through Ras Makabez; and that
toward Egypt, included within the two lines with an E.N.E.direction, passing
one through Cape Beacon and the other through Marsa Limreig. In these two
areas, although the conditions for prohibition of fishing and the right to perform an on-board inspection are still standing, the boats flying a foreign flag
and not in possession of the Italian Maritime Authorities permit shall not be
seized, but rathcr ordered away, unless the position of the site within the bord e n where such boats were fishing iüegaily can be dcmonstrated in an irrefutable
manncr even aftcrward.
5. In a case such as the one in the preceding paragraph, the Commanding
Officer who surprised the boat in the open act shall immediately wnte a detailed
report, which shall contain in detail dl the particulars relating to the craft and
its owners, as obtained from the boat's documents, and the reasons why the
craft was declared in transgression of the law for fishing illegally. Such report
shall then be sent to the Naval Station Command in Libya for further proceedings.
6. Fishing boats of any tonnage, be they national or foreign, shall always
have in the centre of the main sail, visible from a distance, the number under
which thcy are rcgistcred at the Port Offices, and below it the emblem of the
Maritime District. Such number shall be painted in black and its digits shall be
no less than 50 centimctrcs in height. The ernblem shaH be constituted by the
initial capital letter of the district capital fl for Tripolitania, B for Cyrenaica),
no less than 50 ccntimetres in height, inscribed in a circle of no less than one
metre in diameter, with a 7 centimetre widc band, Said emblcm shaU be painted
in rcd,
7. During the night the boats must have the prtscribed lights.
8. Should a violation of the rules prescribed in paragraphs 6 and 7 be found,
the boat shall bc allowbd to continue fishing (provided it is in possession of the
permit prescribed) but it will be fined and the necessary data for the report to
the Port Authorities will be taken.
9. The pcrsons in charge of boats engaged in sponge or coral fishing must
keep a fishing log, in which wiii be recordcd for each day of fishing the hours
and the sites where the fishing took place, the quantities and the. qualities
according to the various catcgories of the product fished. For sponge fishing,
the health conditions of the crew must also be recorded.
10. In the aforcsaid fishing log the= shall be also recorded the date of the last
unloading of the product fished and the place where it was effected and
depositcd.
11. It is forbidden to kcep aboard the fishing boats any fircarms, except those
for which an authorkation was obtained.
12. Fishing with dynamite or with other explosive materials is prohibited, it is
forbidden to throw in the water substances capable of clouding it, and of
stunning or killing fish and other aquatic animals, and it is also forbidden to
keep aboard the fishing boats the explosive materials mentioned above.
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13. In the violations of the rules of paragraphs 11 and 12, the arms and the
explosives shaii be seized and the boat s h d be brought to the ncarest Port Office
for further measures.
14. Sponge fishing may be performed only in the following manners :
with diving suit (diver);
diving (performed by skin divers) ;
with dredge (ganava);
with fishing spear (kamakis).

Fishing with a diving suit and with a dredge (ganava) is farbidden dong the
littoral of TripoIitania and Cyrenaica in the area included between the beach
and the 20-metre depth line.
15. The product of sponge fishing must be brought up to the ports of Tripoli,
Benghazi or Derna for the registration and to be deposited with the ltaiian Association for the Fishing and Commerce of Sponges.
16. The sponges fished cannot be transported by another boat ; thty may be
transferred only to the one assigned as exclusive deposit of the fishing of each
boat or group of boats.
17. Fishermen cannot leave Libyan waters until afttr they declartd the product of their fishing and registered and deposited it.
18. In the present Summer fishing campaign, the permit applies for Tripolitania from Cape Tajura to the Tunisian Border, and for Cyrenaica to the entire
coast, without delimitation.
19. Boats flying the national or a foreign flag, with or without rcgular fishing
permits issued by the Harbour Master Office of Tripoli or Benghazi, caught in the
act of fishing east of the meridian of Cape Tajura will be declared in violation of
the fishing laws and thcrefore scized, brought and defivered to the nearest Port
Office for further prosecution.
20. Any trade taking place along the coast and out of port, be it by sail or
stearn boats, shall bc dcfinitely subject to inspection. Once an infraction is ascertained, the craft, the materiai unloadcd and the persons involved shall be seized,
and al1 shall be brought to the nearest port.
22. For ships suspected of being involved in smuggling operations, special
instruction shall bc given case by case.
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Annex 25
ITALIAN INSTRUCTIONS OF 25 JUNE 1931

[Italian rext no1 reproduced]
(Translation)
OFFlClAL BULLETIN OF TRIPOLITANlA
ORDINANCES

MARITIME
ADMINISTRATION
OF TRIPOLITANIA

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE SUPERVlSION OF MARITIME
FISHING
IN
THE WATERSOF TR~POLITANIA
(a) General Information
The following provisions govern maritime fishing in Tripolitania:
(1) regulation for maritime fishing operations in Tripolitania and Cyrenaica
approved by Royal Decree No. 312 modified by :
R. decree No. 1712 of November 21, 1920 ;
(b) R. decree No. 2273 of November 22, 1925.
(2) Ministerial Decree of April 12, 1919, that establishes special rules for the
(a)

fishing of sponges in Tripolitania and Cyrenaica.
(3) Gubernatorial Decree No. 541 A, of Stptember 8, 1928, that authorizes
the fishing of sponges in Tripolitania with the system of "De Fernez"
equipment.
(4) R. Decree No. 1910 of October 10, 1929, that sets up an intermixed area
for the fishing of sponges by fishermen of Tripolitania and Cyrenaica;
(5) regulation of the port of Tripoli approvcd on December 22, 1930;
(6) Gubernatorial ordinance No. 3781 (?)dated May 15, 1931, for the supply
and use of the medicint box.
With respect to the supervision of fistiing, regulation No. 312 of March 27,
1913, specifies that :
(Art. 2). The administration of maritime fishing is entnisted to the Authorities in charge of Mcrchant Manne activities in Tripolitania (Harbour Master's
Office, Port Offices and Beach Delcgations) ;
(Art. 3). To implement the rules and ascertain the related infractions the
Authorities indicatcd in Article 2 work in unison with the Royai Navy, with the
Revenue Office and with al1 other officers of the police force.
Based on these provisions and on the gubernatorial instructions of April 16,
1919, which are replaced by these provisions, the Royal Navy ships that go on a
cruise or that are saiiing in the waters of the Colony must carry on direct surveillance of fishing operations, keeping in mind that :
(1) the validity of the fishing legislation extends to the very iimit of the tcrritoriaI waters, that is to Say up to 6 miIcs from the Coast, but it is understood
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that ail the sponge algas that face the coast and that extend without solution of
continuity even past the limits of the territorial waters, at whatever distance they
might be from the coast, are considered as being included in the territorial
waters ;
(2) the sea border line between Tripolitania and Tunisia is established by an
approximate north-north-east bearing from Ras Adgir, but in order to avoid
any possible disputes, it has been agreed that the demarcation line originate with
the sarne bearing from Ras Makabez in order to establish an area of approximately 8 miles in front of the Ras Adgir-Ras Makabez coast line, in which foreign
flag boats that do not have a permit from the Italian maritime authorities must
not be séquestered but asked to move on, unless the location in which they were
spotted fishing illegally, can be established without any doubt to fal1 within the
boundary.
(3) in the case refered to in the preceding paragraph, the Captain that has
taken by surprise and caught the boat in the act, will immediately prepare a
detailed report showing al1 the information relating to the craft, to its Captain
or owner as shown on the ship's papers, as well as the grounds for the
infraction ;
(4) the border between Tripolitania and Cyrenaica is outlined by the rneridian
of Gasr el-Muktar, but with respect to the fihing of sponges, an intermixed
area has been set up defined towards the sea north of the parallell of Buerat
el-Hsun (31.25.00 N) to the east by the meridian of Agheila (19.13.00 E). Boats
from Cyrenaica are permitted to cross the border line into waters of Tripolitania and vice versa in said area in the event of an act of God or to take on a
supply of witter and in any event for a period not to exceed 10 days;
This information having been stated in advance we are summarizing below
the controls that must practically be exercised when encountering any fishing
boats or ships :
(b) Controls that Apply Indiscriminate,iy ro Al1 Ships or Boats
(1) ascertain, whether at night the lights prescribed by Article 2 of R.D.
No. 164 of A p d 26, 1906, are kept on, which decree modifies regulation No. 577
of December 13, 1896, to avoid collisions at sea;
(2) ascertain (if the fishing-net for tunny campaign is in progress) that the
ship or boat is not fishing within the exclusive area of a fishing-net for tunny
concession, i.e., within 5 kilometres on the western side of the net, 1 kilornetre
from the eastern side and 6 kilometres in front of the fishing-net for tunny
installation (Art. 45 regulation);
(3) check that the fishing permit issued by the maritime authorities is on
board (Art. 19, regulation) ;
(4) check that the seaman in command to whom the permit was issued is
aboard (Art. 23, regulation) ;
(5) check that no firearms are on board which have not been authorized in
writing by the maritime authorities and that there are no explosives (Art. I l ,
regulations) ; .

.

(c) Special Controls for the Fishing of Sponges wilh the "Diver's Suitl'Method
(6) check that the ship does not carry on board a number of divers greater
than that corresponding to the fishing duty paid (Art. 37, regulation), checking
for this purpose the personne1 roster issued by the Maritime Authorities which
must be kept on board ;
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(7) check, by the use of the diving equipment, the depth and rnake sure that
fishing is not being conducted at a depth of less than 20 metres o r more than
60 metres (Art. 3 of the Spec. Rules);
(8) check to makc sure that the fishing log is on board and that it is being
kept in the prcscribed manner (Art. 10, regulation);
(9) check to rnakc sure that the fishcd sponges, immersed in water, arc not
smalltr in diameter than was reported. Equine sponges 8 cm, fine sponges 4 cm,
zymoches 4 cm. (Art. 3 1, regulation) ;
(10) check for presenct and contents of the medicine box in accordance with
gubematonal ordinance No. 3784 of May 15, 1931 (Art. 3 of the special rules);
(1 1 ) check to make sure that the work shifts and the rest periods are being
complied with (Arts. 5 and 6 of the Spec. Rules);
(12) check to make sure that there are no sick o r injured persons aboard,
which might have been unduly kept aboard without having been immediately
transportcd ashore and reported to the Maritime Authorities (Art. 8 of the
Spec. Rules) ;
(d) Special Controls relating to Sponge Fishing Operurions wirh
the "De Fernez" Mmk
(13) check by means of diving equipment that fishing is not taking place in
depths of less than 15 metres o r of more than 50 metres (Art. 2, gubernatorial
decree No. 541 A) ;
(14) verify that the fished sponges, imrnersed in water, do not have a diameter
less than the following :
equint spongcs 8 cm, fine and zymoches sponges 6 cm (Art. 3 of the aforementioncd decree) ;
(15) check to make sure that at least 6 divers are on board and that cach
diver docs not make more than six (6) dives per day (Art. 7 of the aforementioned decree) ;
(16) check the fishing log as referred to in No. 8;
(17) check the medicine box as referred to in No. 10 ;
(18) check the sick and injured as referred to in No. 12;
(e) Special Conrroisfor the Fishing of Sponges
wirh the "Gangava" Method
(19) check to make sure that the craît is not fishing during the periods of time
and in the locations that are annually forbidden by appropriate decree of the
Maritime Administration ;
(20) check with diving equipment that fishing is not taking place al depths of
less than 20 metres (Art. 30, regulation);
(21) check the dimension of the sponges as referred to in No. 9. If any are
found with a smaller dimension than what is prescribed remove them and turn
them over to the maritime authorities at the first landing place (Art. 31, last
paragraph, regulation) ;
(22) check the ship's log as referred to in No. 8;
(f) Special Controls for Bouts Assigned to Fishing

(23) check to make sure that fishing is not being carried out by the use of
material thrown in the water which will weaken, stun or kill the fish and other
aquatic animals (Art. 14, regulation);
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(24) check if fishing with lurninous sources, that said fishing is not going on
during periods of time and in the locations that are annually prohibited by
appropnate ordinanw of the Maritime Administration of Tnpolitania ;
(25) verify if trawl net fuhing is taking place, that the mesh of the sackcloth is
not less than 20 mm on the side (Art. 17, regulation);
(26) verify that inside the Port of Tripoli, no ftshing is taking place in a water
space reserved for the Royal Navy or without a permit from the Harbour Master, in the space located south-west of the junction of the landing stage of the
Harbour Master and the head of the November IV landing stage and that no
nets o r other floating equipment is bcing kept during the amval or departure of
the seaplanes (Arts. 116 and 118 of the regulation of the Port of Tripoli).

(g) Infraction
Any infraction that is spotted must be reported by a written report to the
nearest port Authority.
Part of the proceeds obtained from the pecuniary fines inflicted on the violators as a result of a conviction or a settlement and frorn those derived from the
eventual sale of the equipment or products sequestered, will be given by the
Judging Authonties after deduction of the costs (as per Art. 68 of the fishing
regulation) to the officers that have ascertained the infraction.
Should the infraction have been ascertained by seamen of the Royal Nav.y or
by officers not assigned to port operations, the assigned sums of money will be
turned over to their respective Corps Headquarters for distribution in accordance with particular regulations that might be in effect at the Corps level.
Should the infraction have been ascertained by officers assigned to the Harbour Master's Office or to Port o r Beach Authority Offices, the proceeds will be
split with half being given to the officers that signed the report of infraction and
the other half being split equally among ail the other non-commissioned officers
and seamen on service on the day that said infraction was ascertained, except
those that might be on report.
ShouId the infraction have been ascertained through a Royal Navy ship by
persons not connected with the ship ilself, one-third of the assigned sum wiIi go
to the Ship with the balance being split up in accordance with the above rules.
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Annex 26
ITALIAN ROYALDECREE
OF

18 MARCH1915, NO. 402

[Italiun texr not reproduced]
(Translation)
ROYAL DECREE Na. 402 OF MARCH 18,1915, APPROVlNC THE CUSTOMS REGULAnONS
FOR TRIPOLI AND CYRENAICA (UWS AND DECREES, 1915, PP. 1014 AND 1050-51)

Unique Article

The attached customs regulations for Tripolitania and Cyrenaica are approved, seen, by Our order, by the proposing minister.
Article 1

The shore of the sea and the borders with the territory of the adjacent countries shall comprise the customs limit.

Article 26

For purposes of custorns sunieillance, the sta within 12 maritime miles from
the shore along the coasts of Tripolitania and Cyrenaica shall constitute the
maritime customs zone, within which al1 vessels, whether forcign or Italian, may
be subject to inspection by the authonties in charge of said surveillance.
Within the confines of said zone, the customs agents shall have the authority
to board vesscls of tonnage no greater than 200 tons and require them to
produce their board manifest and other shipping documents.
Vessels bound for ports in the colony and that lack a manifest or that are
suspected of criminal activities within the zone of maritime surveillance shall be
escorted by the agents to the nearest customs house for the drawing up,of a
record of preliminary investigation.
If a vesse1 of a tonnage not exceeding 200 tons and bound for a foreign port
is found within the surveillance zone without a manifest or with a manifest
that lacks the prescribed information, the agents may cscort her out of the
limits of the zone or, in cases suggesting criminal activities, escort her to the
nearest customs house for the drawing up of a record of preliminary investigation.
The agents may, having drawn up such a record, sequester whatever goods of
which the importation or exportation is prohibited and that are found on board
ships whithersoever bound that, except in cases involving acts of God, have
dropped anchor and are lying to within a radius of 12 maritime miles from
shore.
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In case of attempts to unload goods onto shore and also to unload ont0 or
transship to a lighter vessel, the agents may require the ship to follow them to
the nearest customs house for the drawing up of a record of preliminary
investigation.
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Annex 27
ITALIAN ROYALDECREE
OF 6 JUNE1940,NO. 595

[Italian tex1 not reproducedf
(Translation)
BERTHING AND STAY, DURING WARTIME, OF NATIONAL MERCHANT SHIPS,
WARSHIPS AND NEUTRAL MERCHANT SHIPS IN THE TERRITORIAL WATERS OF
THE KINCDOM AND ALBANIA, THE EMPIRE, THE COLONIES AND POSSESSIONS
(ROYAL DECREE No. 595 OF JUNE 6, 1940-XVI11)

Victor Emanuel III, by the Grace oJ God and the Will of the Nation,
King of Itoly und Albania. Emperor of Ethiopia
In view of Articles 1,2 and 15 of Law No. 969 of June 8, 1925 ;
In view of Article 3, No. 1 , of Law No. 109 of January 3 1, 1926 ;
Having heard the opinion of the Council of Ministers:
On the proposal of Il Duce of Fascism, the Head of the ~ o v e i m e n t ,the
Navy Minister ;
We have decreed and do decree :

Article 1
During wartime, it is forbidden for national merchant ships and warships and
neutral merchant ships to approach the territorial waters of the Kingdom of
Italy and Albania, of the Empire, of the Colonies and possessions unless they
have received authorkation as specified in the following articles. The territorial
waters are therefore to be considered as off limits to navigation.
Article 2
The following are considered to be zones dangerous to navigation :
(a) metropolitan waters
the 12-mile-wide band that surrounds the continental Coast and those of the
following islands: Sicily, Sardinia, Elba, Gorgona, Marittimo, San Pietro,
S. Antioco, Asinara, Pantelleria, Lussino, Cherso :
(b) waters of Albania:
the 12-mile-wide band along the coasts from the Yugoslav border to the
Greek border and those coasts of the island of Saseno;
(c) waters of North Africa:
the 12-mile-wide band along the coasts from the Tunisian border to the
Egyptian border ;
(d) waters of the Aegean :
the 12-mile-wide band around the coasts of the islands of the Possession as
far as the meeting point with the Turkish territorial waters.
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ARTICLE

210 OF THE LIBYANCONSTITUTION

[Arabic texi no? reproduced]

(UnofficialTramlution)
LIBYAN CONST1TUTION OF 7 OCTOBER

1951

Article 2IO

All the laws and regulations and orders and proclamations in force in any
part of Libya at the time the Constitution entered into force, provided that they
are not contrary to principles of liberty and equafty granted by it, remain in
force until they are cancelled, amended or replaced by other legislations promulgated according to the provisions of this Constitution.
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[Arabic rext noi reproduced]

(Translation)

ne Official Gazette
of rhe United Kingdom of Libya, No. 7 ,
31 March 1959-22 Ramadan 1378 H.Year IX
THE LAW

DELIMITING LIBYAN TERRITORIAL WATERS

The Senate and the House of Representatives have passed the following law,
which,
We, Idris the First, King of the United Kingdom of Libya, have sanctioned
and d o hereby promulgate.
Article (1)

The Libyan Territorial Waters shall bt fixtd at 12 nautical miles.
Article (2)

The Prime Minister and the Ministers each within the area of his cornpetence
shall execute this Law which shall take effect from the date of its publication in
the Official Gazette.
IDRIS.
Issued at Dar as8alem Palace
on 10Shaban 1378 H.
Corresponding to 18 February 1959
By Order of the King
(Signed) Abdel MAJEED
KHABAR,
Prime Minister and
the Minister of Foreign Affairs.
Ibrahim
BENSHABAN,
Minister
of Defense
Abu
BAKRNAAMA,
Minister of
Education

Ismail
Nasser
AL-KHESA,
BENLAMEEN,
Minister
Ministcr of
of Finance
Communication
Abdel
Abu
HAMJDEDDIBANI,BAKRAHMED,
Minister
Minister
of Justice
of Health

Wahbi

AL-BOORY,
Minister
of State
Rajab
BENKATOO,
Minister of
National Economy
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Annex 30

mrabic rext not reproduced]

STATUTE 12 FOR THE YEAR 1959 CONCERNING FISHING FOR SPONGE

1, Idris the First, King of the United Libyan Kingdom, have approved and
published the following statute previously concluded by both Houses of Representatives and the Senate:
SECT[ON ONE. GENERAL ORDERS

Article 1
Fishing for sponge is permitted only in those areas specified by the chief of
transportation in the district.

Article 2
No one is permitted to engage in fishing for sponge unless he has obtained a
licence for that purpose. The licensing will be issued either in the form of a
Special Licence or a Commitment to fish in al1 or some manne areas.
The licence will be granted according to the conditions set in this statute. The
commitmcnt will be regulated by a Special Statute.

The fees for issuance of fishing licences will be determined by the Minister of
National Economy.

Ship owners, seamen and divers may, according to law, form CO-operative
organizations for the purpose of fishing for sponge. These organizations will be
exempted from registration fees.
Article 5
1. Fishing in the areas specified is allowed only by ships registcred in Libya
according to the Libyan maritime law.
Foreign vessels are not allowed to fish in these areas unless in accord with a
treaty in which Libya has entered, and then not before a fishing licence has been
obtained.
2. Vesse1 means al1 boats, yachts and residence ships used in fishing projects.
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SECTION TWO, ON THE PROCEDURE AND CONDrïlONS OF LlCENSlNG

Article 6
Applications for a licence must be submitted to the proper office in the district concerned. The Chief of Transportation will issue at the beginning of every
year, a statcment in the official gazette of the district showing the following:
A. Date to submit applications ;
B. Specification for the number of licences to be issued during the season for
the different types of fishing statcd in Article 22. This spccification must be
agreed to by the Minister of National Economy ;
C. The date for granting iicences to their new owners.

Article 7
Requirements of licence applicant :
A. He must be of Libyan nationaiity;
B. He must not be convicted of a felony or crime of dishonour or dishonesty
unless he was later completely exonerated ;
C. His name must be registered in the commercial register if he employs five or
more divers in the fishing project.
During the ten years following the enactment of this Statute, the nationality
requirement may be overlooked.
Article 8

The licence application form must contain the following information :
A. The name, title, nationality and place of residence of the applicant ;
B. The name and nationality of the ship and the name of the port at which it is
registcred and its registration numbcr and load data;
C. The name of the captain of the ship the applicant intends to employ, his
nationality, the name of the port at which he is registered and his registration number ;
D. The name of the storage ship, its nationality and load, the port at which it is
registered and its registration number ;
E. The name of the captain of the storage ship, the port at which he is registered and his registration number ;
F. A statement on the methods requested for fishing on the condition that it is
one of those specified in Article 22;
G . The name of the foreman employed to supervise fishing, his title and nationality. If ht himself is the applicant, he should mention this in the application;
H. A statement of knowledge of this statute must be made, copies of which
must be given to the captain of this fishing ship and the captain of the
residence ship ;
1. If tbe ship designated for fishing is owned by another party, the applicant
must submit a written statement from the owner allowing its use for this
purpose. The owner's permission must show the period for using the ship
and the fishing means intended for use.

Article 9
One licence is granted per ship, and its granting by the Chief of Transportation will be the sole responsibility of the licensee, with no ensuing respon-
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sibility whatsoever on the part of the authority issuing it regardless of the
acceptance by the crew, divers or any other person.
Article IO

The Chief of Transportation will specify in the statement mentioned in Article
6 the number of licences to be granted to foreign ships whose governments have
signed agreements with the Libyan Governrnent for spongt fishing in the Libyan
territorial waters.
If such agreements d o not exist, the Chief of Transportation may permit temporary issuance of a limited number of licences to othcr foreign ships if this is
deemed economically beneficial to the country, on the condition that he obtains,
in advance, the approval of both the Ministries of the Exterior and the National
Economy, and subrnits licence application through them.
Article I l
If the applicant fails to receive the licence issued to him on the prescribed
date, the Chief of Transportation may cancel it and offer the licence to another
who meets the legal conditions reqiiired, taking into consideration the priority
of applicants.
Article 12

In the absence of violations of rules set in this statute, foreign ships whose
owners request licences to fish in territorial waters btcause of international
agreements, are subject to the following rules :
1. The application must be subrnitted by the consul or his deputy of the country the ship is subject to, through the Ministries of the Exterior and National
Economy.
2. Official certificatts, authenticated by the consul, must be submitted stating
the following :

A. The fitness of the ship for navigation, the soundness of its engine and
equipment, especially the diving equipment, if there was any ;
B. The availability of health conditions on board, including the necessary
medical aid supplies ;
C. The availability of food supplies, and their storage in clean areas on
board ;
D. The application of rnedical examination procedure on al1 the crew and
divers by the authorities concerned in the country the ship is subject to ;
E. Accident insurancc by insurance agencies approved by the foreign country and whose responsibility extends to Libya.
Article 13

Al1 ships, Libyan and foreign, must deposit, at the time of receiving the
licences, al1 their papers and documents for safe keeping at the fishing office
according to Libyan maritime law.
These papers will be returned to the ship at the end of'the fishing season after
it submits to the office its licence and a full account of the arnounts of sponge
fished, their types, weight in kilograms, value in Libyan pounds, the areas al
which each type was fishcd, and a statement from the Department of Customs
o r Ports indicating the payment of required fees.
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Ttiere must be attached t o this account a list of the type and weight of the
amount fishcd by each diver, its value, the advance the diver receivcd dunng the
season ; this list must be signed by both the diver and the captain.
Article 14

All licensed ships that intend to fish outside the Libyan waters must obtain a
special permit from the fishing office concerned before sailing. They must also
state at that time, the weight, type and value of the arnounts fished in Libyan
territorial waters.
Libyan ships must carry their licences when they sail for fishing in foreign
waters.
SECTION THREE. ON FISHING SHIPS AND
THEIR 1NSPECilON

Article 15
Ships which use mechanical equipment in their operation should have an
engine.
Article 16

The person who is in charge of the operations should provide storage ships of
the following types :
1. One storage ship carrying no less than 10 tons for each fishing ship.
2. A residence ship whose Ioad is not Iess than 20 tons for two fishing ships.
3. A residence ship whose load is not less than 30 tons for three fishing ships.
4. A residence ship whose load is not less than 40 tons for four fishing ships.
5. A residence ship whose load is not less than 50 tons for five fishing ships.
Suppliers rnay agree to use one residence ship for a nurnber of fishing ships
not to exceed the number stated in this article, taking into consideration the
close distance between the fishing zones licensed for each of them. This agreement must be written and presented to the authorities concerned before the
issuance of a licence.

Arricle 17
The supplier must provide the fishing and residence ships with boats and
sufficient equipment to use in saving the crew. A licence will not be issued until
these have been inspected.
The ship-master must make sure of the presence of these boats and equiprnent
before it sails.
Article 18

Subject to inspection before the issuance of a licence are every residence ship
o r fishing ship in which divers use mechanical means. The inspection, after the
ship has been prepared for fishing, will ensure the following conditions :
A. The good condition of the ship's engine, instruments and equipment ;
B. The good condition of diving instruments ;
C. The availability of fishing equipment and thcir fitness for use;
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D. The availability of spare parts for fishing and diving instruments;
E. The sufficiency of food supplies and their storage in clean areas ;
F. The healthy physical condition of members of the crew, ensuring in particular that divers are in condition good enough to allow them to dive or continue diving;
G. The first-aid box must contain the medicines and medical supplies that the
divers may need.

The ship's inspection is camcd out in the following manner :
A. A marine engineer is to be in charge of inspecting the ship, navigation instruments, and lifeboats and their equipments.
B. A mechanical engineer will inspect the ship's engine and aU its systems and
instruments, also the divers' mechanical instruments and related gear such as
dothing, pipes, the metallic head gear and other accessories.
C. The port's medical officer must examine the physical condition of al1 members of the ship's crew and make sure the first-aid box contains the ntcessary
medicines and medical supplies.

Article 20
Fishing ships must be identified on both sides of the prow by the letter (S) to
indicate they are designated sponge fishing ships. The letter (T) is to be added if
the ship works in the district of Tripoli, or the Ietter (B)
. - if it works in the district
of Eiargha.
These letters, togcther with other signs required by law, are ta be fixcd with
the knowledge of the fishing office concerned. They must be well rnaintained
and clearly legible.
S E C n O N FOUR. O N THE CONDITIONS AND RULES OF RSHING

Article 21

Sponge fishing is prohibited if the sponge's diameter is less than eight centimetres in the Quina type, and if it is not more than six centimetres in al1 other types.
The fishing office is to designate the locations where the sponge already fished
is to be unloaded under the supervision of the public authority men.

Fishing for sponge is prohibited unless one of the following methods is
foiiowed :
A. Al-Scavendor (with swim suit and mechanical instrument);
B. Al-Fumess (with mask and mechanical instrument);
C. Al-Saleeb (with mask and manual instrument);
D. Al-Sibaha (without clothes or instrument);
E. Al-Fusina (the spear).
The Chief of Transportation, with the approval of the Minister of National
Economy, may issue orders for the use of other methods of fishing bcsides the
methods mentioned, or for the prohibition of fishing by one of them in some
areas or at certain times if it is deemed beneficial for fishing.
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Article 23
It is prohibited t o change the method of Fshing indicated in the licence unless the
issuing authority approves a request submitted and giving reasons for the change.

Article 24
It is not permittcd to exceed the following depths when using divers in
fishing :
10 metres in the method of Al-Saieeb;
35 metres in the method of Al-Furness ;
60 metres in the method of Al-Scavendor.
Article 25
Divers must not stay underwater from the tirne of diving to the time of
surfacing beyond the following periods, and the ship-master must supervise
that :
A. In the method of Al-Scavendor:

Depth

Period underwater
from tinte of diving
from 10 t o 20 metres
30 minutes
from 21 t o 30 metres
20 minutes
from 31 t o 35 metrts
15 minutes
B. In the method of Al-Furness:
from 10 t o 20 metrcs
30 minutes
from 21 t o 30 metres
20 minutes
from 31 t o 35 metres
15 rhinutes
from 36 to 40 metres
10 minutes

Sudacing
period
15 minutes
15 minutes
15 minutes

Article 26
The diver is prohibited to dive two conseculive times; he is also prohibitcd to
repeat diving except after al1 other divers on board have taken their turn. At al1
times he is not perrnittcd to dive more than four times in one single day.
Article 27
The diver must surface from the sea botlom to the water surface by means of
the speciai rope known as the guide rope (Jwaida). In the method of AlScavendor he is prohibitcd t o take off his diving gear before 30 minutes have
passed from the timc of his surfacing abovt water.
SECTlON FlVE. ON THE SHIPS CREW

Part One. On the Ship-Master

The master of a fishing ship that empIoys fivc or more divers working with
mechanical instruments, and the master of rcsidcnce ship are required to :
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A. Be of Libyan nationality ;

B. He must not be convicted of a felony o r a crime of dishonour or dishonesty
unless he is later exonerated ;
C. His name must be registered in the seamen register ;
D. He must successfully pass the examination held before he is conferred the
status of master;
E. He must have engaged in marine work for a period not less than three years
under the supervision of an approved master, and must submit a statement
signed by him certifying that he worked undcr his supervision for the period
mentioned. Dunng the ten years following the implementation of this Bill,
the nationality condition may be overlooked.
Article 29
The examination mentioned in the preceding article will cover the following
subjects :
A. Knowledge of using the mariner's compass ;
B. Duties of the ship-master according to the orders of marine law ;
C. The prescribed directives for avoidance of collisions ;
D. Procedures to avoid accidents and injuries divers may faIl subject t o ;
E. Measures of aiding divers when they are injured away from ports and the
use of medicines in emergencies.

Article 30

The examination will be administered by a committee composed of the
following persons or their deputies in case of their absence :
Harbour Master
Chairman
Fishing Office Representative
Member
Port's Medical Officer
Member
If the applicant passes the examination the status of shipmaster will be
conferred on him.
Part Two. On the Duties of Ship-Master
Article 31

The ship-master is not authorized to ordcr the ship to sail for fishing unless it
has on board al1 seamen necessary for operating the machines, and for
navigation and manoeuvres according t o the prescribed orders; the ship must
also have on board all the divers and the person in charge of signals exchanged
with the diver while under water.
It is not permittcd t o make any changes in crew men unless a written permit
has been obtained from the fishing office concerned.
No one other than the ship-keeper or his representative, and other than the
members of the crew, is permitted to be on board the fishing ship during its
operation in the areas it is licensed to fish in.
Article 32
The ship-master must, before sailing, make sure of the following :
A. All machines, equipment and tools must be in good condition to ensure their
protection against damage, and make them fit for immediate use. In
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particular he must secure the safety of the diving equipment and their fitness
for use during the season and inspect the diving suit and air pipes and
provide ali the needs of the diver while operating under water ;
B. Life boats and equipment in good condition;
C. Spare parts sufficiently available to meet any breakdown in the ship o r
diving operations ;
D. Food supplies sufficient for the ship men during the period of their absence,
and the storage of thesc supplies in places protective against spoilage and
damage.

Arricle 33
The master of a ship that uses mechanical instruments of any kind in fishing
must d o the following before the start of daily operations :
A. Inspect these instruments, the air compressor, the metallic head gear, the air
pipes and valves, the diving outfit t o ensure their safety and fitness ;
B. Measure the water depth where fishing will take place using the designated
instrument to make sure it corresponds with the depth permitted for fishing
and which is indicated in the licence.

Article 34
The ship-master must verify prior t o the diving operation that the diver
knows thoroughly the functions of the instruments he uses in his job, and the
special signals he exchanges with the ship during his dive.

Article 35
The ship-master must maintain a record book in which he enters daily
observations on fishing, the areas in which it takes place, the depth of water, the
weather conditions, the accidents and injuries that befall the ship o r crew men,
and other observations and information he considers necessary to record.

Article 36
The ship-master is considcrcd responsible for the ship from the time it sails till
the time it returns. He is to execute al1 the orders related to his job whether they
are set in this Bill or any othcr Bill.
Neither the ship-keeper nor his representative, if he happens to-be on board
for fishing supervision, is to interfere in any of the ship's affairs.

Article 37
If the ship returned to port because of the termination of operations in the
fishing season, its master or its supplier must notify the fishing office of that.
Part Three. On Seamen and Divers

Article 38
Two registers are to be established in the fishing office, one for the
registration of divers licensed t o engage in diving, and the other for the
registration of seamen licenscd to work in fishing ships.
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Orders are to be issued regulating the conditions and requirements pertinent
to this register.
4

Article 39
The age of a person who works as diver must not be less than 18 years and
not more than 60. A person whose agt is less than 21 years may not be
registered in the divers register until a writtcn consent by his guardian has been
obtained.

Article 40
A diver or a seaman is not to be employed in the fishing profession unless his

name is registered in one of the two registers mentioned in Article (38), and
unless he possessts a registration card.
Employment will bc on the grounds of a written employment contract signed
by both parties and witnessed by the fishing officer.
Every contract not in compliançe with the orders of this article is invalid.

Arricle 41
If the ship-keeper is an alien he must obtain a special permit to employ
Libyan divers or seamen. The permit is to be issued by the transportation head
office in the district that issues the licence ; and the contracting will not be valid
until this permit has been obtained.
The orders of this Bill will apply to the contract.
Article 42

The contract between the contractor and the seamen, including the captain is
based upon the monthly salary, or un the basis of this salary plus an agreedupon share of the sponge gathered by the sponge boat dunng the seasons.
The contract between the contractor and the divers is also based upon a share
of the gathered spongc. Under al1 circumstances, the contractor is to bear al1 the
feeding, supply and accommodation expenses and other aspects related to the
sponge-gathering project.

Article 43
The sponge-gathering captain is to bc sure that al1 divers' and other seamen's
families are cared for dunng the sponge gathering period. If nceded, the captain
is permitted to force the boat's owner to pay a portion of the divers' or seamen's
salary to their families.

Article 44
If one of the seamcn or divers did not get on board the boat after he had been
notified of its sailing date, the contractor has the right to breach the contract,
request what fiad becn advanced and ask to be compensated for-if it could be
justified.
Article 45
The boat's captain is to point out to the divers and seamen their individual
duties as described in theiremployment contract. Each is to perform his work as
is asked to and to be on time and at the right place that the captain specified.

.
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Article 46
The seaman or diver cannot be asked to perform a job not within his skill or
not included in his employment contract unless he has been ordered to by the
captain because of extraordinary circumstances, or a danger threatening the
boat, the people on board or its cargo, the seaman or diver then will not be
entitled for extra pay for these works.
The crew on board the boat is considered to be united towards saving it and
themselves.

Article 47
The seamen and divers are entitled for a paid rest period of 24 hours for every
six working days. They are also entitled for a paid rest day on official holidays.
If the need arises to ask them to work during the holidays they are entitled to
another rest day at a later time or they could be compensated for by double pay
for the duration of the time worked during those holidays. In this case, the
divers' salary is based upon the highest salary paid to a seaman.

Article 48
The port director is to settle any spongc gathering disputes arising between
the boat's captain, seamen or divers. If the dircctor cannot settle the dispute
amicably, he is then to write a report and send it to the concerned court to take
the necessary action. The court will not accept any cases unless this measure has
bccn taken.
CHAPTER SIX

ACCIDENTS AND INJURIES

Ariicle 49
The contractor is to insure the lives of the seamen, divers and captain against
work accidents and resulting injuries. The boat will be granted a permit after a
letter presentation by the Social Security Organization stating that the
contractor has paid his insurance fees and that the insurance covers the present
employees as well as the new ones who are working during the same season. The
Transportation Office is to mark that on the permit.

Article 50
At the end of the sponge gathering season, the contractor is to have his divers,
seamen and captain inspected by the port's doctor after their return to port to
be sure of their safety. If anyone is injured or sick, the doctor is to take the
necessary medical measures and inform the sponge gathering office. Under al1
circumstances, the doctor is to register his results in their register book.

Article 51
The captain and the contractor are to inform the sponge gathering office of
al1 accidents or injuries occurring on board or to the boat itself in order for it to
be marked down in its register and permit.
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Article 52

The contractor is responsible for treating the captain, seamen and divers in
case of their illness or injuries and is t o pay their wages under the following
conditions :
A. If the illness or injury is a result of the work, al1 medical expenses are t o be
paid by him during the treatment period, but not to exceed 120 days. He is
t o pay their full wages during this period ;
B. If the illness or injury are not the result of work, but not done on purpose or
are not due to carelessness on the part of the patient:
then the contractor is to pay his treatment expenses for a maximum period
of 120 days; yct, he is entitled to be reimbursed for expenses that exceed an
80-day period. He also has to pay the full wagcs during the treatment period
if it does not exceed 80 days;
C. If the sickness or injury is a result of misbehaviour, drunkenness or is done on
purpose, the contractor is to pay the treatment expenses, as long as the
patient is on board the boat; but, he is not obliged to pay his wages during
that time;
D. The diver's salary in A and B above is based upon the highest salary paid to
a seaman ;
E. The contractor thcn could claim al1 expenses to the insurance Company
which will reimburse him according to the terms of their contract.
Article 53

An illness o r injury is to be proven by testimony from the doctor of the port.
Those concerned could question the doctor's judgment by referring to the
committee stated in Article 55.

The port's doctor is to observe the patient's injury or illness through his
treatment period. The doctor is to prove whatever information or knowledge he
gets in writing on the patient's or injured's card and special register. In case of
death, the doctor is t o write a report of its causes.
Article 55

The captain, seamen and divers could be prevented from carrying on their
responsibilities when the port's doctor proves that they are not physically fit.
Their permit would then be cancelled.
They could question the doctor's judgment by presenting a petition to a
committee to be formed by authorization from the health supervisor. The
contractor could also question the doctor's judgment, in front of the same
cornmittee, if he determines that they can work.
Article 56

If the seaman or diver dies as a result of his accident the boat's captain is t o
c a r y the dead body to the nearest port where there is a government authority.
The captain is to present the authorities with a detailed report of the causes
and conditions of the accident. The police authorities have to detain the boat
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and its crew and guard its machines until al1 investigations are complete and the
cause of death has bcen established.

The boat would be permitted t o sail again after being granted a permission
from the Public Defence. All this has to be done at utmost speed.
Article 57

The contractor is to bear the burial expenses of the boat's captain, one of its
seamen or divers if they die while on duty. If it is decided that an indemnity be
awarded to the farnily of the deceased, and the contractor does not pay it, the
Transportation Supervisor could then withdraw the boat's permit. He will only
regain it after he presents an official acknowledgcment from the heirs that he
has executed the indcmnity requirements according t o Article 49.
CHAPTER SEVEN

CRIMES AND PUNISHMENTS
Article 58

The contractor, captain, one of the divers o r seamen could be sentenced to six
months imprisonrnent and the payrnent of a fine not exceeding 100 guineas, or
with either of the two if he does not abide by any of the clauses of this law or
the published bulletin.
Article 59

The sponge gathering equipment and the gathered sponge would be
confiscated if the sponge gathering took place without a permit in the Libyan
Territorial Waters. The confiscation ruling could also take place if the sponge
gathering took place in an area other than the one that had been authorized.
Article 60
The court could stop the boat's permit for no more than six months at the
time of a guilty ruling. The authorities concerned could'confiscate the boat
during that time at the responsibility and expense of its owner.
Article 61

Whoever possesses, owns, sells, transfers, or deals in any way with sponges
that d o not meet the requirements stated in Article 21, wouid be sentenced
according to the tcrms of Article 58 and the cargo confiscated.
Article 62

The employees appointed by the Commission Supervisor have the legal power
t o check for al1 violations breaching this law and regulations.
Arricle 63
The Minister of National Econpmy, based on the suggestion of the
Communications Supervisor in the concerned States, shall promulgate the
appropriate regulations to implement this law.
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Article 64

The Minister of National Economy is to enforce this law after two months of
its publication in the official paper.
IDRIS,
Issued at Dar El Yernen Palace on 9 Moharra, 1379 Hejreyah = 15 July 1959.
By order of the King
Ragab BENKATO,
Minister of National Economy.

Abdel MEGUIDKAABAR,
Prime Minister.

Royal Decree
Law amending sorne rules of Law 12 of year 1959 regarding fishing for
sponge.

We ldris the First, King of the United Kingdom of Libya,
Aftcr reviewing Article 64 in the Constitution, and Law 12 of year 1959 regarding fishing for sponge, and according to what is presentcd to us by the Minister
of Industry, and the approval of the Council of Ministcrs,
We issue the following:
Article Une

The expression "Minister of National Economy" and "Ministry of National
Econorny", which appear within the paragraphs of law 12 of year 1959 regarding fishing for sponge, are to be replaced by the expression, "Minister of
Industryw.
Article Two

The Minister of Industry is to enforce this Decree, and to be effective frorn the
date of its publication in the official paper.

IDRIS.
lssued in Al Beydaa on 8 Rabei El Awal, 1382 Hejreyah = 8 August 1962.
By order of the King
Mohammed OSMANEL SEID,
Prime Minister.

Bclkassem AL ELAKI,
Minister of Industry.
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LIBYAN
DECISION
NO. 1 OF 1960 AND DECISION
NO. 1 OF 1961
[Arabic lext nul reproduced]

A. TRIPOLIS LEGISLATION

Decision No. 1 for the year 1960Restricted Areas in which sponge
could be gathered 1, the Transportation Supervisor for the Province of
Tripoli (Tarablus Al Gharb)
after reviewing Article 1 of Law No.
12 for the year 1959, with respect to
sponge fishing,
It was decided

The areas in which sponge fishing
may be permittcd arc situated along
the coast of the Province of Tripoli,
as follows :
1. Local spongers: From the point
of Ras Abi Karnmash to the
northeast, between longitudes 30"22' east, and Afra Quany which
is located at longitudes 17'-14'
east. This quarry is between Al
Khurns and Zlitan of the northern and eastern provinces.
2. Foreign spongers: Starting point
is from Abi Kammash and dong
the same degrees mentioned in
the above item, and to end at the
1 Tripoli's official ncwspapcr, No. 9,
datcd 1 May 1961.

Decision No. 1 for the year 1961Restricted Areas in which sponge
could be gathered 1, the Transportation Supervisor for the Province of
Tripoli (Tarablus Al Gharb)
after reviewing Article 1 of Law No.
12 for the year 1959, with respect to
the gathering of sponge and Decree
No. 1 for the year 1960 for restricting the areas in which sponge could
be gathered, published in the official
newspaper dated May 1, 1969.
It was decided
Article 1

The areas in which sponge gathering is permitted are along the coastal strip of the Province of Tripoli,
as follows :
1. Local spongers: from the Head
(Ras) Aghdeer at the dernarcations of longitudes 30'-34'-11'
east to Zliton Quay ak the demarcation of longitudes 00-34'-14'east
and the watcr across.
2. Foreign spongers: foreign spongers are permitted to gather sponge
1

Tripoli's official ncwspapcr, No. 5,

datcd I May 1961.
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port of Tripoli between longitudes 11'-13'east.

This decision will be effective as of
its published date in the official
newspaper.
Abdallah A L Z I D A M ,
Transportation Supervisor.

29 1

in the Province of Tripoli frorn
Head (Ras) Aghdeer, from the
same demarcations mentioned in
the above paragraph, to the area
West of Tripoli's port lighthouse,
i,e,, in the demarcations of longitude 0047'-13' east and the water
across from it.
Article 2

This decision will be effective as of
its published date in the official
newspaper.
Sharns AL DEEN MOHSEN,
Transportation Supervisor.
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LIBYAN
PETROLEUM LAWNO. 25 OF 1955

[Arabic text no1 reproduced]
The official Gazette of the United Kingdom of Libya,
No. 4, 19th June 1955-29th Shawwol1374, Vol. V
'LAW NO. 25 OF 1955
THE PETROLEUM LAW

1955

The Senare and the House of Representatives have pussed the following h w ,
which.
We, Idris the First, King of the United Kingdom of Libya. have sanctioned
and do hereby prornulgaie :
Article I
Petroleum property of State

.

(1) All petroleum in Libya in its natural state in strata is the proptrty of ihc
Libyan State.
(2) No person shall explore o r prospect for, mine or produce peiroleum in
any part of Libya, unless authorized by a permit or concession issued under this
law.

Article 2
Ertablishment of petrokum commission
(1) There is hereby established a public autonomous juridical Petroleum
Commission, having a separate Budget annexed to the Budget of the appropriate Ministry, which shall consist of a Chairman and at least three other
members to be appointed and removed from office by Decree on the submission
of the Prime Minister with the agreement of the appropriate Provincial authorities. A representative appointed by the Minister may attend meetings of the
Commission, but shall have no vote in the proceedings.
(2) Members of the Commission shall, as far as possible, be persons of experience in finance, economics, commerce, Iaw o r engineering. No Minister, Nazir
or Member of Parliament or of any Legislative Assembly shall be appointed to
the Commission and any member who is elected or appointed to one of thest
posts shall immediately cease to be a member of the Commission.
(3) The Commission shall, in the narne of each and every Province, be responsible for the implementation of the provisions of this Law under the supervision of the Minister.
(4) Al1 decisions in respect of the grant, assignment, renewal, surrender o r
revocation of any permit o r concession under this Law shall be made by the
Commission and shall be immediately submitted t o the Minister for approval or
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rcjtction. Al1 decisions of the Minister and of the Commission shall be notified
in writing without delay to al1 interested parties.
(5) The Commission shall determine its own rulcs of procedure which shall
provide that the quorum shall consist of three-quarters of its members, that its
decisions shall be by a two-thirds majority vote of those present at any meeting
and that in case of an equai division the Chairman shall have a casting vote.
(6) The Commission shall appoint a Director of Petroleum Affairs (hereinafter called "the Director")ho
shall carry out such duties as are assigned to him
under this Law and the two Schedules hereto and such other duties as may be
assigned to him by Regulations issucd under this Law or by the Commission.
The Commission shall also appoint such other officiais as may be necessary.
(7) Al1 expenditure approved by the Government and incurred by the Commission including the remuneration of its members and staff shail be paid out of
the Federal Budget.
Article 3
Petroleum zones

For the purposes of this Law, the territory of Libya shall be divided into four
petroleum Zones :
The First Zone s h d consist of the Province of Tripolitania;
The Second Zone shall consist of that part of the Province of Cyrenaica
which lies north of the 28th parallel of latitude;
The Third Zone shall consist of thnt part of the Province of Cyrenaica which
lies south of the 28th parallel of latitude ;
The Fourth Zone shall consist of the Province of the Fezzan.

Article 4
(1) This Law shall extend to the seabcd and subsoil which lie beneath the
territorial waters and the high stas contiguous thereto under the control and
junsdiction of the United Kingdom of Libya. Any such seabed and subsoil adjacent to any Zone shail for the purposes of this Law be deemed to be part of that
Zone.
(2) If there is doubt as to the boundary of any Zone the Commission shall
determine the boundary of such Zone for the purposes of this Law only; and if
by reason of such determination it becomes necessary for the applicant to
amend his application, or to make a new application, he shall be allowed one
month to do so after receipt of a request so to do, without loss of priority.
(3) If a subsequent determination of the boundaries leads to an adjustment of
the boundaries as determined by the Commission, such adjustment shall not
affect the validity or extent of permits or concessions granted within the area or
areas affected by the adjustment.
Article 5

Eligible applicants

.

(1) The Commission shall consider applications for permits or concessions
submitted by eligible applicants only, and in determining the eligibility of any
applicant, the Commission shall have regard to the following :
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(a) the furthcrance of the public intercst;
(bl (i) the applicant's compliance with relevant Laws and Regulations;
(ii) his previous activities in the petroleum industry ;

(iii) his previous experience in the conduct of similar operations ;
(iv) his financial and technical capacity to conduct the contemplated
operations.
(2) In determining the eligibility of an applicant who is a subsidiary of a
company or a member of a group of companies, there shall be taken into consideration the possession of the aforesaid qualifications by the parent company or
group of companies of which he is a member and the extent of the availability
to the applicant of such qualifications.
Article 6

(1) Applications for permits shall be submitted in triplicate to the Commission which shall forward a copy to the Minister. Separate applications shall be
submitted in respect of each petroleum Zone.
(2) The applications shall show the area the applicant desires to work, and
contain short particulars in respect of the matters referred to in Article 5 of this
Law. The applicant shall, at the Commission's request, furnish any further
relevant information. All information submitted under this paragraph shall be
treated as confidential.
(3) The Commission rnay grant a permit in the form set out in the First
Schedule to this Law and not othenvise, provided that the permit may contain
such minor non-discnminatory variation as may be required to meet the circumstances of any particular case.
(4) Such a permit may be granted in respect of any area and shall entitle the
holder thereof to carry out the operations permitted therein within the specified
area and in accordance with the terms of the permit; provided however, that
nothing in this paragraph shall entitle the holder of the permit to impede in any
way the work of any concession halder, or to enter into prospecting and development sites without the express permission of the concession holder.
(5) The grant of a permit does not of itself entitle the holder thereof to a
concession in respect of any area.
(6) A permit shall be granted on payment of the fee specified in the First
Schedule hereto.
(7) A permit may be granted for a penod of one year and may be renewed on
payment of the specified fee.

Article 7
Applications for concessions

(1) Applications for concessions shall be submitted in triplicate to the Commission which shall forward a copy thereof to the Minister.
(2) The appIication shaiI show by reference to the official map of the Commission the area the applicant desires to work, which area shall conforrn as far
as possible to the grid lines of the official map of the Commission and shall
contain short particulars in respect of the matters referred to in Article 5 of this
Law. The applicant shail, at the Commission's request, furnish any further
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treatcd as confidential.
(3) No single application shall
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submitted under this paragraph shall be
to more than one petroleum Zone.

A rticle 8
Conflic ring applications

l

(1) If more than one person submil applications for concessions over areas
which overlap in whole or in part, prcference shall be given to the first person to
apply t o the Commission, provided that the following applications shall be
deemed to be simultaneous :
1
(a) al1 applications for concessio~is received by the Commission before
midnight of the seventh day after the coming into force of this Law;
(b) thereafter al1 applications submittqd on the same day.

1

(2) Al1 sirnultaneous applications fof concessions over areas which overlap in
whole or in part shall be dealt with as fallows :
(O) the Commission shall cal1 togethe; the representatives of the applicants and
invite them to settle their conflicting applications between themselves
within 30 days or such longer ;period as the Commission rnay deem
necessary and to amend their applications accordingly within the same
period. Applications rnay be amended by the addition of other areas
provided that the maximum area pcrmitted under this Law is not exceeded
but such additional areas mav not overlaa anv area then included in anv
application submitted s i m u l t ~ n e o ~ s lwiti
y the original application, ~ n ;
amended av~licationshall be deemed to have been submitted on the date of
the originai application ;
@) if the applicants fail to agree, the kommission shall mediate between them
and in the course of the mediation, the applicants and the Commission
shall together consider al1 methodsjof settlement proposed by each of them;
(c) in order t o facilitate settlement under this paragraph, the Commission shall,
subject to Article 2 (4) of this Law, allow without delay a n increase in the
maximum number of concessions unless this is contrary t o the public
interest ;
1
(d) if an agreement by mediation cannot be reached, the Commission rnay
either require the applicants to pool the overlapping area or areas, divide
the overlapping area or areas into blocks and distribute such blocks by lot,
or rnay adopt such other objective solution as it deems appropriate.
Arricle 9
Grant of concessions
( 1 ) The Commission rnay grant conc'essions in the form set out in the Second
Schedule t o this Law and not otherwise, provided that they rnay contain such
minor non-discriminatory variations as rnay be required to meet the circumstances of any particuiar case.
(2) Before the grant of a concession, the Commission rnay require the applicant
t o furnish a wntten undertaking to abstgn from al1 political activity in Libya.
(3) An applicant rnay be required b l r e the grant of a concession to deliver
t o the Commission a guarantee by way of bond o r banker's guarantee in a
sufficient sum not exceeding fifty thousknd Libyan pounds (£L.50,000) t o secure
the due performance of his obligations under al1 concessions held by him in

1

\
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Libya. Such bond or banker's guarantec shall be maintained a t a constant figure
throughout the life of the concession, and such bond o r banker's guarantee shall
be accepted by the Director af Customs in lieu of any bond he may require
under the Customs Law.
(4) Concessions shall be granted for the period of time requested by the
applicant provided that such period shall not exceed fifty (50) years. A concession rnay be renewed for any period such that the total of the two periods does
not exceed sixty (60) years.
(5) No concession rnay be granted in respect of any area included in any
existing concession granted hereunder.
(6) The Commission rnay however grant concessions covering adjoining areas
lying in two or more Zones.
(7) The boundaries of every concession granted hereunder shall conform as
far as possible t o the gnd lines of the official map of the Commission.
(8) The maximum number of concessions and the total areas which rnay be
held at one time by any person are as follows :
(a)

three concessions in each of the First and Second Zones and four concessions in each of the Third and Fourth Zones provided that:
(i) the Commission rnay grant concessions in excess of the maximum
number permitted hereunder and shall give reasonable consideration
to applications submitted for that purpose ;
(ii) no concession in which there is an oil or gas well shall be included in
computing the number of concessions held by a concession holder ;

fi) 30,000 square kilometres in each of the First and Second Zones and 80,000
square kilometres in each of the Third and Fourth Zones.

(9) If the Commission deems it to be necessary in order t o develop areas not
included in any pending application or existing concession, the Commission rnay
cause to be published in the Official Gazette a notice inviting applications for
concessions in respect of those areas and rnay grant concessions in accordance
with the provisions of this Law to persons who submit such applications and for
the purpose of this paragraph, such applicants shall be deemed not to hold any
concessions in the Zone concerned at the time of such application.
(10) The concession holder shall have the right t o enter and occupy free of
charge for the purposes of his operations under any concession granted under
this Law any land within the concession area other than private land, provided
it is not then in the lawful occupation of somt person.
(1 1) If the concession holder fails to agree with a private landowner o r lawful
occupier of other than private land as to the terms on which he may enter and
occupy the land in question the concession holder shall immediately notify the
Director. If the occupation is to be of a temporary nature, not exceeding ont
year, the Director shall authorise such temporary occupation upon deposit by
the concession holder with the Commission of a sum by way of reasonablc
compensation t o such landowner andior lawful occupier for loss of use of and
damage to the interest in the land as the Director s h a l determine. If the occupation is to be for a longer period than one year the Commission shall authorise
occupation by the concession holder of the land in question upon deposit by the
concession holder with the Commission of such sum by way of reasonable compensation as the Commission shall determine and the Commission shall direct
appropriate proceedings to be taken to put the concession holder into possession of the land under the law from tirnt t o time in force. as if the concession
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holder's operations were in al1 respebs a work of public utility. In the event of
any dispute as to the nature and extent of the interests of clairnants to the land
or the arnount of compensation payable by the concession holder, the Commission shall refer the dispute for d e t e ~ i n a t i o nby an appropriate court of Law
and the Commission shall pay to the respective claimants such sum by way of
compensation as may have been deprmined by the Court. The Commission
shall pay to or obtain from the concession holder (as the case may be) the
amount by which the sum dePoshed! by the concession holder exceeds or falls
short of the total compensation pay&le to the claimants.
(12) The concession shall not confer upon the concession holder the right to
do any work within the precincts of cemeteries, places used for religious worship
and places of antiquity as defined in1 the Antiquity Laws from time to time in
force. Any works of art or antiquityldiscovered by the concession holder shall
be subject to the law from time to t i r n ~in force.
(13) No drilling o r any dangerou: operations shall be conducted within 50
metres of any pubtic works or permaqent buildings without the previous consent
of the Director, and subject to such conditions as he may impose.

Surrender

the date of a concession, the concession
(1) Within a period of five years
75 per cent of its original size ;within
holder shall reduce the concession
eight years from the said date, the concession holder shall further reduce the
concession area to 50 per cent of its original size and within ten years frorn the
said date the concession holder shall further reduce the concession area to
33% per cent of its original size in the case of areas located in the First and
Second Zones and to 25 per cent of its original size in the case of areas located
in the Third and Fourth Zones, provided howevtr that in no case shaU the
concession holder be required at any ltime to reduce the concession area to less
than 3,000 square kilornetres each in the First and Second Zones and to less
than 5,000 square kilornetres each in the Third and Fourth Zones.
(2) The concession holder shall be entitled at any time, by giving three
months notice in writing to the Commission to surrender the whole or any part
of a concession area.
(3) The areas which the concession holder gives up under paragraphs (1) and
(2) shall be freely chosen by the conyssion holder in one or more blocks provided that the block or biocks retained by the concession holder shall each be
reasonably compact and be boundedlas far as possible by the grid lines of the
officia1 map of the Commission. The concession holder shall continue to enjoy
the full rights granted to him under the respective concession contract over the
areas retained by him.
(4) Notice of surrender shall be acfompanied by a rnap referring to the official rnap of the Commission and a description indicating the precise extent of
the land surrendered and the land ret+ned.
(5) The concession holder shall in fespect of any lands he gives up as aforesaid, except as provided in Clause 26 of the Second Schedule to this Law, cease
to enjoy any of the rights conferred u t o n him by the concession and to bear any
of the responsibilities thereby imposyd upon hirn except as may relate to the
action of the concession holder in the said lands before they were given up,
without prejudice to the rights of the concession holder to the easements he may
'.exercise over the surrendered areas. 1
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Article I I
Working obligarions

(1) The holder of any concession granted under this Law shall, within eight
months of the grant of such concession, commence operations to explore for
petroleum within the concession area. He shail diligently prosecute al1 his operations under the concession in a workmanlike manner and by appropriate scientific methods. In furtherance thereof he shaH spend in Libya, o r efsewhere, not
less than the following sums or their equivalent on, or in connection with, the
said operations including general organizational, overhead and administrative
expenses connected therewith :

(a) In respect of all concessions in the First and Second Zones :
During the first five years at the average rate, over the period and over the
total area held in the Zone, of one-and-a-half Libyan pounds (£LI%) per
square kilometre per annum ;
During the next three years at the average rate, over the period and over
the total area held in the Zone, of threc-and-a-half Libyan pounds (fL3H)
per square kilometre per annum;
and thereafter during each successive five year period at the average rate
over such period of six Libyan pounds (£L6)per square kilometre per
annum.
(b) In respect of al1 concessions in the Third and Fourth Zones :
During the first eight years at the average rate, over the period and over the
total area held in the Zone, of one-and-a-half Libyan pounds (EL1 W ) per
square kilometre per annum ;
During the next four years at the average rate, over the period and over the
total area held in the Zone, of three-and-a-half Libyan pounds (fL3W) per
square kilometre per annum ;
and thereafter during each successive five year period at the average rate
over such period of six Libyan pounds (EL6) per square kilornetre per
annum.
(2) Any sum spent during any of the working periods specified above in
excess of the minimum sum prescribed for that period shall be carried fonvard
as a credit to the Company against the expenditure requirements for the following period or pcriods.
(3) If at the expiration of one-half of any of the working periods specified in
subparagraphs (a) and (b) above it appears to the Commission that a concession
holder has seriously ntglected his obligations in respect of any Zone, the Commission may require such concession halder to deliver to it a guarantee in the
form of a bond o r banker's guarantee in a sum which shall not exceed the total
outstanding expcnditurc obligations remaining unfulfilled in that Zone. Such
guarantee may at the end of the said period be forfeited to the Commission to
the extent that the concession holder may have failed to fulfil his expenditure
obligations.
Article 12
Pipeline facilities

Any concession holder having surplus pipeline capacity shall make such surplus capacity available for the transport of petroleum of other persons on terms

and conditions t o be agreed which shdll conform with those normally prevailing
in the petroleum industry.

Fees, rents and royalties

I

The concession holder shall in respkct of each concession granted hereunder
PaY :
(a) a fee of five hundred Libyan bounds (£L500)upon the grant of the
concession ;
i
fi) subject to the provisions of the S ~ c o n dSchedule hereof the following surface rents for each 100 square kilqmetres held :
(i) for concessions located withiA the First and Second Zones ; ten Libyan
pounds (£LIO) for each of th:e first eight years, twenty Libyan pounds
(£L20) for each of the next y e n years or until petroteum is found in
commercial quantities, whichever is the earlier ; and
two thousand five hundred Libyan pounds (£L2,500) for each year
thereafter ;
(ii) for concessions located within the Third and Fourth Zones: five
Libyan pounds (£LS) for each of the first eight years, ten Libyan
pounds (fL10) for each of the next seven years or until petroleum is
found in commercial quantities, whichever is the earlier ; and
two thousand five hundred Libyan pounds (£t2,500) for each year
thereafter ;
(c) a royalty of 12% per cent as pov;ded in the Second Schedule hereto which
shall abate any rents payable in accordance with Clause 9 of the Second

Schedule.

Taxation and Division of ProjTts

II

'
t

(1) The concession holder shall pab such income tax and other taxes and
imposts as are payable under the Laws of Libya but shall not be subject to any
form of taxation o r other exaction ofjsuch a nature as to render him liable t o
taxation or other dues not payable by plrsons in general operating in Libya other
than fees, royalties and surface rents made payable under this Law:
Provided however that(a) if in respect of any complete yeih after the effective date as hereinafter
defined the total amount of the Ifees, rents, royalties, income taxes and
other taxes and imposts for whichla concession holder is liable in respect of
operations and income therefrom ?rider al1 the petroleum concessions held
by him in Libya falls short of 50 ~ p e rcent of his profits as hereinafter defined during that year, the concession holder shall pay to the Commission
such sum by way of surtax as will make the total of his payments equal to
I
50 per cent of such profits ;
fi) if in respect of any complete ycar/after the effective date the total amount
of the fees, rents, royalties, income taxes and other taxes and imposts for
which the concession holder is lia$le as aforesaid exceeds 50 per cent of the
said profits of the concession holdyr during that ycar, he shall be entitled to

I
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deduct from his total payments to be made to the Commission a sum equal
to such excess. If the sum which the concession holder is entitled to deduct
exceeds his unpaid liability in any year, the excess shall be considered as an
advance payment of any sums payable to the Commission in the following
year or years.
(2) In this Article"effective date" means the date on which the concession holder first reachts a
level of regular exports of petroleum averaging fifteen thousand (15,000) barrels
a day measured over a period of thirty consccutive days under al1 his conccssions in Libya or the expiry of four years from the date when petroleum is first
exported regularly by the concession holder, whichever in the earlier ;
"profits" for the purposes o f paragraphs (1) {a) and (b) means in respect of
any year the income of the concession holder obtained from al1 his petroltyn
exploration, prospecting, mining and producing activities in Libya in that year
after deducting :
(a) al1 expenses and losses, except fees, rents, royalties, income taxes and other

taxes and imposts payable, incurred by the concession holder in carrying
out such activities and properly attributable thereto irrespective of where
incurred. Exploration and prospecting expenses, intangible drilling costs as
defined in the Regulations, to the extent such expenses and costs are not
incidental to the procurement or installation of physical assets, the cost of
drilling wells not productive of petroleum in commercid quantities and
expenscs of organizing and initiating petroleum operations in Libya, may be
deducted in the year in which they are incurred or they may bc capitalized
and amortized as provided below. The election to deduct or to capitalize as
aforesaid may be made annually by the concession holder. The unamortized balance of the cost of physical assets abandoned during the ycar may be
deducted in the year of abandonment ;
(ô) an amount in respect of amortization during that year of capital expenditures on physical assets used in connection with such operations, and of
expenses incidental to their procurement and installation, computed in the
case of al1 such expenditures incurred before the effective date, irrespective
of the date incurred, at a rate, not exceeding 20.per cent per annum, to be
elected annually by the concession holder, until a l such expenditures are
fully amortized; and in the case of al1 such expenditures incurred on or
after the effective date, at a rate not exceeding 10 per cent per annum, to be
elected annually by the concession holder, until al1 such expenditures are
fully amortized ;
Cc) each year for depletion allowance irrespective of the amounts so deducted
in any previous years, an amount equal to 25 per cent of the gross income
of the year, as hereafter defined, but limited to 50 percent of the profits of
the year computed after deduction of the amounts specified in subparagraphs (a) and (b) above but before deducting the amount specificd in this
subparagraph. Gross income for the year for the purposes of calculating this
depletion allowance shall consist of income derived from the disposal of
petroleum produced by the concession holder in Libya less the cost of
handling and transpodng it to the place of such disposd.
In lieu of the aforesaid deduction the concession holder may in any year
deduct an amount for the amortiration of al1 capital expenditure made in
connection with such operations other than those made on physical assets,
incurred before the effective date, irrespective of the date incurred, at the
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rate of 20 per cent per annum, b d in the case such capitat expenditures
incurred on or after the effectivq date at the rate of 5 per cent per annum
until such expenditures have beqn fully amortized by virtue of al1 dtductions made under this subparagraph (c).
I
(3) Where in respect of any year ,the total of the deductions taken under
paragraph (2) of this Article for the determination of profits exceeds the gross
income in respect of that year before ?king the said deductions, the excess shall
be carried forward and, as far as rnay be, deducted from the profits of subsequent years up to a maximum of 10 ybars.
(4) A permit or concession holder; who participates in joint operations in
connection with such permit or concqssion may, in respect of such operations,
report his rateable proportion of incpme therefrom and expenses therein and
makc dl ptrmitted elections indcpend~ntlyof the othcr persons participating in
the joint operations, providcd that one, or more of the persons in the joint operations is carrying out othcr independent operations in Libya undtr this Law.
lncome and expenses so reported may be consolidated with those in respect of
other operations being carried out by F m in Libya under this Law.
(5) In computing profits as herein defined sound accounting practices usual
in the pttroleum industry shall be employed.

I

To whom fees, rents, royalties, surtaxes and income taxespayable
Al1 fces, surface rents, royalties and surtaxes levied under this Law and
income taxes shall be paid to the Commission which shall transmit the payments to the appropriate authorities.

1

I

Exemption from certain import and export dulies
I

(1) A permit or concession holder 8r any contractor employed by him may
import free of duty, plant, machinery,(tools, equipment and materials logether
with such other goods as may be spelified from time to time in Regulations
issued under the Customs Law intended to be used in Libya for petroteum
exploration, prospecting, mining, trangporting, processing operations and activitics connected therewith. Provided, however, that such exemption shall not
apply to any goods included in this paragraph which are available in Libya of
suitable type and reasonably comparable quality, and at no higher price, provided that in comparing prices to the pnce of the imported goods shall be added
Customs duties and other expenses incurred up to the time the imported goods
reach Libya.
(2) Other goods which are dutiable inder the Customs Law shall be subject
to the payment of the appropriate duty.j
(3) Any person intending to sel1 or transfer any goods which have been
imported free of duty under paragraph (1) hereof shall bcfore such sale or transfer make a declaration to the Customs Department and shail, unless such goods
are sold or transferred to another permit or concession holder or contractor entitled
to the same exemptions, pay on demand such import duty as may be asscssed
by the Director General of Customs in accordance with the Customs Law.
(4) Petroleum or any of its derivatiyes produced in Libya, and any goods
irnported free of duty under paragraph $1) hereof may be exported free of Cus-
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toms duty and without an export licence subject to the policy of the Government regarding exports in general and to such restrictions as the Stale rnay
impose by Law on production and exports dunng a state of war or emergency.

Article 17
Assignment of permits and concessions
( 1 ) Permits shall not be assigned except with the consent of the Commission
provided also that the assignee shall be one or mort companies which
(a) control the assignor; or
@) are controlled by the assignor; or
(c) are controiIed by one o r more companies who thernselves control the assignor; provided that in the aforesaid cases the control rnay be direct or
indirect.

(2) A concession holder may assign his concession in whole or in part to one
or more companies if the assignee
(a) controb the assignor ; or
(b) is controlled by the assignor; or
(c) is controlled by one or more companies who themselves control the assigner; provided that in the aforesaid cases the control rnay be direct o r
indirect and provided that the assignee satisfies the conditions laid down
in Article 5 of this Law.

(3) In other cases a concession rnay not be assigned except with the consent
of the Commission subject to such conditions as it rnay deem appropriate.
Article 18
Revocation of permits and concessions
A permit or concession granted under this Law rnay be revoked only in the
circumstances and in the manner set out in the said permit o r concession.

Article 19
Publication
Notice of the grant, renewal, assignrnent, revocation, termination or surrender
of the whole or any part of any permit o r concession shall be published in the
Officia1 Gazette of the United Kingdom of Libya and of the appropriate
Province.

Article 20
Arbiiration and force majeure
(1) Any disputes between the Commission and the concession holder arising
from any concession granted under this Law shall be settled by arbitration in
the manner set out in the Second Schedule hereto.
(2) In the event of Force Majeure, the rights and obligations of the parties to
a concession granted hereunder shall be those specified in the Second Schedule
hereto.
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Refning
(1) A concession holdcr who
petroleum in Libya and who desires to
to construct, rnaintain and operate a
refine it in the country shall
any legislation governing the rerefinery for this purpose in
fining of petroleurn.
(2) Should refineries be established,in Libya the Commission may require a
concession holder to rnake available at field storage to such refineries, pro rata
with other concession holders and at /eld storage price, sufficient quantities of
crude oil from his ~ r o d u c t i o nin al1 concessions in Libva to meet the domestic
conSurnption requi;ements of Libya i d respect of petroléurn products; provided
however that the concession holder shall not be reauired t o furnish or build
additional handling or transportation facilities for this'purpose.
I

~ r t i c l e22
Penalties
(1) Any person found guilty of exploring for, or prospecting for petroleum in
any part of Libya without the authority of a permit or concession issued under
this Law shall be liable t o a fine not' exceeding five hundred Libyan pounds
(fL500). If petroleum has been rnined, he shall on conviction be liable to the
penalty provided by law for larceny and to a fine of five hundred Libyan pounds
(£L500) or treble the value of any petroleum produced whichever is the greater, and
any petroleum mined or produced shall, be forfeited to the Government of Libya.
(2) Any person entitled under paragraph (1) of Article 16 to irnporl free of
duty the goods referred to therein who intentionally uses such goods for purposes other than thosc specified therein, or transfers such goods to any person
not entitled t o exemption contrary t o +rticle 16, paragraph (3), o r faih to rnake
the declaration t o the Custorns Departrnent before the transfer of any such
goods as required by the said paragraph hereof, shall be liable on conviction to
the penalty provided in Article 95 of the Customs Law of 1954.
(3) Any public officia1 or employee ?ho has been entmsted with or who has
corne to know of any confidential information by virtue of this Law and who
divulges such information shall be liab?e to the penalties provided for in Article
236 of the Penal Code.
I
(4) In the implementation of this Law, the Regulations and decisions made
hereunder the Chairrnan and other members of the Commission, the Director
and other competent officiais shall have the capacity of lnvestigating Officiais.
(5) The persons mentioned in the pkvious paragraph shall have the right to
enter the premises of the concession h ~ l d e rand inspect his work, books, registers and papers t o ensure the proper irnplementation by the concession holder of
the provision of this Law, the Regulations and decisions made hereunder and
the provisions of the Permit o r Concession.

I

~ r r i c l e23
Definitions
In this Law :
"Minister" means the appropriate
"permit" means a preliminary
"concession" rneans a
sion issued under this Law ;
"person" includes any

1
permit issued under this Law;
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"oil or gas well" means a well capable of producing oil andlor gas in quantities susceptible of measurement ;
"petroleum" mcans al1 natural hydrocarbons, liquid or gaseous, produced or
producible from the ground and al1 asphalt and other solid hydro-carbons
suitable for the production of liquid petroleum o r gas. Petroleum does not include coal ;
"direct control" means the control of any company exercised by any other
company or companies holding shares carrying a majority of votes at a general
meeting of the first mentioned company ;
"indirect control" means the control of any company (hereinafter in this subparagraph called "the particular company'? exercised by any other company o r
companies (hercinafter in this subparagraph caIlcd "the parent company o r
companies") where a series of companics c m be specified, beginning with the
parent company or companies and ending with the particular Company, in
which each company of the series, except the parent company or companies, is
directly controlled by one or more of the companics in the series ;
"year" means a caiendar year according to the Gregorian calendar ;
"barrel" means forty-two (42) gallons U.S. or 158,984 litres of liquid
petroleum ;
"processing" means any operation connected with the treatment of petroleum
with the exception of fractional distillation.

Article 24
Regulations
The Commission shall prepare such Regulations as may be necessary for the
implementation of this Law, including Regulations for the safe and efficient
performance of operations carried out under this Law, and for the conservation
of the petroleum resources of Libya, and shall submit such Regulations to the
Minister for approval and promulgation provided that no Regulation o r alteration thereof shall be contrary to or inconsistent with the provisions of this Law
or adversely affect the contractual nghts expressly granted under any permit or
concession in existence at the time the Regulation is made or altercd.
Article 25

Tirle and corning inlo force
(1) This Law may be cited as the Petroleum Law 1955 and shall come into
force thirty days after publication in the Official Gazette. '
(2) As from the date on which this Law comes into force the provisions of the
Minera1 Law 1953 shall cease to apply in so far as they relate to petroleum,
except that any permit issued under the Minerals Law 1953 shall continue in
force until its normal expiry date.
IDRIS.

Given at Dar-Assalaam Palace on 28th Sha'ban 1374 h.
Corresponding to 21st April 1955 g.
By order oJ the King
Salem AL-QADI,
Minister of National Economy.

Mustafa BEN HALIM,
Prime Minister.
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FIRST SCHEDULE

1
PRELIMINARY RECONNAISSANCE PERMIT FOR PETROLEUM

t

The Petroleum Commission (hereinafter called "the Commission") hereby
grants the following Permit under the Petroleum Law 1955 to . . . . . . . .
(hereinafter called "the Company") h a h g its Registered Office at . . . . . . .

.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1. The Company is authorized to c a r y out preliminary exploration for petro'

1

leum on the following conditions.
2. Preliminary exploration for petroleum includes surface geologicai reconnaissance, aerial surveys and surface geophysical operations commonly used in
the petroleum industry. The drilling of exploration wells, mechanical core drilling and seisrnic operations will not be allowed under this permit.
3. The area over which the ~ o m ~may+ explore
~
is as follows, and is described in the Annexes to this Permit a j d is indicated on the attached map.
4. The duration of this Permit is for one year, commencing on the date of
signature, and work shall begin as soon as possible after that date. The Company shall notify the Director of ~ e t r o l e u mAffairs (hereinafter referred to as
"the Directorvin writing of the date of commencement of its activities.
5. Within thirty days after the termination of the said period of one year, the
Company shall submit to the Director a report containing a description of the
work done. The report shall be in triplicate and accompanied by maps, records
and by some rock samples.
6. The discovery of water or valuable minerals shail also be reported to the
Director with al1 available data.
1
7. All reports will be treated as confipential.
8. 'The Director or officiais of his dep part ment designated by him for this
purpose have the nght to inspect the ac$vities of the Company.
9. The Permit holder shall not impede in any way the works of any concession holdcr, o r enter into prospecting and development sites without the express
permission of the concession holder.
10. Except as provided for in clause 2 hcreof, the issue of this Permit does
not confer on the Company any nghts or privileges with regard to the prospecting or mining for petroleurn.
I I . If the Company fails to comply ,with any of the applicable provisions of
the Petroleum Law 1955, or of this Permit, the Permit may be revoked by the
1
Commission.
12. The Permit shall not be assigned except with the consent of the Commission provided also that the assignee shall be one or more companies which :
(a) control the assignor; or
(b) are controlled by the assignor ;o r
(c) are controlled by one or more 1lcompanies who themselves control the
assignor: provided that in the aforesaid ?ases the control may be direct or indirect.

I

1

13. This Permit is granted on paymerh of a fee of five hundred Libyan pounds
(£L500).
For the Company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
For the Commission . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Date . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . The Minister . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Corresponding with . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

i
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T H E CONCESSION

of

This Deed of Concession is concluded on the . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . 19 . . under the Petroleum Law of 1955 :

. day

Between
The Petroleum Commission (hereinafter called "the Commission") in the
name of the Province of . . . . . . . . and with the approval of the Minister
and

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(hereinafter
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.....
called "the Company*) having its registered office at
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .represented
by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .who is Iegally authorized to act on behalf of
the Company by virîue of a Power of Attorney dated
which has been produced by him .

.............

THE CONCESSION
Page
Clause 1. Grant of Concession . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61
n
2. Surrender of Concession Area . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61
"
3. Renewal of Concession . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61
"
4. Working Obligations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .61
"
5 . Company 10 Follow Good Oil Field Practices . . . . . . . . 62
II
6 . Surface Rents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .62
.
7 . Royalty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62
"
8. Taxation on Profits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .63
"
9 . Method of Making Paymenls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .64
"
10. Exemption frorn Certain lmporî and Export Duties . . . . . 65
" 11. Exchange Control . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .65
" 12. Ancillary Rights . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66
"
13. Transport Rights . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66
"
14. Right to Occupy Land . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67
"
15. Company's Labour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67
"
16. Company's Rights Ensured . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68
"
17. Savings for Rights of Government and Others . . . . . . . . 68
" 18. Employment and Training of Libyans . . . . . . . . . . . . 68
"
19. Water Disposal and Plugging of Sortholes . . . . . . . . . . 68
" 20. Reports to be Furnished . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .69
" 21 . Inspection . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .69
I,
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22. Measurement of ~etroleuml . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70
23. Address of Local Manager . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70
24. Force Majeure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Assignment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .70
Right t o Remove Property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71
Revocation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .71
Arbitration . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72
Interpretation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73
Fee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .73

Gront of concession

1

In conrideration of the undertalin; by the Company to rnake the annual
payments and pay the fees, rents and royalties hereinafter prescribed and t o
perform and observe the terms and c o ~ d i t i o n sof this Concession, the Commission hereby grants t o the Company, subject t o the conditions hereof and the
provisions of the Law, the exclusive right for a period of . . . . . . . . years
to carry out geological investigations, including aerial surveys, and t o search for
by any other means, bore for, and extract petroleum within and over the area
outtined in red on the map annexed hereto of approximately . . . . . . . . .
square kilometres situated in the . . . . . . . . . Zone bounded and defined
as follows :
The Company shall also have the riiht to takc away such petroleum whether
by pipeline or otherwise from the concession area and to use, process, store,
export and dispose of the same.

i

~ î a L s e2
Surrender of concession area

In accordance with Article 10 of thb Law the Company shall progressively
reduce the area of the Concession and (hall have the right at any time to surrender the whole or any part of the concession area.

a lause 3
Renervol of concession

The Concession may be extended for! any period such that the total duration
shall not cxceed 60 years.
If the Company requires a renewal it shall submit to the Commission a n
application in writing for such renewaf not more than iïve years and not less
than three years before the end of the t e p of this concession.
The Commission shall advise the Company of its decision within one year of
the receipt of the application.

1
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Clause 4
Working obligations
(1) The Company shall, within eight months from the date of the grant of this
concession, commence operations to explore for petroleum within the concession area and shall diligently prosecute al1 its operations under the concession in
a workmanlike manner and by appropriate scientific methods, In furtherance
thereof the Company shall spend in Libya o r elsewhere on, o r in connection
with, the said operations including general organizational, overhead and administrative expenses connected therewith such sums as may be required in order
to comply with the provisions of Article I I of the Law.
(2) Any sum spent during any of the working periods specified in Article 11
of the Law in excess of the minimum sum prescribed for that period shall be
carried forward as a credit t o the Company against the expenditure requirements for the following period or periods.

Clause 5
Company to follow good oilfield practices

The Company shall carry on al1 its operations under this Concession in
accordance with good oil field practices and so that when petroleum is found it
shalf be produced in reasonably substantial quantities having regard to the
world demand for petroleum and economic exptoitation of the petroleum
resources of the concession.

Surfice renrs
The Company shall in accordance with Article 13 of the Law and Clause 9 (2)
of this Concession pay the following surface rents for each 100 square kilometres held :
£L . . . . . . . . . . . . for each of the first . . . . . . . . . . . . years
£ L . . . . . . . . . . . for
. each of the next . . . . . . . . . . . .years
o r until petroleum is found in commercial quantities whichevér is the carlier and
f L2,500 for each year thereafter.

Royalty
(1) The Company shall pay a royalty of twelve and one-half per centum of
the value on the field of production of al1 petroleum (excluding natural gas)
won and saved into field storage, freed of water and foreign substances, and of
al1 natural gasoline recovered by the Company from the concession area, after
deduction of the quantities of such petroleum, petroleum products and natural
gasoline used by the Company in the course of its operations hereunder.
(2) The value of crude oil under this clause shall be :

(a) The average free cornpetitive market price during the previous quarter
f.0.b. Libyan seaboard terminal of cmde oil of the same or nearest comparable type with such adjustments for quality and gravity as normaliy prevail
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in the oil industry minus handlidg charges and costs of transportation from
field storage ;
1
(b) In the absence of a price f.0.b. Libyan seaboard terminal under subparagraph (a) hereof, the average freé competitive market price dunng the previous quarter f.0.b. at the neaiest seaboard terminal outside Libya for
which such a price is published f?r petroleum of reasonably similar quality
and gravity with such adjustments for quality gravity and location as normally prevail in the oil industry to arrive at a fair competitive market price
f.0.b. Libyan seaboard and minus handling charges and the costs of transportation from field storage to Libyan seaboard terminal.
(3) The value of natural gasoline a n d petroleum other than crude oil and
natural gas shall be calculated in a manner to be agreed upon from time to time
between the Director and the Company. From such value shall be deducted the
cost of its extraction and processing.
(4) The Company shdl also pay a foyalty of twelve and one-half per centum
on the sale price less the cost of transport from the wellhead to the place of sale
realized in respect of al1 natural gas derived from the concession area and sold
by the Company in Libya. The royalty on natural gas exported shall be based
on the sale price at the point of sale after deducting handling charges, duties and
imposts and costs of transportation from the weilhead.

1

I

clause 8

1

Taxation and division ofprglirs
(1) The Company shall pay such idcome tax and other taxes and imposts as
are payable under the Law of ~ i b but
~ <shall not be subject to any form of
taxation or other exaction of such a fiature as to render it liable to taxation or
other dues not payable by companies in general operating in Libya other than
fees, royalties and surface rents made payable under this Concession and the
Law :
Provided however that(a) if in respect of any cornpiete &ar after the effective date as hereinafter
defined the total amount of the: fees, rents, royalties, income taxes and
other taxes and imposts for which the Company is liable in respect of operations and income therefrom under al1 the petroleum concessions held by
the Company in Libya falls s h o of
~ 50 per cent of the Company's profits
as hereinafter defined during that year, the Company shall pay to the
Governrnent such sum by way oflsurtax as will make the total of the Company's payments equal to 50 per cFnt of such profits ;
(b) if in respect of any complete yeaf after the effective date the total amount
of the fees, rents, royalties, income taxes and other taxes and imposts for
which the Company is liable as aforesaid exceeds 50 per cent of the said
profits of the Company dunng that year, the Company shall be entitled to
deduct from the total payments to be made to the Commission a sum equal
to such excesses. If the sum which the Company is entitled to deduct
exceeds the Company's unpaid tiability in any year the excess shall be
considered as an advance payment of any sums payable to the Commission
in the following year or years.
(2) In this Clause"effective date" means the date on $hich the Company first reaches a level of
regular exports of petroleum averaging 15,000 barrels a day measured over a

1

11
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period of 30 consecutive days under al1 its concessions in Libya or the expiry of
4 years from the date when petroleum is first exported regularly by the Company, whichever is the earlier ;
"profits" for the purposes of paragraph (1) (a) and (b) mean in respect of any
year the income of the Company obtained from al1 its petroleurn exploration,
development, prospecting and producing activities in Libya in that year after
deducting :
(a) al1 expenses and losses, except fees, rents, royalties, income taxes and other

taxes and imposts payable, incurred by the Company in carrying out such
activities and properly attributable thereto irrespective of where incurred.
Exploration and prospecting expenses, intangible dril1ing costs as defined
in the Regulations, to the extent such expensts and costs are not incidental
tu the procurernent or installation of ppysical assets, the cost of driUing
wells not productive of petroleum in commercial quantities and expenses of
organizing and initiating petroleum operations in Libya, rnay be deducted in
the year in which they are incurred or they may be capitalized and amortized as provided below. The election to deduct or to capitalize as aforesaid
may be made annually by the Company. The unamortized balance of the
cost of physical assets abandoned dunng the year may be deducted in the
year of abandonment :
(b) an amount in respect of amortization during that year of capital expenditures on physical assets used in connection with such operations, and of
expenses incidental to their procurement and installation, computed in the
case of aU such expenditures incurred before the effective date, irrespective
of the date incurred, at a rate, not exceeding 20 per cent per annum, to be
elected annually by the Company, until al1 such expenditures are fully
amortized; and in the case of al1 such expenditures incurred on or after the
effective date, at a rate not exceeding 10 per cent per annum, to be elected
annually by the Company, until al1 such expenditures are fully amortized ;
(c) each year for depletion allowance irrespective of the amounts so deducted
in any previous years, an amount equal to 25 pet cent of the gross income
of the year, as hereafter defined, but limited to 50 percent of the profits of
the year computed after deduction of the amounts specified in subparagraphs (a) and (b) above but before deducting the amounts specified in this
subparagraph. Cross incorne for the year for the purposes of calculating
this depletion allowance shall consist of income derived from the disposal
of petroleum produced by the Company in Libya, less the cost of handling
and transporting it to the place of such disposal. In lieu of the aforesaid
deduction the Company may in any year deduct an amount for amortization of al1 capital expenditures made in connection with such operations
other than those made on physical assets, incurred before the effective date,
irrespective of the date incurred, at the rate of 20 per cent per annum, and in
the case of such capital expenditures incurred on or after the effective date at
the rate of 5 per cent per annum until such expenditures have been fully
amortized by virtuc of al1 deductions made under this subparagraph (c).
(3) Where in respect of any year the total of the deductions taken under
paragraph (2) of this Clause exceeds the gross income in respect of that year
before taking the said deductions, the excess shall be carried forward and, as far
as may be, deductcd from the profits of subsequent years up to a maximum of
10 years.
(4) If the Company shall participate in joint operations, it may, in respect of
such operations, report its rateable proportion of income therefrom and
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expenses therein and mare al1 permi/ted elections independently of other companies participating in the joint ope~ations,provided that one or more of the
companies in the joint operations is (arrying out other independent operations
in Libya under the Law. Income and ,expenses so reported rnay be consolidatcd
with those in respect of other operations being carried out by the Company in
Libya under the Law.
(5) In computing profits as hereinidefined round accounting practices usual
in the petroleum industry shall be employed.
I

(1) The fees, surface rents, royal$es and surtaxes payable hereunder and
income taxes shall be paid by the Company to the Commission. The collection
of such surns shall be subject to the procedure provided by the Financial Laws
and Regulations of Libya.
(2) The Company shall pay the surface rents specified in Clause 6 hereof
annually in advance until such time asjroyalty becomes payable by the Company
under Clause 7 hereof. Thereafter surfacc rents and royalties shall be calculated
in respect of each quarter and shall be paid by the Company to the Commission
within 60 days after the last day of the quarter. Sums payable by way of surface
rents under Clause 6 hereof in respect of any quarter shall be reduced by the
amount of any royalty payable hereunder in respect of the same quarter.

1

1

1

Clause 10

I

Exemption from certain impori and export duties
I

(1) The Company or any contractor ernployed by the Company rnay import
free of duty, plant, machinery, tools,, equipment and materials together with
such other goods as rnay be specifie? from time to time in Regulations issued
under the Customs Law intended to be used in Libya for petroleum exploration,
prospecting, mining, transporting, processing operations and activities connected therewith. Provided, however, that such exemption shall not apply to any
goods included in this paragraph which are available in Libya of suitable type
and reasonably comparable quality, and at no higher price, provided that in
comparing prices to the price of the irnported goods shall be added Customs
duties and other expenses incurred up to the time the imported goods reach
Libya.
(2) Other goods which are dutiable, under the Customs Law shall be subject
to the payment of the appropnate duty.
(3) If the Company or any contraqor, as the case rnay be, intends to sel1 or
transfer any goods which have been imported free of duty under paragraph (1)
hereof, a declaration shall be made t o the Department of Customs before such
sale or transfer is effected and, unless such goods are sold or transferred to
another Company or contractor entitled to the same exemptions, such import
duty shall be paid as rnay be assessed by the Director General of Customs in
accordance with the Customs Law.
(4) Petroleum or any of its derivatives produced in Libya, and any goods,
imported free of duty under paragraph (1) hereof may be exported free of Customs duty and without an export licence subject to the policy of the Government regarding exports in general and to such restrictions as the State rnay
impose by Law on production and exports during a state of war or emergency.

1
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Clause I I
&change control
The Company shail be subject to the normal exchange control applicable in
Libya provided however that :

(a) the Company shall be entitled to retain abroad al1 funds acquired by it
abroad including the proceeds of sales in so far as such funds may exceed
the Company's requirements for the purposes of its operations in Libya,
but statements of foreign exchange holdings or proceeds of sales of Libyan
petroleum shall be rendered t o the Libyan National Bank in such form and
at such periods as it may require ;
(6) the Company shall be entitled to remit any funds held by it in Libya in
excess of its requirements in Libya in the primary currency in which the
Company's investment in operations under this concession was made, t o
the country from which the primary currency originated ;
(c) the Company shall be entitled to buy and sel1 solely for the purposes of its
own operations in Libya and remittances under paragraph (bl above any
currency whether Libyan o r otherwise at the most favourable rate of
exchange available through authorized banking channels to any other
buyer or seller in Libya of such currency ;
(d) no restriction shall be placed on the importation of funds by the Company
for the purpose of carrying out its operations under this concession.
Clause 12

For the purpose of its operations under this concession the Company shall
have the following rights in the concession area:

(a) with the approval of the Director, to drill for water and impound surface
waters and to establish systems for the supply of water for ils operations
and for consumption by its employees;
(b) with the approval of the Director t o carry away and use in Libya materials
such as gravel, sand, lime, gypsum, stone and clay which shall be free of
charge in the case of such materials taken from lands other than private
lands ;
(c) to erect, set up, maintain and operate houses, fences, engines, machinery,
furnaces, buildings, pipelines, storage tanks, compressor stations, pumping
stations, processing plants, field roads and al1 other constructions, installations and works required in furtherance of its activities.,The Company may
likewise for such purposes, erect, set up, maintain and operaie al1 other
communication and transportation systems and facilities but shall not d o
so, other than for temporary purposes, unless drawings of and locations for
their sites have been submitted to and approved by the Director.

Transport rights

The Company shall have the right for the purposes of its operations t o erect
and operate a harbour and terminal facilities together with the necessary means
of communication and transport between such facilities and any part of the
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concession area, provided that the consent of the appropriate authorities to the
location of such works shall be obtained. Such consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed. The Company shail likewise have the right under similar conditions to build and rnaintainlpipefines elsewhere outside the concession
area for the transport of petroleum pyduced under this concession. In exercising
such right the Company may occupq land in accordance with the provisions of
Clause 14 hereof and erect and maint,ain thereon any communication and transportation systems and facilities and other fixtures which it requires for the installation, senicing, maintenance and operation of such pipelines.

i

l

Right to occüpy land
(1) The Company shall have the
to enter and occupy free of charge for
the purposes of its operations under this concession any land within the concession area other than private land, provided it is not then in the lawful occupation of some person.
(2) If the Company fails to agree with a private landowner o r lawful occupier
of other than private land as to the tqrms on which it may enter and occupy the
land in question the Company shal! immediately notify the Director. If the
occupation is to bc of a ternporary nature, not exceeding one year, the Director
shall authorize such temporary occupation upon deposit by the Company with
the Commission of a surn by way of reasonable compensation to such landowner and/or lawful occupier for losslof use of and damage ta the interest in the
land as the Director shall determinq. If the occupation is to be for a longer
period than one year the Commission shall authorize occupation by the Company of the land in question upon dcposit by the Company with the Commission of such sum by way of reasonable compensation as the Commission shall
determint and the Commission shall direct appropriate proceedings to be taken
to put the Company into possession of the land under the Iaw from time to time
in force, as if the Company's operations were in al1 respects a work of public
utility. In the event of any dispute a.?O the nature and extent of the interests of
claimants to the land or the amount qf compensation payable by the Company,
the Commission shall refer the dispute for determination by an appropriate
court of Law and the Commission shall pay to the respective claimants such
sum by way of compensation as mayi have been determined by the Court. The
Commission shall pay to or obtain from the Company (as the case may be) the
amount by which the sum deposited by the Company exceeds or falls short of
the total compensation payable to the $aimants.
(3) This concession shall not confer upon the Company the right to do any
work within the prccincts of cemetenes, places used for religious worship and
places of antiquity as defined in the Antiquity Laws from time to time in force.
Any works of art or antiquity discovered by the Company shall be subject to the
law from time to time in force.
(4) No drilling o r any dangerous operations shall be conducted within
50 metres of any public works or permahent buildings without the previous consent
of the Director, and subject to such cohditions as he may impose.

I

l

C I A U J ~1s

Company's labour
Subject to the provision of any 1dmigration Laws in force at the t h e , the
Company is hereby allowed to bring ibto the country such employees as may be
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necessary for its operations and the competent authonties shall facilitate the
entry into, exit from and movernent within Libya of such employees and their
dependants while such employees are engaged on the Company's operations
hereunder. The Company shali have the right so to arrange its labour shifts that
ail operations may pioceed by day and by night and during public holidays.

Clause 16
Company5 rights ensrrred
The Government of Libya, the Commission and the appropriate provincial
aulhorities will take al1 steps necessary to ensure that the Company enjoys al1
the rights conferred by this Concession.
The contractual rights expressly created by this concession shall not be altered
except by mutual consent of the parties.
Clause 17
Saving for rights of governrnenr und others
Nothing in this concession shall be deemed to limit the right to grant concessions in respect of minerals other than petroleum in the concession area, or
generally to limit the rights of the Government or any authonty or person in the
concession area, Save as expressly provided herein; provided always that the
Company's operations hereunder are not thereby endangered or interfered with
nor its rights hereunder prejudiced. The Company shall not obstruct the exercise
of any such right, but shall afford the holder thereof and of any concession
holder as aforesaid, every reasonablt facility for the exercise of their rights.
Employment and training of Libyan subjects
(1) Provided that the requisite number having adequate skili and ability is
available, the minimum number of Libyan subjects employed by the Company
in Libya after 10 years from the date of commencement of operations shall have
reached at least 75 per cent of the total number of persons employed by the
Company in Libya.
(2) The Company shall as from the date of commencement of regular exports
from Libya of petrolcum in commercial quantities produced in the concession
area make an annual payment to the Libyan Governrnent of not less than
fL2,500 and not more than £L5,000, which payment shail be applied towards
giving Libyan subjects such technical training as may be agreed upon by the Director and the Company, in order to fit them for ernployment in the petroleum
industry o r in related undertakings, provided however that the Company may
each year reduce such payments by the amount which during that year it expended for the training and education of Libyan subjects for such purposes in Libya
or abroad.
Clause 19
Water disposal
Plugging of boreholes und weILF
T h e Company shall, in accordance with good oil field practiccs, provide an
adequate system for the disposal of its water and waste oil, and shdl securely
plug al1 boreholes and welis made by it before they are abandoned.
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Clause 20
Reports io be furnished

1

(1) The Company shall at its own bxpense furnish t o the Director during the
first quarter of each year a report of the progress of its operations in the concession area during the preceding year. This report shall contain :
(a) a statement of the number of bdre-holes and wells drilled, including boreholes and wells drilled in search bf water, and of the depth of each, with a
plan showing their location if the Director so requires ;
(b) a statement of any petroleurn, water or valuable rninerals encountered
during the course of the Company's operations;
(c) a statement of al1 petroleum produced, of gas sold, and of natural gasoline
recovered ;
(4 a statcrnent of the amount of water produced with the oil and natural gas;
(e) the nature and extent of geological and geophysical surveys carried out;
fl a general suwey of the operations ; and
(g) a statement showing the numberof Libyan subjects and nationals of other
countries employed by the Company in Libya.

1
I

(2) The Company shall furnish to the Director not less than 30 days before
the end of each year a statement of the general programme it intends to carry
out during the following year.
(3) The Company shall keep accijrate financial records of its operations
under this concession which records !hall be open to inspection by the appropriate authorities.
I
(4) The Company shall furnish such further information relating to its operations in the concession area as the Director shall reasonablv- reauire.
.
(5) The Company shall keep accurate geological and geophysical plans, maps
and records relating t o the lands within the concession area.
(6) O n the discovery of oil or gas, the Director shall immediately be informed
of such discovery.
(7) Al1 information furnished by the Company under this clause shall (except
with the consent in wnting of the Company) be treated as confidtntial.

I

*

1

Clause 21
inspection

.

~

The Chairman and other members of the Commission, the Director and other
cornpetent officiais shall have the rigbt to enter the premises of the Company
and inspect its work, books, registers, and papers to ensure the proper implementation by the Company of the provisions of the Law, the Regulations and
decisions made hereunder and the proSisions of this Concession.

I

The Company shall measure and rkcord by methods customary in good oil
field practice al1 petroleum and natufal gasoline produced and saved by the
Company within the concession area as if freed of wattr and other foreign substances. The Director o r any official designated by him shall be entitled to attend
such measuring and t o examine a$d test the accuracy of the appliances
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employed therein and to examine the records thereof. The Company shall assist
such official in the performance of his duties under this Clause. If any such
measuring appliance shall at any time be discovered to be inaccurate, the same
shall, if the Director so decides, be deemed to have existed in the condition for a
period of 90 days prior to the discovery of such inaccuracy, or for the period
elapsed since the last occasion upon which the same was examined or tested,
whichever shall be the less, and the Company's records shall be adjusted
accordingly.

Clause 23
Address of local manager
The Company shall before commencing operations furnish to the Director the
name and address of the Manager of the Company's operations under this
concession. Any notice required to be served on the Company shall be sufficiently served if delivered at, or sent by registered post to, the Manager at such
address.

Clause 24
Force majeure
Failure by the Company to carry out any of the provisions of this Concession
shall not give rise to any claim or be deemed t o be a breach of this Concession,
if it be shown that the faifure has arisen from force majeure, namely Act of God,
insurrection, riots, war, strikes of workmen, or any other unforeseen circumstances beyond the control of the Company. If by reason of force majeure the
fulfilment by the Company of any of the terms and conditions of this Concession o r the enjoyment of its rights under the Concession is rielayed the period of
such delay shall be added to the period fixed herein for such fulfilment or
enjoyment.

Clause 25
Assignmen t
(1) The Company may assign this Concession in whole or in part to one or
more companies if the assignee :
(a) controls the assignor; or
(b) is controlltd by the assignor ; or
(c) is controlled by one or more companies who themselves control the assigner provided that in the aforesaid cases the control may be direct or indirect,
and provided that the assignee satisfies the conditions laid down in Article 5 of
the Law.
(2) In other cases assignment may not be made except with the consent of the
Commission, and subject to such conditions as it may deem appropriate.

Clause 26
Right to remove property
On the surrender of any area and on the expiration or earlier determination
of this concession, the Company shall, except as hereafter in this clause provid-
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1

ed, be entitled to remove al1 its propepy of whatever nature situated within the
surrendered area or the concession afea as the case may be. Well casings and
well heads may not however be rernoved unless adequate protective mcasures
are taken to the satisfaction of the Director. Fixtures necessary to control the
flow of gas or liquid from the well head may not be removed without the approval of the Director. No taxes, duties or'charges whatsoever other than any specifically made payable hereunder, shall bc imposed in connection with such removal. The Director, may, however, ~ i t h i na period of 30 days following any
surrcnder or expiration or earlier dete,rmination, elect to purchase any property
which theretofore was used by the Company solely and exclusively in connection with its operations within the sur+ndered area or the concession area. Such
purchases will be made at a fair price to be determined by agreement between
the Director and the Company. Failing such agreement the matter shall be
referred to an independent expert or panel or experts as may be agreed between
the Director and the Company. s u c h panel shall consist of one member to be
appointed by the Director, another mernber to be appointed by the Company
and a third rnernber to be chosen by the two members appointed. The expert or
panel, as the case inay be, shall deterrnine what, in the circurnstances, is a fair
price for the property. n i e wells, and(any well casings. well heads and fixtures
not removed as aforesaid shall be hajdcd over to the Director free of charge
within 30 days following the surrender or expiration or earlier determination.
The Director may rcquire the Company to restore the surface of the land to a
reasonable condition in accordance with good oil field practice, taking into
account normal Wear and tear caused by the Company's operations thereon.

Revocation

I

I

(1) The Comrnission rnay, by notice in writing to the Company, revoke this
Concession in the following circurnstan~esbut not otherwise :
(a)

(b)
{c)

(d)
(e)

I

the Company fails to commence operations within eight months as required
by Qause 4 or fails t o meet its expenditure obligations within each of two
consecutive periods specified in Aqicle 1 1 (1) (a) and (b) of the Law ; o r
any surface rents or royalties payable under this Concession are in arrears
for six months after the date on lwhich they ought to have been paid in
accordance with Clause 6 and Clause 7 ; or
the Company goes into liquidatiqn except voluntarily for the purpose of
reconstruction or amalgamation, O? a receiver is appointed; or
the Company fails to perform its obligations under Clause 2 or Clause 25;
or
any surn awarded against the Company in arbitration proceedings under
the following clause has not been paid within 90 days of the date stipulated
in the award ;

I
Il

Provided that the Commission shall give to the Company previous notice in
writing of the breach and require the Company to remedy the breach and pay
compensation whcrc appropriate within the period fixed by the commission
which shall not be less than W days; nptice of revocation shall only be given if
the Company has failed within the specified period to remedy the breach and
pay compensation where appropriate.
(2) Whenever the Company disputes the grounds upon which revocation rnay

1
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be based and requests arbitration under Clause 28 hereof, the revocation shall
only become effective subject to and in accordance with the result of the
arbitration.
(3) Revocation shall be without prejudice to any liability incurred by the
Company before revocation.
,

Clause 28

(1) Any dispute between the parties arising out of o r in connection with this
Concession, unless otherwise resolved, shail be settled by arbitration proceedings between the Commission as one party and the Company as the other
party and such proceedings shall determine the measures to be taken by the
parties including, if appropriate, payment of compensation, to put a n end to o r
remedy the damage caused by any breach of this Concession.
(2) The institution of proceedings shall take place upon the receipt by one
party from the other of a written request for arbitration. Each party shall within
30 days of the institution of proceedings appoint a n arbitrator. If the arbitrators
fail to settle the dispute they shall appoint an umpire within 60 days of the
institution of proceeding. If they d o not d o so either party rnay request the President, or, if the President is a national of Libya or of the country in which the
Company was onginally registered, the Vice-President of the International
Court of Justice, to make the appointment.
(3) If either of the parties within 60 days of the institution of proceedings
either fails t o appoint its arbitrator o r does not advise the other party of the
appointment made by it, the other party rnay request the President or, if the
President is a national of Libya or of the country in which the Company was
originally registered, the Vice-President of the International Court of Justice to
appoint a sole arbitrator who shall hear and settle the dispute alone.
(4) The umpire, however appointed, or the sole arbitrator s h d l not be either
a national of Libya or of the country in which the Company was originally registered ; nor shall he be or bave been in the employ of any party to this Concession
or of the Government of the aforesaid country.
(5) Should the lnternational Court of Justice be replaced by o r its functions
be substantially transferred to any new international tribunal, the functions of
the President or Vice-President (as the case rnay be) of the lnternational Court
of Justice exercisable under this Concession shall be exercisable by the President
or Vice-President (as the case rnay be) of the new international tribunal without
further agreement between the parties hereto.
(6) The procedure o r arbitration shall be determined by the umpire or the
sole arbitrator who shall be guided generally by the relevant rules of procedure
established by Articles 32-69 inclusive of the Rules of the lnternational Court of
Justice of 6 May 1946. The umpire o r sole arbitrator shall likewise fix the place
and time of the arbitration.
(7) This Concession shali be governed by and interpreted in accordance with
the Laws of Libya and such principles and niles of international law as rnay be
relevant, and the umpire o r sole arbitrator shall base his award upon those laws,
principles and rules.
(8) There shall be no appeal against the award and the parties to this Concession s h d l faithfully abide thereby.
(9) The expenses of the arbitration shaIl be borne by the parties in such proportion and manner as rnay be provided in the award.
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1
(1) Words defined in the text of tl Petroleum Law 1955 shall have the same
meaning in this Concession.
(2) In this concession :
"the Lawwmeans the Petroleum L aw of 1955 ;
"the Director" means the Director ? Petroleum Affairs ;
"land" means territory under the c:oritrol and jurisdiction of the United Kingdom of Libya and includes marshes round underlying lakes or rivers and the
sea-bed and subsoil beneath territc al waters and the high seas contiguous
thereto ;
?VI
"concession area" means the area er which for the tirne being the Company
enjoys the rights conferred upon it ht:re under;
"crude oil" means any unrefined oiil: consisting primarily of hydrocarbons ;
"natural gasoline" means any liquiid hydrocarbon obtained from natural gas
by any chemical o r physical process:
"natural gas" means any subsoil gaig (:onsisting primarily of hydrocarbons ;
"quarter" means a three-month [y r,iod of a year beginning on I January,
1 April, I July or 1 October as the cas e may be.

Ï
*l!

'ri
I
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Fees
This Concession is granted on payimeint of a fee of £L500.

(Signed)

. . . . . . . . . . . . .
For the Commission

(Signed)

.............
The Minister

(Signedl

Date . . . . . .
Corresponding to

:l

.........
........
-

...............
For the Company
Company's Seal

ROY AL DECREE

I
AMENDING T H E P ET1ROLEUM LAW O F 1955

1

Having seen Article 64 of the Con5.teution,
Article 25 of the Petroleum Law l!yi, and
Acting on whar hm been submitted ' t? i w by the Minisier of National Economy
und with the upprovol of the Council 0)'Ministers,
We, Idris the First, King of the United Kingdom of Libya,
Decree as follows :

3 20
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Article 1

The first paragraph of Article 25 of the Petroleum Law of 1955 is hereby
amended t o read as follows :
"(1) This Law may be cited as the Pttroleum Law 1955 and shall corne in10
force 30 days after publication in the Official Gazette with the exception of
Articles 2 and 24 which shall corne into force on publication."
Article 2

The Minister of National Economy shall c a n y out this Decree which shall
take effect on publication.
IDRIS.
Given at Dar-Assalaam Palace on 29th Ramadan 1374 h.
Corresponding to 21st May 1955, g.
By Order of the King
Salem ALQADI,
Minister of National Economy.

Abdul MAJIDKU'BAR
For the Prime Minister.
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Annex 33
I

LIBYAN
PETROLEUM
R E G U L A ~ I O NNO. 1 OF 1955 AND MAP NO. 1
[Arobic tex; not reproduced]
(Translation)

l

I

The Minister of National ~ c o n o m . ~ , ~
Having seen Article 24 of the Peirokum Law No. 25 of 1955,
And acting on whoi hm been submifred to him by the Peiroleum Commission,
Rumulgates the following regulaîion :

I

PART I
l

There shall be an officiai map
Law 1955 to a scale of
fîrst Schedule hereto. On this map
and the grid shall be indicated.

~ i r i c l e1
I

&

the purposes of the Petroleum
No. 1, which is attached as the
frontiers, petroleum zones

For al1 purposes of the Petroleum
1955 and the Regulations issued thereunder the Petroleum Zones shall be as follows :
ne Firsî Zone consists of the Province of Tripolitania bounded on the north
by the limits of territorial waters and high seas contiguous thereto under the
control and jurüdiction of the United Kingdom of Libya, and on the east by 18' 50'
longitude until it intersects the Coast /ine, thence in a straight line in a southeastedy direction to the point w h e l 30' latitude intersects 19' 5' longitude
thence in a straight line running in a south-westerly direction to the point where
10' 30' longitude intersects 20' 40' latitude, thence directly south along 18' 30'
longitude to the intersection with 287 latitude, thence in a westerly direction
along the 28'latitude to the intersectipn with 12' 15' longitude thence directly
north along 12' 15' longitude to the iqtcrsection with 31mlatitude,directly west
along 31' latitude to the border of Tunisia, thence in a gencral northedy direction dong the international boundary with Tunisia.
The Second Zone consists of that part of Cyrenaica north of 2Selatitude,
bounded on thc west by the eastern bopndary of Zone 1 described above, on the
north by the limits of the territorial waters and high seas under the control and
jurisdiction of the United Kingdom of Libya, and on the east by the international boundary with Egypt.
me mird Zone consists of the part of Cyrenaica south of 28' latitude bounded on the West by 18'30' longitude, on the east by thc international boundary
with Egypt and the Sudan.
1
î l e Fourth Zone consists of the Trovince of the Fezzan bounded on the
north by the southcm border of the First Zone described above bounded on the
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West by the international boundary with Algeria and Tunisia, on the south by
the international boundary with French East Africa and French Equatorial
Africa and on the east by 18' 30' longitude, which is the western boundary of the
Third Zone.
Article 3
The grid to be used in conjunction with the official map shall consist of longitude and latitude lines five minutes apart cornmencing from any full degree.
Article 4
Boundaries of concessions shall conform as far as possible to the M d lines
specified above with the following exceptions:
Where they follow the limits of the territorial waters and high seas contiguous thereto under the control and jurisdiction of the United Kingdom of
Libya.
(b) Where lhey follow the coast linc of Libya.
(c) Where they follow the boundaries of the Petroleum Zones.
Id) Where they folïow the international frontiers.
(a)

Article 5

Concession arcas applied for shall be compact and free from narrow
indentations, except in exceptional cases as the Commission may deem fit.
An applicant shall not be permitted to unify distinct concession areas by
connecting them With an insubstantial link. The Commission may require
any applicant who fails to comply with the provisions of this paragraph to
arnend his application.
(b) The greatest lcngth of a concession shall not exceed six limes its weighted
mean average width. However the Commission may permit a deviation
from the aforementioned ratio of width to length wherc it deems it necessary. In determining the above ratio contiguous and adjoining concessions shall be considered as a unit, notwithstanding that they may cross
zonai boundaries.
(c) The above provisions shall not apply if the Commission deems it necessary
for the settlement of overlaps.
(O)

Ariick 6
For al1 purposes of the Petroleum Law 1955 and the Regulations issued thereunder the area of each 5 X 5 block of the grid shall be deemcd to be as set out
hereunder :
Each 5' X 5' block
between 33'-34'
between 32'-33'
between 31'-32'
between 30'-3 1'
between 29'-30'
between 28'-29'
between 27'-28'
between 26'-27'

of latitude 7 1.57 sq. kilometres
of latitude 72.37 sq. kilometres
of latitude 73.15 sq. kilometres
of latitude 73.9 1 sq. kilometres
of latitude 74.64 sq. kilometres
of latitude 75.35 sq. kilometres
of latitude 76.04 sq. kilometres
of latitude 76.70 sq. kilometres
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between
between
between
between
between
between
between

25"-26" of latitude 77.34 sq. kilometres
24"-25" of fatijude 77.96 sq. kilometres
23'-24' of latitude 78.56 sq. kilometres
22'-23' of latitude 79.13 sq. kilometres
21'-22' of latitude 79.67 sq. kilometres
20"-21' of latitude 80.20 sq. kilometres
19'-20' of latitude 80.70 sq. kilometres

1

PART I I

(1) Applications for permits and cokcessions shall be submitted in tripficate
in the form prescribed in the second and third schedules to this Regulation.
Such applications shall be handed o r sent by registered mail t o the Director.
Any applicant wishing to receive an aythenticated copy in accordance with the
provision of Article 10 (d) hereof shall submit a further copy for that purpose.
(2) Applications shall be submitted during the official hours of the Director,
namely, between 9.00 am and 12.00 noon each day of the week except official
public holidays. The Director shall notreceive any application submitted during
other hours except applications for cqncessions submitted in accordance with
Article 8 (1) (a) of the Law in which case the Director shall receive applications
submitted up to midnight of the seventh day following the coming into force of
the Law.
(3) The expression "on the same day" Article 8 (1) (b) of the Law means
during the official office hours of the Director.

I
I

The Commission shall takc al1 rtcpslnecessary to ensurs that al1 applications
for permits and concessions and al1 plans, sketches, reports and other documents accompanying such applications are treated as confidential.

i

Artple 9

Every applicant for a permit or codcession shall, on the submission of the
application, notify the Commission of the name, residence and Post Office
address of the person resident in Liby? authorized to act for and on behalf of
the applicant (hereinafter called "the Local Manager"). The applicant shall provide the Commission with the necessa4 officially authenticated power of attorney of the Local Manager.

I

On the receipt by the Director of an Application for a permit or concession he
shall forthwith :
(a) give to the application an exclusivelreference number;
(b) register in the Petroleum Register particulars in accordance with Article 1 I
of this Regulatian. Every valid application to be registered shall be deemed
to be registered when it is receivedl by the Director, provided however that
no application shall be made public on the day on which it was received, or,

I
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in the case of applications coming under the provisions of Article 8 (1) (a)
of the Law, within the period specified therein ;
(c) file al1 such applicaiions and any sketch, plan or oiher document accompanying them in the records of his office ;
(dl where requested under the provisions of Article 7 (1) hereof, return t o the
applicant a copy of the application and of the documents accompanying it,
duly authenticated by the Director as true copies of the original application
and of the other documents received by the Director;
le) issue to the applicant an official receipt showing the nature of the documents
received, the reference number in the Petroleum Register, the reference
number given to them by the applicant and the exact time and date of receipt.
Article I I
The Director shall keep a Petroleum Register signed by the Minister and the
Chairman of the Commission, and bearing the seals of the Ministry end the
Commission on each page, and such other registers as may be directed by the
Commission for the registration of applications for, and the grant, assignment,
renewai, surrender, termination and revocation of permits and concessions and
other particulars relating thereto and especiaily :

(4 the dates of the application for, and of the grant, assignment, renewal, surtender, termination and revocation of the permit or concession ;

fi) the name and address of the applicant and the name, residence and Post
Office address of the Local Manager in Libya;
the areas applied for, granted and surrendered ;
(d) al1 reference numbers relevant t o such particulars.
(c)

Article 12

(1) The Commission shall issue such maps, plans and sketches as may be
necessary.
(2) The Director shall maintain status maps in respect of each Petroleum
Zone showing the areas included in al1 pending applications, the areas of al1
currently valid concessions and al1 open areas.

Article 13
The Petroleum Register and the status maps shall, during the official hours of
the Director, be open t o the public and certified copies may be made of thern on
payment of a reasonable fee to be determincd by regulation.

Article 14

The Director shall immediately submit t o the C h a i m a n of the Commission
an original copy of each application submitted to him.

(1) If it appears to the Commission that an application for a permit o r
concession contains minor inadvertent errors in form including errors of translation, the Commission shafl, if it deems necessary to have the errors corrected,
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request the applicant to make such corrections within a reasonable period
determined by the Commission withobt loss of priority.
(2) The Commission shall also perpit the correction of similar errors appearing in any plan, sketch, report or docyment submitted to the Commission.
(3) In other cases the provisions of the Libyan Law wil apply.

Article 16
(1) The Commission shall consider vaiid applications in order of their
priority.
(2) The Commission may requise ?n applicant to submit additional information relevant to his application and; shall allow such applicant a reasonable
period within which to submit such information without loss of pnority.
(3) The Commission shall initially aetermine the eligibility of the applicant in
accordance with Article 5 of the ~ a w . 1
The decision of the Commission regarding the eligibility or ineligibility of an
applicant shall not be binding on the' Commission in respect of future applications by the same applicant.

I

Article 17
I

(1) If the application does not conflict in whole or in part with othcr applications of equal priority and the Commission decides to grant the application,
be referred to the
Minister.
(2) If the application conflicts
or in part with other applications of
the provisions of Article 8 (2) of the
Law. The Commission shall,
with conflicting applicants deterparagraph. At the
conclusion and in the light of this procedure the applications and decisions of
the Commission shall be referrcd tolthe Minister and the applicants shail be
notified of the decisions of the Comm$sion.
(3) Where necessary in the settleyent of conflicting applications the areas
covered by any one concession need not be contiguous.
(4) If the Commission decides t o refuse any application for a permit o r
concession, the applicant shall be informed accordingly, and the application,
together with the decision of the commission, shail be referred to the Minister.

Ariick 18
(1) If the Minister approves any decirion of the Commission regardiog the
grant o r refusal of any application, t% Commission shall forthwith inform the
applicant accordingly and take such other action as may be required to implement the decision of the Minister.
(2) If the Minister does not approye any decision of the Commission regarding the grant o r refusal of any application, the Commission shall reconsider its
decision in the light of the observations of the Minister, and shall refer its decision back to the Minister.
(3) No permit or concession may be granted txcept with the approval of both
the Commission and the Minister.

1

I

Article 19
An applicant who is notified of the Anal icceptince of his application shall :
(1) pay the prescribed fee ;
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(2) in the case of the grant of a concession, give the bond or banker's guarantee
in the sum determined by the Commission in accordance with paragraph 3 of
Article 9 of the Law. The bond o r guarantee shall be in triplicate, each copy
being duiy recorded in the Registers of the Commission, one of which shall be
kept by the Commission and the other two shall be returned to the applicant
after such recording ;
(3) sign an undertaking t o abstain from al1 political activity in Libya.
The above procedure shall be completcd within one week from the date of the
receipt of the final notification. Payments shall be made to the Treasury of the
Federal Govemment in the account of the Petroleum Commission
Article 20
( 1 ) The Commission shall, after ascertaining the completion of the procedure
provided for in the previous Article, fix a date for the signature of the permit or
concession as the case may be.
(2) Rents due in respect of any concession shall be paid in the rnanner prescnbed in the previous Article hereof immediately on the grant of such
concession.
Article 21

Any person to whom a concession is granted shall, before commencing operations, take al1 appropriate legal steps to comply with the requirements of the
Libyan Commercial Code and such other iaws as rnay be applicable in respect
of such operations.
Article 22

(1) In regulations issued under the Petroleum Law No. 25, 1955:
(a] words and phrases defined in the Petroleurn Law No. 25, 1955, and the

Second Schedule thereto shall have the same meaning in the Regulations
issued under the Law;
Ib) the Coast Iine means the line of mean low-water spring tide level;
(c) the weighted mean average width is determined by dividing the area by.its
greatest dimension.
(2) The Director may, with the approval of the Chairman of the Commission,
delegate to any official of the Commission any of the functions conferred on
hirn by the Law, the Schedules thereto and the Regulations issued thereunder.

This Regulation shall corne into force on the date of the coming into force of
the Petroleum Law No. 25, 1955.
Promulgated on 6th Thul Qi'da 1374, h.
Corresponding to 16th June 1955, g.
Salem AL-QADI,
Minister of National Economy.
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The Government of Malta presen tS its compliments to the Government of
Libya and has the honour t o advise tliat in virtue of an Exchange of Letters
bearing the date of the 12th Decembeal! 1964, between the Government of Malta
and the Government of the United K.ln gdom, Malta has assumed al1 the rights
and obligations deriving from valid international instruments which had been
made applicable to Malta prior to her idependence.
The Ministry further advises that he United Nations Convention on the
Continental Shelf, 1958, is one of suclh instruments and that it is the intention of
the Government of Malta to declar~ .O the Secretary-General of the United
Nations the direct accession of Malta t* the Convention.
The Ministry inforrns that in dete:rniining the boundary of the continental
shelf appertaining to Malta, the GovNef1nment of Malta has been guided by the
provisions of Article 6 (1) of the Coinvt: d o n , which establish the boundary as
the median line every point of whichl is equidistant from the nearest points on
the baselines from which the breadt hJ of the territorial seas of Malta and of
other countries adjacent to the sa1ne continental shelf are measured. The
Governrnent of Malta witl be gratefuiL t<) know that the Government of Libya is
in full accord with this determination.
The Government of Malta avails itsielf of this opportunity to renew to the
Government of Libya the assurances (if iits highest consideration.

'Z

Il

.

I

Valletta, Malta,
5 May, 1965.

-
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Date of commencement : 22nd Apnl, 1971
In exercise of the powtrs conferred upon him by section 3 of the Continental
Shelf Act, 1966, the Prime Minister has made the following order:
1. This Order may be cited as the Continental Shelf (Designation of Area)
Order, 1971.
2. The area described in the Schedule hereto is by this Order designated as an
area within which the rights mentioned in subsection (1) of section 3 of the
Continental Shelf Act, 1966, are exercisable.
SCHEDULE

The area bounded by lines joining the CO-ordinates set out hereunder, exclusive of any land and of any territorial waters within those lines. The aforesaid
CO-ordinatesare :

Annex 36
PETROCONSULTANTS
MAPS SHOWINGTHE MALTESECONCESSION
SITUATION
AS
OF 31 DECEMBER
1970, 1974,1975, AND 1976
[Nor reproduced]
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HELD

ON 11 JULY1972; (b)
MEMORANDUM

(a) MINUTES
OF A MEETING

MALTESE

{a) MINUTES
OF A M E E ~ I N GHELD ON 1 1 JULY 1972

1

Minutes of a Meeting Held at The Auberge de Castille between Officiais of the
Maltese and Libyan Governments
Present :
Ma ha Side :
Mr. M . Abela,
Mr. M. Coppini,
Mr. L. Naudi,
Mr. J. Bartolo.
Libyan Side:
Mr. Massaud Abuamer,
Mr. Muftah Abusdere,
Mr. Eljali Lias.

Flight Information Region
The Maltese side led off by exptaii?ng that earlier on this year, the Libyan
Director of Civil Aviation had expreqed his Government's wish of exercising
control over the whole of the present Malta FIR. On the 22nd April, the matter
was discussed between the Prime Minister and the Libyan President wherein an
understanding was reached whereby Malta would control an FIR which would
extend to Libya's territorial waters. Discussions were held on the question in
Malta on 30th May 1972 when ~ i b ~ representatives
a 4
remarked that they were
not aware that an understanding had peen reached between the two countries
and promised to look into the matter; on their return to Libya. As had been
agreed during that discussion a letter was sent on 24th June 1972 wherein the
arrangements reachcd on the 22 April 1972 were referred to and seeking the
finalization of the agreement between the two countries on the issue. This letter
also indicated facilities available for training Libyans.
The Libyan side replied that, purelyfrorn an operational point of view, they
thought that one FIR in this region would be a more feasible proposition. Libya
had already commissioned a group of consultants to help advise and implernent
its own FIR. As far as the delegation w?s concerned they would opt for nothing
less than a Libyan FIR covering the t~rritoryat present operated from Malta
with the sole exception of Malta's airspace.
The .Maltese side explained that the Govtrnment had no wish or intention of
preventing Libya from exercising control over its temtory. There were howevcr
political considerations and on the b e i s of such considerations, an understanding had been reached at the highesi possible level. This understanding envisaged that Malta would continue tq have an FIR covering the airspace as
far as Libyan territorial waters, with Libya controlling the remajning region.
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The Libyan delegation stated that they were not aware that any agreement or
understanding existed except on the continued existence of a Malta FIR the size
and boundaries of which were yet to be defined. Tbey had in fact instructions
from their Government to say that they would only consider an FIR covering al1
the territory currently being operated by Malta with the exclusion of Malta's
TMA. The idea that Malta's FIR should extend to Libya's territorial waters was
not acceptable either at technical or at political tevel, although the proposal of a
slightly enlarged Mahese T M A could be the subject of negotiation. A Working
Paper based on the assumption of overall control by Libya had been prepared
by the Libyan Civil Aviation Authorities and was actually on its way to ICAO
in connection with the next ICAO navigation meeting due to be held in Kampala next October. The Libyan delegates added that if the problem from the
Maltese point of view was simply that of redundant employees Libya would be
only too happy to absorb this labour.
The Maltese side replied that :
(a) the matter had been agreed upon at the highest political level and they

could not consider anything which deviated from the understanding
reached ;
(b) a Malta FIR equivalent to the present Malta TMA or a marginal accretion
was a preposterous suggestion even within operational consideration ;
(c) even if only the existence of a Malta FIR had been agreed upon on 22nd
April, the area envisaged by the Malta side was of marginal size and its
further reduction would render the whole thing rneaningless ;
(d) the action by Libya in sending the Working Paper was grossly deplored and
was in breach of the understanding reached in writing between the two
countries to the effect that "agreement between us be reached in the matter
before it is taken up in ICAO". The Malta side considered itself free from
the restriction imposed by the terms of that understanding.
It was re-confirmed by the Libyan side that :
the proposal that Libya's FIR encornpass only Libyan national territory
was not acceptable; ,
(6) they could only propose the Maltese TMA as the FIR for Malta or a
slightly enlarged TMA ;
(c) their Government had already made approaches to ICAO and a paper on
the subject was on its way.
(a)

It was agreed that the sides would report on the position to their respective Heads of Delegation.
Median Line
It was known that talks were being held between Tunisia and Libya on the
subject. Malta has boundaries on this median line and in the interest of al1
concerned it was felt that tripartite talks, possibly in Malta, would be a far
better proposition than bilateral discussions. It was pointed out that Malta can
be of help in this respect through the advice solicited frorn impartial experts.
The Libyan delegation explained that there is a standing Committee in Libya
dealing with the subject. They suggested that an approach be made to this
Committee which was headed by Mr. Suleiman Atiaga of the Libyan Ministry
of Foreign Affairs.
The Maftese delegation wtre prepared to sign a bilateral agreement with
Libya on the Median Line. The Libyan dclegation stated that this was not
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possible and that they would be sending a delegation to Malta to negotiate the
necessary agreement. The Malta Side agreed to make available the CO-ordinates
of the Median Line.

1

Externa! Ttilecommunications

I

The Maltese delegation asked for fyrther information on the projected Libya,
Syria, Europe telecommunication link. The Maltese Prime Minister had discussed the matter with the Libyan piesident and the latter had answered him
that the necessary decisions were takeh to extend the link to Malta. The Libyan
delegation stated that they were not bnefed on the matter.
The Maltese delegation also stateq that they understand that France was
planning for a telecommunication link joining Marseille/Malta/Tripoli/Tunis
and enquired whether Libya is interested in the project.

I

Notes on Flight Infarmation Cenrre
1. The Maltese Government have ?nsisted with the British Government that
they should CO-operatewith the Government of the Libyan Arab Republic for
the establishement of a Libyan FIR. T e British Governrnent have finally accepted this position but they would only qay under the new agreement if the Libyan
FIR did not extend beyond the Libyan territorial jurisdiction and the Tripoli
and Benghazi Terminal Control ~ r e a s !
2. The Malta Flight Information Çentre is under the control of the Maltese
Government and physically operated by Maltese nationals. There are onIy three
foreigners having responsibilities in the Centre. They are British citizens under
contract with the Maltese Government and steps are being taken t o replace
them by Maltese nationals in the near future.
3. The Maltese Government are lquite prepared to CO-operate with the
Government of the Libyan Arab Republic in those matters which the latter
Government feel important for the Security of their country, including the
exchange of necessary information and the placement of Libyan nationals for
training in the Centre.
4. The transfer of the FIC from Luqa to Tripoli (or any other place in Libya)
would in no way give to the authorities of the Libyan Arab Republic control
over military aircraft flying over international waters, Le., over the whole of the
area which the Maltese Government wishes to retain. In fact :
(0) Military aircraft are not subjectl t o I C A 0 regulations and only observe
them if they so wish. They of course take note of them and act accordingly
-such as by avoiding the airways o r by flying at certain heights for their
own safety and for the safety of other aircraft.
(b) Military aircraft movements within the FIR become known t o the Centre
as sach only when-

' 1

(i) a flight plan is filed and sent
(ii) the aircraft originates
on normal communications frequencies or replies tocontact made by the Centre;
(iii) the presence of the aircraft is reported by other aircraft, normally civil,
flying in the area (e.g., in the case of an air miss).
1
5. For these and similar reasons, the transfer of the FIC frorn Luqa would
not give substantially any more infor,mation t a the Libyan authorities about
military aircraft over international wrfters. For such information any country
must rely on other detecting means-such as the radar system. Moreover, al1

1
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contacts with an FIC, wherever located, are made on.established frequencies and
are therefore audible by anybody in the area. There is nothing secret about
them.
1 Ith July 1972.

(b)

MALTESE MEMORANDUM

Memorandurn to the Libyan Delegation
1 . The Maltese Government submits for the consideration of the Libyan
Government the following proposais airned at consolidating and extending the
political, economical and commercial relations existing between Malta and
Libya.

2. I t has been noted that Malta has subrnitted a number of tenders which for
some reason or other have not been accepted. These include tenders for printing work as well as the construction of mobile units of a floating dock and of
floating cranes.
3. The Libyan Governrnent is doubtlessly aware that Malta can only achieve
economic growth if it can find markets for its output. Malta is still in its initial
stages of development and it must be helped to achieve this necessary expansion
of exports. The Maltese authorities accept that Libya cannot but award
contracts t o the most competitive tenderers. Malta is making an effort to submit
competitive bids, however, it will be appreciated if in future before certain tenders are awarded, the Libyan authorities would give the Maltese Drydocks or
any other Maltese parastatal contractor the opportunity to execute the order at
the price of the most advantageous offer. There might also be other occasions of
certain urgent contracts where the Libyan authorities could consider the advisability of negotiating the price witli such Maltese contractors. Such negotiations
might include cost plus, profit-sharing, no profit on bought-out items o r some
similar formula acceptable t o both parties. In this way Mdtese exports will be in
a position to increase without any detriment to Libya.
4. We are aware that Libya plans t o have its own docking facilities within 18
months time. The Malta Drydocks ,Corporation is prepared to collaborate with
the Libyan Government on the running of its ship repairing facilities, both existing and projected for the future, and t o provide for training as set out in paragraph 15. The question of contracting work for the Maltese construction industry in Libya has been the subject of previous talks. Following a fact-finding visit
to Libya by Maltese contractors, a Maltese Company has been forrned with the
participation of abo6t 50 Maltese contracting firms, the Malta Development
Corporation and the National Bank of Malta. The required capital of
fD250,000has been piedged in full by the various shareholders and 20 per cent
has been paid up. The shareholders of the Company have between them
executed works in Malta for a total value in excess of £50 million. The Libyan
Ministry of Housing and Public Utilities has promised its support to the extent
of waiving certain conditions required for the registration of international
contractors.
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'5. To cnable the Company to rtari iunctioning cffmively it is neeessary for
the Libyan Govemment to grant the following facilities:
(i) recognition of the Maita ~nternaiionalConstruction Company Lirnited as
an "international contractor" by the Ministry of Housing and Public Utilities ;
. (ii) double taxation relief, in a form ta be negotiatcd bctween Our two
Governments, applicable both to the Company and to the workers assigned to
work in Libya; and,
(iii) easing of the. Exchange C o n t r ~ l ~ R e ~ u l a t i in
o nLibya
s
in respect of financiai transactions required by both Company and workers.

t

Joint Ventures
6. It has been the thesis of the h4aItta Government in earlier discussions that
Malta's economic deveiopment shouldj as far as possible, be complementary to
Libyan development. Cut-throat cornpetition can only be of detriment to the
two countries. Malta thertfore is stnving to achieve an industrial structure
which takes advantage of the Libyan market without setting up competing
processes.
7. The Malta Development Corporation has already studied the feasibility of
producing in Malta water and electricity meters, telephone instrument sets and
centrifuga1 water pumps. It is knownlthat a market exists in Libya for these
products. The Maitese Government sukests that Libyan capital should participate in these ventures and as a consequence the Libyan authorities could find
it worthwhile to allocate a share of the Libyan market to such ventures.
8. The Maltcse Govemment wouldl be grateful to have information on the
likely future demand for these products by Libya. In addition it will be appreciated if Malta could be informed whether Libya is prepared to participate in
joint ventures of this nature.

l

9. Trade between Maita and ~ i b ~has
a l shown encouraging signs of expansion. It is the Maltese Government's contention that more can be done to further trade between the two countries. The Libyan authorities can help in this by
sponsoring visits of Libyan trade delegations to visit Malta at regular intervals
with the aim of buying Maltese products. It was gratifying to note that the
recent visit by members of the Libyan Chamber of Commerce resulted in orders
being kft with Maltcse manufacturers.
10. The Maltcse authorities would reiterate their desire to have an outlet in
Libya for their excess flour milling capacity. Contacts have been made with the
Ministry of National Economy and the National Supply Company and samples
have k e n forwardcd. It appears that the Libyan authorities are still not satisfied
with the samplcs received and more samples are being forwarded. It would be
useful to the local millers if the pertinent Libyan authority were to make available to the Malta Development Corporation a sample of the flour currently
in use in Libya to enable Maltese! millers to comply with the necessary
specifications.

1

i

I l . I l is noted that there has not be(n any substantial improvement of Libyan
tourists visiting Malta. The Libyan Government is doubtlessly aware that recent
political events resulted in a bad British press which in turn affected the Maltese
tourist trade adversely. Malta requires the immediate support of friendly neigh-
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bouring States to fil1 its hotels. For this purpose the Maltese Governme'nt
requests Libya to allaw Maltese tour operators t o organize al1 inclusive tours t o
enable Libyan nationals to spend their holidays in Malta.
12. It is the understanding of the Maltese Government that there are still
sorne travelling restrictions for Libyan nationals. The Maltese Government
would appreciate a relaxation of these restrictions in respect of Libyans wishing
t o spend their holidays in Malta. On the other hand Malta is prepared to examine ways and means of CO-operatingwith the Libyan authorities in connection
with security measures.
13. Malta is also currently negotiating with the Tunisian authorities the
establishment of a ferry service between the two countries. The Maltese Government will be grateful t o know whether Libya is interested in a joint venture to
enabie the ferry service to link Tunis, Tripoli and Malta.
14. The Maltese Governrnent also notes that plans and feasibility studies for
the building of a hotel in Malta, catering mainly for Libyan tastes, have been
submitted t o the pertinent Libyan authorities some months back. It is undertood that if the necessary exchange control permission was forthcoming Libyan entrepreneurs would be prepared to set up a joint venture with a Maltese
hotel operator.
Training

15. The Maltese Government is prepared to offer the following training
facilities :
(a) attachment with the Malta Drydocks Corporation for training Libyan
personnel in ship repairing, engineering, electrical and other industrial skills up
to recognized trade levels ;
(b) attachment of Libyan personnel to the Malta Flight Information Centre
for training of controllers and HF/ RD communicators on the basis of one man
per watch for three months. Over a nine-month period 12 controtlers and 12
cornrnunicators can be trained ; and
(c) training in the various management and technical ski1ls required to run a
television studio in a "Television School" which is k i n g set up in Malta by the
Frederick Ebert Foundation.
Malta can also :
(a) provide senices, including trained man-power, to run, maintain and service power stations, sub-stations, pumping stations, oil installations and other
similar industrial units in Libya; and
(b) send technical experts to Libya 10 train Libyan personnel in the use of a
printing press. Until such time as the Libyan personnel are fully trained
contracts can be executed by St Paul's Press which is owned by the Government
through the Malta Development Corporation. In the long run it will be important for Malta and Libya t o corne to an understanding whereby contracts in the
Arab language are printed in Libya whilst contracts in European languages are
printed in Malta. In this way fruitful CO-operationcan be established.
Labour Condirions of Malrese Working in Libya
16. Following discussions between the Maltese and the Libyan delegation in
Tripoli last March and the expected movement of Maltese workers in Libya it is
being proposed that a Labour Agreement be signed by the two countries. Such
agreement wouId incorporate among other things provisions regarding Social

'
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Security and Double Taxation ~ e l i e f .It would also follow broadly the sarne
lines of a similar agreement entered into between Libya and Tunisia. Regarding
Social Security it is proposed that a Special lnsurance Fund for Maltese workers be set up by the Libyan authorities and Maltese workers and their
employers would be required t o pay 'into this Fund contributions a l the same
rates payable under the Libyan Law.
17. The Libyan authorities would pay out of this Fund :
(a) Sickness Benefit ;
(b) Injury Benefit ; and
(c) for Medical Care both in the eyent or ordinary sickness as well as injury
arising out of an occupational accident.

/

I

18. The Libyan authorities would ,inform Malta either regarding individual
cases o r of the state of the Fund as a,whole periodically. Any surplus would be
sent t o Matta and any deficit would be made good by Malta.
19. The possibility may also be donsidered of entering into a Reciprocity
Agreement on the pattern of International Agreements of this nature.
20. Regarding Double Taxafionit is proposed that a Double Taxation Relief
Agreement be negotiated between Libya and Malta.
21. This could take the form of si9ilar recognized International Agreements
or a ciause could be inserted in the proposed Labour Agreement with the aim
that the two Governments would give Double Taxation Relief to each other's
nationals that is, each country would undertake to exempt from Incorne Tax
any income accruing to Nationals of the other country from sources within the
former country.
I
22. In the case of Malta this could be achieved by the use of the Minister's
powers under Subsection 2 of Section18 of the Malta Income Tax Act.

l

23. The Maltese Government is stiil short of funds and requires assistance t o
enable it to irnplement those infrastlctural projects considered to be important
for Malta's development. For this purpose the Maltese Government requests a
soft loan on the pattern of the loan recently negotiated with China. Such a loan
would be an interest-free loan with a moratorium for ten years and subsequently
repayable by equal instalments over, a further period of ten years with cornmodity exports t o Libya. Some of the projects which Libya might wish to sponsor are the following:

11

(a) Irrigation
24. The Maltese farrner is at a big disadvantage due to the fact that only 5 per
cent of agricultural land is irrigated. IFacilities for water storage and irrigation
equiprnent are costly and beyond theimeans of the average Maltese farmer. The
Government is therefore ernbarking o,n a project to provide irrigation t o a larger
number of farms. Projects awaiting implementation include the construction of
reservoirs to collect run-off water dunng the storm period (Septemberjoctober)
and the construction of waler towersiinto which water from existing large welts
can be pumped and subsequently used for irrigation.
(b) Civil abbotoir
25. The Government has been postponing the building of a new civil abbatoir
due to lack of funds. The present abtiatoir is old, lacks equipment and is totally
unhygienic. Plans have been drawnl up by international consultants and the
Government has asked a Dutch expert to check the plans and suggest economies. This Scheme is worth f l millio?.
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(c) National oirline

26. Plans are far advanced to set up a Maltcse National Airline. Only thus
can Government ensure that Malta wil1 be adequately linked by air to various
tourist centres. The Government looks upon such an airline not as an instrument of profit but as a means of expanding its tourist traffic and air freight.
The new airline rnust have at its disposal modern jet aeroplancs comparable
to the carriers which BEA and Alitalia are operating at the moment (Tridents,
Caravelles and DC9). The initial capital for this airline is estimated to be about
f 1 million.
(d) Belt is-Sebh
27. The Maltese Government is building a ncw administrative town in Floriana known as "Belt is-Sebh". The complex will include the construction of
Government offices, entertainment facilities and a super-market. The site
requires land-scaping, roads, and the construction of watcr rescrvoirs. This project is anticipated to cost about f 1 million.
28. It is the Malta Government's intention that a plot be rtstrved t o enable
the Libyan Government to conslruct its Embassy in this new administrative
town.
(e) Telecommunications
29. It is known that Libya is planning to lay a telecommunications cable t o
Syria and Europe. During the course of high level discussions held in Libya it
was agreed that this cable be extended to Malta through Sicily. It will be
appreciated if the Libyan delegation can indicate their plans. The Italian authorities have already been approached and have agreed to this arrangement. It is
also understood that arrangements are being made to lay a Submanne Cable
between Tripoli and Marseilles. If the Libyan authorities could confirm this it
would be appreciated if they furnish more information to the Maltese Government with a view to considering the possibility of rnaking such a submanne link
via Malta.
(f) Maltaflighi i&rmaiion region
30. Under the air navigation plan for the Afncan-Indian Ocean region of
I C A 0 set up under the Chicago Convention, 1944, Malta is responsible for the
Flight Information Centre based on the Island. This centre provides air traffic
control. meteorological information and other services in an area which is defined to include the territory and territorial waters of the Libyan Arab Republic.
31. The Government of the Libyan Arab Republic has decided to assume
responsibility for the provision of air traffic services in the air space above the
territorial limits of the Libyan Arab Republic and furthermore expressed the
opinion that it would be expedient for the Libyan FIR to encompass the whole
of the present Malta FIR.
32. The Maltese Government does not agree with this vicw and holds that the
Libyan FIR should only encompass Libyan sovercign territory. This matter was
discussed a t a high lcvel meeting which took place in Tripoli on the 22nd April
1972 at which Malta's contention was acceptcd.
33. In spite of this decision the Libyan Civil Aviation authorities are still
contending that the Libyan FIR should encompass the whole of the present
Malta FIR and the matter was discussed with the Administrative Sccretary in
Malta on the 10th May 1972.
34. 11 is important for Malta that Libyan Civil Aviation authorities enter into
an agreement which honours the decisions which were taken in Tripoli at the
meeting of the 22nd April.
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I

35. The Maltese Government is dware that discussions are in progress between Tunisia and Libya to establish rnedian line. Malta has an interest in this
and wishes to participate in these discussions so that talks can be concluded on
a tripartite basis.
36. Malta has already obtained expert assistance and median lines have been
drawn in accordancc with Article 6 of the UN Conference on the Law of the
Sea, Convention on the Continental Shelf and Contiguous Zones of April 1958
(Art. 12) and the Convention on the Continental Shelf of the same month (Art.
6). This work may be of assistance \O both the Libyan and Tunisian Governrnents. The Maltese Government suggests that discussions on the mcdian line be
held in Malta.

1

I

(
(h) Agriculture
i
37. The Maltese Govemment appreciates the gesture made by the Libyan
Govemment in donatina citrus trees to Malta. It is to be ~ o i n t e dout that the
needs of Malta in the s&tor of tree planting are such that i n y future donations
which the Libyan authonties may be lin a position to make would be gratefully
accepted.
i
38, 1t is noted that both Malta and Libya are paying high prices for cereals
destined for animal fodder. It is undfrstood that Libya has the necessary land
and the necessary agricultural machinery and equiprnent. Libya is therefore in a
position to aiienate some land to this, type of cereal production. It is suggested
that Malta could supply the necessary, labour for growing such cereais in Libya.
Arrangements can be made for the produce to be shared between the two countries on an equitable basis. If this ;Scheme commends itself to the Libyan
Govemment feasibility studies can be drawn up.
39. It is the aim of the MaItese Government to become as independent as possible of the international market of re9ned sugar. T o this end the Libyan authorities are invited to study together with the Malta DeveIopment Corporation the
possibility of setting up in Malta a sugar refinery as a joint venture to cater for
the needs of both countries.
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MALTESEDRAFT
AGREEMENT
SUBM~TTED
ON 12 JULY1972
[See Mernorial of Malta. Annex 4,

infra]
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Annex 39
I

[Arobic lexr rial reproduced]

I
Agreement between the ~ o v c r n r n r n )of the Libyan Arab Republic and the
Government of Malta relating to the delimitation of the continental shelf between the two countries.
The Government of the Libyan !
rab
Republic and the Government of
Malta; consolidating the existing re!ations of their sincere friendship and
realising the goals of their active role in the Mediterranean sea, starting with the
aims and the custornary rules of the in,ternational law concerning the establishment of sea boundary between the respective parts of their continental shelf,
Have agreed as follows :

1

(a) The dividing line between the p q s of the continental shelf which apper-

tains to the Libyan Arab Republic and that appertains to Malta shall be defined
by the great circles joining the points which their CO-ordinatesare given below :

m
Point No.

(1)

Longitude

13495

1

(2) 11
(3) 111
(4) IV
(5)
(6)

13555
14005
14 100
14 124
14 178
14250
14300

v

VI

(7) VI1

(8) VI11
(9) IX

14 39 5

(10) x
( I l ) XI
(12) XII

14460
14 53 8
14535

(b) The dividing line h a been drawn )n the c h a n annered to this agreement.

I
Subsequent changes in the conformation or charting of the coastline or
baselines of Malta or the Libyan Arab ,Republic due to natural o r other causes
shall no1 alter the dividing line.

i
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Article (3)

In case that a single petroleum field extends across the boundary of the dividing line, then the contracting parties shall consult with a view to reaching
agreement upon a plan for the exploitation of the field in question.
Article (4)

Should any dispute arise concerning the position of any installation or other
device in relation t o the dividing line, the contracting parties shall in consultation determine on which side the installation or other dcvice is situated.

Article (5)
This agreement shall become effective on the date of exchange of instruments
of ratification.
Done at
in two original
copies in Arabic and English languages, bath copies being equally Authentic.
For the Government of the
Libyan Arab Republic

For the Governrnent
of Malta

.?nnex 40
i

DRAFTMALTESEMINUTESOF A MEETINGHELD ON 23 AND 24 APRIL 1973

MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD 2 3 R 4 AND 24TH APRIL 1973. AT THE MINISTRY OF
COMMONWEALTH AND FOREIGN AFFAIRS, VALLElTA
I
DELIM~TATION
OF THE DIVIDING
LINE BETWEENMALTAAND THE LIBYAN
ARAB
REPUBLIC
Libyon Delegation :
Mr. Muftah Mohammed Unis, M$istry of Planning,
Mr. Ahmed Khalil Garta, Ministry of Housing,
Mr. Nuri Mustafa El Gritti, Ministry of Petroleum,
Mr. Abdellah Ahmed Kharbach, Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
Mr. Mohammed Hmcda Matri, Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

l

Maltese Delegation :
Mr. M. Abela, secret&, MOFA, 1
Mr. T. A. D. N. Hillyerd, UN Adviser,
Mr. C. Twardovski, UN Adviser,
Mr. L. Dedone, Assistant Secretary, Ministry of Development,
Mr. H. F. Naudi, MOFA.

1

I

The Libyan Arab delegation submitted a draft agreement in five articles in
which the CO-ordinatesof the dividirig line betwcen Malta and the Libyan Arab
Republic were given.
The Libyan Arab Rcpublic debgi;ioion stated that in determining the dividing
line, the respective length of the popion of the coastline of the LAR which is
facing Malta had only been taken int? considcration.
This portion of LA shore line w?s defined as extending from the Tunisian
border to east of Misrata. The distances between the two coastlines (Malta and
that the two shorelines bear to each
LAR) was divided in the same
other.
In justifying this method the LAR belegation stated:
I
(1) The equidistance principle is not equitable in this case, at the same time it is
not the only method applicable. 1
(2) The equidistance principle was .und not to be fair in the North Sea case
and Fernando Poo Island therefore it was not applied.
in repiying t o the example stated by the Maltese delegation concerniog the
detcnnination of the dividing line ~ b ythe equidistance method between the
Island of Malta and Sicily the Libyan delegation stated that in this specific case
both methods will give almost the sarne results, because of the fact that the
portion of the coastiine of Sicily 1s1anh is nearly equal to the length of the Maltese
Coast facing Sicily.
Article 6 of the Geneva Convention of 1958 ernphasired that the boundary of

I
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the continental shelf appertaining to States shall be determined by agreement
between thern, and in the absence of agreement and unless another boundary is
justified by spccial circumstances the boundary is the rnedian line. This makes it
very clear that the equidistance principle is only one method to determine the
dividing line and it is not obligalory to any State.
The Maltese delegation stated that the principles enunciated by the Libyan
Arab delegation are new oncs which have no international precedents. The case
of Gerrnany was one of adjacant States and thereiore not comparable to the
situation of Marta and Libya which are two States facing each other. Fernando
Poo, like the ltalian islands of Linosa and Lampedusa, are island dependencies
of metropolitan areas situated on the continental shelf of another State. Malta
is an island State and can claim the sarne breadth of maritime junsdiction as
coastal States situated on the mainland of a continent. The equidistance principle has been adopted in the North Sea for the drawing-up of the median line
between Britain and Norway. In the Mediterranean between Italy and Malta, in
the Arabian Gulf between Bahrain and Saudi Arabia. Indeed, in similar situations
the principle of equidistance has always prevailed. It was pointed out to the
Libyan Arab delegation that the equidistance principle gave a much larger acreage to the State with the longer coastline than to the State with the shorter one.
This principle ensures an equitable distribution of the continental shelf.
The Maltese deiegation stated that they could not accept the principles enunciated by the Libyan Arab delegation that their position had been made clear in
the minutes and draft agreement submitted to the Libyan side in July 1972, and
they could only usefully discuss the issue on that basis. The Maitese delegation
further stated that the equidistance principle was founded on legal international
practice. The Libyan side were not prepared to carry on the discussion on the
basis on the equidistance principle.
Both delegations agreed to report to their respective authorities.

MESSAGE DATED 23 APRIL 1973 FROM THE HONORABLE
DOM MINTOFF TO COLONEL GHADAFFI

Regret delegation sent by the ~ i b ~ l aArab
n Republic to discuss median line
between the two States have suggestekl as the underlying principle for the division of the continental shelf an inequitable yardstick completely unacceptable to
the Government of Maita and not yet adopted between two sovereign territories
anywhere else in the world.
Regret aiso that notwithstanding al1 my efforts it has not been possible for me
to obtain a definite assurance of time and day on which 1 could meet you personally to discuss a finalization of this and other urgent matters and also an identification of OUT common interests before my impending visit to Italy, France,
Belgium and Great Britain where meetings wiIl be held with top responsible
Ministers. 1 hope that you will be in /a position to ask your Prime Minister to
come and visit us within the next two or three days before my departure.
Meantime it is now impossible for us to evade the commitments we have
made with international oil companies and tenders are being called for with a
provisional median line identical with the one which was submitted to your
Govemment over a year ago.

M*LEsE NoTlCr

m. 41 oF 1973

[See Mernorial of Malta, Annex 2, infra]
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MESSAGEFROM PRIMEMINISTERMINTOFFDATED25 MARCH
1974
MESSAGE DATED 25 MARCH 1974 FROM THE HONOURABLE
DOM MINTOFF TO COLONEL GHADAFFI

On February 27th, 1974, the Embassy in Malta of the Libyan Arab Republic
by letter-minute No. 51 141110 confirmed in writing the decisions which were
reached between Your Excellency and myself at our meeting in Tripoli on
February 16th, 1974.
Soon after my return from hospital-on
March 12th- 1974-a Maltese
mission headed by Mr. Joe Camilleri, Secretary to the Maltese Cabinet, arrived
in Tripoli to urge for an early irnplemcntation of the agreement reached by us.
It waç not possible for Mr. Joe Camilleri to meet Your Excellency personally but a merno was forwarded to Your Excellency through your Foreign
Office.
My colleagues and 1 understand how full your hands have been with very
important State matters in the past weeks but we are sure that you will not be
offended if we ask Your Excellency to tell us whether it is still intended for one
of the Libyan Ministers to corne to Malta. As Your Excellency knows the
Libyan suggestion was for the Minister of Communications to amve during the
first week in March.
Meantime for lack of a final decision, the previous difficulties are becoming
more complicated. For instance, we have been informed by Mr. Fitury of the
Brega Petroleum Marketing Company that no more oil will be supplied to
Malta on the present credit basis and that his authority has been limited to
provide only one load of crude oil and no more. Similar complications are
arising with the definition of the median line, the Shipbuilding Project and financial losses incurred by Sea Malta (a Maltese-Libyan venture) owing to hopeless bureaucratic misunderstandings. About this latter point 1 am forwarding a
separate memorandum.
If Your Excellency feels that it is better to send again a Maltese delegation to
the Libyan Arab Republic I wiil of course act accordingly.
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Annex 44

COMPROMIS OF ARBITRATION BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE LIBYAN ARAB
REPUBLlC AND THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF MALTA REGARDlNG THE
DELIMITATION O F THE CONTlNENTAL SHELF IN THE MEDITERRANEAN SEA

The Government of the Libyan Arab Republic and the Government of the
Republic of MaIta,
Considering that the sea-bed and çubsoil in the Mediterranean Sea between
Libya and Malta forms a continental shelf over which the two States under
international Iaw exercise sovereign nghts for the purpose of exploring it and
exploiting its natural resourccs ;
Conridering that for the purpose of exercising thesc sovereign rights it is desirable to lay down the exact boundary of the continental shelf between the two
countnes ;
Considering that as a result of negotiations betwcen the Parties some differences of opinion have becorne apparent in regard to the rules and principles to
be appiied in laying down such a boundary ;
Considering the close and fricndIy relations existing between the two Nations
and lheir Governments;
Intending to settle the differcnces which have thus arisen in the spirit of the
friendly and good neighbourly relations existing between them ;
Bearing in mind that for the purpose of settling differences between the two
States which cannot be solved by mtans of diplornatic negotiations, judicial settlemcnt is best in harmony with the basic pnnciples of international law and the
Charter of the United Nations to which the Parties firmly adhere;
Bearing in mind that Libya and Malta are both Members of the United
Nations and as such parties to the Statute of the International Court of Justice,
but aiso bearing in mind that under Article 95 of the Charter of the United
Nations member States may subrnit their differences to tribunals other than the
International Court of Justice ;
Have decided to submit the differences that have ariscn to an Arbitral Tnbuna1 and for this purpose have agreed as follows :
Article I

(1) The Tribunal is requested to decide the following Question :
"What is the dividing line between that part of the Continental Shelf
which appertains to the Libyan Arab Republic and that part which appertains to Malta?"
(2) The Tribunal shall mach its conclusions in accordance with the mles and
pnnciplcs of international law.
(3) The f n b u n a l is not called upon to decide in the matter ex aequo et bono.
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Article 2
(1) Each of the Parties shall within 14 days aftet the entering into force of the
present agreement designate one member of the Tribunal and inform the other
Party thereof. The two members shall thereafter jointly designate a third member, which shail serve as the President of the Tribunal.
(2) If the two members appointed by the Parties cannot agree upon the designation of the third mcrnber of the Tribunal within 30 days after the entry into
force of the present agreement, the designation will be made by the President of
the International Court of Justice at The Hague at the request of either of the
Parties.
(3) The members of the Tribunal shall al1 be of nationalities different from
that of the Parties, and shall be lawyers having recognized cornpetence in the
field of international law.

Article 3
Each of the Parties shall within one month of the date of the entering into
force of the present Agreement appoint an Agent or Agents who shall be
responsible for its part of the proceedings, Each Party shall communicate the
name and address of its respective Agent or Agents to the other Party and the
members of the Tribunal.

Article 4
(1) In order to carry out the duties confcrred on it by this Compromis the
Tribunal shall meet in its first session within 30 days after the designation of the
third rnember.
(2) The Tribunal shall initially establish its own rules of procedure, subject to
the provisions of this Compromis, and may engage such technical, secretarial
and clerical staff and obtain such services and equipment as may be necessary
after consultation with the Agents.

Article 5
(1) The proceedings shall consist of written pleadings and oral hearings.
(2) The written pleadings shall be limited, unless the Tribunal othenvise
directs, to the following documents :
(a) Mernorials which shall be submitted by the Government of each Party
to the Tribunal and to the other Party within forty-five (45) days after
the date of the first meeting of the Tribunal, as providcd in Article
4 (1);
(bl Replies which shall be submitted by the Government of each Party to

the Tribunal and to the other Party within thirty (30) days after the
date of submission of the respective memorials.

(3) The oral hearings shall be held in Geneva, Switzerland, at a time and
place to be fixed by the President of the Tribunal after consultation with the
Parties, but to commence not earlier than sixty (60) days after the submission of
the respective replies.
Article 6
(1) The Tribunal shall render its decision as srion as practical after the
conclusion of the oral hearings.
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(2) The decision of the Tribunai may be adopted by a majority vote of the
members. The decision shall contain a statement of reasons, and shall inctude
the dissenting opinion, if any, of any rnember of the Tribunal.
(3) A signed copy of the decision shall be immediately transmitted to the two
Parties.
Arricle 7

(1) All proceedings in connection with this arbitration shall be private, and
the record of the proceedings shall not be made public except by agreement of
the Parties.
(2) The decision of the Tribunal shall be made public, at a date t o be agreed
upon by the Parties.
Article 8

Any dispute between the Parties as t o the interpretation of the decision shall,
at the request of either Party, and within four weeks after the rendering of the
decision, be referred t o the Tribunal for clarification.
Article 9

(1) The expense of the Tribunat shali be borne equally by the two Parties. T o
this end the Tribunal shall render a final account stating the total amount of its
expenses.
(2) Each Party shall bear its own expenses.
Article 10

The Parties shall give efîect to the decision of the Tribunal by concluding a n
agreement on the delimitation of the continental shelf areas appertaining to each
Party according t o that decision. The Parties shall proceed to the conclusion of
such an agreement immediately upon the expiry of the time-limit set forth in
Article 8, or immediately upon the rendering of any.clarification by the Tribunal
as provided for therein.
Article I I

The present agreement shall enter into force on the day of signature thereof,
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1966
(ACT NO. xxxv OF 19661

CONïINEKTAL SHELF ACT,

The ConfinerîtalShelf(Designari0n of Area) Order, 1974
Date of commencement: 15th October, 1974
In exercise of the powers conferred upon him by section 3 of the Continental
Shelf Act, 1966, the Prime Minister has made the following ordcr:
1. This order may be cited as the Continental Shelf (Dcsignation of Area)
Order, 1974.
2. The area described in the Schedule hereto is by this Order designated as an
area within which the rights mentioned in subsection (1) of section 3 of the
Continental Shelf Act, 1966, are exercisable.

Schedule
The area bounded by lines joining the CO-ordinates (which are expressed in
degrees, minutes and tenths of a minute) set out hereunder. Thc aforesaid coordinates are :
(a) D
35'06' 7 N
14' 50' 5 E
H 35' 06'7 N
15'33'5 E
K 34'43'4 N
15'33'5 E
E 34'43'4 N
14'50'5 E
(b) U

X
W
V

34'43'4N
15'03'3 E
34' 43'4 N
15'23'3 E
34' 27' 2 N
15'23'3 E
34' 27'2 N
15'03'3 E
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LETTERFROM ESSO STANDARD
LIBYADATED29 SEITEMBER1974
National Oil Corporation
Tripoli
Libyan Arab Republic.

'

This letter of Agreement shall be an integral part of the Exploration and
Production Sharing Agreement (the "Agreement'? datcd 13 Ramadan, 1394,
corresponding to 29 September 1974, between the National Oil Corporation, as
First Party, and Esso Standard Libya Inc., as Second Party, and will evidcnce
our further agreement with reference to the areas subject thereto, as follows :
1. Until such time as there has been a demarcation of the offshore area subject to the jurisdiction of the Libyan Arab Republic from the offshore area
subject to the jurisdiction of Malta, by mutual agreement between the two countries or by their mutual concurrence with a binding international convention, or
by any other binding determination as shown by satisfactory documentary evidence, Second Party will not be obligated to commence Petroleum Operations
either in those portions of the Offshore Contract Area or in those portions of
the Area subject to the deep water commitment specified in Article 14, of the
Agreement which lie in waters north of latitude 34' 10'00" north.
If, within three years from the Effective Date of the Agreement, the offshore
boundary between the Libyan Arab Republic and Malta has been resolved as
provided in paragraph 1 above and a portion of the Offshore Contract Area lies
outside the jurisdiction of the Libyan Arab Republic, then Second Party's
exploration commitment of forty million ($40,000,000) US dollars as to the
Offshore Contract Area as provided in Article 4.3 of the Agreement shall be
reduced, The reduction shall be in the proportion of the Offshore Contract Area
in water depths not exceeding 500 metres.detennined to be outside the jurisdiction of Libya bears to the total area within the Offshore Contract Area in water
depths not exceeding 500 metres. In addition, the portion of the Offshore
Contract Area deterrnined to be outside the jurisdiction of Libya shall not thereafter be subject to the Agreement.

(4 If at the expiration of three years from the Effective Date of the Agreement, the demarcation of the boundary as mentioned in paragraph 1 above,
has not been resolved as provided therein, First Party shall furnish Second
Party an official map showing the offshore area in question between the
two Govemments, and the extent to which the Offshore Contract Area lies
within such area in question. For any portion of the Offshore Contract
Area lying within such area, Second Party's exploration commitment of
forîy million ($40,000,000) US dollars shail be reduced in the same manner
as provided for in paragraph 2 as if the portion of the Offshore Conlract
Area lying within the area in question is outside the jurisdiction of the
Libyan Government. If First Party does not furnish such a map, the Parties
shail enter into an agreement within six (6) months after the expiration
of the three-year period as to the demarcation beyond which Petroleum
Operations will not be conducted in the Offshore Contract Area and Se-
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cond Party's forty million (a40,000,000)dollars exploration cornmitment
shall be proportionatcly reduccd as provided above in paragraph 2.
@) If Second Party's exploration commitment is reduced as provided in
subparagraph (a) above, but the boundary line between Libya and Malta
is resolved as provided in paragraph 1 within the period between
three years and six months from the Effective Date of the Agreement:
(i) the description of the Offshore Contract Area shall, if necessary, be
amended accordingly ; (ii) Second Party's exploration commitment shall, if
neccssary, be proportionately adjusted; and (iii) the time available to
complcte the remaining amount of the expioration commitment as to the
Offshore Contract Area shall be extended for a period of three years from
the date on which satisfactory evidcnce of establishment of the boundary
line is furnished. Provided, however, that if such cvidence has not been
furnished by the end of the six-year period described in Article 4 of the
Agreement, Second Party's obligation as to the remaining amount of such
commitmcnt shall thereupon terminate.
In the event that any portion of the area subject to the deep water commitment specified in Article 14 of the Agreement is determined to lie outside the
jurisdiction of Libya, such portion of the deep water commitment s h d not thereafter be subject to the Agreement; however, Second Party's deep water commitment shall not be proportionatcly reduced as in the case of the Offshore
Contract Area.
If you are in agreement with the above, please so indicate by your signature
below.
ESSO STANDARD LIBYA INC.

By : (Signed) [Illegible.]
NATIONAL OlL CORPORATION

By : (Signed) [IIlegible.)
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Annex 47

LIBYANNOTE VERBALEDATED
30 JUNE 1974
[Arabic text not reproduced]

(Unofficial Translation)
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS A N D
TECHNICAL CWPERATION
SECTION OF PETROLEUM AFFAIRS

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs presents its best compliments to the Embassy
of Malta, and has the honour to inform it that it has come to the knowledge of
the Ministry that the esteemed Government of Malta had granted the Texaco
Oil Company the right to prospect for oil in the area south of Malta. The
Government of the Libyan Arab Republic wishes to record its reservation with
the Government of Malta as regards this action.
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs avails itseif of this opportunity to express
once again to the Embassy of Malta its highest appreciation and respect.
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[Arabic text not reproduced]
{Unofjcial Tramlarion)
NOTE VERBALE DATED 14 JULY 1 9 7 4 FROM THE LIBYAN MINISTRY OF
FOREIGN AFFAIRS TO THE EMBASSY OF MALTA 1N TRIPOLI

The Ministry has the honour to inform that the competcnt Authorities in the
Libyan Arab Rcpublic have corne to know that the Governmcnt of Maita has
signed an agreement with TEXACO on 31 May 1974, according to which the
Company has been granted the concession for oil exploration on the sea-bed
south of Malta.
The Times of Molto has published on 1 July 1974 a warning to ships and
fishing boats to stay away from the ship which wiIl be carrying out seismographic survey for the next two months at the distance of 40 miles south of Malta
between the meridians of latitude 34' 26' to the south and 35' 06' to the north
and the meridians of longitude 14' 50' to the west and 15' 32' to the east.
And since both the agreement and the survey mentioned above fa11 within a
part of sea-bed arca wtiich is subject to ntgotiations betwttn the two countries
with the view to dctermine what appertains to cach country, the Ministry, therefore would like to know how accurate is the news and will be grateful if the
Embassy exerts its good offices with the competent Maltese authonties for
appropriate details in this respect.
The Ministry of the Libyan Arab Republic avails itself of this opportunity to
express to the Embassy of Malta the assurance of its highcst consideration and
respect.

Amex 49
MAP SHOWINC
THE AREA OF SEISMIC
SURVEY
OF MALTA: 1974

[Nor reproduced]
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Anntx 50

[Arabic text nor reproduced]

DEPARTMENT OF INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND TECHNICAL
CMPERATION
SECTION OF PETROLEUM AFFAIRS
'

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs presents its best compliments to the csteemcd

Embassy of the Republic of Malta and has the honour to refer to the note of
this Ministry, No. MT13/4988dated 30 June 1974 concerning the granting by
the Maltcsc Government of the right t o prospect for oil south of Malta to the
Texaco Oil Company.
The Ministry wishcs to request the Embassy of the Republic of Malta to
supply it with a charî showing the area in which prospccting for oil is to take
place.
.
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs avails itself of this occasion to express again
to the esteemed Embassy ils highcst regard and respect.
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The Embassy of Maita presents its compliments to the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of the Libyan Arab Republic and has the honour to acknowlcdge receipt
of its Note Verbale, Ref. MT 1315310, dated 17th July 1974 (26th Jumada atThani, 1 394).
The contents of the Note Verbale are being referred to the appropriate authorities in Malta for the necessary action. Tt may be noted at the same time that
the contents of Note Verbale MT 13, dated 30th June 1974 (9 Jumada at-Thani
1394) werc conveyed to the appropriate authorities in Malta, as requested,
without any delay.
The Embassy of Malta avails itsclf of this opportunity to renew to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs the assurance of its highest consideration.
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Tripoli
Libyan Arab Republic.
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Annex 52
MALTESENOTE VERBALE
DATED
25 JULY 1974
(Unofficial Translation)
NOTE VERBALE SENT BY T H E EMBASSY OF MALTA IN TRIPOLI TO THE MINlSTRY
OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS OFTHE LIBYAN ARAB REPUBLIC ON THE 25th JULY 1974

The Embassy of Malta presents its compliments to the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of the Libyan Arab Republic and has the honour to acknowltdge receipt
of its Note Verbale, reference 1151912593, dated 14th July 1974 (2316194).
The contents of the Note Verbale are being referred to the appropriatt authorities in Malta for the appropriate procedures.
The Embassy of Malta avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the respected Ministry of Foreign Affairs its highest consideration and respect.
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' The Embassy of Malta presents its compliments to the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of the Libyan Arab Republic and, in replying to the Ministry's Note
Verbale of the 14th July 1,974 has the honour to state as follows:
The Government of Maita will always wclcorne any approach made by
the friendly Embassy of the Libyan Arab Republic in Maita for information about any subject. A Seismic boat has k e n opcrating at a distance of
40 miles south of Malta between latitude 34 degrees 26 minutes south, 35
degrees 06 minutes north, and longitude 14 degrees 50 minutes West and 15
degrees 32 minutes east. The area in question falls within the continental
shelf of Malta. It is also north of the equidistance line separating the submarine areas of Malta and Libya. Therefore any activities relating to the
exploration and exploitation of minerals and oil in this region are exclusively a matter for Malta's domestic jurisdiction. This is aiso why
the Government of Malta cannot accept the rescrvation made by the Government of Libya on the 30th June 1974, with regards to the granting by
the Government of Malla of the rights to Tcxaco Malta Inc. for oil
exploration.
In this connection the Embassy of Malta in answer to the Note Verbaie
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Libyan Arab Republic of the 17th
July 1974, has the honour to attach a copy of iegal N ~ t i c e41 of 1973
issued as a supplemcnt to the Malta Governmeni Gazette of the 24th April
1973, in which the CO-ordinatesof the areas requested are stated. The relevant map is also attachcd.
Whilst on this subject the opportunity is being grasped to record the fact
that the Government of Malta cannot accept or recognize the contention
that the Gulf of Sirte, south of a line drawn dong latitude 32 degrees
30 minutes north is a part of Libyan ttmtory or falls under Libyan
sovereignty. The Govemment of Malta continues t o regard as the baselines
for the delimitation of Libyan territorial waters and continental shelf the
internationally recognized baselines as applicable prior to October 1973.
Accordingly, the Government of Malta mus1 reserve al1 its rights as well as
those of its nationals and licensees in the area.

The Embassy of Maita avails itself of this opportunity to renew tu the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Libyan Arab Republic the assurance of its highest
consideration.
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
of the Libyan Arab Republic
Tripoli.

.
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Please refcr to your letter dated 13th November, 1974, requesting a Wireless
Telegraphy licence for radio equipment at T. C. Smith, 12 St. Christopher
Street, Vallctta, to communicate with the M / V Petrol.
Please note that areas north of the foIlowing CO-ordinates constitute the continental shelf of Malta over which the Govemrnent of Malta has sovereign rights :
(a)
34' 27'0 N
13'27'4 E
(3) 34' 20' 3 N
13' 54' 3 E
(c)
34'17'2N
14'06'3 E
(d) 34' 16' 2 N
14' 16'2 E
(e)
34'14'0N
14'39'8 E
# 34'12'3N
15'02'5 E
(g) 34'11'0N
15' 25' O 'E
fi) 34'12'8N
15'43'0 E
(i)
34'14'8 N
16'00'0 B
)
34'19'3 N
16'37'5 E '
34' 23' 5 N
17' 16'0 E
(1)
34' 27'2 N
17'46'2 E
(m) 34' 48'0 N
18'04'6 E
The Government of Malta requests a categoric assurance from your Company
that no seismic lines have been shot in any part of the above area.

(Signed) M. ABEW
Secretary.
Messrs. Seismograph Service (Marine) Ltd.,

clo Messrs. T. C. Smith
12 St. Christopher Street
Valletta.
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[Arabie rexr no! reproduced]
LlBYAN ARAB REPUBLIC
MlNISTRY OF PETROLEUM

The Government of the Libyan Arab Republic has leamt that your Company
is carrying out exploration activities aiming at the extraction of oil in off-shore
areas in the Mediterranean, the locations of which art descnbtd by the coordinates shown in the attached data. The said areas constitutc a Continental
Shelf upon which the Libyan Arab Republic maintains full sovereignty.
Accordingly, the Govemment of the Libyan Arab Republic hereby demands a
îïm assurance from your Company confirming that no such exploration or
drilling activities are being canied out within the said areas. Your performance
of such activities without obtaining a prior permit or authority from the Libyan
Arab Republic shaH be considered an infringement upon its rights, thus justifying
the adoption of any measures deemed necessary to safeguard Our legitimate
rights.
{Signed) M. M. ZREGH,
Undersecretary,
Ministry of Petroleum,
Encl. : Detailed data on the locations referrcd to in this letter.

AQUITAINE
Area compriscd between points :
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ELF-ERAP
Area comprised betwecn points :

HISPANOlL
Area comprised between points :

WINTERSHALL
Area comprised between points :
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TEX AC0
(1) Area comprised between points :
34' 54' latitude
14' 49' longitude

(2) Area comprised between points :

(3) Area cornpnsed between points :
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.TOC OIL EXPLORATION CO. INC.

(1) Area comprised between points :

(2) Area comprised between points

(3) Area comprised between points :
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CITIES SERVICE
Area comprised between points :
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Annex 56
MALTESELETTERDATED
17 JUNE1975
[See Mernorial of Malra,

Annex 9, infra]
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Annex 57
LEITER FROM TOTALDATED3 1 JULY 1975
(Transcription)
Monsieur ABELA,
Chairman Oil Committee,
Ministry of Commonwealth and
Foreign Affairs,
Palazzo Parisic,
Merchants Street,
VALLEITA (Mdta)

La CFP vient de nous transmettre vos lettres du 17 juin et 17 juillet 1975
par lesquelles vous nous informez que la République de Malte revendique des
droits souverains sur une partie du plateau continental méditerranéen situé au
nord d'une ligne définie par les coordonnées que vous indiquez dans votre lettre
du 17 juin.
En rkponse, nous avons l'honneur de vous informer que nous sommes titulaires d'un contrat dit <cpetroltum exploration and production shanng
contract » conclu le 13 octobre 1974 avec la National Oil Corporation libyenne
dûment habilitée, i
lcet effet, par une loi libyenne du 23 septembre 1974, et que
ce contrat a étC ratifié par une loi promulguée par le Conseil de la Révolution de
la Rkpublique arabe libyenne [le] 13 novembre 1974.
Ce contrat prévoit notamment que notre Compagnie doit agir en tant qu'opérateur pour le compte de la NOC sur une partie du plateau continental méditerranéen dont une portion peut effectivement chevaucher avec les zones déBrnitées dans votre lettre du 17 juin. Le probléme que vous soulevez reléve donc de
la détermination des limites géographiques de l'exercice par la République de
Malte et la République arabe libyenne de leurs droits souverains sur ce
plateau.
En conséquence, nous transmettons votre correspondance à la NOC ainsi
qu'aux autorités libyennes.
Le Président-Directeur géntral,
(Signé) F. CASTELLANI.
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Annex 58

Thank you for your letter of the 3 1st July, 1975.
1 repeat that the position of the continental shelf delimited in my letter of the
17th June, constitutes a continental sheif upon which the Republic of Malta
maintains full sovereign rights and any exploration or drilling activities therein
without a licence issued to you by the Government of the Republic of Malta,
constitutes an infringemcnt of Malta's sovereignty, justifying the adoption of
measures necessary to safeguard the legitimate rights of the Republic of Malta.
Again 1 request your Company to give the Govemment of the Rcpublic of
Malta a categoric assurance that no such exploration or drilling activities are
being or will be carried out in any part of the area mentioned in my lttttr of the
17th June, 1975.
(Signed) M. ABELA,
Chairman, Oil Cornmittee,

P. Casteliani, Esq.
Chairman
Compagnie des Pétroles Total (Libye)
Avenue Ahmed Cherif
Building Safraki
P.O. Box 4833
Tripoli.
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[Arnbic text not reproduced]
SPECIAL AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE LIBYAN ARAB REPUBLIC
A N D THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF MALTA FOR THE SUBMISSION TO THE
INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE OF A IFF FER EN CE

The Government of the Libyan Arab Republic and the Government of the
Republic of Malta,
Agree tb recourse to the International Court of Justice to decide the following
question :
Article (1)

The Court is requested to decide the following question :
What principles and niles of international law are appIicabIe to the delimitation
of the areas of the continental shelf and the economic zone which appertain to
the Libyan Arab Republic and that of the Republic of Malta.
Article (2)

The Government of the Libyan Arab Republic and the Government of the
Republic of Malta shall carry on the necessary contacts to determine the dividing line of the continental shelf and the economic zone appertaining to each of
them in accordance with the decision of the International Court of Justice.

Article (3)
(1) The proceedings shall consist of written hearings and oral hearings.
(2) Without prejudict to any question of burden of proof which might arise
during the written hearings which consist of the following :
(a) Memorials shall be submitted to the Court by the two Governrnents
- The Government of the Republic of Malta shall submit its memorial
within one year from the date of notification of the present agreement
to the Court.
- The Government of the Libyan Arab Republic shall submit its
Counter-Memorial within one year from the date of the delivery of the
memorial of the Government of Malta.
(b/ Replies to be dclivered and exchanged in the same presaid manne;
within six months after the delivery of the memorials to the Registrar.

(c) Additional written pleadings may be presenttd and exchanged within
periods fixed by the Court at the request of one of the parties or if
decided by the Court after consultation with the other Party.

(3) The order of speaking of the oral hearings shall be agreed upon by the
two parties or will be decided by the Court according to the request of either of
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thern. And in al1 cases the order of the speaking shall not prejudiw t o any
question of burden of proof which might a i s e or avoid the Court to take into
consideration any new concept adopted by an international conference of the
law of the sea.
Article (4)

Following the final decision of the International Court of Justice, the
Government of the Libyan Arab Republic and the Government of the Republic
of Malta shall enter into negotiations for concluding an agreement determining
the areas of the continental shelf and the economic zone appertaining to each of
thern in accordance with the niles and principles adopted by the Court.
Done in
on the
day of
corresponding t o
in two originals
English and Arabic, Each text equally authentic.
For the Government of
the Libyan Arab Republic

For the Government of
the Republic of Malta.
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[Same texl as Annex 11 of the Mernorial of Malta, infra]

Annex 61

The Embassy of Malta presents its compliments to the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of the Libyan Arab Republic and has the honour to refer to the agreement signed in Malta on the 23rd May 1976 (corresponding to the 24th Jumada
El Oula 1396 H) between His Excellency Taha Sharif Ben Amer, Minister of
State for Revolutionary Command Council Affairs (for the Libyan Arab Republic) and the Honourable Wistin Abela, Minister of Developrnent (for the
Republic of Malta), concerning the submission to the International Court of
Justice of a difference on the delimitation of the continental shelf.
As has already been communicated verbally on a number of occasions, the
said Agreement has duly been ratified by the Govemment of Malta, and the
relevant instrument of ratification has been with the Embassy since last May.
The Government of Maita is anxious to proceed to the exchange of instruments of ratification as provided by Article IV of the Agreement, and the
Embassy would be grateful if, in the light of the very fnendly relations existing
between the two Governments, an early date could be set for the formal
exchange of the instruments of ratification.
The Embassy of the Republic of Malta avails itself of this opportunity to
renew to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Libyan Arab Republic the assurances of its highest consideration.
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs
of the Libyan Arab Republic
Tripoli.
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Amer 62

MESSAGEFROM PRIME
MINISTER
M I ~ FDATED
F
3 DECEMBER
1976
[See Mernorial of Malta, translation of Annex 14, infra]

Annex 63

L E ~ E FROM
R
MAJORJALLOUDDATED15 DECEMBER
1976
[Arabic rexi not reproduced]
(Unofficcial Translation)
LETTER SEKT BY MAJOR ABDUSSALAM JALLOUD, PRIME MINISTER
OF THE LIBYAN ARAB REPUBLIC, TO THE HON. DOM MINTOFF,
PRIME MINISTER OF MALTA, ON 15 DECEMBER 1976

1 have seen your letter dated 3rd December 1976 addressed to Brothtr Colonel Muammar Algaddafi, Chairrnan of the Revolution Command Council.
No doubt that you know the efforts which have been rendered by the Libyan
Arab Republic in order to promote the CO-operation with the friendly Republic
of Malta in various fields including assistance to the Maltese economy.
When the subject of dividing of the continental shelf and the economic zone
between the two countries was raised, both of us found that it is not an easy
subject and it cannot be settled quickly because the international laws in this
regard did not establish fixed basis yet. An indication of this is that the Conference on the Law of the Sea is on the way to put down an international convention and has not reached a final text for the same which would affect this subject to a large extent.
No doubt, accordingly, that you share with me the opinion that it i s in the
interest of Our two friendIy peoples not to take a hasty unilateral decision.
Instructions have been issued to the appropriate experts in the Libyan Arab
Republic to give priority to this subject in their researches and studies in order
to reach a definite opinion in the nearest time. Such studics would, naturally,
indude the agreement signed last May which you referred to in your Ictter.
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EXTRACTSFROM THE MINUTES OF A MEETING
HELD
ON 16 OCTOBER
1979

EXTRACCS FROM THE ACREËD MINUTES OF THE MEETING
BETWEEN MAJOR JALLOUD AND H.E.Mt. DOM MINTOFF,
PREMIER OF MALTA, OCTOBER 16, 1979

"His Excellency Mr. Dom Mintoff, the Prime Minister of Malta, visited the
Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya on the 16th of October 1979. He met
Major Abdussalam Jalloud, Eng. Abdulmajid Elgaoud, the Liaison Secretary,
and Edgar Mizzi, the Attorney Gcneral, attended the meeting.
Major Jalloud welcomed the Prime Minister. of Maita in the Socialist
People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya and expressed his hope that this visit would
contribute to the consolidation of the current CO-operationbetween the Socialist
PeopIt's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya and Malta.
Major Jalloud asked Mr. Mintoff to go through the subjects that he would
like to discuss.
Mr. Mintoff said he had the following points for discussion :

Finally, Mr. Mintoff spoke about the line separating the continental shelves
of the two countries. Mr. Mintoff said that the background and the developments of this problem are known to the Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jarnahiriya and that Malta has now a new proposal. This proposal suggests setting
aside a margin ten miles wide (îïve miles from each side) to be exploited by
neither party. The area extending from the border of this margin to the coast
could of course be exploited.

Major Jalloud then answered the Maltese Prime Ministcr. The following were
his statements :

6. The Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya did not agrtc with the
Maltese proposal for the division of the continental shelf. They propose to
reconsider the agreement of May 1976 which had not been ratifitd by the
People's Congresses. Arrangements would be made for its rc-submission to the
Congressa during the coming session if Maita accepts the following amcndments :
Article One: To delete the last four iincs in the English tcxt.
Article Two: Malta plcdgts 10 be the first to submit her papcrs and documents because she is the party which favours taking the case to the Court. The
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Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya will not present her papers before
having seen the Mdtese papers subrnitted to the Court.
After a lengthy discussion it was agreed that the experts of the two countries
should meet at the beginning of November to outline a proposal taking into
consideration the interest of both sides."
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MALTESENOTE VERBALEDATED 21 NOVEMBER
1979
[See Mernorial of Malra, Annex 17, infra]

Annex 66

[Arabie texi not reproduced]

The Secretariat of the Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya presents its
compliments to the esteemed Embassy of the Republic of Malta and requests to
inform the following to the Malta Government.
The competent Authorities in the Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
have corne to know about the granting by the Malta Government of contracts
for exploration and exploitation of oil in areas falling under Libyan sovereignty
on the continental shelf.
The Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya whilst strongly denouncing
the Maltese action which affects areas falling undisputedly under Libyan sovereignty and whilst reserving its full nghts in accordance with international law,
would confirm the following points :
1. The areas for which above contracts were concluded are situated on the
continental shelf of the Jamahiriya in accordance with international law and
custom.
2. The Jamahiriya, whilst strongly denouncing the violation by the Malta
Governrnent of its firm rights, declares its non-recognition of any activities,
contracts and assignments, previous or forthcoming which would affect its
sovereignty.
3. The contents of the contracts concluded by the Malta Government contradict in form and in substance the friendly goals which were embodied by the
previous and present endeavours and contracts between the two countries.
4. The Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya insistently invites the Malta
Government to avoid any measures and eliminate any act which would
affect the fritndly relations between the two countries.
The Secretariat of the Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya avails itself
of this opportunity to renew to the Embassy of the Republic of Maita the assurances of its highest consideration.

To the esteemed Embassy of the Republic of Malta-Tripoli.

,
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MALTESENOTEVERBALEDATED
21 MAY1980
[See Mernorial of Malta, Annex 19, infra]

Annex 68

[Arabic iexi not reproduced]
ni MANAGER OF TEXACO OIL COMPANY

The Secretariat of Oil of the SociaEst People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya has
Icarned that a drilling rig belongs to your Company has arrived in the territonal waters of the Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya with a view to
start drilling operations in this area which is subject to the jurisdiction and
sovereignty of the Jamahiriya. The performance of such operations by your
Company without prior Licence from the competent authonties in the Jamahiriya
will render it liable to penalties in accordance with pnnciples of international
Iaw and intemal laws and regulations of the Jarnahiriya.
We hereby warn you that your company should immediately refrain from
performing any drilling opcrations, withdraw the n g and leave the area, otherwise the Jamahiriya is obliged to prevent your company from doing so by al1
means including force on the ground that what is being done by your company
is a hostile action against a sovereign State. The Jamahiriya has the legitimate
right to prevent it and remove its effects by al1 means in accordance with the
provisions of international law.

(Signed) Abdussalam M.ZAGAR,
Secretary of Oil.
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TELEX
FROM SAIPEM
DATED
21 AUGUST1980
FoIIowing your meeting held with the Ministry of Petroleum concerning drilling
activity with our "Saipem Due" you are kindly requested to personally forward
to the Secretary of Oïl, Mr. Abdussalam M. Zagar following message :
Through the Manager of our Saipem Due Platform we received your communication affirming that the dnlling operations we are performing with the Saipem Due on account of Texaco Malta are in areas under the jurisdiction and
sovereignty of the Jamahiriya.
Wc have immediately informed Texaco Malta of the communication received
and meanwhile we have ordered the suspension of normal driHing operations
and beginning of works necessary to put the well in safe conditions.
We have also received the copy of the Texaco reply to your notice in which it
appears the possibility that a misunderstanding has occurred.
We are proceeding with the operations for putting the well in safety conditions hoping that in the meantirne the possible misunderstanding will be
clarified and a satisfactory situation be found.
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LElTER DATED 1 SEPTEMBER 1980 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE OF
MALTA TO T H E UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY
COUNCIL

'

In accordance with Article 35 of the Charter of the United Nations, 1 have the
honour to request an urgent meeting of the Security Council, in vicw of an
illegal action taken by the Libyan Govcmment which also constitutes a threat to
regional and international peace.
As far back as 23 May 1976, after protracted negotiations, the Libyan and
Maltese Governments signed an agreement to submit the question of delimitation of the continental shelf area between the two countries to the International
Court of Justice.
In April this year, at the highest level, it was reaffirmed to the Maltese
Government that the Libyan People's Congress would by June 1980 ratify the
1976 Agreement.
This ratification was not implemented by the Libyan authorities as promised.
In the circurnstances, the Malta Government could no Ionger postpone drilling operations, but prudently advised the concessionaires to refrain from drilling
in a band 15 miles wide north of the median line between the two countries. The
Malta Government received no written objection from the Libyan Government
following Malta's notification on 21 November 1979 of its intention to commence dnlling operations.
On 20 August 1980, without any word to the Maltese Government, and
without explanation, Libyan warships surrounded the oil rig, ordered the ltalian
Captain to terminate drilling operations, threatening him otherwise with the use
of force. The representative of the drilling Company resident in Tripoli, a person
of ltalian nationality, was arrested and threatened with dire consequences unless
drilling operations were to cease.
The ng was flying an ltalian flag. The Company under licence is American. The crew of the rig consisted of various nationalities, principally Maltese,
American, Itaiian and German.
The incident is therefore potentiaily serious, with wide-ranging international
implications. The Maltese Government refrained from responding to the use of
force, but is taking action to dcfend its legitimate interests.
Malta is acting in accordance with the pnnciples of international law. From
her action Libya is determined to avoid recourse to Iegal procedures and to rely
on the use force.
In view of the potential danger to peace and security in the region the Security Council is urgently requested to ask Libya to desist from rnaking further
provocative threats and from taking any menacing actions.
1 would be prepared to providt further details of the illegal, unwarranted and
provocative action taken by the Libyan Government as soon as the Security
Council meeting is convened.
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1 have the honour to request, as a first step, that this lttttr bt urgently issued
as a Security Council document.
(Signed) V. J. GAUCI,
Permanent Representative
of Malta to the United Nations.
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LElTER DATED 3 SEPTEMBER 1980 FROM THE D E P U N PERMANENT REPRESENTATlVE OF THE LIBYAN ARAB JAMAHIRIYA TO THE UNlTED NATiONS ADDRESSED TO
THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

With reference to the letter dated 1 September 1980, from the Permanent
Representative of Malta to the United Nations, addressed to the President of the
Security Council ( S I 14140), I have the honour to bring to your kind attention
that, in response to the Maltese claim, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya views the
Maltese-Libyan dispute over the continental shelf as a bilateral issue that can be
settled through negotiations and direct communication between the two countries.
The continental shelf issue still remains the subject of negotiation between
both sides. An agreement has been initiated to deal with this issue by submitting
it to the International Court of Justice. The final procedures concerning implementation of that agreement have not been completed. The agreement has been
submitted to the Popular Congresses in the Jamahiriya. The Congress made
several rernarks that were conveyed to the Maltese Government for its comment
in order that the necessary measures for ratification can be completed and
consequently submitted to the International Court of Justice. Accordingly, the
oil drilling operations in the disputed region should not have taken place before
the International Court of Justice has issued its resolution. But unexpectedly,
Malta camed out explorations and drilling operations within the aforementioned region. Nevertheless, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya affirms that it has not
taken, on its part, any measure that could disturb peace and secunty in the
region. It also confirms that the issue of the continental shelf between the two
countnes will be submitted to the International Court of Justice. Consequently,
there is no necessity that calls for the convening of the Security Council.
Furthemore, this issue is secondary in significance when compared to the size
and scope of the positive relations between the two countnes, which the Jamahiriya anxiously desires to continue. The strong relationship shows tfirough the
various bilateral agreements between the two friendly nations, in the various
fields of CO-operationaimed at the consolidation of the friendship bonds and
good neighbourliness with the Republic of Malta.
The Libyan Arab Jamahiriya remains confident that the genuine histonc,
social and economic bonds with Malta are strong enough to help overcome the
issue of the continental shelf.
1 have the honour to inform also that the Chairman of the Non-aligned
Movement has initiated efforts and sent two envoys to both countries to seek
their point of views and find a peaceful settlement for the dispute. The Libyan
Arab Jarnahiriya welcomes the said initiative and hopes that a chance be given
to it and to its results.
1 have the honour to request that this letter be issued as a Security Council
document.
(Signed) Mr. Awad S. BURWIN,
Deputy Representative
of the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya to the United Nations.
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UNITED NATIONSSECURITY
COUNCIL
DOCUMENT
S I 14256,

13 NOVEMBER
1980

REPORT BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL ON THE MISSION OF HIS SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE TO MALTA AND THE LIBYAN ARAB JAMAHIRIYA

1. In a letter dated 17 October 1980 ( S I 14228) addressed ta the President of
the Security Council, the Secretary-General recalled that the Security Council
was seized of a complaint by Malta against the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya and
that the Council had held a meeting on the question on 4 September 1980.
Following that meeting, the Secretary-General had held consultations with the
parties and had decided, with their agreement and in order further to assist in
the search for a mutually acceptable solution, to send a special representative to
discuss the issues at hand with the two Governments. In a letter dated 22 October 1980 (S/ 14229), the President of the Security Council informed the Secretary-Generd that his letter had been brought to the attention of the mernbers
of the Council and that they had agreed with the Secretary-Generai's proposd.
2. The present report has been prepared on the basis of the consultations held
in Malta and the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya from 29 October to 2 November
1980, by Mr. Diego Cordovez, who was designated by the Secretary-General as
his Special Representative.
3. The reason underlying the dispute between Malta and the Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya is that there is no agreed delimitation of the continental shelf
between the two countries. The matter has been under discussion since 1972.
Having failed to reconcile their legal positions, the two Governments, on 23
May 1976, signed a Special Agreement to submit the matter to the International
Court of Justice. Malta rests its case for commencing off-shore exploratory drilling operations, an action which led to the incident of 20 August 1980, upon the
contention that the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya has so far failed, without justification, to ratify the 1976 Agreement. The Libyan Arab Jamahiriya does not
accept unilateral responsibility for the delay in ratification.
4. A review of the events and documentary records over the last four years
indicates that the Agreement signed by the parties in 1976 was foliowed by a
series of complex negotiations. Indeed, the contents and terrns of the Agreement
were periodically subject to further discussion and negotiation, at times in the
context of other aspects of the relations between Malta and the Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya. Modifications in the text of the Agreement were discussed as
recently as November 1979. The exchanges between the two Governments on
the issue, and the circumstances surrounding some of those exchanges, led to a
gradua1 deterioration in the relations between Malta and the Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya. The drilling incident of 20 August exacerbated the situation;
Libyan personnel were expelled from Maita, and several lines of CO-operation
and assistance were substantiaily curtailed.
5. The Secretary-General consequently concluded that the early ratification
of the 1976 Agreement would be an essential first step towards an easing of
tentions between the two countries. That view was conveyed to the two
Governments. The Secretary-General is now in a position to report to the Security Council that the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya has undertaken unconditionally
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to submit the original text of the Agreement to the Popular Congresses for
ratification during their current session, which is scheduled to conclude on
22 November, with a view to exchanging the instruments of ratification and formulating the joint notification to the Registrar of the International Court of Justice, as provided for in Article IV of the Agreement, during the first two weeks
of December 1980. The Secretary-Cieneral is prepared to assist the parties in
carrying out the relevant formalities should they so request.
6. Malta has confirmed that it had accepted an implicit understanding, when
the Agreement was signed in 1976, that it would not begin drilling operations
until the Court had reached a decision and an agreement on delimitation had
been concluded in accordance with Article III of the Agreement. Malta considered that since the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya had failed to ratify the Agreement, it was legally entitled to commence drilling opcrations. The efforts aimed
at the production of oil were considered by Malta to be a vital economic necessity and an integral part of its evolving policy of neutrality and non-alignment.
The financiai losses deriving from Malta's decision to close in 1979 the military
bases maintained by the United Kingdom for many years would consequently
have been offset. In the circumstances, Malta wished to enter into negotiations
with the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya whereby drilling operations in the disputed
area, penaing the decision of the Court, would be discussed. It wished such
discussions to be conducted, not in the legal context of delimitation issues but
within the framework of the traditional CO-operation and understanding between the two countries. Malta has pledged to hand over any pan of the continental shelf which the Court might decide does not belong to it.
7. The Libyan Arab Jamahiriya rejects any legal justification of Maltais decision to commence drilling operations, if only because, as indicated above, it does
not accept unilatcral rcsponsibility for non-ratification of the 1976 Agreement.
The Libyan Arab Jamahiriya considers that drilling operations in the disputed
area would prejudice the delimitation case. It contends that intenm drilling opcrations cannot even be considered as falling within the category of "provisional
arrangements" envisaged in Article 83 of the informa1 text on the law of the sea
(AICONF.62/ WP. 101Rev.3). Accordingly, it holds the view that a discussion
on interim drilling operations could, in itself, compromise its legal position.
8. The Secretary-General has conveyed the position of the Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya on the subject of interim drilling operations to the Government of
Malta. In so doing, he has expressed his confidence that the submission of the
delimitation case to the International Court of Justice next month will bring
about an improvement of relations between the two countries. The SecretaryGeneral notes that both parties have expressed the hope that further progress in
the deliberations of the United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea will
also contribute to a greater clarification of the issues involvcd. The Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya has reittrated that it supports Malta's policy of neutrality and nonalignment, and that it stands ready to continue and strengthen relations of
friendship and CO-operation with Malta as in the past. Malta has informed the
Secretary-General that it would expect, in that context, to work out an arrangement with the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya which, as an expression of goodwill, would enable Malta to conclude the one drilling operation which was suspended on 20 August 1980.
9. The Secretary-General trusts that the steps taken to clarify the issues and
lay the foundations of a peaceful solution outlined in the present report will
enable the two parties to look towards the future in a spirit of renewed cooperation and mutual understanding.

.
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Annex 73

The Popular Office of the Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya presents
its compliments to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and has the honour to inform
of the following.
As you are aware, the Leader of the Great 1st September Revolution, Colonel Mu'Armar Gaddaiï suggested in the beginning of Septembcr 1980 to the
Peoples' Congresses, the importance of the ratification of the continental
shtlf treaty between Malta and Libya.
You know also that Staff Major Abdussalam Ahmed Jalloud in the beginning of October, 1980, had informed Mr. D.Cordovez, the envoy of the United
Nations Secretary-General, that the agreement between Libya and Malta
concerning the continental shelf will be submitted to the Peoples' Congresses in
its final Session by the end of 1980 to look at the question of its ratification.
While the Popular Office of the Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
conveys officially to your esteemed Ministry that the basic Peoples' Congresses
have ratified the Treaty to be transferred to thc International Court of Justice ai
The Hague, we would like to inform you that the coming step is to exchange the
Documents of Ratification between the two Countries, thus the necessary procedures will be taken to transfer the dispute to the International Court of Justice. Therefore, the People's Foreign Liaison Bureau (Tripoli) is ready now to
exchange the above-mentioned documents either in Valletta, the capital of the
Republic of Malta, or in Tripoli, the capital of the Libyan Jamahiriya, according to international traditions between countries.
In the meantime, the People's Foreign Liaison Bureau is ready to receive a
Maltese delegation in Tripoli or to send a Libyan delegation to Valletta to finalize the exchange of these documents ai a convtnient time.
The Libyan Popular Office, as usual, avails itself of this opportunity which
has put an end to the dispute between the two countries.
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PAGES6 AND 7 OF UNlTED NATIONS
SECURITY
COUNCIL
DOCUMENT
S / PV2294,
30 JULY
1981
7he Secretary-General: After the submission 1 s t November of my report to
the Secunty Council on the mission of my representative to M d t a and to the
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, contained in document S I 14256, on 14 January of this
year 1 receivtd a letter from the Chargk d'affaires of Libya, containcd in document S/ 14331, informing me that the Basic People's Congresses had decided to
ratify the special agreement signcd by the two parties in 1976 and to submit the
delimitation case to the International Court of Justice, provided that no drilling
in the disputed area was allowed until the Court had reached its decision.
Since that time my rcpresentativt and 1 have rnaintained close contact with
both parties with a view to assisting them in finalizing the exchange of instruments of ratification and the joint notification to the Court as provided for in
the spcciai agmment.
In late March, following my representative's suggestions, a delegation from
Libya visited Malta for the purpose of concluding those formalities. Discussions
between the parties wcrt held, but they wtre inconclusive and subsequent efforts
to concludc the pending formaiitics have not so far borne fruit.
Malta has taken the position that the presence in the instrument of ratification presented by Libya of what it considers t o be implicit conditions regarding
the question of dnlling is unacceptable. Libya for its part has stated that its
instrument of ratification, while refemng to the People's Congresses as the
highcst authonty which is competent to ratify international agreements, does
not contain any conditions or any additions or amendments to the special
agreement.
A number of communications addressed by the two parties in this connection
to the President of the Security Council or to myself have been circulated as
documents of the Council. ln a letter addressed to me on 2 July the Chargé
d'affaires of Maita reiterated his Government's position that the instruments of
ratification could not contain any conditions and requested me to ascertain
whethcr Libya would be prepared to give an assurance to that effect. On that occasion, however, Malta also stated that the question of whether either side would
drill in the disputed areas while the case was pending before the Court was a
separate legal issue on which the two parties were entitled to have and even
express different views.
1 immediately conveyed this information to the Libyan side and also urged
the parties to try again to overcome the obstacles and to conclude the formalities. My reprcsentative suggested to the parties that, on the basis of Malta's
statement on the question of dnlling, procedural ways and means could be
found to overcome the difficulties that had arisen.
In a letter addressed to my representative on 15 July Libya reiterated its position on the pending questions, expressed the view that the existing obstacles were
essentially procedural and further expressed its readiness to send a special
envoy to MaIta with a view to eliminating those obstacles and facilitating existing efforts. That message was immediately conveyed to Malta. The Government of Malta accepted the visit of a special envoy in a letter dated 17 July

1981.
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1 was informed that, following those cxchanges, a special envoy of Libya was
scheduled to visit Maita on 19 July. Certain misunderstandings apparently ensucd concerning the actual intentions behind the meeting. Malta then requested the convening of a meeting of the Stcurity Council and that request is
contained in document S I 14595.
In the meantime I renewed rny appeal 10 the parties to give the consultations
a chance, and a delegation from Libya amved in Malta on 23 July. 1 was inforrned that the special envoy of Libya and the Foreign Secretary of Maita held
meetings on 27 and 28 July. On 28 July the Chargé d'affaires of Maita inforrned
my representative that the meeting had been inconclusive and that the Libyan
special envoy had returned to Tripoli. The Libyan Chargé d'affaires said that at
the meeting the parties had considered various alternatives for resolving the
pending issues. He added that the special envoy had returned to Tripoli for the
purpose of holding consultations and that he intended to return to Malta for
further discussions.
1 shall not fail to continue to follow the situation carefully and shall remain in
contact with the parties. 1 trust that the two sides will make renewed efforts in
order to overcome the existing difficulties.
77te President (interpretation from French): The tïrst speaker on my list is the
representative of Malta on whom 1 now call.
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UNITEDNATIONS
SECURITY
COUNCIL
DOCUMENTS/
14786,9 DECEMBER
1981
NOTE BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

In a letter dated 8 December 1981 ( S I 14782), the Permanent Representative
of Malta made a number of references to the report of the Special Representa-

tive of the Secretary-General, which the Secretary-General submitted to the
President of the Security Council under cover of a letter dated 1 December 1981.
In view of the fact that the Permanent Representative of Malta has requested
circulation of this letter as a Security Counciï document, the Sccretary-General
is making available, with the concurrence of the President of the Council, the
report of his Speciai Representative in the sarne manner.
Annex

.

REPORT OF THE SPEClAL REPRESENTATlVE OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL ON THE
DISPUTE BETWEEN MALTA AND THE LIBYAN ARAB JAMAHIRIYA

.

1. The members of the Security Council will recall that the dispute between
the Republic of Malta and the Socialist People's Arab Jamahiriya dcrives from
the absence of delimitation of the continental shetf between the two countries.
The question has been undtr discussion since 1972, and in May 1976 the parties
signed a Special Agreement to submit the case to the International Court of
Justice. Malta ratifieci the Special Agreement shortly thereafter. Libya did not do
so, but has pointed out in this connection that, after the Spccial Agreement was
signed, the parties held furthcr negotiations on matters concerning the Agreement and the dispute, including the drilling issue.
2. During my visit to Tripoli in November 1980, Libya undtrtook unconditionally to submit the Special Agreement to the Popular Congresses for ratification during the session which was then in progress "with a view to exchanging
the instruments of ratification and forrnulating the joint notification to the
Registrar of the International Court of Justice, as provided for in Article IV of
the Agreement, during the first two weeks of December 1980" (see S / 14256,
para. 5).
3. In view of the fact that questions have been subsequently raised regarding
the nature of that undertaking, Libya has underlined on stveral occasions that
the commitment it gave was to submit without conditions the Special Agreement to the Popular Congresses, which alone have the constitutional authority
to ratify it. Libya has stated that that undertaking was in fact 'honoured. It
informed me that, following consideration of the matter, which took longer than
originally envisaged, the Popular Congresses decided on 4 January 1981 to
ratify the Special Agreement. The actual text of the decision, which was recently
transmitted to me, reads as follows :
"The Basic People's Congresses hereby decide to ratify the Special
Agreement between the Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya and the
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Republic of Malta for the submission of the dispute concerning the continental shelf to the International Court of Justice, provided that drilling in
the disputed arca shali not be permitted until after the International Court
of Justice concludes its exarnination of the case."
4. Libya has stressed that this decision is in line with its consistent position
on that issue. 1 was informed that its executive authorities accordingly prepared
the instrument of ratification, which, in its approved translation, reads as
follows :
"1, Abdulati El-Obeidi, Secretary of the People's Committee of the
People's Bureau for Foreign Liaison . . .,
In accordance with the tesolutions and recornmendations of the People's
Congresses, . . . whereby they approved the Agreement. . .,
Do hereby proclaim the ratification by the Socialist People's Libyan
Arab Jamahiriya of the above-mentioned Agreement."

5 . Malta formally objected to Libya's instrument of ratification on the
grounds that it contains an implicit condition to ratification and requested that
the reference to the decision of the People's Congresses be deleted. It also proposed that the exchange of ratifications and the joint notification to the International Court of Justice be concfuded sirnultaneously so that the necessary formalities could be completed without further delay. Malta has repeatedly said that
the delay in the submission of the delimitation case to the Court has caused it
serious economic and financial difficulties and made more imperative its need to
explore offshore oil resources.
6. Libya has stated that the forrn of its instrument of ratification, including
the reference to the source of authority for such action, is legally correct, consistent with both common international practice and the constitutional procedures
of Libya, and is, in any event, a purely interna1 matler for Libya to decide.
Libya did point out, in a note verbale addressed to the Government of Malta on
24 March 1981, that its instrument of ratification does not contain any additions
or amendments to the Special Agreement. It has expressed the view in this
connection that what Malta regards as a condition regarding drilling is inherent
to the nature of the dispute and consistent with the spirit and content of the
Special Agreement whether o r not it is stated as a condition. As regards the
procedure for concluding the formalities, Libya took the position that the
exchange of ratifications and joint notification to the Court are separate legai
procedures to be taken step by step by different authorities in Libya. Libya has
consistently rejected the charge that it was responsible for the delay in subrnitting the matter to the Court, and reiterated that it was prepared to meet with
Malta at any time to exchange ratifications.
7. The positions of the parties-as summarized above-were expressed in
the context of the efforts that the Secretary-General and 1 made, following the
ratification of the Special Agreement by Libya, to assis1 them in the conclusion
of the formalities required for the submission of the delimitation case to the
International Court of Justice. At rny suggestion two meetings were held by the
parties for that purpose in Valletta, in March and in July of this year, both of
which proved inconclusive. Malta then made a further apped to the Security
Council, at which time the Council, on the basis of informal consultations,
requested that the Secretary-General's Special Representative should "once
again get in touch with the two Governments in the manner he deerns most
appropriate, with a view to assisting them find a mutually acceptable solution at
an early date".
8. The first steps taken in pursuance of that request were outlined in the
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Secretary-General's letter to the President of the Security Council of 30 October
1981. Since that date further intensive consultations were held with the parties,
followed by a proposal that 1 should travel to Tripoli and Valletta from 21 to 25
November and that a third meeting be held by the parties in Valletta with the
participation of the Special Representative of the Secretary-General, 1 was subsequently informed that it was not possible for the Libyan authorities to receive
me on those dates but that 1 would be welcomed in early December. Libya has
expressed its readiness to hold the proposed meeting in Valletta. The Government of Malta, while expressing the view that the propostd visit would not
produce the dcsired results because it was convinced that Libya would not
modify its position, agreed to my visit. It asserted that a meeting of the parties
should be held only if Libya notified me of its intention to modify its instrument
of ratification. Malta formally requested that 1 conclude my consultations with
the parties before the end of November.
'
9. Al1 the discussions so far held with the parties have proved beyond doubt
that the crux of the problem that has prevented them from moving forward to
conclude the formaiities for the submission of the matter to the Court is the lack
of agreement on the right of either party to drill in the disputed area pending a
decision of the Court. My efforts in the latest phase were accordingly focused on
the development of arrangements designed to enable the parties to overcome the
obstacle which had arisen when Libya's instrument of ratification was communicated to Malta.
10. It may be noted, in that context, that on 2 July 1981, having reiterated
that the instruments of ratification should not contain any condition, M d t a had
stated that the question whether either side could drill in the disputed areas
while the case was pending before the Court was a separaie legal issue on which
the two parties were entitled to have-and even exprcss4ifferent views. The
Secretary-General brought that statement to the attention of the Security Council, and expressed the riew that, on that basis, it might be possible to find procedural ways and means to settle the issue.
Il. Sustained attempts have been made to develop such procedural arrangements, including a suggestion which would have enabled the parties to place on
record their respective legal positions on the question of drilling in conjunction
with, but not as a part of, the exchange of ratifications. It is evident that both
sides are reluctant to take any step which might have the effect of prejudicing
their respective positions on the broader question of the delimitation of the
continental shelf. The considerations invoked by the parties involve complex
questions of legal doctrine which at this very moment are the subject of international efforts towards ducidation and codification. The basic positions of the
parties have remained parallel and unchanged.
12. Throughout the consultations Libya stresstd that the frequcncy and provocative character of the public communications addressed by Malta to the
Security Council were not conducive to the atmospherc of goodwill required to
facilitate the settlement of the outstanding issue. Maita, recalling the incident
which took place on 20 August 1980, emphasized that it felt threatened with the
use of force, a threat which in its view put in danger the ptace and security not
only of Malta but of the entire region.
13. While the clarifications which have been obtained confirm the divergent
positions of the parties as to the question of drilling in the disputed area, they
do not indicate any dcparture by either party from its intention formally to
submit the dispute over the delimitation of the continental shelf to the International Court of Justice. It no longer appears possible, however, to overcome the
specific problem that has arisen on the basis of mere procedural arrangements:

.
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Malta has made it abundantly clear that it cannot proceed to the exchange of
ratifications as long as, in its view, Libya's instrument contains a reference to a
condition regarding drilling, no matter how implicit or indirect that reference
may be. Libya has statcd with equal clarity that it cannot agree to amend its
instrument of ratification.
14. In the circumstances, one possible course of action that the parties might
wish to consider in order to settle the question of interim drilling in disputed
areas would be to request the Court, in conjunction with the submission of the
delimitation case, to indicate, as a mattcr of priority under the terms of Article
41 of its Statute, "any provisionai measures which ought to be taken to preserve
the respective rights of either party". This would avoid further delays in the
efforts to settle the dispute. At the same time, by submitting the issue of intenm
drilling to the highest judicial organ of the United Nations, to which the parties
have agreed to entrust the larger question of the delimitation of their continental
shclf, they would ensurt that their legal positions wiil be consistently safeguarded until the dispute is definitively resolved.
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Annex 76

[Arabic text nor reproduced]
PROC~S-VERBALCONCERNlNG THE REGISTRATION WlTH THE SECRETARIAT OF THE
UNITED NATIONS OF THE SPECIAL AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE SOCLALIST PEOPLE3
LIBYAN ARAB JAMAHlRlYA AND THE REPUBLIC OF MALTA FOR THE SUBMlSSlON TO
THE INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE OF DIFFERENCE AND THE NOTIFICATION
OF THE SAlD AGREEMENT TO THE REGISTRAR OF THE IhTERNATIONAL COURT OF
JUSTICE

On 25 Jumadi al-Ula 1391 P.D. corresponding to 20th March 1982, in Valletta, Mr. Abdulati Ibrahim el-Obeidi, Secretary of the Popular Cornmittee of
the Popular Bureau for Foreign Liaison in the Socialist People's Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya, and Dr. Alex Sceberras Tngona, Minister for Foreign Affairs of the
Republic of Malta, agreed as follows :
(a) The Special Agreement between the two countries for the submission to the
International Court of Justice of Difference signed in Valletta on 24
Jumadi al-Ula 1396 H corresponding to 23rd May 1976 will be registered
with the Secretariat of the United Nations through their respective missions
in New York, according to Article 102 of the Charter, within a rnonth of
the date of signature of this Procès-Verbale; and
(b/ The joint notification of same Agreement to the Registrar of the International Court of Justice will be effected jointly by their respective agents in
accordance with Article IV of that Agreement on 6 Shawal 1391 P.D.corresponding to July 26, 1982, in the terms of the draft joint notification
attached to this Procés-Verbale.
In confirmation t? the above, both sides signed this Procés-Verbale in two
originals in the Arabic and English Languages, both texts being equally
authentic.
(Signed) Abdulati IBRAHIMEL-OBEIDI, (Signed) Alex SCEBERRAS
TRIGONA,

Secretary of People's Cornmittee
of the Popular Bureau for
Foreign Liaison.

Minister of Foreign Affairs
of the Republic of Malta.
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Annex 77
SPECIAL
AGREEMENTS IN THE NORTHSU CASES
[See North Sea Cases, I.C.J. Reports 1969, pp. 6 and 71

Annex 78
SPEC~AL
AGREEMENT
IN THE ANGLO-FRENCH
ARBITRATION
[Nor reproducedf

SPECIAL
AGREEMENT
IN THE TUNSIAILIBYA
CASE;(a) ENGL~SH
VERSION
PROVlDED BY LIBYA
; (b) TRANSLATION
BY THE REGISTRY
OF THE FRENCH
VERSION
PROVIDED
BY TUNISIA

.

[See I.C.J. Pleadings, Continental Shelf (TunisiaILibyan Arab Jamahiriya),
Vol. I, pp. 26-27, and Contincntal Shelf (Tunisia/Libyan Arab Jamahiriya),
I.C.J. Reports 1982, pp. 21-22]

Annex 80

TRUMAN
PROCLAMAT~ON
NO. 2667 OF 28 SEPTEMBER
1945
[Noi reproduced]
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Amex 81
1958 CONVENTION
ON THE CONTINENTAL
SHELF
[Nor reproduced]

Annex 82
PART VI OF THE UNITED NATIONSCONVENTION
ON THE LAWOF THE SEA
[No; reproduced]

A n n e x 83

PAGE
334 OF VALLAT, "THECONTINENTALSHBLF"
[Nol reproduced]

A n n e x 84
PACE146

OF

WALDOCK. "THELEGAL BASIS OF CLAIMS TO THE C O ~ N E N T A L
SHELF"

[No! reproduced]
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Annex 85

PAGE261 OF THE INTER-AMERICANJURIDICALYEARBOOK, 1955-1957
[Nor reproduced]

PAGE108 OF GARC~A
AMADOR,THEEXPLOITATION
AND
RES~URCES
OF THE Sm

CONSERVATION OF THE

[Nor reproduced]

PAGES117

AND

118 O F THE T H I R D UNITEDNATIONS
CONFERENCE ON THE LAW
OF THE SEA,OFFICIALRECORDS,
VOL.III
[Not reproduced]

PAGE162 OF THE T H l R D UNITEDNATIONS
CONFERENCE O N THE LAWOF THE
SEA. OFFICIAL RECORDS,
VOL. IV

[Nor reproduced]
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Annex 89

PAGES77 TO 79 OF THE YEARBOOK
OF THE INTERNATIONALLAW COMMISSION,
1953, VOL. II
[Nor reproduced]

Annex 90
PAGES216 OF THE YEARBOOK
OF THE INTERNATIONAL
LAW COMMISSION, 1953,
VOL. II

[Nol reproduced]

Annex 91
PACE 95 OF THE UN~TED
NATIONS
CONFERENCE
ON THE LAWOF THE SEA,

OFFICIAL
RECORDS,
VOL.VI
[Nol reproduced]

Annex 92

PAGES
2 TO 4 OF I.IMITS IN THESEAS,
NO. 10, REV~SED
[Nor reproduced]
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Annex 93
ANNEX

II TO LIMITSIN THE SEAS. NO.87

[Nor reproduced]

Annex 94

PAGES145 AND 146 OF THE AUSTRALIAN
YG( R BOOKOF INTERNATIONAL
L A W 1970-1973

[Nor reproduced]

Annex 95

PAGES394 AND 395 OF JAPANQUARTERLY.
1977
[Not reproduced]

Annex 96

PAGE41

OF THE REPORTO F THE COMMITTEE
ON THE PEACEFULUSESOF THE
SEA-BEDA N D THE OCEAHFLOORBEYOND THE LIMITSOF NATIONAL
J U R I S D I C T ~VOL.
~ N , III

[Not reproduced]

Annex 97
PAGES232 AND 233 OF THE THIRD
UNITEDNATIONSCONFERENCE
ON THE LAW
OF THE SEA,OFFICIAL RECORDS,
VOL.111

[Noireproduced]
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Annex 98
PAGES170 AND 171 OF THE THIRDUNITED
NATIONS
CONFERENCE
ON THE LAW
OF THE SEA,OFFICIAL
RECORDS,VOL.IV
[Not reproduced]

Annex 99

PAGE48 OF UNITEDNATIONS
DOCUMENT
A/ CONF.62/122,7 OCTOBER
1982
[Nor repraduced]

Annex IO0
(uJ ARTICLE
6 OF THE 1958 CONVENTION
ON THE CONTINENTAL
SHELF
;
(b) THIRD
UNITED
NATIONS
CONFERENCE
ON THE LAWOF THE SEA

Article 70 : Document A/ CONF.62/WP.8/Part II, 7 May 1975
Article 71 : Document A/CONF.62/ WP.8/Rcv. 1 /Part II, 6 May 1976
Article 83 : Document A/ CONF.621WP. 10, 15 July 1977 ;
Document A/CONF.62/ WP.101 Rev. 1,28 April 1979 ;
Document A/CONF.62/ WP.101 Rev.2, 1 1 April 1980 ;
Document A/CONF.62/WP.IO/Rev.f, 22 Septtrnber 1980 ;
Document A/CONF.62/L.78,28 August 1981 ;
Document A/CONF.62/ 122,7 October 1982
[Nat reproduced]

Anncx 101
PAGES227-228

AND 245-246 OF CASTON,
"THE QUATERNARY
SEDIMENTS
OF THE

NORTHSEA"
[Nor reproduced]
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Annex 102

PAGES67 TO 71 OF HAMILTON
AND SMITH,"THE ORlGlN AND SEDIMENTARY
HISTORYOF THE HURDDEEP,ENGLISHCHANNEL,
WITH ADDITIONAL
NOTESON
OTHERDEEPSIN THE WESTERN ENGLISHCHANNEL"
[Not reproduced]
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PAGES
79 TO 83 OF A TLANTE DEI CONFINISOTTOMARlNi

[Nor reproduced]

Annex 104
MAPPRESENTED
BY MR.E. LAUTERPACHT.
Q.C., DURXNG THE ORALHEARINGS
IN
THE TUNISIAILIBYA
CASE,REQUEST
BY MALTAM INTERVENE
[See I.C.J. PIcadings, Continental Shelf (Tunisia/Libyan Arab Jamahiriya),

Vol. VI, Map No. 951

Annex 105

PAGES89 TO 91 OF A T U NTE DEI CONFINI SOTTOMARINI
[Not reproduced]

Annex 106

MAPNO. 3 Tû THE 1982 JUDGMENT
IN THE TUNISIAILIBYA CASE
[See Continental Shelf (Tunisial Libyan Arab Jamahiriya),

Judgmcnt, I.C.J. Reports 1982,p. 901
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1, the undersigned, Abdelrazeg El-Murtadi Suleiman, Agent of the Socialist
People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, hereby certify that the copy of cach document attached as a Documentary Anncx in Volume II of the Mernorial submitted by the Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya is an accurate copy; and
that al1 translations are accurate translations.

(Signed) Abdelrazeg ELMURTADI
SULEIMAN,
Agent of the Socialist People's
Libyan Arab Jamahinya.

